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ABSTRACT

The Look East Policy (LEP), which was officially launched in February 1982, came about
as a result of the Prime Minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamed's determination to
encourage Malaysians to "learn from Japan". Despite the difficulties in transferring
management ideas between countries, Mahathir was convinced that with the Look East
Policy he could persuade management in Malaysia, and particularly in the manufacturing
firms, to implement wholesale the Japanese model of management or Japanese
management techniques. This is not only because he believed that Japanesemanagement
techniques were the prerequisites for Malaysia's drive for industrialisation, but also he
believed that they were the solutions to the problems cojifronting the Malaysian workforce.
However, the findings from this study seem to suggest that only certain elements of the
Japanese management techniques have been implemented in or transferred to the
manufacturing firms in Malaysia. Even then, our findings show that there are a number of
problems being encountered, especially if these elements are not compatible with
Malaysian cultural and religious beliefs. This could imply that certain elements of the
Japanesemanagement practices are culture-bound and therefore difficult to transfer to a
different cultural environment.
Our findings also seem to suggest that despite the strength of the state in Malaysia, it has
not been very successful in promoting, through the Look East Policy, the Japanesestyle of
management to manufacturing firms. Instead, it is suggested that the majority of the
Malaysian workforce prefers the present management system that is pro-West, which
suggests its profound influence in Malaysia. Hence, it can be argued that because of the
multi-ethnic and multi-religious beliefs in Malaysia, and also because of the strong
influence of the West, there is a limit to what the state can do or achieve.
Based on our findings, it might be possible to suggest the following conclusions: (i) that
the Look East Policy was never properly thought through in terms of the difficulty of
transferring management techniques from one culture to another; (ii) a more limited
objective with regard to learning from the Japanesemight have been more successful.
However, this would have demanded not only a long-term commitment but also greater
involvement from Chinese community; and (iii) that the Look East Policy was always a
political as well as an economic one. Perhaps its successshould be judged not on a basis
of whether it was adopted but on whether it achieved its political objectives.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1

TO THE STUDY

Introduction

This chapter presents the overall flow undertaken in this study. First, we highlight the
reasons why the topic entitled "The Look East Policy: Its Impact in Promoting Japanese
Management Techniques to Manufacturing Firms in Malaysia" has been chosen. Next, we
present the research objectives. Shortly after that, we state the importance of this study
before highlighting its limitations. Finally, we summarise the structure and contents of the
whole thesis. By doing so, we hope the reader will be able follow the whole discussion
presented in this study.

1.2 The Reasonsfor Choosing the ResearchTopic
"Dasar Pandang Ke Timur" or the Look East Policy (LEP) swept the nation like a storm in

1982. During that time the author was still at secondary(high) school. Like many other
students during that time, the author had no idea what this policy was all about, although it

quickly becamethe subjectof daily conversationof the "man on the street". The more the
author listenedclosely to the conversationof the "man on the street", the more confusedhe
became,as there were severalversionsof the LEP story. From then on curiosity beganto
develop in the author's mind. This first encounterwith the "storm" of the Look East
Policy was, of course, more than fifteen years ago.

Then, on a "special" visit to a local library in 1996,the authorcame acrossa book called
Paradoxesof Mahathirism by Khoo Boo Teik. Skimming through its pages,the author's

attention was caught by a section on page 65 of the book, that says "Look Out and Look
East". Just looking at that sentence reminded the author of his first encounter with the
"storm" of the Look East Policy back in 1982, and since that "special" trip, the author has
been determined to research the impact of the Look East Policy in promoting Japanese
management techniques in manufacturing industry. Part of the reason is because there has

not beenany researchcarriedout in this area,and partly out of curiosity, especiallyafter
reading the following statementsby the Prime Minister, Mahathir.

"The West have failed in the matter of economic competition.

If we desire success,

therefore, we must look East (to Japan) where the people are hard-working, to rid ourselves
of the Western values that we have absorbed, to emulate the diligence in work,
management techniques and other aspects found in the East (Japan)."

(Mahathir as cited

in Teik, 1995: 67).

"We have all the basic ingredients that will make it possible for Malaysia to become an
important industrialised country in Asia after Japan but `something more' is neededwhich

is not found at home - the work ethic and managementtechniqueswhich are the most
important things that seem to have contributed to the rags to riches story of Japan."
(Mahathir as cited in Teik, 1995: 69).

It was in searchingfor a foreign model which could offer that "something more" that
Mahathir launched the Look East Policy - calling Malaysians, particularly

in the

manufacturing sector, to commit themselves to implementing and practising the Japanese

managementtechniquesand work ethic. Mahathir strongly believed that the Look East
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Policy would have a strong impact and be effective because in his words, "Malaysia and
Japan share a common economic destiny and there is sufficient commonality in terms of
political philosophy" (Mahathir as cited in Teik, 1995: 68).

As mentioned earlier, because of curiosity and because there has not been any research
carried out in this area, the author chose the above-mentioned topic as the subject of his
study.

1.3

Research Objectives

There are two main objectives of this research. First, or the specific objective, is to
evaluate the success of the Look East Policy in transferring Japanese management
techniques to manufacturing firms in Malaysia. In order to take that objective forward, we
are going to look at the extent to which Japanese management techniques have been

transferred;why they have or have not been transferred;and identify the nature of the
problemsthat havebeenfacedin implementingthem.

Second,and more generally, this researchwill contribute to debatein existing literature
about the transferability of managementtechniquesand factors that facilitate or inhibit
suchtransfer.

1.4 The Importance of the Study
Based on the review of governmentpublications,we know that the government,via its
Look East Policy, was particularly keen to develop Japanesemanagementtechniquesin
the manufacturingindustry. But the lack of researchevaluatingthe successof the Look
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East Policy in transferring Japanesemanagement techniques to the manufacturing industry
makes this study significant.

This study is also important because it will shed some light on a number of fundamental
issues, such as the feasibility of transferring wholesale Japanesemanagement techniques to
manufacturing firms, given the strength of the state in Malaysia, and what lesson(s) the
government could learn from the outcomes of this study.

1.5

The Limitations of the Study

This study has a number of limitations.

One of them is that it is confined mainly to the

elements of the "classic" Japanesemanagement techniques. Some topics like Japanese

trade policies, sub-contractingsystemand lean production system will not be discussed
becausethey are not consideredcentral to the theme of this thesis. The discussionhas
instead concentrated on Japanese human resource management and production
management techniques.

The fact that this study is confined to the manufacturingfirms also constitutesa limitation.
However, there are two main reasonsfor doing this. First, since the elementsof the
"classic" Japanesemanagementtechniqueshavebeensuccessfullypractisedin the private
sector in Japan,it would be appropriateto study the feasibility of implementing and/or
transferring the same techniques to the manufacturing firms operating in Malaysia.
Second,the Malaysian government,through its Look East Policy, has been striving to
promoteJapanese
managementsystemsamongthe manufacturingsector.
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Another limitation of this study is that it is rather difficult to discuss the Look East Policy
in detail, especially when such details are shrouded in secrecy and have never been fully
revealed to the public. Besides that, relatively limited research has been carried out on the
Look East Policy. As a result of these limitations, most of the discussions on the Look
East Policy rely heavily on newspaperarticles and books written in the 1980s.

1.6

The Structure and Contents of the Thesis

The thesis comprises ten chapters. Chapters one to six form the theoretical framework of
the study, while Chapters seven to ten consist of researchmethodology, presentation of the
survey findings, analysis of the survey findings and conclusion.

In a more detailed breakdown, Chapter one elucidates the reasonsfor choosing the
researchtopic and researchobjectives. It then discussesthe importanceand limitations of
the study beforeit presentingthe structureandcontentsof thethesis.

Chaptertwo provides a literature review on the "classic" Japanesemodel of management
or Japanesemanagementtechniques. It coverstopics such asJapaneseeconomicsuccess,
lifetime employment, seniority-basedwage and promotion systems, hiring practices,
training practices,enterpriseunionism, the consensusdecision-making/ringgisystem,the
just-in-time production system, total quality control, the quality control circle, and the
suggestionsystem. In this chapter,the strengthsand weaknesses
of the "classic" elements
of the Japanesemanagementtechniquesare also analysed.
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Chapter three discusses two major themes. They are: internationalisation of business and
culture, and cross-cultural management. This chapter also examines some previous studies
on the transferability of the Japanesemodel of management to countries, such as the UK,
the USA, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan.

Chapter four moves on to examine the role of the state in the economy. Two important
roles of the state are discussed. They are: as a driving force to economic development, and
as a driver to change people's attitudes. In discussing the role of state in changing
people's attitudes, Singapore, South Korea and China are taken as examples as they have
launched powerful policies in this direction.

Chapter five presents the Look East Policy, and starts with a brief introduction of the
history of pre and post-war relations between Malaysia and Japan. Then it goes on to
discuss the reasonswhy the Malaysian government launched the Look East Policy in 1982.
Shortly after that, it demonstrates how Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic

have been promoted in Malaysia. Next, it looks at some of the more significant
managerial and economic ramifications of the increased Japanesepresence in Malaysia

since the adventof the Look EastPolicy. Finally, it presentsthe problemsassociatedwith
the Look EastPolicy before endingwith the generalhypothesisof this study.

Chaptersix gives a review of the multi-racial and multi-cultural society in Malaysia. It
alsohighlights the importanceof the manufacturingsectorin the Malaysianeconomy.
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Chapter seven presents the research methodology and the rationale for applying it to this
study.

It also discusses the research sample, sample size, sampling techniques,

development of a mail survey questionnaire and personal interview, administration of a
mail survey questionnaire and an interview checklist, how the actual survey was
conducted, methods of data analysis and the limitations of the research survey.

Chapters eight and nine deal with the actual research survey. In Chapter eight, the survey
findings are presented using a simple table format. Chapter nine analyses and interprets
the survey findings.

Chapter ten recaps what has been discussed so far. To do that, it briefly presents strands

from earlier research,followed by a summaryof the researchfindings. Then it discusses
the research implications and highlights the contribution

of this thesis.

suggestions for future researchare made and the conclusion is presented.
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Finally,

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

ON THE

JAPANESE MODEL OF MANAGEMENT

2.1

Introduction

Learning from Japan has been an important issue since the second oil crisis of 1978 to the
start of "Heisei recession". Foreigners flocked to Tokyo, hundreds of books were written,
and a consulting industry segment was created. Many scholars and researchers attribute
Japanese success to the way they manage their enterprises (Vogel, 1979; Ouchi, 1981;
Pascaleand Athos, 1981). Thus, the implementation and adaptation of the Japanesemodel

of management(JMM) overseasbecamethe subjectof severalstudies(seeSection2.2 for
various terminologies) (Dunphy, 1985; Imaoka, 1985,1989;

Lillrank,

1995).

These

focused on various cross-cultural aspects of Japanesemanagement (Imaoka, 1985,1989;
Levine and Ohtsu, 1991; Jain, 1990), as well as on management practices in Japan
compared to indigenous firms in the host countries (Choy and Jain, 1987; Putti and Chong,

1985;Thong andJain, 1988;Rodgersand Wong, 1996).

Oneof the reasonswhy the Japanese
model of managementbecamea subjectof studywas
had demonstratedan ability to take a market share,established
partly becausethe Japanese
technology leadership and amassedtrade surpluses. In addition, they provided tools,
managementmodelsand casematerial,which stimulatedimitation aswell asnew thinking
and experimentation. Japanesemanufacturershad also demonstratedthat they could
produce high quality products cheaply as well as proven that it was possible to break many
established principles, like the inevitability of defects.
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The Japanesestress that it is important to have quality products and at the same time to
have an effective organisation by incorporating well-balanced management practices.
However, they have not been very articulate about the reasons for their success. This
could be attributed to the fact that there are no formal master plans up-front regarding their

managementstrategy. Moreover, the complexities involved in building an efficient
organisation are larger by several magnitudes than those involved in devising a clever
portfolio strategy.

This chapter starts by presenting various terminologies that have been used by different
scholars to describe the managementpractices used by Japanesefirms in Japan. Following
this, it presents an overview of Japaneseeconomic success. Next, it discusses the unique
features of the Japanesemodel of management and it also presents some of the major
forces that compelled the Japaneseto make some changes in their management system.
Finally, it discusses some of the "classic" Japanesemanagement techniques that have been

widely debated.

The "classic" Japanese management techniques that are discussed in this chapter are

divided into two categories: (i) human resource managementtechniques; and (ii)
production managementtechniques. Included underthe former are lifetime employment,
seniority-based wage and promotion systems and enterprise unionism (usually known as
"three devine treasures"); hiring practices; training practices; and a consensus decisionmaking/ringgi system. Under the latter category are just-in-time (JIT); total quality control

(TQC); the quality control circle (QCC); andthe suggestionsystem.
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There are two main reasons for choosing these "classic" techniques. Firstly, in February
1982, the Malaysian government officially announced a policy to "learn from Japan". This
policy was called the "Look East Policy" and it was specifically intended to adopt the
elements of the "classic" Japanese model of management or Japanese management
techniques.

Secondly, the unprecedented growth experienced by the Malaysian

manufacturing sector since late 1970s resulted in a -number of problems, such as low
labour productivity and efficiency, labour shortage, job hopping and other managerial
problems. Because of the fact that the "classic" Japanesemodel of management proved to
be very successful and effective among many large Japanesecompanies in Japan, as a
result of its popularity, particularly among developed countries, the Malaysian government

strongly believed that by adopting the elementsof the "classic" Japanesemanagement
techniques and emulating their work ethic, it could solve the problems faced by
management in Malaysia.

2.2

Definition

Various terminologies such as the Japanesemodel of management; Japanesemanagement
techniques; Japanesemanagement practices; Japanese-stylemanagement; and the Japanese
management system have been used by different scholars to describe the management

practicesused by Japanesefirms, especiallyin Japan. Some scholarstend to use these
termsindiscriminately aswell asinterchangeably.

Despite the fact that there is confusion about the way in which scholarsuse theseterms,
they do have distinguishing characteristics. Firstly, we might argue that the Japanese
management could be about the system, which refers to the ecological, cultural and
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institutional environments in which Japaneseorganisations operate (see Yasin, 1990).
Secondly, we might assert that the Japanesemodel of management could basically refer to
a particular approach to management or the specific strategic and administrative processes
that Japaneseorganisations in Japan have adopted in the course of their activities. Thirdly,
we might also argue that Japanese management techniques could refer to individual
elements or techniques or practices which are taking forward the Japanese model of
management. Thus, looking at the three terms as explained above, they are indeed quite

distinct from one another.

In this study, what we are looking at are the elements of the Japanese management

techniqueswhich are basedon the overall philosophyof management,that is, the Japanese
model of management. The JMM, on the other hand, is part of the system that has
included both internal and external management itself. What the Malaysian government
wanted to promote in Malaysia via its Look East Policy are these elements, which, as
already mentioned, are based on the overall philosophy of management - the Japanese
model of management. Therefore, we will briefly examine the JMM and its particular
elements or techniques that the Malaysian government has an interest in.

It is important to note that most of the sourcesof referencesare obtainedfrom scholarsof
Japanesemanagement whose articles or writings date back from the mid 1970s to 1980s,
although we have also referred to some articles available after this period.

Thus, the

Japanesemodel of management referred to in this study will be that of the early period,
commonly known as the "classic" Japanesemodel of management.
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2.3

Japanese Economic Success- An Overview

Japaneseeconomic successrests upon its strength in manufacturing, mainly because the
country's agriculture, distribution, services and utilities. are not internationally competitive.
Moreover, they are sheltered by law, custom and agreement, and in fact, are relatively
inefficient (Abe and Fitzgerald, 1995). However, there is a further aspect to the debated
legacy of the pre-war Japanese economy, i. e. to what extent was management and
organisation developed in the pre-war period, only to be extended in the post-war years?
In seeking to outline and explain the transformation of Japanese manufacturing, its
structure, management, and the specific historical circumstances that moulded them
require description.

Japan's rapid economic growth after 1945 was undoubtedly assisted by the economic base
that it had established before the Second World War. However, the core question is: what
is the extent of the contribution of this economic base to Japan's rapid economic growth.
Various debates exist over the timing of "modem economic growth" in Japan. Some

scholars argue that the importance of long-term development, trade and "protoindustrialisation" under the Tokugawa shogunate meant that the country was
commercialised before it was industrialised (see Abe and Fitzgerald, 1995). According to

Abe and Fitzgerald, after the Meiji Restoration,Japanwas assistedby the commitment of
successivepolitical factions to economic growth, and by the increasingcentralisationof
executive power. They also mention that there was a strong motivation for rapid growth

becauseof the fear of colonisation and nationalism. As a result, industry becamethe
fastest growing sector of the economy between 1887-1939, expanding at an average of

over 6 percentper annum. At that time, cotton textiles emergedas the country's leading
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manufacturing sector, although heavy industry had established its presence by the 1890s
(Abe and Fitzgerald, 1995).

The silk industry continued to dominate the manufacturing sector. By the 1920s, it had
become internationally competitive through the use of modem technology, vertical
integration, and investment in human resources,and its managerial hierarchies were staffed
by indigenous personnel (Yonekawa, 1984). Although cotton and silk were the twin
pillars of the Japaneseinter-war economy, there were large and managerially complex
concerns in heavy industry, chemicals, materials, and mining, many of which were
members of the zaibatsu conglomerates. According to Abe and Fitzgerald (1995), by
1940, economic growth and military requirements had established a heavy industry sector
that accounted for 59 percent of all manufacturing output; while food products and textiles
were responsible for 12 and 17 percent respectively.

The question here is what are the factors that have contributed to the rapid economic
growth of Japan? Abe and Fitzgerald (1995) argue that its strategic outlook was one of the
factors which led to the creation of organisational capabilities that placed an emphasis

upon co-operativealliancesand competitive rivalry, on long-term investment and rapid
growth, and on organisational adaptation and human capital, in addition to focused
production, productivity, andthe techniquesof operationsmanagement.

Abe andFitzgeraldfurther arguethat with relatively few natural factor endowmentsin raw
materials,energysupplies,or land, Japan'ssuccessrestedon the creationand maintenance
of competitive advantagesin technology as well as management. Although there is no
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simple explanation which might account for the rise of Japan, one certainty is that the
achievements of its economy do rest upon the competitive strengths of its manufacturing
companies; strengths which are internal and, in the institutional relationships formed with
banks, affiliated firms and governments, are often external (McMillan, 1996).

It is also important to point out that to operate effectively, many key Japanesecompanies
before the Second World War, notably those in steel, engineering, and shipbuilding, were
obliged to internalise activities within enterprises or conglomerates. These concerns
became sizeable compared to many British and European counterparts. However, unlike
the British or American firms, the Japaneseones could not draw on a ready pool of welltrained, adaptable labour nor could they rely on market mechanisms for purchasing and
marketing.

Capital was scarce and hard to obtain and production systems were often

rudimentary (Suzuki, 1986).

As a result, they had to depend heavily upon foreign

technology, knowledge and expertise in order to be effective (Suzuki, 1986).

Realising these weaknesses, Japaneseattention was initially paid to the management of

humanresourcesaswell as to the flow of raw materialsand finished goodsthat shapedthe
objectives and structure of their companies. Western corporate structures, managerial

procedures,and product and production technology had to be adapted to the different
circumstances and requirements, and essentially had to give priority to the development of

humanskills and resources(Suzuki, 1986). Above all, successdependedon the creationof
organisational capabilities in the hiring, training and utilisation of managers and workers.
The Japanesefirms made sure that there was a simplification of tasks, a clear hierarchy,
and an inculcated sense of purpose and co-operation among workers and management
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(Suzuki, 1986). Consequently, this view of companies as a collection of people is seenby
many commentators as the defining elements of Japanesemanagement which has its roots
in the period before the Second World War, but subsequently went through many stages of
development and adaptation (see Whitehill, 1991: 3-33).

The self-reliance of Japanesecompanies, their sense of internal loyalty and their vigorous
competitiveness were always combined with the establishment of networked alliances that
encompassedsuppliers, buyers, fellow manufacturers, and banks. Within many companies

and state agencies,crucial decisionsin government-business
relations, strategy,vertical
and horizontal integration, managerial organisation, bank-industry linkages, labour
relations, and production systems had to be made (Suzuki, 1986). According to Suzuki
(1986), it is the sum of these changes in internal organisation and external connections that
have been endowed the title of "Japanesemodel of management", and they have, in many
instances, been given a mistakenly long pedigree, often stemming back to the nineteenth
century.

However, we must be wary, too, of generalising the Japaneseexperience, especially when

the organisationalobjectivesof industriesand companieshaveundergoneconstantchange.
For example, despite nominal membership, the majority of large enterprises are not to any
substantial degree members of the kigyo shudan, which was formed during the 1950s;
while many firms do have close links with banks and do carry high debt-equity ratios.
Two examples are Toyota, which has a proud history of independence and self-financing
and Sony. While Matsushita has tended to import technology, its rival Sony has always
invested heavily in innovation.

Although the Japanese have been characterised as
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technological imitators as opposed to innovative adapters, a study by Abe and Fitzgerald
(1995) reveals that the Japanese have responded to industrial maturity by currently
spending more on researchand development than their competitors.

It is also important to note that it is their factory-level organisation that has been the
driving force behind Japanesecompetitiveness. For example, the well-known casesof the
vehicle manufacturers Toyota and Nissan indicate how technology acquisition, scarce
resources and the nature of indigenous market demand stimulated "lean production"
methods and quality control programmes (Womack et al., 1990). Womack et al. also point
out that during the 1950s and 1960s, Japanesecompanies developed methods and systems
which proved more efficient and productive than the mass manufacturing approaches of
world leaders in the USA and Europe.

They also mention that a system originally

conceived as a means of minimising inventory and land usage soon offered the economy
and quality advantages of flexible manufacturing. According to Womack et al. (1990),
this system eventually became popular and many countries have tried to copy it but with
little success.

The following discussion is intended to provide some insight into the unique features of
Japanese model of management and the issues surrounding it as a result of economic
changes in Japan.

2.4

The Unique Features of Japanese Model of Management

Since the 1960s, Japan has emerged as the economic powerhouse of Asia, the industrial
leader of the electronics revolution and the world's largest creditor nation (McMillan,
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1996: 25). Since then, much has been said about the outstanding successof the "classic"
Japanesemodel of management. However, it must be emphasisedthat the "classic" model
is only commonly practised in large Japanese companies, as small and medium ones

cannotafford it.

Why is the "classic" Japanesemodel said to be unique? Its features, such as lifetime
employment, decision-making by consensus,seniority-based promotion system, senioritybased wage system, paternalism and in-house unionism, and their emergence, have been
the focus of a number of studies by researcherssuch as Abegglen (1958), Whitehill (1964),

Whitehill and Takezawa(1968; 1981), Sirota and Greenwood(1971), Pascale(1978b),
Ouchi and Jaeger(1978), Ouchi (1981), Sethi (1975), Sethi et al. (1984) and Alston
(1986). These studies suggest that the JMM is distinctive in that it is tied up in Japanese
society, and its unique characteristics are not only the main reasonsbehind Japan's success
but also enable the Japaneseto remain competitive.

Other researchers,for example, Keys et al. (1994) claim that the "classic" Japanesemodel
of management was strongly influenced by culture, industrial organisation (primarily the
keiretsu), and government (the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)).
Authors such as Ezra Vogel (Japan as No. 1) and William Ouchi (Theory Z) further
reinforce the belief that Japanese companies enjoy a culturally unique system.

The

stereotype view starts by emphasising the common social values of Japanese society,
which is said to be so homogenous that its people share the same culture, ideologies,
tastes, historical traditions, and even behavioural patterns, leading to harmony, groupism,
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and consensus. These Japanesesocial characteristics in turn are used to explain the unique

industrial relations.'
natureof Japanese

When the JMM was first introducedto the United Statesand Europein the early 1980s,it
attracteda great deal of attention(Chen, 1995). According to Chen,techniquessuch as
QCCs were widely introduced in American and Europeancompaniesduring the "learn
from Japan"boom in the early 1980s. However,after a few hectic years,the boom busted
and critics disparaged the Japanese model of management as being unsustainable,

particularly in the West. Thus,many of its techniquessuchas QCCsand TQC disappeared
from managementvocabulary(Chen,1995).

Even in its native Japan, the "classic" JMM has begun to lose ground. According to Keys
et al. (1994), one of the reasons, as mentioned earlier, is because of the internal as well as
external forces that compelled the Japanese to modify their management system (see
Exhibit 2.1). Keys et al. (1994) point out that this transformation has been driven by four
major forces: (i) over the past decade the number of Japanesecompanies with Western

operationsandjoint ventureshasincreasedrapidly, challengingJapanesemanagersin their
attempts to implement traditional techniques in new cultures and within different legal
systems; (ii) attitudinal change is taking place among the younger Japanesewho are re-

thinking their priorities and goals in life. Young professionalsand managers,especially
women, seem to be showing a preference for a more Western style of management. This

shift is also influencedby the domesticprice structurein Japan,which allows a nation with
the largest gross per capita national product in the world to force its citizens to live far

' Haruo Shimada,EconomicsProfessorat Keio University in Japan,writing in The ManagementChallenge:
JapaneseViews, edited by LesterC. Thurow (MIT Press,Cambridge,Mass.)
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below the standards of the rest of the industrial world; (iii) demographic, structural and
economic changes are occurring in Japan, including a rapidly ageing work force and a
rising hourly wage which are now beyond parity with the Western industrial world; and
(iv) the passion of the Japanese for learning, both personal and organisational, has
highlighted for its managers many of the weaknessesof the present Japanesesystem, and
is stimulating change.

Exhibit 2.1
Paths through the JapaneseManagement Theory Jungle
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As already mentioned, the elements of the "classic" Japanese model of management
discussed in this study are divided into two categories.

The first comprises human

resource management techniques, which include lifetime employment, seniority-based
wages and promotion systems, hiring and training practices and enterprise unionism. The
other technique that is usually added to this category is consensus decision-making. The
second category encompasses production management techniques which include total
quality control (TQC), kanban/just-in-time (JIT), and continuous improvement through the
use of suggestion systems and quality control circles (QCCs). The discussion begins with
lifetime employment.

2.5

Human Resource Management Techniques

2.5.1 Lifetime Employment
The term "lifetime employment" was used by Abegglen (1958) to explain one of the most
distinct characteristics of the Japaneseemployment system. According to this concept,
employees are recruited directly from school or university rather than from an open jobmarket. These employees are expected to stay with the company for life and in return for
their loyalty, they are assuredof job security.

The origin of lifetime employmentcan be tracedback to the days of the zaibatsu,where
huge family-owned and family-controlled conglomeratesdominated Japaneseindustry
until the 1930s (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 43-44), and it is a concept which has had farreaching consequences for Japanesemanagement. A number of studies have noted that

lifetime employment is not a legal contract but more of a moral or psychological one
between the core employee and the employer, entered into at the time of recruitment (Cole,
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1981; Dore, 1973).

Hence, when recruiting a new employee, a company has to be

extremely cautious because a mistake in recruitment can be expensive, and difficult to
correct. In addition, Chen (1995: 188) points out the complications of the recruitment
process. He describes how a company has to investigate or verify detailed information,
ranging from the academic qualifications of the candidate to his or her family background
and individual history. This is followed by in-depth personal interviews, as described in

Section 2.5.4. On the other hand, the potential employee also has to carry out
comprehensive research into the company that he or she wants to join (Chen, 1995).

Based on the principles of

"exchanging commitment", under lifetime employment the

candidate promises to be loyal to the company and at the same time takes a significant risk
in committing his/her future to a particular firm (Chen, 1995: 188). On the other hand, by
recruiting someone, the company assumesthe obligation of family care for the employee's
entire career, which means that the company must be prepared to make sacrifices. Since
the lifetime employment system guaranteesthat an employee will be kept at the company
in some capacity, the company does not dismiss anyone, even if he or she becomes
redundant or if the company is experiencing a business downturn (Fukuda, 1988: 72;
Harumi, 1993).

Why does lifetime employment exist in Japan? There are a number of different views
regarding this question. For example, Abegglen (1958) perceives the practice as growing

out of traditional social relations. However,a numberof other researchershave criticised
Abegglen's

assumption as incorrect, and claim
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that

lifetime

employment

was

institutionalised only during and after World War I as a result of the employers' desire to
reduce high labour turnover (Okochi, 1965; Tiara, 1962).

Despite these different views regarding lifetime employment, it does in fact have some
advantages. For example, some authors claim that the lifetime employment system not
only enhances the relationship between management and employees, but also ties
employees to the company for which they work (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992; Fukuda,
1988). Other authors, for instance, Tung (1982), claim that lifetime employment has
contributed to low job mobility among employees. Maher (1985a: 24) mentions that the

most important socialaspectsof lifetime employmentare demonstratedby the fact that the
practice is frequently cited as an example of the respect and consideration the Japanese
have for each other.

Similarly, Chen (1995) argues that another important aspect of the lifetime employment
system is that when it is combined with enterprise unionism and seniority wages, it results
in less mobility among Japaneseemployees but a relatively higher labour commitment to
their companies. A study by Matsumoto (1991: 12-26) reveals that the major advantage of
the system is a shift of the burden of corporate risk to the side of labour by restricting the

ability of workers to move from one companyto another. Matsumoto also maintainsthat
perhaps the most profound merit of the system is that it helps to stabilise the Japanese
economy in times of recession. He believes that individual employers may regard the no-

firing rule asundesirablebut from the nation's point of view, the rule pays off in reducing
the downswing in the businesscycle.
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However, despite its advantages, the lifetime employment system has also been severely
criticised. Major criticisms include the fact that it covers only about 35 to 40 per cent of
the total workforce in Japan(Muzaffar, 1983; Modic, 1987; Jain, 1990), and about 40 to 60
per cent of these employees are employed by large corporations (Sethi et al., 1984). Those
employed in small and medium enterprises are never granted this benefit (Modic, 1987).
Meanwhile, those employees who enjoy lifetime employment are usually the core
employees, comprising an elite group that has been specially selected (Muzaffar, 1983).
Maher (1985a: 23) claims that this elite group is given substantial additional benefits, such
as a better basic salary, more bonuses, subsidised housing, etc. and he believes that this is
one of the reasons why they stay with the company until retirement. Another reason is that
since they receive so many privileges, they are under their company's control and therefore
cannot easily leave it (Maher, 1985a: 23).

Another criticism directed at the lifetime employment system is that it does not include
peripheral, temporary, part-time or seasonal workers; day labourers, sub-contracted
workers or women (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 44). Oliver and Wilkinson further argue

that lifetime employmentis only madepossiblebecause(i) eligibility for welfare pensions
did not begin until the age of 60 and this has been raised to 67 (Japan Times, 25`hMay
1997); (ii) pensions tend to be meagre; (iii) about 80 percent of Japanesemen aged 60 and

aboveare still in the labour force; (iv) women are virtually excludedfrom the system;and
(v) Japanesecompanies are surrounded by temporary workers.

It is said that even the Japanese,for example, Akio Morita, Sony's Chairman, are
consistently criticising the lifetime employment system (Hazama, 1993; Chen, 1995). Mr.
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Joji Arai, The International Director of the Japan Productivity Centre (as cited in Modic,
1987), claims that "the practice of keeping the ageing workforce and paying higher wages
for deteriorating physical performance, as opposed to putting more reliance on the younger
generation, which has more sophisticated knowledge and better physical capabilities, is
becoming a heavy financial burden on companies."

Managers in Japanesecorporations,

according to Brown (1987: 23), have also expressed unhappiness with the system's
inability to terminate employees whose performance is below the company's acceptable
standard.

Brown further explains that since a company is unable to terminate

"unsatisfactory" employees, this has resulted in "unemployment within the company".

Authors such as Soong (1983) and Fukuda (1988) also point at the drawbacks of the
lifetime employment system. Soong (1983), for example, argues that the system is nothing
more than a managerial strategy adopted by Japanesecompanies to buy loyalty. He also
claims that the impression that Japaneseworkers are happy under the system is far from
the truth. Fukuda (1988: 96), on the other hand, maintains that employees stay in the
company not because of cultural values, as most scholars have suggested, but because of

economicincentives,such asjob and income security. Chen (1995) sharesthis view. He
states that "owing to cultural and historical factors, most Japanese prefer security over

risk" (p. 190).

A number of other researchers also criticise the complexity and inefficiency of lifetime
employment. For example, Keys et al. (1994) point out that lifetime employment is, in
fact, more complex and produces negative job satisfaction effects among younger

employees.Similarly, Tung (1984)claimsthat young,talentedemployeeswho want faster
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promotion and salary rises become frustrated becausethey have no choice but to acquiesce
to the system. A study by Cole (1981) found that Japaneseworkers were discontented
with the system because they viewed it a form of imprisonment. Modic (1987) maintains
that as a result of being frustrated and worried about the prospect of promotion in the
lifetime employment system, only 22.6 percent of university graduates who joined their
first company did it with the intention of staying permanently. However, after a few years
with the company, out of the original 22.6 percent of the university graduates 11.3 percent
said that they were willing to change companies to get a better opportunity.

A study by

Imaoka (1989) found that only 9.8 percent of male employees in the 50-54 age group who
had been hired immediately after graduation from school continued with the same
corporation, while the remaining 90.2 percent changed employers. Imaoka also mentions
that the younger the employees' age group, the greater the proportion of job-changes. He
adds that the trend shows an unlikelihood that Japaneseemployees will continue working
for the same corporation until they retire.

In fact, Morishima's (1992) study has shown that as early as the late 1960s there has been
a moderate increase in mid-career job changes in large Japanesecorporations. His findings
further reveal that the number of Japaneseemployees covered by lifetime employment
actually declined from 33 percent to 23 percent between 1972 and 1989.

His study

suggests that towards the end of 1980s, the lifetime employment system became less
popular, particularly among some large Japanesecorporations.

Rohlen (1979) mentions that since the early 1970s, the lifetime employment system has

been modified and many large Japanesefirms have developed "voluntary retirement
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programmes" for their older employees.
Mroczkowski

A number of other studies (for instance,

and Hanaoka, 1989) indicate that in the 1980s, lifetime employment

continued to lose its popularity. According to Mroczkowski and Hanaoka (1989), this was
partly due to changes in the labour market, such as the increased number of women in the

workforce, an ageing work force, the increasing cost of labour and the over-zealous
recruiting of white collar employees in the boom of 1980s, as well as Western modes of
thinking being adopted by young Japanesemanagers.

Salmon (1992) points out that the unprecedentedincrease in labour turnover among young
workers further increases doubts surrounding the durability of lifetime employment
practices. According to Salmon, between 15 and 20 percent of new recruits leave the
company within twelve months, while only 28 percent of workers in their 20s expresseda
hope that they would stay until retirement.

A more recent study by Debroux (1997) reveals that it is unlikely that the Japaneseare
willing to sacrifice themselves for the good of the company. Debroux (1997) argues that
because accessto middle management is more difficult, younger employees are not keen to

stay long with one company. Moreover,accordingto Debroux,if there arepositions in the
company, older employees will usually occupy them. Consequently, younger employees
now leave companies in larger numbers than before, thus the company cannot expect the

samesacrifice from the youngergenerations. Acceptanceof being dispatchedalone used
to be taken for granted and was assumed to possibly lead to reward later. However, now it
is considered by young people to be an infringement on their rights to a decent private and
family life (Debroux, 1997). The same author also points out that karoshi, or death from
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overwork, is no longer taken as a fact of life and symbolic of a high organisational
commitment, but it is something for which the family gathers evidence in order to sue a
company for which a family member worked.

The prolongedeconomicslowdownin Japanfurther underminedthe lifetime employment
system. Since 1992 the economy has experienced a severedownturn with corporate profits
falling ever since. The value of the yen has escalated sharply since 1985 and produced the
greatest impact ever experienced by Japanesecompanies, particularly electronics firms.
Such firms as Toshiba Corp., NEC Corp. and Mitsubishi Electric Corp. have been struck
hard by slumping salesof memory chips, personal computers, home electronics and audiovisual equipment (Asahi Shimbun, 5"' February 1988). Moreover, Japanesecompanies
have not only suffered from huge losses due to the increase in operational costs but have
also lost international competitiveness (Asahi Shimbun, 5"' February 1988).

Amid the economic slowdown and the recent Asian financial crisis, more Japanese
companies find that they have no choice but to cut operational costs by offering early
retirement to older workers, as there are few promotion prospects for them. Some large
Japanese corporations have already reduced this so-called "financial burden".

For

example, Pioneer Electronic Corp. announced in early January 1993 that 35 managers in

their 50s would have to take"early retirement" and thosewho failed to acceptthe offer by
January 31 were to be summarily dismissed

(Tokyo Business, August 1993). Other

employers, such as Nissan Motor Co. Ltd, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation,
and Toshiba Corporation, that once offered job security for life were also announcing

employmentcutbacks(Takeuchi,1992;Harumi, 1993).
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After years of believing that they faced a labour shortage, Japanese companies have
belatedly woken up to the opposite reality; too many people are unemployed.

For

example, in 1997 about 2.3 million Japanesewere made jobless when the unemployment
rate in Japan reached a record high of 3.4 percent, the worst since 1953.2 By July 1999
about 3.19 million Japanesewere out of work as the unemployment rate in Japan reached
yet another record high of 4.9 percent.'

The changes in the labour market indeed have had a great impact on the employment
system in Japan. Critics claimed that this could then presage the complete and sudden
collapse of Japan's lifetime employment system (Harumi, 1993; Takeuchi, 1992). Imaoka
(1989) was right in saying: "it is impossible to generalise about the employment system in
contemporary Japanesecorporations as being one of lifetime employment. " Perhapsthis is
because the lifetime employment system increasingly looks like a barrier that has to be
removed if Japanesesociety is to gain a more diversified workforce. Nevertheless, some
believe that Japanesecompanies are unable to abandon lifetime employment all at once as
the system is culture-bound, but they are searching for ways to phase it out gradually
(Harumi, 1993; Morishima, 1992).

2.5.2 The Seniority-Based Wage System
Another element of the "classic" Japanesemodel of management is the seniority-based
wage system, which is closely related to lifetime employment.

The former system

emerged at the same time as the latter, when the oyakata was incorporated into the

2 The Nikkei Weekly, 2ndFebruary 1998: Unemployment Rate in Japan.
' Japan's Jobless rate stuck at record high 4.9% in July-The Star Online [WWW document]. URL
Iittn:,, thestar.com. myionlinelnews.. ss/08ma
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zaibatsu (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 47).

This practice is also culture-bound and

presumes that employees will develop skills valuable to the company by remaining with
the same firm for most of their lifetime (Beatty et al., 1988).

In a seniority-basedwage system,the salaryof an individual employeeis determinedby
the length of service and his or her age. This system is most common in large Japanese
corporations, i. e., those with 1,000 or more employees (Morishima, 1992). Based on the
data gathered from the Ministry of Labour in 1987, Morishima (1992) claims that 62.4
percent of 253 large Japanesefirms in 1986 cited the seniority-based wage system as the
most important determinant of pay. Small and medium firms, however, cannot afford this
system because it is not piecemeal but part of other "pillars" such as lifetime employment,
company welfarism and seniority-promotion system (Fukuda, 1988: 94).

There are several merits of this system.

First, theoretically, it removes destructive

competition betweenemployeesand promotesharmony for the benefit of the company.
This is because young and inexperienced employees will not bypass more senior and

experiencedcolleaguesas they might in the West. Second,this systemhelps to develop
skills amongst employees by virtue of their length of service, as well as promoting a sense
of security and a reduction in turnover (Dickens and Savage, 1988). Finally, it reduces
labour cost since turnover is very low (Keys et at., 1994).

Despiteits merits, drawbacksof the seniority-basedwage systemhave also beenpointed
out by both Japaneseand Westerncommentators. For example,Salmon(1992) criticises
the system as a form of deferred wage payment in order to buy employees' loyalty.
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Similarly, Burawoy (1983) criticises the seniority-based wage system because to him it
amounts to a form of despotism. Also, Chen (1995) mentions that Akio Morita, Sony's
Chairman constantly disagrees with the seniority-based wage system. According to Long
and Seo (1977: 85), even as early as the 1960s, Sony's and Hitachi's presidents were more
interested in results than in ritual as they gradually shifted from pay based on seniority to a
merit system. In 1987, Sony further revised its salary system. Under the new system,
Sony employees' yearly incomes are divided into a basic salary and a performance bonus
based on individual results (Focus Japan, 1996). Other Japanesecompanies, for example,
Yamaichi Securities has introduced an annual salary system called "Special System for
Specialist Employees" in April

1995.

Under this system, increments are based on

performance and specialised capabilities of each employee rather than on seniority (Focus
Japan, 1996).

According to Fukuda (1988: 96), the seniority-based wage system is no longer attractive to
young employees because they feel that the system actually demoralises young talent.
Perhaps because of that, more Japanesefirms have emphasised a move toward merit-based
pay specifically for junior employees. In fact, according to Mroczkowski and Hanaoka
(1989), between 1978 and 1987 the seniority portion of pay raises declined from an
average of 57.9 percent to 46 percent in Japanesecompanies, while pay on the basis of
performance increased from 42.1 percent to 54 percent.

A number of authors also claim that because of changes in Japan, particularly pertaining to
the increases in labour cost and an ageing population, the seniority-based wage system is
further losing its popularity (Mroczkowski and Hanaoka, 1989; Oliver and Wilkinson,
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1992). According to these authors, the importance of merit as a determinant of pay has
been increasing since the 1970s. A report published by the Japan Productivity Centre in
1993, further shows that about 15 percent of the 400 leading Japanesecompanies have
already adopted the Western-style of salary negotiation, while another 14 percent plan to
do so in the future. Another study conducted by the Institute of Labour Administration, as
cited in Focus Japan (1996), reveals that about 60 percent of workers welcome the
introduction of an annual salary system as a positive move. Findings from a more recent
study by Debroux (1997) show that an increasing number of Japanesecompanies have
turned away from strict seniority-based wage system and have adopted compensation
practices based on individual merit. Among some of the Japanesecompanies that have
instituted merit-based system are Honda Motor Co., Ltd., who adopted it in June 1992 for
all its managerial employees from the rank of section chief up; and Fujitsu Ltd. for its
managerial employees in April

1993 (Harumi, 1993).

However, as far as wage

determination is concerned, Brown and Reich (1997) have a slightly different view. Based
on their recent study of three Japanesecompanies, they argue that all of them have actually
used years of experience (nenko), job-grade and performance (satei) in determining wages

for their employees.

From the foregoing review, it can be concluded that there is no doubt that a seniority-based
wage system has its advantages. However, as economic growth rates in Japan slow down,

findings of previous studieshave also shown that a seniority-basedwage systemhas its
disadvantages too. In fact, many large Japanesefirms are thinking of ending the senioritybased wage system and stepping up their introduction of an annual salary system,

particularly in the areaof sales,whereresultsareimmediatelyevident(Harumi, 1993).
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2.5.3 The Seniority-Based Promotion System
Seniority-based promotion is also closely related to the lifetime employment system. In
the former, employees are promoted based on a rigid seniority system (Long and Seo,
1977; Keys et al., 1994). This system functions to cross-cut and hence dilute other
hierarchical distinctions within the employment system, such as educational status, which
form the justifications of the manager-worker hierarchy in Western enterprises, and hence
validate their relative class positions, basedon individual merit (Smith, 1983).

This system is also said to be based on the principles of conformity and harmony with
others (wa), and is dominant until about age 35 (Suzuki, 1986). Beyond the age of 35,
employees' evaluations are based largely on the principle of merit and performance
(Suzuki, 1986). At junior levels, however, promotion is largely a matter of advancement

by age(Smith, 1984: 122).

Promotion by seniority rather than competenceis, to Westerneyes,one of the strangest
aspectsof the Japaneseemploymentsystem. But it has a numberof advantages,such as it
providing a powerful force for co-operation between employees and management.
Although critics arguethat competentyoung employeesare blocked from realising their
potential in such a system,the truth is generallythe opposite,writes Fingleton in Fortune,
20`hMarch 1995. Fingleton further mentions that because senior managersare fully
protectedagainstbeing leap-froggedin the promotion race,they aremuch more likely than
seniormanagersin the West to mentortheir staff.
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Another advantage of this system is that it encourages employees to stay in one company
for a long time (Chen, 1995). According to Chen, in this way the longer the employee
stays with the company, the more experience and higher skill levels he has accumulated.
In turn, the end results will benefit the company. Chen.also points out that even though the
system never guaranteeseveryone a title, many have a good chance to become the head of
a section head or department. Another benefit of the system, according to Chen, is that
fast-growing companies have the advantage over pay due to the lower averageage of their
workforce.

Clearly, corporate Japanis finding that although the seniority-promotion system has served
well in the past, the rapidly changing and highly competitive business environment,
coupled with emerging new values of the workforce, is forcing a change. Critics argue that
the competitive advantages of the system have declined (Chen, 1995; Mroczkowski and
Hanaoka, 1989). Morishima (1992) also points out that senior promotions in a number of
Japanesefirms are almost exclusively based on individual performance.

An EPA survey4 covering large companies shows that the weight given on individual
performance in the determination of promotion and status in the years 1996 to 1998 will
rise from 55 percent to about 70 percent. The same survey reveals that there is an
emerging consensus to reconsider automatic promotion, and yearly wage rises and

allowances, and to link them more directly to individual performance. Similarly,
according to Debroux (1997), in many firms, managerial promotion is linked to internal
examinations based on strict merit criteria. Debrouxexplicates further that at Fujisawa

' Economic Planning Agency, White Paper on the Economy, Tokyo, 1995.
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Pharmaceuticals, a system of merit and demerit points can lead to differences from three to
eight years in the hierarchy. Honda, for instance, has been by-passing the hierarchy to
promote talented employees (Debroux, 1997).

Japanesecompanies have realised that the automatic pay increases with each additional
year of service have indeed become increasingly burdensome as seniority grows. Hence,
as the company cannot afford to pay higher salary to the "unproductive" senior managers,
they are asked to take "voluntary" retirement (Focus Japan, 1993). It has been reported
that kata-tataki or "tapping on the shoulder" is now a common practice in Japanesefirms
(Focus Japan, 1993). Even then, a number of companies are still under pressure as the
younger generation is becoming increasingly impatient with the seniority-based promotion
system that still exists (Chen, 1995).

The seniority-based promotion system has also been criticised for creating a promotion
gridlock

for middle management as well

as the younger outstanding employees

(Mroczkowshi and Hanaoka, 1989). It is reported that the system inevitably results in too
many mid-level managers, many of whom have little real work to do, and just become
"window gazers" (Tokyo Business, August 1993). However, as employees have devoted

themselvesto their companies,the companieshave no choice but to reciprocatewith
promotion.

As a result, a number of managers are then dumped into unnecessary or

meaningless posts (Tokyo Business, August 1993).

Debroux (1997) mentions that most large companies still pursue a policy of giving a

"dummy" title to the employeeswho havenot madethe grade. However,there is growing
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opposition to such titles that do not lead to higher management. Thus, some companies are
removing formal titles up to the level of middle management and replacing them by others
not given on a permanent basis but according to ad hoc responsibility given for a specific
project. According to Debroux, in these more quantitatively-oriented systems, connections
and personality will be less important.

As a result, a number of older employees, for

instance, in Seiyu Department Stores, are having their pay reduced by more than one
million yen after the introduction of the merit and performance scheme (Debroux, 1997).

It is reported that like the lifetime employment system, the future of the seniority-based
promotion system is also uncertain and its attractiveness to employees is wearing thin as
job-hopping and freelancing have become a fad among the younger generation (Focus
Japan, 1993).

2.5.4 Hiring Practices
There are substantial differences as to how Japanese and Western employees enter a
company. In large Japanesecompanies, recruitment is usually carried out once a year,
when fresh high school, college and university graduates without any relevant work
experience are hired. Rapid technological change induces employers to look for young,
inexperienced workers who are more adaptable and can adopt new methods and techniques
more easily than older workers. Synchronised action, mostly by the large companies, to
recruit fresh graduates from high schools, junior colleges and universities attracts a lot of
attention since this is taken once a year. Up-coming university graduates and companies
begin courting each other with professors or teachers often acting as go-betweens at the

start of eachnew schoolyear,which beginsin April.
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After an employer-employee match occurs, which in many cases happens before the
summer vacation begins, some companies immediately begin to exert claims on their
incoming cohort by sponsoring group activities, like camping trips, and providing preemployment training. During such training, the university students may visit the company,
study its manuals, and participate in company-sponsored events. In some instances, a
company will also send promising candidates its newsletter, which may provide customer
performance and satisfaction data (Hannon and Sano, 1994). By 1t October, the official
signing day, the university market has cleared for the most part, and the junior college and
high school labour markets begin (Hannon and Sano, 1994).

Around the first of April in the following year, all of the firm's new employees usually
begin their employment together, consummating the recruiting and entry process, which
some liken to a pre-arranged marriage. Thereafter, in spite of the fact that some of the
group members will be more successful than others; they remain together as a cohort for
the remainder of their careers. According to Hannon and Sano (1994), in sectors like the
retail industry where turnover is higher than average, some companies have to bring new

cohorts into the firm more than oncea year.

Before the actual selection process, the first official contact a company has with its
potential recruits in any given year is through a mass mailing strategy. Usually, the
centrepiece of the company campaigns are high quality, glossy booklets that are mailed to
as many as 50,000 graduating university students each year (Hannon and Sano, 1994).
These publications often focus on the company's explicit intentions and also feature
testimonials from recent recruits. However, this method is now less used due to its high
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cost, i. e. ranging from US$5.00 per book (US$250,000 per year) to as high as US$20.00
per book (US$1 million per year) (Hannon and Sano, 1994). As the cost of producing

thesebooks can be extremelyhigh, companieslike Dai Ichi Kanyo Bank have decidedto
issue them upon special request only (Hannon and Sano, 1994).

The actual selection process for the new cohort depends on the student's areas of
specialisation. Students who major in the social sciences,law or the humanities are usually
considered for administrative jobs, while students majoring in engineering and other
technical disciplines will be considered for technical positions.

Before a candidate is

invited for interview and to sit for company exams, the basic criteria for hiring include
employee potential, abilities and "balanced" personality (Wong, 1996).

Usually the

companies rely on testimonials from teachers and professors for these important aspects
(Dahlem et al., 1995). In addition, private investigators are hired to carry out thorough
background checks on candidates, as well as interview the candidate's family members,
neighbours and acquaintances (Hannon and Sano, 1994). Perhaps the main reason why
there is so much care taken during selection is because it is a lifetime decision that the
company has to make.

Hence, it is only logical that if the company has a lifetime

employment system then selection should be very critical (Dahlem et al., 1995), and only
those who meet the basic criteria will be invited for interview.

Moreover, given the fact

that the employment relationship in large Japanesecompanies often spans up to forty years,
it is very important that the personal interview phase in the applicant evaluation process is
lengthy and rigorous. For example, to join the Imperial Hotel, qualified candidates have to
undergo four days of interviews with top executives, department heads, and various
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members of the personnel department before they can be considered suitable for
employment (Hannon and Sano, 1994).

Some companies, such as the Prince Hotel, are also said to rely on role-playing scenarios in
the interview process (Hannon and Sano, 1994). According to the same authors, besides
role-playing, candidates are invited to sit for the personality and achievement tests that
allegedly predict a candidate's competency and performance in jobs that require special
skills, like customer contact.

Once the candidates are shortlisted, the socialisation process begins. In some cases,
companies require the new employees to complete company-developed correspondence
courses. For example, Yamato Transport requires its new employees to complete five such
courses. In addition, the new employees have to attend at least one seminar that spans four
days and three nights before they can officially begin training (Hannon and Sano, 1994).

The work itself generally starts in April with a stay of three to four days at a camp where
all new employees learn more about the company's culture and how they are expected to
interact with colleagues, customers and suppliers. Thereafter, a three-month period begins
in which the new employees practise basic work training. After the first three months, an
employment test is given and those who pass it will become members of the company's

trade union. After the employment test, another four months on-the-job training (OJT)
remains before the new worker is given a regular assignment (Hannon and Sano, 1994).
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The hiring techniques that are practised in large Japanesecompanies have a number of
advantages. First, it is economical to conduct interviews and recruit many employees at

one time, which, for obvious reasons,savescost and time. Second,it is easierto train all
new employees at the same time rather than having to train a handful of them who join at
different times of the year. A once-a-year recruitment exercise makes it possible for the
employer to choose the best possible candidates from the pool of applicants who must
compete to join the company. Moreover, the hiring of newly graduates from schools and
universities enables the company to develop their workers more easily because with no
previous experience, these new recruits can be readily assimilated into the company's
culture and environment. Finally, the special ties between the company and the university
also have their own advantages. This is because the company not only saves time and
money searching for candidates, but the recommendation from professors will ensure that
they get a suitable employee with the right attitude and personality (Dahlem et al., 1995).
According to Dahlem et al., most professors will recommend only the best candidates in
order to protect the university's reputation as well as to safeguard the relationship between
the university and the company. In this way, the company is not hesitant in providing the

universitywith neededfunds.

Despite its advantages,the systemalso has a number of drawbacks. For example,since
large companiestend to head-huntcandidatesfrom prestigious schoolsand universities,
this system results in an unnecessarytendency for students to enrol at such elite
institutions. Meanwhile, this has resultedin a numberof other problems,such asstudents
committing suicide becauseof entranceexamstress(Hannonand Sano,1994).
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Another disadvantage of the system is that a company cannot readily obtain the skilled and
specialised workers that it needs. As training for new employees usually takes more than a
year, training costs can be substantial (Wong, 1996). Sometimes a company has to accept
the consequencesof some new employees having to leave as is happening now in Japan.

As Japanesecompaniesare facing a severeeconomicdownturn,firms realisethat no longer
can they become a "community of fate". Some argue that Japanesefirms are now looking
for specialised workforces rather than fresh graduates (Debroux, 1997).

Others, like

Sumitomo Electric, have cut graduate recruitment from 300 a year to about 200 (Turner,
1994).

Having said this, wholesale recruitment for new graduates should become a practice of the
past, while educational credentials must give way to more open recruitment practices.
Sony, for example, has introduced a new way of recruiting employees in which they stress
the importance of a consumer-oriented mentality among individual candidates (Fortune, 91h
March 1992). However, some argue that once a company breaks its hiring practices, it can
end up being unable to recruit first class employees in years to come (Debroux, 1997).

2.5.5 Training Practices
The practice of recruiting fresh, inexperienced graduates by large companies has to be
accompanied by an increased emphasis on internalised training procedures.

Large

Japanesecompaniesare known to pay a lot of attentionto training, with the allocation of
the necessaryfinancial and human resourcesto perform this function effectively. It is
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therefore logical to allege that the training function has to be operationalised as a follow-up
to the practice of hiring new recruits who possessno previous work experience.

The most prominent types of training conducted include on-the-job training (OJT) and job
rotation. Other types of training include advanced training abroad in institutes of higher
learning and off-the-job training (OffJT). In most large Japanesecompanies, most training,

whethertechnical or managerial,is on-the-job. OJT is carriedout through systematicand
planned instruction from supervisors. It consists of educational guidance provided at the

workplaceto enhancethe workers' skills and the knowledgeneededfor their posts. As far
as OJT in Japan is concerned, a newly-hired university graduate has to spend up to a year
performing a job far below his or her level of education and social standing (Hannon and
Sano, 1994).

For example, at Nippon Express it is said that new employees work for an averageof two
to three years in the field before obtaining their first managerial position (Hannon and
Sano, 1994). Also, in Japan Railways new employees have to stand at a ticket wicket,
punching commuter's rail tickets as part of their rite of passage. By doing so, the new
employees are said to have paid their dues and at the same time to have gained a better

understandingof JapanRailway's role in society and the customersthey will serve for the
next 35 years (Hannon and Sano, 1994).

A recent study conducted by Wong (1996) reveals that soon after induction, the new
employees in large Japanesecompanies are assigned to different departments for on-thejob training for a total period of 11 months. During this time, they stay in the same
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company dormitory and each trainee is assigned to a section head mentor to learn the store
operating skills and knowledge, problem-solving techniques, proper behaviour and
organisational culture (Wong, 1996).

According to Wong (1996), three months after the induction, a follow-up session is held to
check whether the new employees have managed to gain a reasonable amount of
knowledge. This follow-up session also allows them to review and evaluate their own
performance, and to take the opportunity to set targets and plan their work and selfdevelopment. Later, the new employees are given a series of progressively more difficult
and demanding tasks requiring a lot of overtime, and their performance will

be

continuously monitored and regularly evaluated. Wong (1996) also claims that they did
not complaint however, as they understood that their hard work would be rewarded by
long-term career advancement up to managerial level.

Hence, in most large Japanesecompanies, a key element of on-the-job training (OJT) is job
rotation, which is itself a key component in the Japanese system for human resource
development. Typically, workers are moved from one department to another to gain new

work experience and skills as well as to facilitate uniformity, communication, and
personnel development among employees. Moreover, as multi-skilling

is an important

factor when pursuing a career in a Japanesecompany, workers must be familiar with as
many tasks as possible in order to be able to replace absent employees or join the

productionline if volume hasto be raised.
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On-the-job training (OJT) and job rotation have a number of advantages. For example,
these techniques or practices have resulted in a more flexible, multi-skilled workforce as
workers are better able to handle tasks within the organisation. These training systems are
also beneficial because they maximise the use of human resources and above all, alleviate
burnout.

Another advantage of these training systems, particularly OJT, is that even though they
require more resources for training, the payoff is that they increase the possibility of
finding a suitable job for each employee. Some authors (for instance, Klein, 1992) claim
that rather than lay off workers during slow times, Japanese companies put employees
through additional training to enhancetheir skills

Despite their merits, these training techniques also have some drawbacks. For example,
they are said to have created a financial burden on companies as they have to invest a lot of
money and resources in the training of the employees (Filipczak, 1992). This is illustrated
by the Disney theme park in Japan, which, for the purpose of on-the-job training,

dismantleda backup projector costing US$1 million, into a zillion pieces. This was a
rather expensive training aid even for a big company like Disney (Filipczak, 1992).

On the question of job rotation, Filipczak also claims that the system practises double
standards. According to him, the Japanesecompanies operating in America are reluctant to
include American managers in a job rotation system. He argues that those who are included
in this system are only blue-collar workers.

When the Japanese managers were asked

about this, they arguedthat it was becauseblue-collar workers were less likely to job-hop
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than managers and other professionals. The Japanesemanagers also said that they believed
that blue-collar workers were more committed and loyal to the company compared to
managers and other professionals. Because of that, they did not hesitate to invest in the
former's training (Filipczak, 1992).

In Japan, however, there is a different scenario. Professor Haruo Shimada reports that
white-collar workers who show management potential are given greater opportunity to
experience regular and broad rotations. On the other hand, the scope for job rotation for
manual workers is limited by technological factors and by the autonomy of the team of
workers on the workshop floor in allocating work among themselves (Modic, 1987).

As recession has caught up with Japan, prompting Japanesecompanies to change their
"classic" management techniques, some large Japanesecompanies are already changing the
content of training for managersand supervisors as well as modifying the training methods.
A study by Umeshima and Dalesio (1993), for instance, reveals that some large Japanese
companies have already altered the training method from on-the-job training (OJT) to off-

thejob training (OffJT) for their managersand supervisors. The reasonis partly because
cultural training is on the rise in most large Japanesecompanies, especially for managers

who are sent abroad or who must work with other foreigners, for example, Korean,
Chinese, Iranian, and other immigrants who have joined the Japaneseworkforce.

As a

result of a stronger emphasison off-the-job training, there is no doubt that Japanese
companies have to increase their annual expenditures for employee training.

In fact,

according to Umeshima and Dalesio, in 1980, Japanesecompanies spent an average of
US$200 per person per year for off-the-job training purposes. By 1990, the average spent
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by medium companies for the same purpose was US$400 per person per year, while large
Japanesecompanies spent as much as US$1,200 per person per year.

Thus, the foregoing review has illustrated that despite the economic downturn, some large
Japanesecompanies are still emphasising both on-the-job as well as off-the-job training as
a ritual for employee personal development.

2.5.6 Enterprise Trade Unions
Since the early 1970s, certain elements of the Japanesemodel of management, such as
lifetime employment, the seniority-based wage system, and enterprise unionism were
credited for having made a major contribution to Japan's post-war economic growth
(Kawanishi, 1992: 1). An evaluation of industrial relations in Japan highlights several
common features of how Japan's labour unions are organised. According to Kawanishi,
the Japaneselabour union is an enterprise union, and has facilitated the implementation of
company policies designed to promote a firm's expansion and the growth of the national

economy. In addition, this form of union is seenashaving contributedsignificantly to the
improvement of the working conditions and the standard of living of the ordinary
employee (Kawanishi, 1992: 1).

An enterprise union, according to Kawanishi, is a union of all employees within a

particular firm, who becomemembersof the union regardlessof their status. In defining
the membershipof an enterpriseunion, Brown and Reich (1997) mention that "all newly
hired regular workers, both high schooland university graduates,belong to the union until
they reachmanagerialranks which is usually ten yearsfor university graduatesand twenty-
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two years for high school graduates."

Chen (1995: 192) points out that part-timers,

temporary and subcontract workers are typically excluded from the unions.

Since

enterprise unions are the property of all enterprise participants, union members have the
opportunity to participate in union governance, while management maintains its influence
by sponsoring union activities and inculcating attitudes that support the firm's goals
(Benson, 1996).

There are two general categories of theory that help to explain the emergence of the
enterprise union in Japan. The first is called the "cultural approach" and its strongest
advocate is Hazama (1964). According to Kawanishi (1992: 129), although Hazama "did
not write about the formation of enterprise unions per se, nevertheless, it is easy to see
from his research how Japan's paternalistic style of management could facilitate the
emergence of a strong senseof identity with their firm on the part of Japan's employees."
The same author argues that "Once the existence of such a consciousness is established, it
might be argued there would be a logical basis for concluding that a class-basedunionism
cutting across the firm would have a difficult time developing.... under such circumstance
activists in the labour movement would have to settle for a form of company unionism
which rested primarily

on the maintenance of interpersonal relationships within the

paternalisticframeworkof the firm" (p. 129).

The second category is called the "labour-market approach".

The advocates of this

approach are divided into two subgroups: one subgroup follows the lines of Okochi (1972)
while the other includes Shirai (1980), Tiara (1977) and Koike (1977). Under the former,

Okochi's argumentwasbasedon the fact that Japan'senterpriseunion was formed because
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of the peculiarities of the Japaneselabour market, which emerged during the Meiji period.
Central to this approach was Okochi's theory of the migrant wage labourer and the

vertically-structured labour market, which resulted from that type of labour (see
Kawanishi, 1992).

In the latter subgroup, advocates such as Shirai (1980), Tiara (1977) and Koike (1977)
point to more universal phenomena in explaining the emergence of the enterprise union.
They argue that the maturation of capitalism is accompanied by the growing importance of
labour markets in Japan. The internationalisation of labour markets brings with it career

employment and seniority-basedwage systems. The result, they argue, is a form of
enterprise-orientedunionism in which all employeeshave a mutually interdependentstake
in the organisation by which they are employed.

Despite the valuable insights offered by these two approaches, they are criticised by
Kawanishi (1992) who claims that neither explains directly how or why the enterprise
union was established at a given firm. Kawanishi explicates further that the two groups of

writers did provide explanationsfor the existenceof the enterpriseunion, but what they did
not specify was the mechanism or actual procedures by which the enterprise was
established. He further argues that these writers tend to provide explanations that are

historical and devoid of humanactors. According to the sameauthor, thereis a needto go
beyond the basic precondition described by these writers because the enterprise union
which developed in Japan is the product of two conflicting forces and the outcome of
decisions made by major actors, namely, the human individuals who have shaped the
conflict.

On the one hand, there is management whose interests are not served by the
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development of horizontal unionism which supersedeseach enterprise's organisation. On
the other, there are the unionists, who see their interests being promoted by such unionism.
Hence, since both the management and the employees would like to protect their interests,
a consensuswas made to develop enterprise union (Kawanishi, 1992: 131).

From a Western point of view, Japaneseunions are characterised by enterprise unionism as

opposedto craft or industry-wideunions (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 53). As shownin
Table 2.1 the majority of union members in Japan belong to enterprise unions.

Table 2.1
Union Membership by Industry and Union Type (%, 1994)
Occupational
Industrial
Sector
Total Enterprise
Unions
unions
unions

Other

Agriculture
Forestry
Fishing
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas,water

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

82.7
75.4
32.2
97.1
29.9
98.5
99.8

15.5
12.9
67.3
0.5
32.8
0.1
0.1

0.1
10.5
0.5
2.1
23.0
1.0
0.0

0.5
14.4
0.4
0.1

Transport & Communics.

100

94.4

1.0

4.4

0.1

Wholesale,retail, cater.
Finance,insurance
Real estate
Services
Public sector
Unclassified
Total

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

97.9
99.9
99.3
95.1
99.3
8.3
91.7

0.1
0.1

1.4
0.1
0.7
1.0
0.0
5.6
3.1

0.6
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.4
85.2
1.9

Source: Whittaker,

--

2.4
0.2
0.9
3.3

1.3
1.2

199&

When compared to a European labour philosophy which emphasisesgovernment
initiatives for workers, Japaneseunions are said to be primarily concernedwith lifetime
employmentsecurity (McMillan, 1996). Wageincreases,for instance,are determinedas a
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function of enterprise productivity and national wage norms, which are decided each year
in the spring's offensive, or "Shunto" (McMillan, 1996: 225). However, the enterprise
union influences management and decision-making within the company in several ways.
Because the unions are company-wide, rather than industry-wide, as in America, or
occupation-wide, as in British craft unions, management's approach to unions is more cooperative than adversarial (McMillan, 1996: 226).

There are a number of advantagesof enterprise unionism. One of them is that it gives both
management and workers a sense of purpose and provides an environment in which there

is greater co-operation for the achievement of common goals (Sethi et al., 1984).
Moreover,in theory, enterpriseunionstogetherwith the "three divine treasures"discussed
earlier, not only function to increase employees' identification with their companies but
also restrict employees' mobility between firms. Since mobility across firms is minimal as
a result of lifetime

employment, enterprise unionism increases the conformity

of

employees to both the union and the company (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 55).

Another advantage of enterprise unionism is that it creates stability within the Japanese
labour market.

Chen (1995) points out that the intimate relationship between union

members and the company helps to safeguard the interests of both parties. While the union
is viewed as a protection against potential abuses by management, the union members are

also keenly awareof the fact that damageto the companymay also be detrimentalto their
own interests. Therefore, serious, long-term strikes in Japanesefirms are rare (Chen,
1995). Benson (1996), however, rejects this argument by saying that perhaps Japanese
workers are already attuned to the belief that their well-being is tied to the company's
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economic success. Therefore, any interruption to work would mean a loss of revenue to
the company, which would in turn adversely affect the members financially.

Depending on how one looks at it, such a philosophy can be either beneficial or
destructive. It has been argued that one of several benefits of an enterprise unionism is
that it results in the development of a positive relationship between the employer and the
employees (Long and Seo, 1977: 85). Long and Seo further argue that an enterprise union
has been partly responsible for maintaining close co-operation between management and
labour: a positive factor in the rapid and continuous technological upgrading of Japanese
industry, especially in the 1970s.

Despite these positive aspects, the main disadvantage of enterprise unionism is that its
members can become over-dependent on the fortunes of the company (Chen, 1995). The
company may be able to accommodate this when the economy is growing and the future of
the company is assured, but when the economy slows down, as it has now in Japan, the
organisation cannot afford to accommodate many of the employees' demands, especially

financial ones. This will indeedunderminethe consensusnatureof the enterpriseunion.
Moreover, this strong identification with the interestsof the company will make union
memberssusceptibleto companymanipulations,especially in times of economic crisis.
Therefore, these disadvantageshave further eroded the influence of enterprise unionism.

As the influences of the trade union movement in Japan continue to be eroded, criticisms
against it and particularly

against enterprise unions have increased.

For example,

Whittaker (1998) claims that enterprise unions have been condemned on the grounds that
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union membership is overwhelmingly concentrated in large Japanesefirms. According to
the same author, "almost 60 percent of employees in private sector 1000+ (employee)
companies are union members, compared to less than 2 percent in companies with fewer

" (Table 2.2).
than 100employees.

Table 2.2
Unions and Members in Japan by Size of Enterprise (%, 1997)
Enterprise
No. of union
Member
No. of
Estimated
Members
Composition
Organisation
size
employees
(x 1000)
Rate
(employees)
(x 1000)

1,000+

5,697

59.3

975

58.4

300-999

1,484

15.4

1197

20.1

100-299

923

9.6

30-99

348

3.6

2,663

1.5

-29
Other

52
1,105

0.5
11.5

Total

9,610

100.0

-

-

-

4,855

-

19.8

Source:Whittaker, 1998.

Not only has the union itself been condemnedbut also its representativeshave been
criticised for usingtheir authority for personalgain (Tokyo Business,August 1993). Some
authors claim that union leaders have been criticised for not doing enough for their
members and have used their position as a route to senior management (Benson, 1996;

Chen, 1995). A survey of large Japanesefirms by the JapanFederationof Employers'
Association(ascited in Ballon, 1992:42) found that more that 15 percentof directorswere
former union officials.

This suggested that union officials were usually not very vocal

becauseas far as individual interestswere concerned,being vocal would not enhancethe
chances of promotion.
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Enterprise unionism is also criticised for its failure to negotiate for wage rises and shorter
working hours for its members (Akira, 1987), and also for its inability to defend their
interests (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 55). Other researchers also criticise the enterprise
union because it functions merely as a third arm of management (Cole, 1971; Kawanishi,
1992; Matsuzaki, 1992). These weaknesses have led many Western commentators (for
instance, Benson, 1996) to claim that the only unions that are capable of looking after
workers' interests are craft, industrial and general unions. This perspective was promoted
by Galenson and Odaka (1976: 670-671), who argued that the only way the Japanese

labour movementwould be able to securea democraticand representativerole in industry
would be by distancing themselvesfrom managementand restructuring themselvesas
industrial unions.

Benson (1995; 1996) mentions that, in fact, some unions have already implemented
strategies to distance themselves from management. He suggests two possible ways in
which unions can achieve independence from management: first, through structural
independence in which unions can enhance member participation and restrict managerial
influence; and second, through functional independence, which relates to the level of

operational autonomy from management,and involves the rejection of management's
sponsorship of the day-to-day activities of the union.

Despite this, and as a result of restructuring, the Japanesetrade unions have in fact changed
substantially.

In 1976, for instance, the Labour Union Council for Policy Promotion

(LUCPP) was formed.

As the name suggests, one feature of this movement was its

attempt to participate in national policy formulation.
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Thus, at its formation, the LUCPP

declared that "it would emphasise economic policy, employment, prices and tax reform.
Wider policy objectives covering social security, housing, education and medicine were
also articulated, basedon a `life cycle model'. " (as cited in Whittaker, 1998).

The 1980s saw another formation, that of Rengo (JTUC). According to Whittaker (1998),
"The appearanceof `New Rengo' in 1989 did not literally unify the labour front - it was
soon opposed by Zenroren and Zenrokyo (which derive much of their support from the

public andservicesectors)- but with over 60 industrial federationmembersand around20
affiliated federations representing over 60 percent of organised labour, `8 million Rengo'

could rightly claim to be the majority voice of organisedlabour." Since its formation,
Rengo has launched a number of proposals. Some of these have been taken up and have
been incorporated into the legal system, while its views have been reflected in other laws,
for example, the Child Rearing Leave Law, the Labour Standards Law revision, Land tax
Law, etc., nevertheless, Rengo has also been criticised (Whittaker, 1998). For example, (i)
there is a question of whose interests Rengo represents; and (ii) although Rengo says that it
represents "working people", this is a vague term, and federations organising small-firm
workers have also criticised Rengo for being dominated by large private sector unions
(Whittaker, 1998).

A number of other authors also claim that not only have trade unions been criticised but in

fact the influence of the trade union movementin Japanhas been declining (Tsuru and
Rebitzer, 1995). According to Tsuru and Rebitzer, in spite of the establishment of the
National Federation of Private Sector Unions in the late 1980s to co-ordinate union
activities, between 1975 and 1993 aggregate union density declined from 34.4 to 24.2
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percent.

Chen (1995) also points out that this trend might continue to erode union

influence as more and more Japanesecompanies are moving into service sectors and an
increasing number of employees (about two-thirds according to Chen) in small and

medium-sizedcompaniesarenot unionised.

From the above review, it can be seen that enterprise unionism has been both popular and
important to some large Japanesecompanies. But despite its popularity, the proportion of
employees in trade unions, particularly enterprise unions, has been declining for many
years. Findings of more recent studies further reveal that the influence of enterprise
unionism has been diminishing rapidly, which suggests that enterprise unionism has
become less popular among some large Japanesecompanies in recent years.

2.5.7 Consensus Decision-Making/The

Ringgi System

Decision-making by consensus or the ringgi system was first interpreted as one of the most
important elements of the Japanesemodel of management by a group of Japanesescholars
during their visit to the US in the late 1950s (Fukuda, 1988: 65).

Like many of the

elementsof the "classic" Japanesemodelof management,it appearsthat decision-making
techniques or styles were also influenced by culture; in this case, by the preference for
collective responsibility and accountability (Keys et al., 1994). In this regard, scholars
typically describe Japanesedecision-making as a consensusdecision in which emphasis is
placed on building agreement (Fukuda, 1988; McMillan, 1996).

Among the most extensively discussed methods of consensus decision-making or the
ringgi system are nemawashi and ringgi seido.
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Nemawashi is a process of meeting

individually or in very small groups with others to prepare the way for a decision. It is an
important Japanesebusiness concept that literally refers to dealing with the roots of trees.

This meansthat businessdecision-makingrequirescareful attention at every stageof the
process. This is quite similar to how the Japanesedeal with the transplanting of a tree,
which requires much skill and meticulous effort.

According to McMillan (1996: 229),

"nemawashi is very important in the sense that it is used to test the climate of opinion,
checking the broader implications and learning the potential grounds for conflict. " The
main purpose is to obtain informal understanding before implementation is made (Keys et
al., 1994).

The actual decision process is Ringgi Seido, a commonly-used, formal procedure of
management by group consensus. A ringisho, on the other hand, is a proposal that
originates in one section, and is forwarded to all relevant sections on the same level, the
section heads,the managers, the directors, and eventually the president of the company. It
is normally used as an example of the consensual decision-making process and the strong
Japanesecultural norm of building harmony. Upon receiving the ringisho, eachparticipant
makes comments on a sheet attached to the back of the proposal. The decision is then
made by top management based on the comments from all the people involved in the
process. The purpose of this is to eliminate dissension, as many are given a chance to
change a decision before it is actually made (Chen, 1995: 186) (see Exhibit 2.2).
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Exhibit 2.2
Ringgi system of decision-making
Upper

Middle

management

Lower

management

management

and staff
Step

1l

( Define
l problems

Receive
nstructions

Step 2I

Analyze
problems
Work out
alternatives

Step 3
Choose one
"Ringgi" process
Step 4
Authorization

Inter-unit
consensus !'I

i

Intra-unit
consensus

Step 5
Implement
the choice

Source:Fukuda,1988,p. 64.

Viewed from the traditional paradigm of top down decision-making, ringgi does not make
sense to most Western managers. However, to the Japanesemanagers, ringgi has many
advantages. One of them is that by using this system, issues are thoroughly discussed by
all concerned and an attempt is made to accommodate all the views of all the parties
involved (Long and Seo, 1977: 61-63).

Thus, according to Long and Seo, conflicts,

hostility and loss of face can be avoided as no decision is made by one particular person.
Furthermore, this form of decision-making has an element of democracy as employees at
lower levels can initiate proposals or work out plans, which will then be transferred
upward to higher levels of management (Chen, 1995: 187). Chen also points out that since
many people are involved in the decision-making process, there is usually greater
participation. Hence, any decision adopted on the basis of extensive discussions will more
likely meet with general acceptance.
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Another advantage of ringgi decision-making is that since so many people are involved in
the decision process, the danger of a decision being manipulated by certain individuals is
reduced. Furthermore, since the decision is generally accepted, its implementation will be
easier and more efficient (Chen, 1995: 187).

There are, however, a number of flaws as well as criticisms associated with ringgi
decision-making. Japanesefirms using this form of decision-making are often criticised
for being too ambiguous and slow in their decision-making, incorporating little creativity,
and being plagued with "group think" (Mroczkowski and Hanaoka, 1989). Often the

involvement of too many people and sectionsresults in decisionsbeing made slowly
(Chen, 1995). According to Chen, to make things worse,too many meetingsare held and
this, too, can delay the decision process. Based on a report conducted by the Japan
Management Association, as cited in Chen (1995), managers spend around 40 percent of
their time in meetings.

According to the same report, this might significantly delay

business decisions, which often required a swift response. Thus, by the time a decision is
made, the deal might have already gone. Hence, it is not surprising that many Japanese
organisations have not adopted this process for

the more important

decisions

(Mroczkowshi and Hanaoka, 1989).

It is also claimed that suggestions made by other managers involved are often ignored
(Chen, 1995: 187). According to Chen, this is because many Japanesetop executives can
be very autocratic. Chen also mentions that this form of decision-making can be viewed
merely as "a confirmation-authorisation process."

A study by Steward et al. (1986)

reveals that Japaneseemployees do not prefer ringgi decision-making, but rather prefer
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consultative or even persuasive decision-making.

They argue that this is because the

ringgi decision-making process might often end up being nothing more than the record of
a decision already made or an instrument of distributing responsibility for decisions
throughout the entire company.

2.6

Production Management Techniques

2.6.1 Just-In-Time (JIT)
The interest in just-in-time (JIT) was originally sparked off by the achievements of
Japanesemanufacturers in the late seventies and early eighties. Sohal et al. (1989) provide

an interesting literature review of JIT, and suggestthat "JIT is essentiallymore of a
philosophy than a series of techniques, the basic tenet of which is to minimise cost by
restricting the commitment to expenditure in any form, including manufacturing or
ordering materials, components, etc., until the last possible moment."

Taiichi Ohno, Toyota's vice president, originally developed the basic idea of JIT when the
company was facing major problems with parts shortages and delivery (McMillan, 1996:
283). The Toyota team then formalised the idea into a management system when the

companysoughtto meetthe precisedemandof customersfor different modelsand colours
with minimum delay. At this time, the approach was called the "Toyota Manufacturing
System" (Sohal et al., 1989). This approach had attracted wide attention in Japan since the
early 1970s, and by the mid 1970s, many Japanesecompanies had adopted this approach.

Towardsthe late 1970s,the JIT philosophy beganto attract significant attention from the
West underthe nameof the Kanban system.
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What is JIT? Taiichi Ohno, the "founding father" of JIT describes JIT as a production
flow process where "the right parts neededin assembly reach the assembly line at the time
they are needed and only in the amount needed" (Ohno, 1988: 4). Wallace (1990) gave a
much later version of JIT definition, describing it as "an approach to achieving excellence
in a manufacturing company based on continuing elimination of waste and consistent
improvement in productivity. " According to Zhu and Meredith (1995), waste occurs when
the activities that are performed do not add value to products. These non-value-adding
operations typically could account for as much as 90 percent of the total operations in a
non-JIT process (Zhu and Meredith, 1995).

A main element of JIT is that of kaizen, or continuous improvement, a multi-sided neverending programme for cutting out all forms of waste. Waste could be identified physically
in many forms such as scrap, rework, equipment downtime,

excess lead-time,

overproduction, and lower space utilisation (Zhu and Meredith, 1995). The ethos of
production improvement means questioning everything as parts move through a
production sequence. The aim is to improve the throughput of work, focusing exclusively

on operationsthat add value and eliminating forms of time-wasting that add cost but not
value.

JIT is also often used synonymously with kanban (Schonberger, 1982). "Kanban is the

operating method of Toyota production system - it is a piece of paper contained in a
rectangularvinyl envelope. This piece of paper carries three categoriesof information,
namely, pickup information, transfer information and production information" (Ohno,
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1988: 27). In the dual-card kanban system, they are classified into withdrawal kanban and
production-ordering kunhan, also known as production kunhan (Exhibit 2.3).

The withdrawal kanbans are attached to the buffer stock at the inventory point before each
production process. When the part is used for production, the withdrawal kanban attached
to the part is removed and used to order the transportation of the part to the inventory point
after the immediately preceding production process. Production-ordering kanbans, on the
other hand, are attached to the buffer stock at the inventory point after each production
process. When the product or part is used for transportation, the production-ordering
kanban attached to the product or part is removed and used to order the movement of the
product or part to the production process. By sequentially connecting the orders of the
withdrawal kanban and the production-ordering kanban, the consumption of a product at
the final production process becomes a trigger to produce the product and its parts at each
production process.

Exhibit 2.3
A Two-card Kanban System in a Flow-shop.
Ordering

Receiving

Withdrawal

UPSTREAM
(machining)
U

post
El

11ithdravvalKanban

ProductionKanban

source: Price et a.. 1994.
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The essenceof kanban is that the manufacturer does not keep many inventories on hand
but relies on suppliers to furnish parts in time for them to be assembled. In the Toyota
production system, kanban is used to operate the just-in-time and automation with a
human touch which are the two pillars of its production system. The objectives of using
these tools are to prevent over production as well as the elimination of waste.

Kanban goes hand in hand with JIT. While JIT is an approach in production management
that emphasisesthe manufacturer's proximity to customers, Kanban is a device for moving

toward JIT production. Kanban is the reverseof what is practisedin the West,wherethere
exists the "Just-in-Case"systemin which fat inventoriesare stored by manufacturersto
ensure production is not interrupted. By using kanban, Japanesemanufacturers run their
machines only at the market rate of what is demanded rather than at the machine's
capacity.

The system is aimed at achieving greater flexibility

and efficiency in

manufacturing by reducing size lot and hence eliminating waste. As a result, a variety of
customers' manufacturing needs are better served. How the JIT/Kanban system operates
is clearly explained by McMillan (1996) as follows:

"Instead of projecting material requirements from the beginning stage of
production to each subsequent stage, Toyota do the reverse. Toyota start
from the final stage of output and work backwards; instead of `push out', it

uses `pull out'. Information flows in a reverseorder, with workers in the
final stage dictating the flow of parts needed from the prior stage, right
through to the initial production point. In this way, each step in production is
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carefully synchronised and parts flow from one step to the next just-in-time"
(p. 285).

There is a significant difference between a JIT system and a traditional system such as a
material requirement planning (MRP) system. JIT is based on a pull system which means
production is initiated by present needs. MRP, on the other hand, initiates production in
anticipation of future needs. The key principle of a JIT system is to define, control, and
reduce the lead-time from initial entry of parts and raw materials to their actual use. Under
a JIT system suppliers are selected on the basis of the best price at a given level of quality
as opposed to a low-cost bidder selection criterion.

Quality of product is ensured when

JIT-oriented Japanesecompanies find it easy to establish the "co-producer relationship"
with their suppliers if single-source suppliers are used. This relationship make suppliers
seem like the "next level below" the start of production (Zhu and Meredith, 1995).

There are a number of factors responsible for the successof JIT/Kanban in Japan. First,
the JIT system became very popular among Japanese manufacturers in the late 1970s
because of growing manufacturing costs stemming from increasing labour as well as

materialcosts.

Second,looking at the situation in which Japanesemanufacturersfound themselvesat the
endof 1945,it is not difficult to understandthe emphasisplacedupon scarcity. According
to Harber et al. (1990), raw materialswere almost as non-existentas the money required
for rebuilding during this period. About all that was available in any quantity was labour
and the Japanesewere determinedto succeedby developing their skills and technology
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(Harber et al., 1990). Harber et al. (1990) also mention that the Japaneserealise that
multi-skilling
flexibility

and the possibility of job rotation are important for increasing both

and stability because multi-skilled employees can be assigned to carry out a

number of different tasks. For example, flexible labourers can be moved as required
around the production system to eliminate balancing losses. Consequently, multi-skilling
enables the workforce to be kept to a minimum, as the small breaks that the unbalanced
production system generates disappear. Therefore, labour stability and flexibility in the
form of highly motivated, multi-skilled employees accepting flexible working hours, are
often said to be essential conditions for attaining JIT in Japan (Harber et al., 1990).

Third, looking at the economic difficulties in 1945, it was obvious that it would not have
been sensible for Japaneseindustry to concentrate on the production of high-cost goods
since the domestic market would not have been able to afford to buy them. However,
despite limited resources, the Japanesemanufacturers examined all the possible ways of
achieving maximum productivity in the production of low-cost consumer goods. Toyota,
for example, realises that consumers will simply turn away if a high price is set due to high
manufacturing cost.

Therefore, instead of setting high price for its cars, Toyota is

determined to use JIT as a tool focused on the continual elimination of waste in all forms
(Ohno, 1988: 9).

Fourth, since JIT production requires high quality, small lot sizes, and the frequent
delivery of raw materials, a good relationship with suppliers is crucial to achieve these
requirements. The Japanese, for example, make their vendors seem like the next level
below the start of production.

In fact, the linkages between suppliers and the parent
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company go far beyond a simple buyer-seller relationship (McMillan, 1996). The parent
company is not just a buyer of parts and components but it also provides credit, equipment,
machinery, technological know-how and managerial experience to its suppliers (McMillan,
1996: 289). According to McMillan, Toyota, for instance, has to take responsibility to
teach the co-operating firms outside Toyota in using kanban. Since the linkage between
Toyota and its suppliers is very close and reliable, Toyota can contract out more of its
components to its suppliers. In addition, the proximity of suppliers to manufacturers is
also an important contributing factor (McMillan,

1996).

The same author states that

Japanese suppliers tend to be located much closer physically to manufacturers, making
daily deliveries possible. He argues that there are two advantages resulting from this

proximity: (i) it reducesthe cost of transportation and storage; and (ii) it reducesthe
manufacturing lead-times.

Finally, it is argued that implementation of JIT cannot be successful without top
management commitment (McMillan, 1996). McMillan maintains that management must
be willing to devote the resources which are necessary to support an implementation such
as JIT education and training. In Japan, for example, managers are very concerned about
JIT implementation (McMillan,

1996).

They also make sure that their employees'

commitment to the implementationprocess is reinforced by (i) education, for instance,
understanding what JIT is all about and why it has to be JIT; and (ii) by responsibility, for
example, what their contributions are to successful JIT implementation (McMillan, 1996).

JIT/Kanban also has a number of merits, the most important being the reduction in cost of
the manufacturing of products as a result of effective inventory management. An earlier
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study conducted by Aggarwal (1985) reveals that Japanesefirms which have used JIT for 5
years reported a 30 percent increase in productivity, a 60 percent reduction in inventories,
a 90 percent improvement in quality rejection rates and a 15 percent reduction in
floorspace use.

Besides the benefit of cost reduction, JIT/kanban is also alleged to improve stock turnover
and increase profit margin (Boyd, 1995). In his study on the performance of companies in
the USA, Europe and Japan, Boyd claims that the best performers are the Japanese

companies. According to the same author, one of the strategies that the Japanese
companies have mastered is the JIT approach.

He argues that most of the Japanese

companies in his survey have recorded their best performance in the stock turnover, profit
per employee, and the profit margin because they have used the JIT approach.

Among other advantages of a JIT system, according to Yasin and Wafa (1996), are: (i) it
helps to eliminate waste in production and material; (ii) it improves communication
internally and externally; (iii) it helps to reduce purchasing cost; (iv) it reduces lead-time,
throughput time, improved production quality, increased productivity

and enhanced

customer responsiveness;(v) it tends to foster organisationaldiscipline and managerial
involvement; and (vi) it helpsto integratethe different functional areasof the organisation
and helpsto bridge the gap betweenproduction andaccounting. Besidesthese,Yasin and
Wafa also list some other benefits of JIT, such as quality improvement; cost reduction;

problem solving; enhancementof productivity; manufacturingflexibility for fast response
to market/customers; better control of engineering change; worker

simplified scheduling;and improvedcommunicationbetweenoperations.
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enhancement;

Finally, the other merits of a JIT system are said to be (i) a company using JIT has the
ability to operate at market pace without holding excess inventory, particularly in a highly
repetitive manufacturing environment (Harber et al., 1990); and (ii) management can use
less skilled

workers since supervisory personnel can localise specific knowledge

requirements especially when "decoupling" the various work stages (McMillan,

1996:

284).

However, there are negative aspectsof the JIT/kanban system, such as the vulnerability on
the part of the manufacturers with regard to the supply of inventories. For example, what
happens if the supplier cannot supply on time due to geographical dispersal and adverse
weather conditions? Or what happens if the supplier sabotagesthe manufacturer by giving
an inferior inventory in order to demand a high delivery price?

Several authors (for

instance, Wilson, 1985; O'Neal, 1985; Manoochehri, 1984) have highlighted this point as
the main obstacle to the successof JIT. Secondly, since automation in a JIT system forces
the immediate correction of quality problems, in the short run, frequent line stops will
incur substantial financial loss for the firms. Thirdly, the implementation of a JIT system

undershort-term,profit-orientedmanagementis not only very costly but also more likely
to fail than in the case where a long-term view is taken (Manoochehri, 1984). For

instance,in the caseof GeneralElectric, one GE plant has to relocate"a machinea day"
for a couple of months as part of its JIT effort (Manbochehri, 1984). According to the

sameauthor, in this casethe productivity of the plant could be adverselyaffected in the
short run. Finally, a JIT system serves to increase the dependencyof employer on
employee. This could havea devastatingeffect if the employeeswent on strike.
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The JIT system has met with a series of criticisms, as pointed out by Key et al. (1994) who
argue that JIT requires selective implementation.

This view is shared by Harber et al.

(1990) who state that "small firms supplying to larger firms feel that they are being
coerced into a JIT type programme." It is also claimed that suppliers are dissatisfied with
a delivery schedule where they are required to make multiple deliveries each day, resulting
in massive implications (Harber et al., 1990). For example, problems are often caused for
suppliers where vehicles currently used for normal deliveries are too large for the smallersized JIT deliveries.

This could lead to a need for capital outlay on new vehicles,

according to Harber et al. (1990).

To make matter worse, suppliers are often told to

relocate their business close to the main purchaser (Harber et al., 1990). The construction
of Toyota City in Japan is a fine example of the extent to which all aspects of production
(including geographical location) need to be reconsidered when a full-scale JIT programme
is implemented (Harber et al., 1990).

To sum up, the positive cultural factors of JIT as implemented by the Japanese,cannot be
denied. JIT thrives on a culture of co-operation and collaboration and the organisational
structure must support this. Successful JIT requires more planning, because the objective

is to do more with less. There also has to be sufficient flexibility within the planning
function to allow changesto be handledwith ease. This can be achievedby allowing for
suppliers' redundancyin the planning function. Good supplier relationsare also important
and this can come about if both parties understandthat there must be a symbiotic
relationship between them. This implies that collaboration and contact should also be
maintained not only at the operational level but also at-the managerial level. If there is an

active effort to develop andsustainthe relationshipat all levels,then suppliersare likely to
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respond with co-operation and loyalty. One method of achieving this is by rating suppliers
based on their future plans and their potential, as well as on their past performance record.
The suppliers who have demonstrated their willingness to change in tandem with their
parent company should not only be rewarded but should also feel confident about
receiving support from the parent company during times of difficulty.

It goes without

saying that the effort required to judge the potential of a supplier is considerable.
However, the benefits are also substantial and these are key factors in a JIT system
implementation.

2.6.2 Total Quality Control (TQC)
The Japaneserealised that during the post-war period, and with limited raw materials, they
would have to go for value-added manufacturing exports. However, one major barrier to
this was the pre-war image of Japanese goods as being cheap and of poor quality.
Therefore, the Japanesemanufacturers were very enthusiastic to develop goods of low
price with high quality.

This was part of a domestically inspired revolution in quality

control management.

The modern concept of statistical quality control was introduced in Japanbefore the
SecondWorld War. The Americanswere effectively responsiblefor making possiblethe
miraculous turn-around of Japaneseindustry and for putting Japan on the road to quality

leadership. Much of this transformationwas associatedwith the introduction of statistical
quality control into Japan by the US army over the period 1946 to 1950, and with the visits
by three key, American quality gurus in the early 1950s. They were Dr W Edwards
Deming, Dr Joseph M Juran, and Dr Armand V Feigenbaum, the latter being the originator
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of total quality control (TQC). The Japanesediscovered his work on quality control in the
1950s at about the same time as Dr Juran visited Japan. Dr Feigenbaum argues for a
systematic or total approach to quality, requiring the involvement of all functions in the
quality process, not just manufacturing. The idea is to build quality at an early stage,
rather than inspecting and controlling quality after the fact.

The Japanesethen adopted, developed and adapted the system that the Americans
introduced and by the late 1950s, they had begun to develop clearly distinct approaches
suitable for their own culture and use. However, one significant difference between the
Japanese gurus and their American counterparts was that the former emphasised mass

education,the use of simple tools, and teamwork,and had a backgroundin an educational
role.

The famous three Japanese gurus were Professor Kaoru Ishikawa, Dr Genichi

Taguchi, and Shigeo Shingo.

To further encourage the development of quality control activities, the Union of Japanese
Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) was formed in 1946. Dr Deming was the first American
to become involved with JUSE since after its formation.

At about the same time, a

delegation from Bell Telephone Laboratories in America visited Japan and demonstrated
Deming's quality control techniques. As a result, his name became known and JUSE
invited him to lecture to the Japaneseon statistical methods. In 1951, JUSE took the
initiative in instituting the Deming Prize in Japan, and since this development, there have
been two important concepts of quality control system widely used in Japan; they are: total
quality control (TQC) and quality control circles (QCCs).
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What is total quality control (TQC)? Schonberger (1982: 187) defines it as a fundamental
production function.

Feigenbaum (1983), on the other hand, defines TQC as a

management approach which regards the quality of products and services as a primary
business strategy and a fundamental determinant for business health, growth and economic
viability.

Total quality control (TQC) is also seen primarily

as a management-led

approach in which top management commitment is essential (Feigenbaum, 1983). The
emphasis is on quality in all aspects and functions of the company operation, companywide, not just on the manufacturing function or on the provision of a major service to the

external end-customer. It is here that employeeawarenessand motivation are essential.
Everyone in the companyis responsiblefor ensuringquality in terms of "satisfying the
customer" in all they do, and the approach is one of prevention of errors and faults rather
than detection and correction.

Although there may be some disagreement between the two authors regarding the
definition of TQC, Deming (1982) has made it clear that the word "quality" in TQC is not
only about enhancing quality but it is also about improving productivity.

In fact,

according to Shetty and Buehler (1988), Deming's point did bear some truth because they
also believe that as quality improves, costs decreaseand productivity improves.

Unlike in the West, in Japanese manufacturing methods "total quality control is a
fundamental production function, along with other functions such as quality control
circles, just-in-time production and tight in-process control" (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992:
23).

On that basis, the goal has been to broaden TQC into upstream and downstream

quality control of the enterprise. In the upstream direction, TQC involves the parts and
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component suppliers, who, in close co-operation with the assembler, are expected to
deliver their goods "just-in-time"

and thus without inspection upon delivery.

In the

downstream approach, TQC involves the distribution channels on an equal basis of
interdependence.

As far as the Japaneseare concerned,the conceptof TQC is basedon the fact that quality
is everybody's business, and ideally, everybody should help in making their company the
best in its particular field.

This, of course, involves-the management, especially in the

development of clearly defined procedures, the monitoring of performance, and the

motivation as well as participation of the workforce (Reilker, 1983). According to the
sameauthor, the main themesof TQC are: (i) it involves all functions that deal with the
product; (ii) it involves everyone's job from the office boy to the president of the
company; (iii) the responsibility for quality is to be shared by all workers; and (iv) it
requires that top management understands and supports the concept, especially when it
comes to the implementation processes.

The use of TQC has a number of strengths. One of them is that it complements JIT by

making sure that every unit meetsall the quality specifications. This occurs when TQC
delegatesquality responsibilitiesto theworker at the sourceor point of production,so that
through the close coupling of workers and processesprovided by the JIT structure, any

defectiveitem is detectedquickly and the causeof such defectsis identified and resolved.
In this way, waste can be avoided and quality maintained.

Therefore, in a TQC

programme "quality at the source" is the slogan with which all employees are inculcated

(Harberet al., 1990). This meansthat if thereare any errors,they shouldbe identified and
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corrected where the work is performed and not passed to the next workstation. As far as
the Japaneseproduction system is concerned, with TQC, quality is considered to be the
responsibility of the worker performing the actual job (Harber et al., 1990).

Another advantage of TQC is in terms of production costs. According to Harber et al
(1990), lower production costs can be maintained becausethe TQC system makes sure that
(i) process control procedures are implemented at every stage rather than at selected points
only; (ii) every unit produced is inspected rather than randomly sampled; (iii) workers are

given the authority to stop the production line when there is a quality problem; (iv) each
worker must self-correct errors and rework bad items instead of sending them to a

rework line.
separately-staffed

-

The other merit of TQC is that it createsnot only a price/value advantage over competitors
but also enables a firm to charge a higher sale price per unit through differentiation (Harber
et al., 1990). In fact, according to Harber et al. (1990), the strategy of ensuring high
quality through proper total quality control management leads to a sustainable competitive
advantage. Moreover, firms competing on quality pursue an operational strategy that
controls the quality of the product and service, and seekscontinuous improvement.

Despite these strengths, TQC has also been criticised. There is a myth that Japanesehigh
quality products result from unique cultural factors, which are, therefore, not transferable.
This is perhaps exaggerated. In fact, it has been argued that Japanese management
techniques such as TQC and QCCs were derived out of necessity rather than being part of
the culture (Toone, 1994).

Toone also points out that it is important not to confuse
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company and national culture. He claims that Japanesecompanies starting up operations in
the United Kingdom have not attempted to impose Japanese culture on the British
workforce, but instead have attempted to alter their behaviour and habits.

Japan,like the rest of the world, has beengreatly hit by recessionsince 1990. Although
many Japaneseindustrial leaders do not openly say so, they are now experiencing many
problems familiar in the West. As a result, some of the basic tenets of Japanesequality
systems are being questioned. However, with government guidance and the leadership of
such organisations as the JapanProductivity Centre, the Japanesehave always proved to be

most resilient, as they were after the 1973oil crisis. They also seemto perform at their
best in times of crisis. One example is Nissan's intention to fight back by improving the
quality of its cars and its readiness to compete with a 10 percent annual improvement in
factory labour productivity,

coupled with a more efficient use of corporate human

resources (Stainer, 1995).

It is also very clear that to overcome today's challenges, Japan is turning its attention to
known poor quality areas, such as the service industries, logistics and agriculture, where

the Japaneserealisethat they are lagging behindother countriesand that there is a needto
improve quality.

From the above discussion, it can be argued that despite serious criticisms of TQC, one
thing that can be learnt from the Japanesetotal quality control technique is that attention to
detail, commitment, mutual respect and co-operative spirit, as well as discipline are
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fundamental.

This is because of all the industrialised nations, Japan understands and

appreciatesthe close link between productivity and quality.

2.6.3 Quality Control Circle (QCC)
The quality control system is defined as "an effective system for co-ordinating the quality
maintenance and quality improvement effort of the various groups in an organisation so as
to enable production at the most economical levels which allow for full customer
satisfaction. "5 Dr Feigenbaum further stressesthat quality does not mean "best" but "best
for the customer use and selling price". He points out that the word "control" in quality
control represents a four-step management tool: (i) Setting quality

standards; (ii)

Appraising conformity to these standards; (iii) Acting when standards are exceeded; and
(iv) Planning for improvements in the standards.

Quality is seen as having become the single most important force leading to organisational
'
success and company growth in national and international markets.

Hence, it is

essentially a way of managing the organisation and, like finance and marketing, quality has
now become a key element of modem management.

What is a quality control circle (QCC)? A quality control circle (QCC) is a Japanese
innovation that formally mobilises a small group of workers to voluntarily carry out
analysis of job-related quality problems (McMillan, 1996: 233). According to McMillan
(1996), this small group usually consists of six to ten workers engaged in the same type of
work and often at the same hierarchical level.

Generally, the groups are very problem

5Dr Armand Feigenbaum as quoted in Professor Bendell's booklet on The Quality Gurus.
6 Ibid.
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focused, meeting once a week, usually after working hours (although meetings during

office hoursarenot unusual).

What is critical to the concept of QCC as a practical tool is the set of techniques available

for analysis,discussionand feedback. There are sevenstatistical tools employedin QCC
and these include Pareto analysis, cause and effect (fishbone) diagrams, stratification, tally
cards, histograms, scatter diagrams and Shewhart control charts (Oliver and Wilkinson,
1992: 23). In addition to these tools, members in the circle are assisted by specialised staff
groups, such as from engineering, accounting, and production control to help work groups
solve problems.

During the early 1980s, the QCC system was widely copied in Western industries
(Lillrank,

1995).

However, as an organisational form it failed to become rooted in

Western business environment (Lillrank,

1995). Nevertheless, the abstract principle of

continuous improvement survived and is currently applied in ways different from the
original model. Elementary statistical methods popularised by the Japanesefor shop-floor
use have also been generally applied (Lillrank, 1995).

The Japanese QCC movement officially

started in 1962, after some ten years of

experimentation with statistical tools and quality management concepts transferred from

the United States (Lillrank, 1995). The JapaneseUnion of Scientists and Engineers
(JUSE) established the QCC Headquarters, published a monthly magazine, and developed
training methods to support the movement.

The circle concept was applied in a few

leading companies, such as Komatsu, Toyota and Nissan, who were experimenting with
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many other management innovations as well. Following this, the QCC breakthrough came
only some 15 years later in the aftermath of the first oil crisis, and reached its peak during

the early 1980s.

In Japan, the QCC has a practical and an ideological base. During the late 1950s and
1960s, the Japanesemanufacturing industry was growing fast. Uniform quality was a top
priority for two reasons: first, the quality of contemporary manufacturing output was low
and neededto be improved for it to be exportable. Second, quality was not a high priority
in the dominant American mass manufacturing paradigm. Therefore, quality provided a
competitive advantage to the Japanesemanufacturers.

Unlike in the United States, where highly skilled specialist and inspectors took care of
quality, the Japanesedid not have the time and money to train cadres of QC experts and
therefore opted for another solution, which involved the training of foremen who were then
required to train their own people.

Furthermore, quality by inspection meant that a

substantial amount of output had to be scrapped. For the frugal Japaneseof the post-war
era this was unacceptable, especially since most raw materials were imported and paid for

by hard-earnedexports(Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992). Therefore,it was opportuneto take
quality managementto the source,and have each operatorhimself or herself inspectthe
output and devise methods for preventing errors. To do this, however, required training

andthe QCC was theperfecttraining-tool for the disseminationof skills.

The main part of the application effort in QCC is concerned with how an organisation

deploysthe tools to achievethe QCC and the firms' objectives. ProfessorKaoru Ishikawa,
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one of the founding fathers of the movement, formulated the ideology behind JapaneseQC
circles.

To Ishikawa, the QC circle was a break from the "feudal spirit" of treating

workers as mindless automa (Ishikawa, 1990). He maintains that, as circle members,
workers could apply their creativity and experience to solve common problems. Doing it
together with their peers, in fact, provided an opportunity for socialising in a constructive
way.

From the start, Professor Ishikawa emphasised that the QCC was a voluntary

activity, that is, it was not part of ordinary work and could not be subject to ordinary
command and control. He pointed out that people should be motivated to work actively in
QC circles in various informal ways, such as the enthusiasm generated by superiors, the
pressure of competition, the unity of fate within the company and the intrinsic joy arising
from solving problems together. Professor Ishikawa, however, cautioned that voluntarism
never meant that an individual could freely choose whether to participate or not, but rather
it was an expression of the informal, free atmosphere that should prevail in the circle.

It is important to note that voluntary participation is important for two reasons. First,
Japanesecompanies are traditionally very hierarchically organised. Social rules prevent a
junior member from making suggestions or criticising the ways of a senior. Under such
circumstances, bottom-up, creative problem solving could not work.

Second, asking

workers to suggest new ways to organise work is potentially disruptive. From a manager's
point of view, this may lead to unreasonable demands. Therefore, creating QC circles as a

parallel structure outside the ordinary line organisation could encouragecreativity and
spontaneity without compromising operating prerogatives.
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Thus, by using QCC, workers can pick up improvement objects from their work
environment, and streamline them into well-defined problems that are analysed, solved and
tested using statistical tools.

This work results in an improvement suggestion that is

handed over to the line manager in charge, who makes the decision of incorporating the
suggestion into a standard operating procedure. In fact, the QC circle is a sophisticated
management method that requires a top management-supported quality

strategy,

organisational vehicles for support, guidance and evaluation, and practical tools for solving
workshop problems. In Japan, because quality is so important, top management is always
willing to work together with its workers (Lillrank, 1995).

With the rising popularity of QCC in post-war Japan, by January 1980, there were about
100,000 registered circles at JUSE, with another estimated one million non-registered (Ho,
1993). Since then, about 13 million Japanese have participated in QCCs (Ho, 1993).
According to McMillan (1996: 232), one in eight Japaneseworkers is currently engagedin
QCC activities and there are literally hundreds of thousands of quality control circles that
have sprung up in Japanesefirms, involving millions of workers.

The Kansai Electric

Power Company, for example, had 2,300 circles in 1991 with between six and nine people
in each circle (Westbrook, 1995). Nippondenso have had QC circle activities since 1964,
two years after QCC was introduced to Japan. In 1983, Nippondenso launched a "TQC by
everybody" campaign to create "the world's No. 1 products and the world's best corporate

quality system"(Westbrook,1995).

-

It is claimed that QC programmes in Japan require a high level of technical training on the
part of production workers and a substantial commitment of resources on the part of the
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firm (Lincoln, 1989). However, to ensure the successof QC circles, QC members need to
be trained in order to acquire the necessary problem-solving techniques. According to
Shenkar (1988), there are four major factors responsible for the successof QC circles in
Japan: (i) the scarcity of natural resources, contributing to a greater concern with waste; (ii)
the Confucian culture which calls for harmony; (iii) the emphasis on groupism; and (iv)
the importance of the role of education, since the QCC technique requires expertise in
quantitative analysis.

The QCC system has a number of advantages,such as affording employees the opportunity
to assume greater responsibility. Since the entire concept of QCC is based on trust, respect

and care, Japanesefirms recognisethe individual worker as a human being with the
intellect and desire to participate in solving work-related problems. From this baseline, the
employer provides the employees an opportunity to utilise their capabilities more fully as
well as perform interesting and challenging tasks (McMillan,

1996). This view was put

forward earlier by Harber et al. (1990) who state that "firms using QC give employees the
opportunity to share with management the responsibility for locating and solving problems
of co-ordination and productivity. "

Another advantage of QCCs is that in Japan, they have resulted in better management of

quality control, a reduction in defects,cost savings,safety improvement,pollution control
and energy savings (McMillan, 1996: 233). Besides that, QC participants feel a sense of
achievement as they have been given the autonomy and responsibility to tackle such
problems. In addition, QC circles indirectly provide the mechanism and motivation for
involving everyone in an organisation in continuous improvement (McMillan, 1996: 233).
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The other merit of QC circles is that such activities help to develop a better working
environment and closer relationships among workers (Torrington

and Huat, 1994).

According to Torrington and Huat (1994), as problems are handled in a rational manner,
there is less friction among workers. They also point out that supporters of QC circles
claim that QC activities enhance the quality of their work-life, as employees enjoy better
control over their own environment. Torrington and Huat stress that with QC activities,
employees are motivated by being able to implement solutions to work-related problems.
Moreover, they add that by participating in QC activities, employees gain recognition for
their contribution, and this is an important criterion of quality of work-life.

Furthermore,

after acquiring additional problem-solving skills, employees are more confident and feel

that they are part of the decision-makingprocess. All thesehave resultedin an improved
work-life

for employees and have increased their productivity (Torrington and Huat,

1994). Similarly, Lawler et al. (1992) in their study claim that the main advantages of
QCCs are quality, customer service, and competitiveness.

On the other hand, the negative aspectsof QCCs are also apparent. For example, Shenkar
(1988) points out that from a critical perspective, workers in Japanese corporations are
under pressure as they are forced to participate in quality control activities. Cole (1979)
also noticed falling morale in Toyota's QCs, which, he claims, was due to increasing
physical and mental strains on QC members. Similarly, Blyton and Turnbull (1993) argue

that the conceptof workplaceparticipation as stressedby QCs, along with other methods
such as TQM, have in fact been used by the Japaneseas a disguise to cloak the reality of
worker exploitation.

Sillince et al. (1996) assert that the disadvantages of QCC from the

middle managers' point of view is that they see QCC as a threat to their managerial
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position.

Because of that there is an additional drawback for the company as middle

managers are able to hinder the QCC by denying it time, information, people and finance

(Sillince et a!., 1996).

Thus, based on the above arguments one can argue that in reality QC activities could not
guarantee a better quality of work-life. Perhapsthe logic of this in Japan may soon come
under pressure, particularly when the recession is forcing Japanesecompanies not only to
halt recruitment but also to contemplate redundancies. The employee commitment to the
company that underpinned much of Japanesequality philosophy and which the West so
envied, may begin to erode. But whether or not the recession effects will produce a more
level playing-field in terms of cultural attitudes among the Japaneseworkforce in general
and towards quality in particular, it is much too soon to-tell at this time.

2.6.4 The Suggestion System

The suggestion system in Japan dates back to before World War II, and became
widespread in Japanesefirms in the latter half of the 1950s (Takeshi, 1983). In fact, the
importance of the system was recognised as early as 1958 when the Nihon Teian Seido

Kenkyukai(The Japanese
Associationfor SuggestionSystems)was formally establishedto
co-ordinate suggestion system activities.

Today, this system is the cornerstone of

innovative work methods in many Japaneseproduction plants.

Like QCCs, the suggestion system provides the mechanism and motivation for involving
all employees in an organisation in continuous improvement.

In fact, considerable

importanceis attachedto thesetwo activities (QCCsand suggestionsystems)Andthey are
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seen as complementary. As suggestions,particularly from employees, are very important
for a company's continuous improvement, a variety of award schemes,contests and prizes
are used to recognise employee's efforts as well as to provide direct rewards to the
employee concerned. In a Japanesecompany, for example, the quantity and quality of
suggestions are seen as important and reflect the department manager's ability to create an
environment conducive to improvement (Takeshi, 1983).

According to Dale and Cooper (1992: 159), the typical objectives of a suggestion system
in a Japaneseorganisation are (i) to improve the power to work and individual abilities; (ii)

to promotefriendly and healthyhumanrelationsamongall employeesaswell asto vitalise
activities; and (iii) to improve the company structure and operations.

The Japanese approach to suggestions differs considerably from most Western practice.
Unlike in most Western practice, especially in the USA, where the emphasis is based on
the importance of each suggestion, in Japan, the emphasis is on maximising the number of
suggestions rather than their importance (Dale and Cooper, 1992). The same authors also
point out that in a typical Japanese suggestion system, a suggestion is submitted and
evaluated the same day by the foreman of the section. The person making the suggestion

is usually awardedfrom 100 to 300 yen. If the suggestionis consideredto havepotential,
it is written up in more detail. At this stage it is evaluated by the section manager and his
or her assistant, or the QC committee, and can qualify for a reward of 1,000 to 10,000 yen.

On the other hand,if the suggestionis consideredof specialmerit, it can be put forward for
annual evaluation when the President's Prize of between 10,000 to 20,000 yen is given and
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at this stage the TQC promotion and QC committees evaluate the suggestion (Dale and
Cooper, 1992).

Despite the low monetary rewards, the number of suggestions that can be used is much
higher in Japan than in the USA (Verespej, 1992). According to Employee Involvement
Association (EIA) data, as cited in Verespej (1992), each employee in Japan submits an
average of 32 suggestions per year compared with 0.17 in the USA. The same data also
shows that an average of 28 suggestions per employee is adopted each year in Japan. In
contrast, the American worker is lucky to have one out of 20 suggestions adopted. The
EIA data further shows that more than 87 percent of all suggestions in Japan are accepted,
versus 33 percent in the USA. It can therefore be concluded that the average savings from
suggestions, on per-employee basis, are nearly 10 times higher in Japan, i. e. US$3,612
versus US$398 in the USA (Verespej, 1992).

To emphasise the point made earlier, one report claims that General Motors of Detroit
received an average of 0.84 suggestions per eligible employee per year and adopted 23
percent. In contrast, Toyota received 17.9 suggestions per employee and adopted close to

90 percent. This thereforeresultedin tremendousamount of savingsfor Toyota (Focus
Japan,1981).

The suggestion system is significant

as far as Japanese managers are concerned.

According to McMillan (1996), this is becausethey see the suggestionsystem as much
more than a special bonus for good ideas. In Japan,the suggestionsystem is part of a
generalorganisationalclimate to developtrust andcommunicationsacrossdepartmentsand
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between workers and managers (McMillan, 1996). Norms are cultivated not only to offer
creative ideas but also to accept improvements, and training programmes are conducted to
improve the way suggestionsare made (McMillan, 1996).

There are two major associations responsible for developing as well as improving
employee suggestion systems: (i) the JapaneseAssociation of Suggestion Systems (JASS);
and (ii) the Japan Human Relations Association (JHRA).

These associations conduct

conferences associated with improving suggestions, and conduct company visits as well as
field trips. A survey of these two associations found that in 1980, out of more than 25
million suggestions made, total benefits to the companies amounted to about ten billion
dollars, while the monetary rewards for the workers were about four billion dollars

(McMillan, 1996: 236-237). According to McMillan (1996), even though the monetary
reward is very small, an individual who makes a suggestion is highly commended by his
company.

derived from the suggestionsystem,it has also
Despite a number of benefits/advantages
been criticised. For example, Linda Topolsky, Nippondenso's senior human-resources
specialist, as cited in Verespej (1992), argues that in the suggestion system "there are too

many disadvantagesto using dollars as a reward." According to Topolsky, "First, the
amountof the reward is usually so small it is not a reinforcing mechanism. Second,the
reward is usually usedby employeesto pay for things they must have, rather than things
they would like to have. Third, oncethe moneyis spent,there is no visible reminderof the
reward." Becauseof these disadvantages,Nippondensoprefers to reward an employee
(who makessuggestion)in points which can then be accumulatedand redeemedfor gifts.
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The suggestion system has also been criticised for creating internal competition that can
create artificial barriers between and among employees and management. For example,
Polzin (1998) points out that excessive degreesof competition that result from installing

individual incentive systemscan,in fact, lead to a high degreeof dysfunction. He further
points out that "if the challenge appearsto be to win as much as one can, then individuals
and groups may act in ways that advance their interests at the expense of the interests of
others.

Within an organisation, that can be a very destructive mix - improvements

achieved by employees in one area at the expenseof employees in another with, perhaps, a
net performance loss."

Another criticism of the system comes from Cynthia McCabe, president of the Employee
Involvement Association (EIA) (as cited in Matthes, 1992). According to McCabe, very
often an employee feels that he or she has been let down not only becausehe or she did not
feel valued for his or her suggestions,but also becausethe response time to suggestions is
too long and, worse still, there exists inconsistency in the reward programme.

From the above review, it can be inferred that the suggestion system has indeed been very

productionmanagementsystemin Japanis concerned.This is
useful asfar as the Japanese
because it has been used to solicit ideas for improvement and innovation at the plants.
However, it is important to note that the system is not confined to production line and
quality purposes only. In fact, the majority of Japanesecompanies are encouraging their
employees to use the suggestion system to propose the nature of the professional training

that they wish to undertake. This againimplies that the Japanesefirmly believe that better
educationmakesfor an improvedemployee.
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2.7

Conclusion

The review of the literature has shown that the elements of the "classic" Japanesemodel of
management, such as lifetime employment, seniority-based systems, enterprise unionism,
hiring and training practices, consensus decision-making, just-in-time,

quality control

circles and the suggestion system, all of which have been commonly practised in large
Japanesecompanies have proven very popular, especially in the late 1970s and 1980s. The
literature has also shown that these techniques are among many other factors that have
contributed to the rapid economic growth of Japan, particularly in the 1980s. The
literature has further demonstrated that because of the popularity of the "classic" Japanese
management techniques in the 1980s, learning from Japan was then the `in-thing'
especially amongst Western nations.

More recent literature, however, has drawn attention to the fact that lately certain "classic"

Japanese
managementtechniqueshavebegunto crumbleandhave beenseverelycriticised,
owing to a number of major forces including the change in economy; demographic,
structural, ageing work force, the increasein the number of Japanesecompanies'joint
ventureswith Westerncompanies;and the changesin the Japaneseworkplace resulting
from Japan's increasedexposure to Western cultures and the preference of younger
Japanesefor Westernstyle of management.The relatedliteraturehas also shownthat not
only has recessioncaught up with Japan,prompting far-reachingchangesin an economy
that is entwined with an ancient society, but also a new generationof well-travelled,
educatedJapanesehas discoveredhow the rest of the world lives, and recognisesthe
importancethat industrialisednationsplaceon leisure time and the quality of work-life. It
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is argued that such attitudes are starting to affect the Japaneseworkplace as well as its
"classic" model of management.

In addition, the related literature has drawn attention to the fact that because of the
economic difficulties

in Japan, companies are forced to abandon a number of their

"classic" management techniques, such as the lifetime employment system and hiring
practices. It is also argued that other "classic" management techniques, such as senioritybased systems and enterprise unionism are weaker than in the past. The literature has
further refuted the perception that the Japanese businesses operate on a system of
consensus building.

In fact, some recent studies reveal that the most important decisions

were made by selected groups of privileged managers and were taken to work groups only
for their stamps of approval. It is also argued that in the past, very few workers would
challenge such a decision because they did not want to appear disloyal or cause someone
to lose face, while younger, more vocal workers of the new generations are more apt to

questionandchallengetheir managers.

Thus, from the review of the literature it can be said that Japanesemanagement techniques
in the 1990s were geared more towards blending of human values, organisational learning,

management
and continuousadaptation. Perhapsthis was necessarybecausethe Japanese
systemis constantlyunderpressurefrom both internal as well as the externalforces. By
internal forces,it meansthat workers demandleisuretime and a more balancedlife, while
external forces, meansthat Japaneseinvestorsinvesting in foreign soils have to modify
their "classic" managementtechniquesto suit the local businessenvironment. Thus, it can
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also be said that the new blend of the Japanesemodel of management is not been purely
"classic" when compared to the 1980s.

Despite the fact that the "classic" Japanesemodel of management is changing in Japan, if
people outside Japan are asked what they know about the Japanesemodel of management,
they often still refer to the "classic" model, and this reflects a common misconception.

In the next chapter (Chapter 3) the literature on the internationalisation of business, culture
and cross-cultural management, and the Japanese model of management in foreign
countries is reviewed.
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CHAPTER THREE

REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON INTERNATIONALISATION
CULTURE AND CROSS-CULTURAL

MANAGEMENT,

MODEL OF MANAGEMENT

3.1

OF BUSINESS,

AND THE JAPANESE

IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to present a review of the literature on the

internationalisationof business,culture and cross-culturalmanagement,and the Japanese
model of managementin foreigncountries. In order to do that, this chapteris divided into
two parts.

The first part deals with the review of the literature on the internationalisation or
globalisation of business, and culture and cross-cultural management. The second part,
drawing upon the arguments surrounding both the theory of the internationalisation of
business, and culture and cross-cultural management, discussesthe transfer of the Japanese

model of managementto foreign countries. First, we start with the transferof the Japanese
model of management in the UK, then in the USA, and finally, in the four newly

industrialisingcountries(NICs) of Singapore,Hong Kong, Korea, and Taiwan. The reason
for selecting these six countries is because since the early 1990s, leading Japanese
manufacturing firms have established their operations in these three major regions, namely,
North America, Europe and Asia (see Abo, 1995).
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Part I
3.2

A Review of the Literature on the Internationalisation/Globalisation

of Business

The term "internationalisation or globalisation" refers to the processesthat reduce barriers
between countries, thereby encouraging not only closer integration of business/economic,
political, and social activity, but also the spread of management ideas across national
borders (Frenkel and Peetz, 1998). Kutschker and Baurle (1997), however, point out that

the internationalisationof a firm can be interpretedas incremental "planned evolution"
interrupted by episodes of rapid internationalisation of business. According to them, the

conceptof "plannedevolution" implies that internationalisationis a result of both emergent
processesandintendedstrategy.

Kutschker and Baurle (1997) also state that on the one hand, internationalisationis the
outcome of a number of small decisions which are taken every day in a company and

which are often basedon trial and error procedures. They further state that unforeseen
internal and externaldisturbancesand incidents,which require ad-hocdecisionsand do not
allow up-front strategic planning, trigger many internationalisation steps. They conclude

that if major competitorsundertakestrategicmovesor one of the host countriesintroduces
new regulations,this can force the companyto respondquickly without having a plan or a
strategy.

On the other hand, the concept of "planned evolution" implies that

internationalisation cannot be sufficiently explained by emergent processes (Kutschker and

Baurle, 1997). Thus, they arguethat it is more realistic to say that top managementcan up
to a certain point control internationalisation and this is the point when the strategic issue
becomes relevant.

_
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Although there are disagreements regarding the term internationalisation, both authors
seem to agree that it is not only about expanding business across national boundaries but it
is also about the spreading of management ideas or techniques from home to host
countries.

The internationalisation of business is not a new phenomenon. According to Hirst and
Thompson (1996), the history of the globalisation of business is a long one and not
something confined just to the period since 1960. They point out that although trading
activities dated from the earliest civilisations, it was the Middle Ages of Europe that saw
the initiation of systematic, cross-border trading operations carried out by institutions of a
private corporate nature, though often with strong statebacking and support.

The early approach to examining internationalisation from a process perspective goes back
to Johanson and Vahlne (1977), who developed a dynamic model of internationalisation
based on empirical work done by Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975).

Their

"Uppsala-model of internationalisation" views internationalisation as an incremental
learning process, leading to a stepwise increase in the commitment to foreign markets.
According to Johanson and Vahlne (1977), due to knowledge and experience deficits at the
beginning of the internationalisation process, a company first enters markets similar to the

homemarketbeforeproceedingto unfamiliar ones.

Macharzina and Engelhard (1991) also propound a more recent approach to the process of

internationalisation. Their "GAINS"-Paradigm is based on the "Gestalt" approachof
organisationtheory postulatedby Miller and Friesen(1980). In contrastto Johansonand
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Vahlne's approach, Macharzina and Engelhard suppose that changes in the internationality
of corporation take the form of revolutionary "Gestalt" switches.

These "quantum

changes" which affect the whole corporation occur only if a misfit between organisational,
strategic, managerial and environmental variables of the firm leads to inefficient behaviour
(Macharzina and Engelhard, 1991).

Both approaches, however, have been criticised for being too deterministic, i. e. for not
sufficiently including managerial intention in their theorising. Some authors (for instance,
Kutschker and Baurle, 1997) also argue that both approaches seem to capture only part of
the complex reality of internationalising.

It has also been contended that since the last decade, the business world has been
increasingly globalised (Doney et al., 1998).

Similarly, Schell and Solomon (1997)

mention that "international business and trade are growing at breakneck speed." Kish and

Vasconcellos(1993) report that the internationalisationof businessand managementideas
hastaken placeat an unabatedpacesincethe end of World War II. In terms of its general
order of entry, Yip et al. (1997) arguethat "national history has affectedthe generalorder
of entry into international markets: WesternEuropeanfirst, Americans second,Japanese
third, and other Asian countriesand some Latin American ones going internationalmost
recently."

It has also beenarguedthat the internationalisationprocessis frequently representedas a
gradual progressionfrom exporting to ultimate foreign direct investment(FDI) (Johanson
and Wiedersheim-Paul,1975). The sameauthorsmention that firms appearto move in a
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series of more or less well-defined stages from exporting to foreign direct investment, in
the course of which they increase their involvement and commitment of resources in each
particular foreign market. Similarly, Hallen and Wiedersheim-Paul (1979) postulate that in
entering subsequent foreign markets, firms then move in an orderly stepwise fashion from
those which are closest, not necessarily in terms of geography but of "psychic" or sociocultural distance, to markets that are more "foreign" and difficult.

Before we look at the different arguments pertaining to why businesses cross national
boundaries, it is important to highlight the difference between the terms "multinational
corporation" (MNC) and "transnational corporation" (TNC), in order to avoid confusion
when the terms are used in the subsequent discussion. "Multinational

corporation" is

defined as a businessoperatingin severalcountriesand is controlled or constrainedby the
policies of a particular country in which it operates

(English Dictionary,

1996).

"Transnational corporation", on the other hand, is defined as a firm "without specific

national identification and with an internationalisedmanagement,and at least potentially
willing to locateand relocateanywherein the globe to obtain either the most secureor the
highest returns. .no longer controlled or even constrainedby the policies of particular
nationalstates"(Hirst andThompson,1996:11).

There are a number of different argumentspertainingto why businessesinternationalise.
Barlett and Ghoshal(1995), for example,arguethat there are two traditional motives for
doing so. One is a resource-seeking
motive, while the other is a market-seekingmotive.
According to Barlett and Ghoshal(1995), firms that resortto the former motive aredriven
by a desire either to accesskey supplies such as minerals, energy and scarce natural
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resources, or even to lower labour and other production costs. They further point out that
there are two types of industries that resort to resource-seeking motivation.

One is

commodity-basedindustry, wherecompetitiveadvantageis basedon accessto control key
resources such as steel or coal.

The other is mass-manufacturing industry where

competitive advantage is enhancedby driving down the costs of a large pool of unskilled

labour. According to Barlett and Ghoshal (1995), firms that resort to market-seeking
motives aim to exploit economies of scale and scope in production in order to generate a
source of competitive advantage over domestic rivals. - An example of the type of firm or
industry that takes advantage of such motives is the mass-manufacturing industry (Barlett

and Ghoshal,1995).

Besides the two traditional motives, as postulated by Barlett and Ghoshal (1995), there are
also other arguments pertaining to why businesses internationalise.

Joynt and Warner

(1996), for example, argue that there are two main reasons for doing so. One of these

relatesto the different stagesof economicdevelopmentin different partsof the world. The
other results from unevenly distributed global resources as assumed by divergency theory.
In fact, it could be maintained that because of the former reason we can see different eras
or "waves" of multinational expansion. For example, during the First World War there

were Europeanmultinational corporations(MNCs) such as British, German,Dutch, etc.
and their expansionwas partly a result of their developing empires. After the Second
World War, we then seethe American MNCs, followed by the 1970s and the growth of the
South East Asian MNCs, and particularly the JapaneseMNCs. Looking at this, it is clear

that therewas a wave of multinational interestfrom different partsof the world.
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Similarly, Yip et al. (1997) argue that there are a number of reasons why businessescross
national boundaries. For example, they state that it could be due to the international
division of labour or to certain legislation (for instance, anti-trust or anti-monopoly
legislation) being imposed by the government concerned, or it could also be due to the fact
that the local market becomes saturated or cost pressures and trade friction are increased.
To illustrate this, they point out that one of the reasons why American firms in the late
1940s and early 1950s crossed national boundaries was because of anti-trust or antimonopoly legislation.

In the case of Japanesefirms, Yip et al. (1997) explain that they crossed national borders
and move into American soil in particular, in large numbers from the mid 1970s becauseof
the fear that their products would be subject to tariff and other trade restrictions in the
American market. This view was suggestedearlier by Kish and Vasconcellos (1993) who
state that "the establishment of subsidiaries of major Japaneseautomobile manufacturers in
the U. S. during the 1980s is a visible example of a strategy designed to fend off
protectionist threats." Yoshida (1987), however, has a different argument and believes that
the reasons behind the Japanese manufacturing investment in the U. S. is its political

stability, specialtax incentivesand other stateandlocal governmentincentives.

Despite the fact that there are disagreements among some authors with regard to why
businessescross national borders, it is generally agreed that one of the main reasons is to
expand the business internationally in order to minimise costs and maximise profits or to
secure the highest returns (Frenkel and Peetz, 1998; Hirst and Thompson, 1996). In doing
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so, it has brought along a number of important aspects,such as the economic effects of the
rapidly expanding international trade and financial flows (Frenkel and Peetz, 1998).

According to the World Bank 1997 Report, international trade grew from 25 percent of the
world gross domestic product (GDP) in 1970 to 45 percent in 1990, and there was a
_
doubling of foreign direct investment (FDI) flows between 1980 and 1994 relative to both
global gross fixed capital formation and world GDP. Similarly, according to UNCTAD
(1995: xxii), "the number of parent firms headquartered in 15 major developed home
countries nearly quadrupled between 1968-1969 and 1993, from 7000 to 27,000." Many
countries have moved to deregulate markets, privatise state enterprises, and strengthen
measures such as bilateral investment treaties to prevent discrimination against foreign
investment (UNCTAD, 1995: xxvii).

In East Asia, for example, between 1980 and 1995, merchandise exports and imports of the
seven main ASEAN nations increasedby 17 percent a year compared with a corresponding
figure of 8 percent for the world (WTO, 1996: 22). According to the same report, East

Asia (excluding Japan)accountedfor nearly a quarter of the total world FDI inflows in
1994, compared with an annual average of around 9 percent over the 1984-1989 period.

This again suggeststhat the globalisationof businessand the flow of international trade
havedramaticallyincreased.

Another importantaspectwithin the contextof the internationalisationof businessthat this
study is concernedwith is the transferof managementideasor techniquesfrom home to
host countries. A study on globalisation and industrial relations in East Asia: a three
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country comparison by Frenkel and Peetz (1998), shows that "globalisation permits the
transfer of effective management techniques from subsidiaries in the advanced countries to
Asia. "

Similarly, Schell and Solomon (1997) state that when businesses cross national

borders, management ideas or techniques are being transferred from home to the host
countnes.

Many other studies also acknowledge the fact that management ideas or techniques from
home countries are being transferred to host countries when businesses cross national
borders (Hendry, 1996; Xing, 1995). A review of empirical studies on the transferability of
management ideas or techniques, and in particular those of the Japanese,reveals that such
practices have been transferred from large Japanesefirms in Japan into the operations of
overseas Japanesesubsidiaries (Dedoussis, 1995).

Although it has been argued that globalisation permits the transfer of management ideas or

techniquesfrom home to host countries(Frenkel and Peetz, 1998; Schell and Solomon,
1997; Hendry, 1996; Xing, 1995), only part of the home country's managementideasor
techniquesare transferredwhen businessescross national borders. According to Frenkel
and Peetz(1998), the main reasonis becausethere are barriersto transfer which include
limited contactbetweensubsidiaries,product and labour market differences,and cultural
variations betweenhome and host countries. Similarly, in the caseof the Japanesefirms
operating abroad,the dominant explanation for the fragmentedtransfer of management
ideas or techniquesfrom parent companiesin Japaninto overseassubsidiarieshas been
built on the notion of the socio-cultural uniquenessof Japanesemanagementand its
irreconcilability with the alien environmentof the host countries (Fukuda, 1988; Kono,
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1984/1985). A study by Xing (1995) reveals that becauseof these cultural variations, it is
difficult to achieve the wholesale transfer of management ideas. Moreover, he states that

becauseof the cultural variations,firms that crossnationalboundariesareunderpressureto
develop cross-cultural management abilities and skills.

For example, U. S. and Chinese

businessmenwho meet to conduct transactionsor joint ventures are keenly aware that
cultural factors heavily influence their management styles and practices (Xing, 1995).

It is clear from the above discussion that management ideas or techniques do spread as a
result of the internationalisation of business. However, it is incorrect to suggest that the

spreadof such ideas has taken place entirely becauseof the fact that businessescross
national borders. In fact, a number of commentators (for instance, Gopinath, 1998; Fong,
1992) argue that there are other means of spreading management ideas, either directly or
indirectly, such as through political influence, education, industrial or vocational training
abroad, etc. Gopinath (1998), for instance, claims that since the British came to India in
the late 16th century, their presence has been felt everywhere. According to the same
author, the British have not only influenced India's political system but also they paved the

way for the establishment of Western management practices within the Indian
environment.

With regardto education,it hasbeenarguedthat the influence of Westerneducationon the
spread of management ideas has been very profound in many developing countries (Fong,
1992). How is this possible? According to Fong (1992), many people, particularly from
the developing countries, are being educated abroad. He then goes on to explain that by
being educated abroad, these people are being exposed to a number of influences, for
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example, foreign culture, foreign life-style, foreign management ideas, etc. and these are
experienced either by direct contact, such as friendship, or through indirect means, i. e. by
reading books and journals.

Hence, when these people come back from abroad, it is

obvious that they can also indirectly influencethe spreadof managementideaswhenthey
hold managerial positions or even become involved in politics (see Yasin, 1990).

However, it can also be argued that the spreadof managementideas is not only being
influenced or encouraged by people who have been educated abroad. In fact, even the

school curriculum, for example,in Malaysia, which has long been basedon the British
system, can influence the spread of such ideas, particularly British management ideas in

Malaysia (SOPL, 1991-2000). It is therefore logical to argue that the spread of
managementideasmight have actually taken place long before the internationalisationof
business.

Based on the above review, it is obvious that there are a number of reasons why businesses
cross national boundaries, such as to expand their marketing base; to take advantage of
cheap labour, abundant raw material, technology, managerial expertise, and investment
incentives; to avoid trade friction; and to avoid certain legislation such as anti-trust or antimonopoly legislation, etc.

By operating in several countries, management ideas or

techniquesare spreador transferredfrom home to host countries. However,the important
question here is would it be fairly easily to transfer wholesale management techniques
given the fact that there exist cultural barriers between home and host countries? Later on

we will be looking at the extent to which ideasor techniquescan be effectively diffusedor
transferred.
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3.3

A Review of the Literature on Culture and Cross-Cultural

Management

The role of culture in management theories has been studied by a number of researchers
(Kelley and Worthley, 1981; Child and Kieser, 1977; Ajiferuke and Boddewyn, 1970;
Hofsede, 1980; 1984; 1991; 1993; Lammers and Hickson, 1979a). In the study carried out
by Kelley and Worthley (1981) on the various conflicting positions in the cross-cultural
management literature concerning the relationship between culture and management
techniques, they argue that most cross-cultural studies are actually cross-national studies
which compare socio-cultural, political, and economic systems and not just culture.
Despite the fact that a number of studies on cross-cultural management have been carried
out, the role of culture in terms of management attitudes is still not generally agreed upon.
The main problem arises not only from the many different definitions of culture, but also
because of the vagueness of these definitions (Kelley and Worthley, 1981), as highlighted

below.

The term "culture" has been defined in a variety of ways by various researchers and
scholars. Among the earliest definitions is Mead's (1951) who defines it as "a body of

learnedbehaviour,a collection of beliefs, habitsandtraditions, sharedby a groupof people
and successivelylearnedby peoplewho enterthe society." Another definition of culture is
offered by Child and Kieser (1977), who describeit as patternsof thought and manners
which are widely shared. Child and Kieser further statethat the boundariesof the social
collectivity within which this sharing takesplace are problematic so that it may make as
much senseto refer to a classor regionalculture asto a nationalculture.
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Ajiferuke and Boddewyn (1970), in their survey of comparative management studies, say
this about culture: "Culture is one of those terms that defy a single all-purpose definition,
and there are almost as many meanings of `culture' as people using the term. Therefore, we
find among the studies using a cultural explanation for managerial differences, a varied and
widely divergent array of conceptions."

Hofstede (1984) identifies it as the shared characteristics, such as religion, heritage,
language and values, that distinguish one group of people from another. In his more recent
study on cultural constraints in management theories, Hofstede (1993) defines culture as
"the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes one group or category of
people from another."

He also points out that it is a construct, meaning that it is "not

directly accessible to observation but inferable from verbal statementsand other behaviours
and useful in predicting still other observable and measurable verbal and non-verbal
behaviour. "

Tung (1996) interprets culture as "an evolving set of shared beliefs, values, attitudes and
logical processes which provide cognitive maps for people within a given societal group to
perceive, think, reason, act, react and interact." According to Tung, this definition implies

that culture is not static; rather,it evolvesover time. Abdullah (1996) also points out that
the word "culture" has many meanings. She statesthat it is most commonly used to
describea way of life of membersof a society. Shealso statesthat for a culture to exist, its
membersneed to have sharedmeanings,sharedunderstandingand sharedsense-making.
The same author concludesby saying that "culture is therefore a collection of behaviour
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patterns relating to thoughts, manners and actions which members of a society have shared,
learned and passed on to succeeding generations."

Thus, it can be seen that "culture" cannot be defined precisely nor is there a common
definition accepted by all researchers, as highlighted by the 164 definitions of culture
documented by Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1985). It might be argued that although an allembracing definition of culture may not be possible, for the purpose of this study we may
consider the definition in the popular study by Hofstede (1980,1991).

Hofstede's study (1980,1991) has provided a framework that links the culture variableto
the organisationalcontext. From his analysisof data collected from subsidiariesof large
multinational business organisations in forty nations, Hofstede concluded that national
culture had a major impact on employees' work-related attitudes. He argues that, in fact,
culture explained more of the differences than did sex, age, or position in the organisation.

In differentiating employees in forty nations, Hofstede (1991) highlights four dimensions

of culture, i.e. "power distance", "uncertainty avoidance", "individualism/collectivism",
and "femininity/masculinity".

According to the same author, "power distance" represents

the way a society handles inequality - inequality that is inevitable in every society.
Hofstede further stresses that it is the "extent to which the less powerful members of
institutions and organisations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed
unequally" (p. 28).

"Uncertainty avoidance" is related to the amount of tolerance the

members of a society have for ambiguity and uncertainty.

"Individualism"

exists in

societiesin which the ties betweenindividuals are loose,whereasin "collectivist" societies,
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people are born into and maintain with great loyalty strong and cohesive in-groups
throughout their lives. The "masculinity/femininity"

dimension relates to work goals. The

same author points out that as a dimension of societal culture, masculine cultures are those
in which gender roles are clearly distinct and feminine cultures are those in which gender
roles overlap.

He further argues that in organisational settings in masculine societies

managers are expected to be decisive and assertive and there is an emphasis on equity,
performance and competition among colleagues. In feminine societies, however, managers
strive for consensus; equality, solidarity, and quality of work is emphasised,while conflicts
are resolved by negotiation and compromise.

Although Hofstede's study has been very popular and has aroused intense interest,

neverthelesshis samples,while controlling for organisationalcharacteristics,do not leadto
generalisations (Wasti, 1998). As such, his study has received its share of criticism (Hunt,

1981; Watson, 1987; Hollinshead and Leat, 1995). For example, Hunt (1981) has
questionedthe generalisationsthat could be drawn from Hofstede's samples,which were
collected from one multinational organisation. He also argues that the results from
Hofstede'sstudycould be contaminatedthroughselectionprocessesthat soughtindividuals
with predeterminedpersonalitiesand values. Watson(1987) also contendsthat the results
from Hofstede's study could also be distorted as a result of subsequentacculturation,
formal developmentand training that might lead to a typical set of norms and valuesin
every respect of the corporateculture. Similarly, Hollinshead and Leat (1995) criticise
Hofstede's study by saying that his model is methodologically imperfect. According to
them, Hofstede's samplewas not only limited but "the four dimensionsare too heavily
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drawn from Western concepts as he suggests that the `uncertainty avoidance' dimension
may not be relevant in Eastern cultures" (p. 14).

Despite the criticism, "Hofstede's work continues to be the only study that, on an empirical

basis,successfullyties cultural orientationandobservableinstitutional differencesbetween
countries in a parsimonious framework" (McGrath et al., 1992, as cited in Wasti, 1998).
Triandis (1982) also states that Hofstede's study will no doubt stand as one of the major

landmarksof cross-culturalresearchfor many yearsto come. In fact, a numberof studies
have drawn on Hofstede's findings, for example, a study on team training (Kirkbride et al.,
1990), learning styles of managers (Hayes and Allinson, 1988), and cultural barriers
(Wasti, 1998).

Similar to the culture of a society, an organisation also has its own culture.

An

organisational culture consists of its structured systems of policies and procedures and the
hidden aspectsof its underlying assumptions and values. Deal and Kennedy (1982) in their
book on Corporate Culture, state that it is the "way we do things around here", and it is the
key to growth, successand excellence achieved by the organisation or a corporation in the
competitive business environment. Similarly, Abdullah (1996) states that an organisational

culture is the facea companypresentsto the world, andover a period of time it will evolve
a distinct identity andcharacter.

The study of organisations and their culture have been well-documented in numerous

managementliteratures(Wasti, 1998;Kelley and Worthley, 1981; Child and Kieser, 1977;
Hofsede, 1980; 1991). Most of the research carried out on corporate cultures tends to
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describe what they are, how to build them and what leaders must do to help create and
sustain them. For example, to the Japanese,the culture of an organisation is based on a
collective orientation of its employees (Abdullah, 1996). According to Abdullah (1996),
rather than just a workplace comprising separateindividuals, the collaborative spirit of the
village pervades Japanese work experience.

There is considerable emphasis on

interdependence, shared concerns and mutual help. Employees frequently make life-long
commitments to their organisation, which they see as an extension of their family.
Authority relations are often paternalistic and highly traditional and deferential. Strong
links exist between the welfare of the individual, the corporation and the nation. In fact, in
Japaneseorganisations it is fairly obvious that they have been able to combine the cultural
values of a farming cultivation of their rice fields with the spirit of service of the samurai at
the workplace (Abdullah, 1996).

Indeed, in many other foreign-based organisations, their business-oriented values are
derived consciously and unconsciously from the culture of their founding fathers,
shareholders and key players. For example, American cultural values have profoundly
affected Mobil, IBM, Dupont and Exxon, while Japanesecultural values pervade Mitsui,
Hitachi, Sony and Nissan (Abdullah, 1996). According to Abdullah, these organisations
bring along their culture in the form of systems, procedures, techniques and ways of

developinghumanresourcesto countrieswhereverthey do business.However,thesesame
systems,proceduresor techniquesdo not necessarilywork effectively in anothercountry,
primarily because of different socio-cultural systems (Wasti, 1996; Smith et al., 1995).
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Thus, it is obvious that management ideas or techniques practised in a particular country
(be they in Japan, the USA, the UK, Germany, France, etc.) have been shaped not only by
managerial ideology, business strategy, organisational structure, political and economic
variables but also by the culture of that country (see Poole and Jenkins, 1997). Because of
the extent of the cultural variations, a number of researchersconclude that it is indeed very
difficult to transfer management ideas or techniques, especially in their pure form, from
one culture to another (Hofstede, 1991,1993; Hu and Warner, 1996; Wasti, 1998; Frenkel
and Peetz, 1998; Tung, 1996). For example, Hu and Warner (1996) state that because of
culture differences, "what works" in one specific culture may not work in another.
Similarly, Hofstede (1993) states that the way people see, perceive and understand
management and organisations is conditioned by culture.

As a result of that, Hofstede

says; "if already the word `management' may mean so many different things, how can we
expect one country's theories of management to apply abroad?" Clark and Mallory (1996)
also argue that it is difficult to apply management techniques from one culture to another
because of cultural constraints. Also, Hodgetts and Luthans (1990) point out that the
greater the cultural diversity between one country and another, the more likely it is that

managementtechniquescannotbe literally transferred.

A number of authors also mention that partly owing to cultural diversity, there is a
significant difference between human resourcemanagement(HRM) techniquesbetween
one country and another. For example,in the USA the HRM techniqueshave primarily
emphasisedthe implementationof employmentlegislation aroundissuesof discrimination
and equal opportunities;the developmentof flexible employmentcontracts;and the efforts
to increaseemployeeparticipation(Strauss,1992). Concernsin the UK, on the otherhand,
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have focused around the reduction in the power of the trade unions and the linkages of
HRM with corporate strategy (Storey, 1992). It has been argued that "because of the
decline in trade union power, the role of personnel managers is in terminal decline and is
being replaced by the line management function" (Poole and Jenkins, 1997: 843). Unlike
in the USA and the UK, HRM techniques in France have more of an emphasis on language
tuition and on meeting minimum levels of expenditure on training which have been
established by national legislation (Smith et al. 1995). In Japan, there is even more of a

difference where the dominant features are generally held to be high levels of
employer/employee commitment and a strong emphasis on training and development in the
workplace (Smith et al., 1995).

Having said that, it is quite obvious that management ideas or techniques that are practised
in one country have to be modified when transferred to another because the way HRM
techniques have been practised in the former will not suit the political, economic and
cultural practices of the latter. Clack and Mallory (1996), for example, point out that
management techniques or theories such as MBO and HRM developed in the USA may

have to be considerablymodified to becomeacceptablein countriesof different political,
have
economicand cultural practices. Similarly, Ichimura (1981) arguesthat the Japanese
to modify their techniques when transferring to countries in South East Asia in order to
become consistent with the local environment and the local practices. Francesco (1981)

also indicates that the successin using Westernmanagementtechniquesin Hong Kong
dependsvery much on the skill of local managersin -adaptingthe techniquesto fit local
conditions, which are obviously very different from Westernconditions. DiBella (1993),
in his study across three different countries,namely, the Philippines, India and Uganda,
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argues that when cultural differences exist, management techniques need to be adapted to
achieve the outcome that is desired.

All the above studies seemto support Hofstede's (1991) general assertion that what applies
in one specific culture may not apply in another culture and therefore the original ideas or
techniques need to be modified in order to suit the latter. Hence, from the above discussion
it can be suggested that one's own culture cannot be easily replaced or changed by any

externalforce. This is becauseculture is a set of values,perceptions,beliefs,habits, basic
assumptions or the way of life of a group of people.

Thus, in the context of Japanesemanagement techniques, for example, it might be argued
that in so far as they are themselves an expression of Japaneseculture, their maximum
effectiveness by the same token may be limited to the Japanesesetting. Perhapsbecause of
that, Hamzah et al. (1989) argue that what works for the Japanesein Japan may not work

for others.

Based on the foregoing review, what we have actually seenhere is a debatebetweentwo
different views. In this respect,there is a markeddisparity betweenone view which says
that globalisation means that managementideas spread,and the other which says that
managementideas actually do not spreadvery far becauseof cultural variations. What
arises from this debateis an interchangebetweenthese two views and not surprisingly,
neitherextreme is sufficient on its own. What the issue actually concernsis the extent to
which ideasspreadandthe extentto which culture actsasa barrier to this spread.
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Part II
This part discusses the transferability of the Japanesemodel of management or Japanese
management techniques to other countries.

Transfer is used as a general term to

encompass the efforts made by both the Japanese firms and indigenous firms in each

country in this process. The relatedissuesthat are discussedinclude: (i) the strategyused
in the process of transplanting Japanesemanagement and production techniques in host
countries; (ii) the experience of local plants in implementing Japanese management
techniques; and (iii) the barriers that inhibit the transferring of Japanese management
techniques to firms in host countries.

Some authorsfound that Japanesemanagementtechniqueshave beenwidely emulatedin
North America, Europe, and Asia (McMillan,

1996; Abo, 1994; Oliver and Wilkinson,

1992). According to McMillan (1996:354), Japanesemultinationals were among the first
to transfer their management techniques abroad. Firms such as Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic,
Sharp and Mitsubishi, in places as diverse as California, Ontario, Wales, and Tennessee
have become testing grounds for Japanesemanagement techniques using non-Japanese
workers.

Later, leading Japaneseauto firms such as Toyota, Honda, and Nissan also

established their worldwide network of local production activities and introduced Japanese
management techniques (McMillan, 1996: 354).

In the last two decades,the transferof Japanesemanagementtechniquesto other countries
has been made via three modes (Ackroyd et al., 1988). According to Ackroyd et al., the
first mode is called direct Japanisation, by which, Japanesefirms operating abroad try to

introduce some techniquesor practicesof their parent companies. In the secondmode,
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which Ackroyd et al. call mediated Japanisation, locally owned firms endeavour to run
their operations alongside Japanesemanagement techniques. The third mode is called

permeatedor full Japanisation.According to the sameauthors,it is the modein which the
economyitself would actually reproduceJapaneseforms of economicstructureaswell as
production procedures and employment relations.

However, it is argued that only the

second mode has gained popularity in recent years because of the fact that Japanese

managementsuccessboth at home and abroadhas beenwidely documented(Ackroyd et
al., 1988). For thepurposeof this study,only the first andsecondmodeswill be discussed,
beginning with the transfer of Japanesemodel of management to the United Kingdom.

3.4 The JapaneseModel of Management in the United Kingdom
3.4.1 Japanese Subsidiaries
The interest of Japanesebusiness in European markets was particularly limited in the
1970s, because (i) Japanese corporations had always thought of European markets as
difficult to penetrate; and (ii) Japanesecorporations were focusing their attention on the
growing trade friction with the United States (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992). During the
early 1980s, the rising export competitiveness of Japanese manufacturers increased the

Japanesebalanceof trade surplus with the EC countries and this surplus createdtrade
friction between the Japaneseand EC countries, particularly in electronics-related sectors.

The Japanesewere further pressuredwhen they were subjectedto EC protective measures,
such as anti-dumping duties and quantitative restraints. But with the introduction of the
Single Market programme in the middle of the 1980s, the Japaneseperception of the EC

markethaschanged(seeMcMillan, 1996).
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It has been argued, however, that it is not only the introduction of the Single Market
programme that is responsible for the sudden surge in Japanesedirect investment in Europe,
but there are some other factors too. According to Oliver and Wilkinson (1992), these
include (i) the desire to take advantage of the overseas markets; (ii) the wish to prevent
further economic friction between Japan and its export-destination countries; (iii) an attempt
to avoid a generally tight labour market with high wages; and (iv) an attempt to avoid high
production costs at home due to the high-yen. The same authors further argue that it is the

combinationof all these factorsthat is responsiblefor the dramatic increasein the level of
Japanesemanufacturing investment in Europe.

In terms of the number of Japaneseinvestments in Europe, McMillan (1996) points out that
in 1983, there were 157 Japanesecompanies with manufacturing facilities in Europe. Since
then they have been increasing rapidly and have reached 676 by 1991. In terms of sectors,
the electronics and electrical appliances sectors account for a fourth of Japanese
manufacturing activity in Europe, with chemicals and vehicle production sectors also
contributing a substantial amount of Japaneseinvestment activity.

According

to McMillan

(1996),

Britain

is the principal

beneficiary

of Japanese

manufacturing investment in Europe, receiving more than 40 percent of the total volume.

Otherbeneficiariesinclude France,GermanyandNetherlands(Table 3.1).
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Table3.1

Country

OverseasJapaneseCompanies and Employees in Europe
All Industry
Manufacturing
Companies Employees Expatriate Companies Employees Expatriate

U. K.

871

82,519

3,349

180

40,355

Netherlands

370

France

765

16,235

883

39

10,000

99

333

28,254

757

89

13,929

231

Germany

598

53,837

2,438

105

28,179

381

Other

987

85,035

2,056

209

48,956

680

Source:McMillan, 1996,p. 358.

There are a number of reasons why the Japanesefavour the UK. According to McMillan
(1996), first, it is because of Britain's status as a leading European economy with a

substantialinternal market. Second,it is becauseof Britain's long-establishedtradition in
engineering,while the third reasonis due to its skilled and relatively low-cost labour. A
fourth reason is attributed to the co-operative stance of both the national and local
governments, while the final reason is because English is regarded as the International
business language.

As far as the investment site in the UK is concerned,the principal considerationsin
choosing a site for Japanesecompaniesare the quality of the labour pool, distribution
logistics and good infrastructure (McMillan, 1996).

Perhaps because of these

considerations,it can be seenthat Japanesemanufacturingcompanieshaveestablishedtheir
operationsin Southeast,Wales,Scotland,South-EastEngland andNorth-EastEngland (Hill
and Munday, 1992).

What are the impacts of Japanese investment in the UK?

The impacts of Japanese

investment in the UK lie in the job-creation, technology, knowledge and/or skills transfer,
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and reduced UK trade imbalances with Japan. In terms of job-creation, it is said that the
Japanesecarmakers have created more than 11,000 manufacturing jobs in the UK (Palmer,
1996). The "spillover" effect on local companies from the higher standards of incoming
Japanesecompanies could also be more substantial, because any transfer of knowledge or
skills from Japanesemanagementtechniques, which are often more sophisticated than in the
West, is bound to benefit the host country. This could happen either when British managers
go to work for Japanesecorporations and then move on to local companies, taking their new
skills with them, or when Japanesemanufacturers raise the standards of UK suppliers or
manufacturers by working closely with them. Indeed, there is evidence that the process is
working. Lynn (1992), for instance, points out that the influence of Japanesemanufacturing
methods on the British car industry is quite profound and in fact, in the 1980s, there was a
massive change to automation in the UK when its car industry copied Japaneseautomation

methodsand ideas.

Besides technology transfer and lifting-up standards,some authors point out that the
Japanesecompaniesoperatingin the UK have also introducedtheir brand of management
techniqueswhile dealing with local workers. For example,an earlier study by Thurley
(1982) indicates that Japanesefirms in the UK have employed certain policies and
techniquesin the processof implementingtheir brandof managementpractices. According
to Thurley, the most common techniqueused is called task-pairing, by which Japanese
managerswill work closely with their Westerncounterpartsin a given task. It is believed
that by doing so, someelementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniquescan be transferred
(Thurley, 1982).
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Another technique used, which is more forceful and usually used in the manufacturing
practices, is through a flexible deployment of labour.

In the Japanese manufacturing

environment, deployment of labour is a pre-requisite in order to operate efficiently and
effectively.

Therefore to ensure that employees move from one department to another,

Japanesemanagers usually utilise the power of a single union. According to Wilkinson et
al. (1993), Japanesemanagers use the power of a single union to establish management's
right to deploy labour as they see fit.

_

It is also said that the parent company in Japan usually dispatches their experienced
managers to function as team leaders when they introduce their own brand of management
(Rodgers and Wong, 1996). The same authors point out that for the start, the team leaders

normally introduce selectivepractices,such as loyalty (wearing of company's uniforms);
bottom-up decision-making(ringgi); and groupism(suggestionbox and QCC). Perhapsthe
Japanesehave realised that they have to test the "playing field" before technical practices
can be introduced. To speed up the transfer process, key line-managers and supervisors, the

majority of whom are British, are sent to Japanfor induction and training in the parent
companies(RodgersandWong, 1996).

A number of other studies found that despitenumerousobstacles,some elementsof the
Japanesemanagementtechniquesthat are used by a parent company in Japanhave been
successfullytransferredto their UK subsidiaries. Among such techniquesare QCCs, the
suggestionsystem, zero defect movement, consensusdecision-making,flexible working,
open-office, on-the-job training, job rotation, no-lay off policies, and just-in-time (Munday,
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1990; Oliver and Wilkinson, 1989,1992; Jones, 1991; Grint, 1993; Evans, 1993; Heller,
1994;Palmer, 1996;McMillan, 1996).

According to McMillan (1996: 352), Sony and scores of Japanesefirms in Wales have also
been applying the Japanese management techniques such as total quality management,
identical

management-worker uniforms,

consensus decision-making

and permanent

employment, although this region has been the traditional centre of domestic labourmanagement conflict in UK industrial relations.

In addition, it is said that Japanesemanufacturing firms in the UK have introduced their own
brand of personnel policies in dealing with local staff (Evans, 1993). In her 1993 study of
two Japanese firms in the UK, Evans's findings suggest that some Japanese personnel
practices or techniques, particularly with regard to selection procedures, training and
company culture have been utilised extensively. However, according to Evans, Japanese

firms follow a dual employment structurefor expatriatesand local staff. Similarly, it is
argued that other personnel practices or techniques such as single status, in-company
communications, job security, company representative bodies and the use of temporary

workers have also been introduced (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992). However, Oliver and
Wilkinson are of the opinion that the Japanesemanagershave often had to modify these
techniquesto suit the local requirements. These modified techniquesare known as the
Anglo-Japanesehybrid managementmodel: the blend of two distinctively different cultures
(Abo, 1995).
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What are some of the factors that might contribute to the successof Japanesemanagement
techniques abroad? A study by White and Trevor (1983) reveals that the extent of the
implementation successdepends greatly on expatriate personnel. Their finding is consistent
with the evidence presented in Womack et al. (1990:. 273). According to Womack et al.
(1990), the Japanese affiliates in the auto industry that are successful in replicating the
Japaneselean production system are the ones with a strong Japanesemanagement presence
in the early years, whereas in those plants where the key management positions are turned
over to nationals too quickly, the performance is not much better than the host country
average.

Similarly, Milkman (1991: 92) found a positive relationship between the presence of
expatriates actively engagedin running the organisation on a daily basis and the successful
implementation of Japaneseproduction techniques. Perhaps the strongest expression of

this idea comes from Kono (1984: 156), whose researchled him to assertthat it is
absolutelyessentialto have Japanesemanagersstationedat the subsidiaryfor the smooth
techniques.
transferof Japanesemanagement

Despite a certain degree of success achieved by Japanesefirms in the UK, the
implementationprocesshas not beenwithout its problems. Studiessuch as Abo (1995);
Broad (1994); and Palmer (1996) reveal that Japanesemanagershave encounteredsome
difficulties while in the processof implementing their managementmodel to local staff.
The level of resistancewas much higher from white-collar and managerial staff when
comparedto the blue-collar workforce, according t0 White and Trevor (1983). They
further arguedthat this was partly becauseBritish white-collar staff were more interestedin
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personal competition, job mobility for career development and their own individual career
path, rather than in the organisation as a whole.

Broad (1994) shares this view,

maintaining that lack of teamwork among British workers remains a persistent problem for
their Japanesecolleagues.

Among some companies that have experienced problems are Denkico, Sony and a few
others. Denkico, for example, soon after they introduced QCC, ran into problems because
of some resistance from both workers and supervisors (Broad, 1994). According to Broad,
workers have complained that the quality circle idea was simply an attempt to keep some
form of work effort going during the quality periods of "down-time".

In the case of Sony,

they have been plagued by supplier problems since the implementation of JIT (Moms and
Imrie, 1993). Other Japanesecompanies like "SpeedCo", "CopyCo", and "CommuniCo"
also experienced similar problems when they introduced Japanese personnel policies
(Palmer, 1996).

According to Palmer, the problems that the Japanese managers

encounteredwith the local workers were diverse: from a lack of work discipline, poor
attendance,a high level of absenteeism,and a high labour turnover to a low level of
commitment.

Even though, some studies have shown that the Japanesehave been quite successfulin
transplantingother techniquesor practices,there is little evidence that shows the "three
divine treasures"have beensuccessfullyimplementedby Japanesecompaniesin the UK.
One of the reasonsmight be becausethe "three divine treasures",i.e. lifetime employment,
seniority systemsandthe ringgi systemareculture-boundandnot compatiblewith Western
culture. According to Jones(1991), even the systemof consensusmanagementin Japan,
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which achieves employee support and loyalty, appears to be alien to a typical British
management style. Hence, one can conclude that the Japanesemodel of management,
which is believed to be tied up to the Japaneseculture, is not always easily transferable and
does not work as well in another cultures as typically thought by Japanese as well as
Western managers.

3.4.2 British Firms
Another effort in transplanting the Japanesemodel of management to the UK has been
made by British firms. In the 1970s, following a further deterioration of the UK economy
the interest in learning from Japan was fast becoming the hallmark of the decade, as
reflected in the European literature on Japanesemanagement (Gordon, 1988).

Large

numbers of young British managers were gazing across the Pacific Ocean to Japan in the

belief that they could somehowferret out Japan'ssecretof success(Gordon, 1988). The
Japanesemodel of management is therefore seen as a way to revive the UK economy and
restore its competitive edge once again (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 98). As a result,

companies like Lucas Industries, Ford UK and Southern Components have made an
techniquesor practices.
attemptto implementwhat they perceiveasthebestof Japanese

It is said that British investorshaverecently collaboratedwith Japaneseinvestorswith the
aims of not only to learnabout Japanese
managementtechniquesbut also for other reasons
such as to minimise culture and languagecomplications, trade barriers, etc. (McMillan,
1996). In fact, according to McMillan (1996), factors such as the Japaneseculture and
languagecomplications,the distribution systemas well as formidable entry barriershave
indeedrestrictedBritish investmentin Japan. Therefore,to avoid all thesecomplications,
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some British companiessuch as Merck and Company have joined-venture with Banyu
Pharmaceuticals (McMillan,

1996: 356). British manufacturers are of the opinion that

collaboration with the Japaneseis a suitable strategy as they are highly committed to high
technology. Furthermore, the need for change, as mentioned by Ackroyd et al. (1988), as
well as the need to link-up with the Japanesetechnology (McMillan, 1996), has encouraged
British managersto integrate the best of Japanesetechniques into their existing system.

In the process of "learning from Japan", British manufacturers have adopted the best of the
Japanese manufacturing techniques such as JIT, kanban, TQC, flexible work and the
suggestion system (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992) (see Table 3.2 & 3.3). The domination of
Japanese organisations and products in the world due to their superior quality is welldocumented and has led to the quest for a way that provides a "Holy Grail" of quality.
British manufacturers were not to be left behind and soon, QCC became the common

buzzword.

Since the late 1980sQCC has been growing steadily in the UK and has being used in
organisationsincluding banksand the Civil Service(Ho, 1993). By the early 1990s,there
were around 120 organisationsregistered with the National Society of Quality Circles
(NSQC)(Ho, 1993).
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Table3.2
JapaneseProduction Methods and Practices in UK Companies
Never used
(%)

Practice
Operator responsibility for quality
Continuos improvement
JIT production
Quality circles
Set-up time reductions
SPC
Total quality control
Cellular manufacture
Design for manufacture
Kanban materials control

5
8
18
18
24
15
8
43
39
48

In use
(%)

Planned or being
Implemented
(%)

77
72
68
68
65
59
56
50
51
42

18
20
14
14
11
26
36
7
10
10

Source: Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992, p. 138.

Table 3.3
PersonnelPracticesin UK Companies
(%)

(%)

Planned or being
Implemented
(%)

5
38
36
28
41

89
59
49
64
58

6
3
15
8
1

39

53

8

25

48

27

Never used
Practice
Team briefings
Use of temporary workers
Single-status facilities
Performance-related pay
Company council

Profit sharing
Performance appraisal
Source: Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992, p. 181.

In use

It hasalso beenwell-documentedthat there aresomeadvantagesderived from the adoption
of the best Japanesetechniques. A study by Oliver and Wilkinson (1992), for example,
revealsthat Rolls Roycesavedhundredsof thousandof poundsfrom its circle programme,
as did Jaguarwhen the companydecidedto implement QCC and JIT. Moreover, Lucas,
anotherBritish company,was able to develop"a family-type" relationship with suppliers
after implementing JIT (Morris and Imrie, 1993). British companiessupplying parts and
componentsto NMUK also benefited from the cross-culturaltechnology transfer. Their
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company engineers have worked closely with the Japaneseengineers to meet the quality
standards, as demandedby NMUK (Thompson and Rehder, 1995).

Despitethe advantages,as mentionedearlier, someBritish companieswho have adopted
some elements of the Japanesemanagementtechniques have also experiencedsome
problems. For example, Morris and Imrie (1993) claim that some British manufacturers as
well as suppliers have encountered some difficulties while implementing the so-called
"best" Japanesemanagement techniques. According to them, the inability of British firms
to meet the demands of the new system, as required by JIT (for instance, frequent and

consistentbut small batch delivery) has causedthe main problem. They also claim that
problems also lie in the fact that the supply infrastructures, in some cases, were relatively
weak along a number of dimensions: technically, developmentally, and managerially.
More profound setbacks, according to them, were that the suppliers had too wide a
customer base, unlike their Japanese counterpart, and this has caused failure in JIT
implementation.

This clearly suggests that there are great difficulties

of piecemeal

implementation as far as JIT is concerned.

Besidesthe difficulty of its piecemealimplementationin the British economic system,
anothercauseof the failure of the JIT systemin British industry can be attributedto the
attitudes of suppliers.

According to Oliver and Wilkinson (1992: 100), when Rover

introducedJIT, many supplierswere not satisfiedbecausethey consideredthis practiceas
an excuse to pass stockholding costs on to them. Oliver and Wilkinson further mentioned

that Rover's workers saw it asa "slow andlaboured"process.
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The fact that most British workers are still too used to the British way of doing things has
also hindered the success of transplanting the best Japanesetechniques to British firms.
For example, Palmer (1996) mentions that when quality control is introduced, quality

problemsstill exist dueto the lack of the requiredlevel of discipline andcommitmentfrom
British operators, who are said to be more interested iri pursuing their own objectives than
those of the company. Oliver and Wilkinson (1992) earlier share this view, and state that
the workers' union in Ford UK rejected outright the practice of "signing off the work after
self-inspection when the company introduced the quality inspection method based on
Japanese styles.

"CommuniCo"

(UK)

Ltd

faced the same problem when its

comprehensivechecking system(operatorssign off their own work as quality checked)
had to be abandonedwhenthe systemdid not work and the operatorsmadeajoke out of it
(Palmer, 1996).

The other obstacle that has hindered the implementation process is related to the fact that
many Japanese management techniques depend on an appropriate set of supporting
conditions in order to be successful in foreign settings (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992: 173).

This again suggeststhat it is difficult to implement Japanesetechniques piecemeal.
According to their study, Oliver and Wilkinson (1992) claim that "existing culture" is the
single most frequently cited obstacle to change (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4
Obstaclesto Change in UK Companies
Number of citations as:
First

Second

obstacle

obstacle

Existing culture
Unions/demarcation
Lack of support at senior levels
None
Attitudes of middle management
Attitudes of labour
Lack of resources/investment
Technical constraints

Percentage
obstacle of total
Third

17

-

-

6

3

7

2

-

8

-

4

2

-

_3

2

1

(47)

(13)

3

2

-

-

1

27

14
14

13
11

28
-8

-5

(3)

(100)

Source: Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992, p. 174.

Other main barriers to the implementation of the best Japanese techniques include the
attitudes of Western managers. Jones (1992) points out that it has been hard enough for

Westernmanagersto identify, let aloneadopt, the operationaltechniquesor practicessuch
companiesso well. Sincemasteringthe skills was one
asJIT, which haveservedJapanese
of the factors that help to ensurethe implementation success,according to Jones,it is
always hard for Westernersto recognisethe most salient lessonsfrom their Japanese
counterparts.The main reasonis partly becauseof the fact that thesesalientlessonsor the
most important skills from the Japaneseare hidden in behavioursthat are difficult to
reconcilewith Westernbeliefs (Jones,1992). One may agreethat fundamentally,many of
the most valuablethings to learn lie in the fact that Japanesemanagementis not simply a
different way of doing the samething, rather,it is a way of doing somethingdifferently and
sodifferently that, in fact, to Westerneyes,it is heresy.
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Thus, despite the vigorous efforts by Japaneseas well as British managers to implement
the Japanesemodel of management in the UK, the degree of successhas been very limited.
It has been well-documented that the extent of change in British industry, in fact, appears
to be not as extensive as previously perceived, as far as the Japanesemodel of management
is concerned (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992). Perhapsit is because of major obstacles, such

asculture, andsincethe two culture arevery different most British firms do not implement
the Japanesemanagement techniques such as seniority-based wage and promotion systems
and consensus decision-making (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992). In fact, it has been argued
that most British firms still favour individual merit rather than a seniority-based system
when wages and promotion are concerned (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992).

Although open discussion and teamworking have been implemented in some British firms,
it has been argued that these techniques have also failed, not only because they do not suit
the British culture of individualism but also because British managers are reluctant to
delegate as a result of a tendency to protect one's territory (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992:
100). This again suggeststhat some of the Japanesemanagement techniques do not work

well outside a Japanesecultural setting.

Nevertheless,as a result of application and

adaptation, a hybrid model has emerged in the UK with many of the characteristics of the

Japanesemodel.
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3.5

The Japanese Model of Management in the United States

3.5.1 Japanese Subsidiaries
The increasing number of Japanese companies in the U. S. since the mid 70's can be

attributedto the fearthat their productsin the Americanmarket would be subjectto tariff
and other restrictions. In order to mitigate the prevailing tense trade relations with the

Americans, the Japanesebegan direct investmentby setting up manufacturingplants as
well as forming joint ventureswith establishedAmerican companies. Someof the most
notableexamplesof joint venturesareNUMMI, thejoint GM/Toyota venturein California,
Diamond-Star, the joint Chrysler/Mitsubishi venture in Illinois

and Ford-Nissan joint

venture. Apart from joint ventureswith American companies,Japaneseauto giants have
also set up their assemblyplants in the U. S. These include Honda in Ohio, Toyota in
Kentucky, Nissan in Tennessee, and Suburu-Isuzu in Indiana. Since the initial successof
these joint ventures, Japanesedirect investment in the U. S. increased dramatically from
$10 billion to $84 billion between 1982 to 1992 (Rao and Hashimoto, 1996).

Why were the Japaneseinvestors keen to invest in the U. S.? It was claimed that this was
because any forms of technological and production agreement with overseas partners
would provide the Japanese with a strong blocking strategy to retain a market share
(McMillan,

1996). According to McMillan

(1996: 346), the formidable forces in the

1990s,such as the high value of the yen and the need to contract out, have also forced
Japaneseinvestors to invest overseas. In Table 3.5, which shows the Japaneseinvestment
in North America, it is interesting to note that the number of Japaneseexpatriates increases
with their investment. These expatriates have influenced the management structure of the

Japanesecompaniesin the U.S. where Japaneseexpatriateshave filled most of the top
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management positions as well as assumed ultimate responsibilities for all vital functions
(McMillan, 1996). In fact, according to Rao and Hashimoto (1996), about seventy percent
of senior and middle managers employed in Japanesefirms in the U. S. are Japanese,and

they say that these groups of Japanesemanagershave been responsiblefor introducing
Japanesemanagement techniques to the local staff.

Table 3.5

Country

Canada
USA

Mexico

Overseas JapaneseCompanies and Employees in North America
Manufacturing
All Industry
Companies Employees Expatriate
Companies Employees Expatriate

332

39,490

866

93

23,367

275

3,558

541,245

17,276

1,141

319,164

6,273

113

39,178

337

68

36,318

247

Source: McMillan, 1996, p. 358.

Since the publication of Theory Z and The Art of Japanese Management, the literature on
the Japanesemodel of management or Japanesemanagement techniques and the feasibility
of adopting such techniques/practices in the U. S. has been very extensive. The quality of
these accounts, however, is wide-ranging.

Too many are perhaps ill-informed

and

opportunistic efforts to capitalise on the explosive demand for information on Japan and
Japanesebusiness. Nevertheless, despite these varied and divided views, one view seems
to unite them all, i. e. some Japanesemanagement techniques are suitable and therefore can
be implemented (Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992; Thompson and Rehder, 1995; McMillan,

1996), while other techniquesare not compatible with the American systemand culture
and thereforecannotbe adopted(Cole, 1983;Sethi et al., 1984;Dore, 1973).

In implementing their brand of managementtechniques/practices
in the U. S., the Japanese
managershave employed certain strategies. A common strategy used is to "sandwich"
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local managerswith a Japaneseassistant (normally of managerial rank). It is believed that
in this way, management skills can be transferred as the Japanesemanagers worked closely
with local managers. Another strategy used is to send local managers to Japan for
induction and training with the parent companies. According to McMillan (1996: 352),
this is the most effective way to promote Japanesemanagement techniques among the local
managers who may need to be familiarised with the style of working of their Japanese
counterparts. Some argue that Japanesemanagers influence the local staff both through a
larger organisational control system (Ouchi, 1981), and through interpersonal interactions
with their subordinates (Rao and Hashimoto, 1996). According to Rao and Hashimoto
(1996), the strategies employed in interpersonal influence consist of multiple tactics, such
as setting deadlines, or offering an exchange of favours.

Another common strategy used by the Japaneseconcerns the locality of their plants. It is
well-documented that the Japaneseare particularly keen on greenfield settings, such as the
Nissan plant in Tennessee and Honda's facility in Ohio (Mahoney and Deckop, 1993). In

fact, there is a reasonfor this and it is arguedthat greenfield settingsprovide accessto a
workforce lacking both labour union affiliation and familiarity with industry traditions. As
a result, Japanesemanagementtechniquesarebeing applied successfullyin theseso-called
"fertile grounds" (Mahoneyand Deckop,1993).

The Japanesemanagementtechniquesthat are transferableto the U.S. are easyto identify,
the most popular being the total quality control (TQC) and quality control circles (QCCs).
In fact, the importanceof quality control hasbeenillustrated in the book TheMachine that
Changedthe World (Womacket al., 1990),which describeshow Japan'sauto industryhas
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established plants in North America and Europe that exceed productivity (hours to produce
a car, and quality levels) exceeding U. S. and European standards.

Other Japanese management techniques that are said to have been successfully
implemented in the Japanesesubsidiaries in the U. S. are suggestion systems (Verespej,
1992), consensus decision-making, job rotation and just-in-time (JIT) (Yasin and Wafa,
1996). A study by Florida and Kenney (1991) also reveals that Japanesetransplants have
successfully transferred core elements of the Japanesetechniques/practices, such as wage
determination, personnel practices, job security and union relations, but with some
modifications. A classic example is the New United Motors Manufacturing Incorporated
(NUMMI)

plant, where Japanese techniques/practices such as no-layoff and teamwork

have been implemented successfully (Mahoney and Deckop, 1993). Mahoney and Deckop
further mention that since the Japanesetook over, the employees' morale at NUMMI has
been high.

However, there is no evidencethat lifetime employmentand seniority-basedsystemsare
being implemented. In fact, a study by Rodgersand Wong (1996) revealsthat Japanese
firms havemade little attemptto transfersuch systemsto their foreign affiliates including
the U.S. becauseof the differencein cultural environment. There is also no evidenceto
show that enterpriseunionismhas beenimplementedin the U.S. For example,Abo (1994)
in his study found no unions at all among the sample of firms in the automobile
componentsand semi-conductorindustries. However, according to his study, in several
joint venturesbetweenJapaneseautomobileassemblersandAmerican companiesin which
labour unions were well established,managersdid not resistgranting recognitionto unions
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that had agreed to maintain a co-operative stance in accordance with the principles of
Japanesemanagement.

The American experience with Japanesetransplants has been both highly beneficial and
also costly. The Japanesequality system, for example, has indisputably established New
World standards for quality and productivity.

A study conducted by McKinsey's Global

Institute (1993) found that Japanese transplants have played a fundamental role in
improving U. S. productivity by putting competitive pressure on domestic producers and
transferring knowledge of the best practices through normal personnel transfers.

One classic case can be noted here. In the late 1970s, an American firm - Firestone had

serious quality problems which resulted in massive recalls and, subsequently,a steep
decline in product reputationand demand. But sincethe Japanesefirm - Bridgestonetook
over, some aspectsof teamwork and TQC have been introduced(Mahoney and Deckop,
1993). According to the same authors, employeesfrom operatorsthrough to managers
were extensivelytrainedin quality control and problem analysis. Between1983and 1987,
Bridgestoneprovided a total numberof 67,496 hours of training for its workforce, which
grew from 522 to 954 (Mahoney and Deckop, 1993). As a result, the rate of accident
incidences(the numberof accidentsresulting in lost time or an ability to perform the job
per 100 employees)droppedfrom 9.8 percentin 1983to 3.6 percentin 1987. Productivity,
on the other hand,increased46 percentcomparedwith 1981,a ratethat almost doubledthe
industry's increase.Between1983and 1986,the ratio of tyres scrappedalsodeclinedfrom
5.1 to 1.3percent;of tyres repaired,from 3.5 to 1.86percent;and of productionblemishes,
from 2.8 to 0.04 percent(MahoneyandDeckop, 1993).
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Despite some degree of success,the transfer of the Japanesemanagement techniques such
as consensus decision-making, teamworking and lean-system to the U. S. has not been
without significant problems.

Indeed, following the transplants' initial "honeymoon"

period, there have been a growing number of studies and publications revealing many areas

of emergingsociotechnicalproblems. It is reportedthat the problemshavecentredin three
major areas: (i) work stress, discipline, and management control of employees and the role

of unions; (ii) employeediscrimination within Japanesetransplants;and (iii) the social,
political, and economic relationships and impact of the transplants (Rehder and Thompson,
1994). Cole and Deskins (1988) earlier share this view in their study on racial factors in

side locationsand employmentpatternsof Japanesefirms in America. They found that the
three Japanese transplants of Mazda, Honda, and Nissan and 51 Japanese auto-parts
manufacturers in the US have hired significantly fewer African-American workers than
eight new GM plants opened since 1980 in greenfield sites.

Other Japanesecompanies have also been condemned for discriminating against minorities
and American women.

One landmark case involved Sumitomo Shoji American, Inc.,

where some former and current secretarial employees brought a class action lawsuit against
this wholly-owned Japanesesubsidiary. The suit alleged that the company's practice of

hiring only male Japanesenationals for managementpositions discriminated against
womenon the basisof sexand nationalorigin (Rehderand Thompson,1994).

However, despite these criticisms, it is hard to deny that the Japanesemodel of
management has indisputably influenced the American management system. Abo (1994)

presentsan international transfermodel of the Japanesemanagementproduction system
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that provides an analytical framework for measuring the degree of direct application of the
Japanese system and its adaptation to local conditions, or the degree of hybridisation.
Based on field research on the application-adaptation evaluation ratings of 34 Japanese

transplantsin the U.S., ten types of typical Japanesetransplantshave beenidentified and
analysed. The findings are outlined below.

Japanese companies undertaking local production in the U. S., where the management

environment differs radically from that in Japan,continue to favour the application of
Japanesehuman resource and production practices. However, due to the need to adapt to

local conditions in the U. S. as a result of the cultural differences,Japanese
companieshave
to implement a type of hybrid system that differs from that of the U. S. companies as well
as from that of their own parent companies in Japan. Hence, one can conclude that even
though it may be difficult

for the Japanese to practice their "original"

version of

management techniques, nevertheless, they have been quite successful in terms of
transplanting their "hybrid" model to the U. S. The following discussion looks at the effort
made by American firms.

3.5.2 American Firms
Studieshave shownthat the Japanese
managementsystemhas turned around many failing
Americanbusinesses(Lee and Schwendiman,1982). The successstoriesare evidentin the
auto industry.

For example, General Motors has formed a joint venture with Toyota;

Chrysler has teamedup with Mitsubishi; and Ford with Mazda. According to Rehder
(1990), these Japanesetransplants have introduced their American Big Three partners and

suppliersto their high-performancemanagementand organisationalsystems.
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Thus, the American companies have not hesitated in attempting to adopt the Japanese
management, organisation, and labour-relations systems. This is because they believe that
collaboration with the Japanese is important, as the Japanese are highly committed to
quality as well as to technology.

Moreover, the competition created by Japanese

transplants has forced some local firms to abandon their traditional approach and adopt the
Japaneseapproach. For example, Alcan has improved its production processesby working
with its Japaneseaffiliate, Nippon Light Metal. Hewlett-Packard drew part of its planning
process, "Hoshin", from its Japaneseaffiliate, Yokogawa Hewlett-Packard.

Olin made

process improvements in the U. S. basedon what it had-learned in its joint venture in Japan.
Caterpillar transferred product improvement ideas from its affiliate Shin caterpillarMitsubishi to its home base, and Texas Instruments has done the same with manufacturing

skills (Jones,1992).

As in the UK, there are also a number of successstories among American companies trying to

adopt the Japanesemodel of management,although the degree of successis confined to
limited firms, i. e. the type Z organisations (Fukuda, 1986). Ouchi (1981) refers to type Z

organisationsas successfulAmerican companiesthat have many characteristicssimilar to
companies in Japan. Among such firms that have used Japanese management techniques

with considerable success are General Motors and WestinghouseElectric Corporation.
Another American firm that hasproducedpositive results by adoptingJapanesemanagement
techniquesis the Dallas-basedcompany, Dresser. Since incorporating such techniques,
Dresserhascompletely rebuilt itself and has accomplishedmany of its goals (Preston,1994:
7).
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It is well-documented that the Japanesemanagementtechnique that is commonly practised by
American companies is the QCC system (Lillrank, 1995). Its popularity among American
companies is attributed to the successof high-quality Japaneseproducts at competitive prices,

and the Americansseethis conceptof managementas a way for their companiesto achieve
competitiveness.

Under the American mass production paradigm, quality problems are

usually caused by sloppy workmanship, and the Americans believe that by implementing
QCCs, it should instil some discipline and motivation among their workers. Hence, in the
early 1980s, QCCs were widely introduced into American companies.

A study conductedby the New York Exchange(ascited in Lawler andMohrman, 1985:66)
shows that 44 percent of all companies with more than 500 employees have quality circle
programmes. The same study also reveals that over 90 percent of the Fortune 500 companies
have such programmes in their structure. A more recent study, by Yavas (1995), found that
many U. S. firms such as the Ford Motor Company, Motorola, Xerox, and Hughes Aerospace
have now established quality-related programmes. It has also been argued that the American
companies that have implemented QCCs have progressed to the point at which they could

deliver the quality levelsrequiredby their customersand meet the competitivestandardsset
by the Japanese.

Another Japanesemanagementtechniquethat is widely used by American firms is just-intime (JIT). It hasbeenpointed out that the successof JapaneseJIT in the U.S. has also been
widely-documented (O'Grady, 1988; Yasin and Wafa, 1996). According to Yasin and Wafa

(1996), JIT has the potential for increasinga firm's efficiency and effectiveness. They point
out that about 75 percentof Americanfirms in their study reportedmonetarysavingsthrough
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JIT. Moreover, they stated that JIT's participants have reported other benefits from using JIT
and these include: (i) improved relationships with suppliers; (ii) improved customer service;
and (iii) improved incoming and outgoing quality standards. An earlier study by Philipoom
(1986) indicated that since implementing the JIT system, Harley Davidson has reduced its
break-even point by 32 percent and in-progress inventory from US$23 million to just over
US$8.5 million.

Despite the popularity of QCCs among some American companies, a number of authors have
argued that this technique has often failed when it is actually being applied. For example,
Lillrank (1995) argues that the main cause of the failure of QCCs among some American
firms is that management did not see much reason to get deeply involved in the
implementation process. As a result, it became natural for management to hire consultants.
The QCC concept was then rapidly commercialised by the cottage segment of the consulting
industry. According to Lillrank, unlike in Japan, the parallel support structure was run by

line-managersanxiousto seetheir quality problemssolved,in many Westernfirms especially
American firms, the QCC activities wererun by outsiderswho hadno clout in operations.

The other causeof the failure of QCCs amongsomeAmerican firms is attributedto the fact
that most American employeesare not interestedin them (Lincoln, 1989). Cole (1983)
earlier sharesthis view, statingthat Americanworkers haveresistedthe QCC systembecause
they do not think it is likely to changethe way things have always been. Cole also claims
that the resistancetowardsthe QCC systemhas to do with the educationallevel of workers
concerned.Theseworkers, accordingto Cole, did not have the requiredmental frameworkto
do it in termsof the ability on mathematics.
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Like the QCC system,despiteits popularity, some American firms also faced a numberof
problems when trying to implement the JIT system. These problems include, among others,

the need to change work proceduresand attitudes, which demandedboth extra time and
money (Harber et al., 1990). Harber et al., further explain that because JIT programmes
require a significant change in work procedures and attitudes, there is a need for large scale
re-education of the workforce. However, they also argue that this was not the only problem.
Where an American company concentrates on the training of shopfloor employees but omits
to give senior management the necessary grounding in JIT concepts, conflicting messages
about the company's attitude towards JIT programme will

soon sabotage shopfloor

enthusiasm.

As mentioned earlier, Japanese management techniques such as lifetime employment,
seniority-based wage and promotion systems and enterprise unions which are inextricably
embedded in Japanese society and culture are not being implemented by most American
firms because of the difference in cultural settings (Florida and Kenney, 1991). Similarly,

Weinshall (1986) arguesthat lifetime employment is "anachronistic to Westernhabits and
practices."

Maher (1985a) earlier states that lifetime employment could not be

indiscriminately transplantedto the U.S. culture which is ego-oriented,individualistic and
competitive.

It is also argued that the Japaneseringgi system and paternalistic orientation are not
transferableto a typical U. S. company where values of individualism and privacy prevail
(Culpan and Kucukemiroglu, 1993). Similarly, Weinshall (1986) earlier statesthat the
American managementstructure is not used to the luxury of time that the ringgi system
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requires in decision-making.

Nor do most American companies think that they have the

required formal and informal structure for such a time-consuming process of politicking and
manoeuvring behind the scene at every level of the organisation to achieve consensus

(Weinshall, 1986).

Lorriman and Kenjo (1994), however,have different views regardingthe problem facedby
most American companies in the process of implementing Japanesemanagement techniques.
According to them, the problem is not so much related to the cultural factor but stems from a
lack of preparations and thorough understanding of the cohesive approach of Japanese

managementthat causethe failure of most attemptsby Westerncompanies,particularly the
American companies,to emulatethe Japanesemodel of management.This view was earlier
put forward by Johnson (1982: 6-11), who states that "any American entrepreneurs who
attempted to institute some of the Japanese approaches without careful analysis and
preparation would soon find themselves failing. "

Thus, it is obvious from the above discussionthat the adoption of Japanesemanagement
techniquesis not a straightforwardprocessfor the American emulators. It appearsthat the
Americans have been selectiveabout which elementsthey could adopt and apply in their
corporations, given their understandingof the Japanesemodel of managementand the
constraintsimposedby the different ecological,cultural and institutional environments. Peter
Drucker (1971) warned earlier that it would be folly for managers in the West to imitate the
Japanesemodel of management blindly.

However, the one thing that the Japanesehave

taught American managers is how to manage in today's business environment. American
managers, on the other hand, have realised that if they are to compete with the Japanese,they
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must change their traditional role of command, conform, and control to one of co-ordination,
commitment, and communication, as shown by their Japanesecounterparts.

3.6

The Japanese Model of Management in the Newly Industrialising Countries
(NICs)

The West often wrongly assumesthat Oriental people from a neo-Confucian realm share
common cultural traditions which make them similar in orientation and action. If this were

true, the implementationand adaptationof the Japanesemodel of managementwould not
encounterasmany problems in other Oriental countries,such as Singapore,SouthKorea,
Hong Kong, and Taiwan, commonly known as the four Newly Industrialising Countries
(NICs), as these countries are believed to share common oriental values and cultural
traditions with Japan. However, this is far from being the case, as can be seen from the
following discussion of the related literature.

3.6.1 The Japanese Model of Management in Singapore

In the late 1980s,the Singaporeangovernmentlaunchedits "Look East" campaignfor two
main reasons. Firstly, they wanted to modify the existing managementsystem by
emphasisingvalue formation or cultural change in an effort to increase productivity.
According to Jain (1990), this was essentialbecausethe Singaporeanmanagementsystem
was consideredto be the most progressiveandWesternisedin South-EastAsia. Secondly,
the government wanted to introduce Japanese management techniques to speed up the
industrialisation process (Hayashi, 1988: 35).
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In their effort to "Look East", the Singaporean government has welcomed Japanese
investment. Since their initial campaign, Japanesedirect investment in Singapore has
increased from US$494 million in 1987 to US$8,481 million in 1993 (Graham and Anzai,
1994). Moreover, according to a report by JETRO (1997), it further increased from 83,728
million yen in 1991 to 114,329 million yen in 1995. However, in 1998, Japan's FDI in
Singapore, as well as in other ASEAN Countries such as Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia
and the Philippines, fell, mainly due to the recession in Japan,reduced demand in Asia as a
result of the economic crisis, and the depreciation of the yen.'

firms arekeen to invest in Singapore. Firstly,
There are a numberof reasonswhy Japanese
the country has a minimally intrusive regulatory environment. Secondly,it has almost no
legal restrictions on the use of expatriatepersonnel, and no requirement that certain
positions, or a certain proportion of management positions, should be filled by local

personnel (Rodgers and Wong, 1996). Finally, Singapore offers a highly-educated
workforce and a large number of well-qualified and experiencedprofessionals(Rodgers
and Wong, 1996). Thus, becauseof the flexibilities mentioned above,the management
style and the specific bundle of techniquesthat Japanesefirms in Singaporehave adopted
reflect their own choice in responding to local environmental conditions (Jain, 1990;
Rodgers and Wong, 1996).

-

Some of the managerial techniques that have been adopted by these firms include
consensus decision-making, QCCs, the suggestion system (Jain, 1990; Ek, 1987), JIT and
TQC (Hum, 1991). According to Hum, the JIT and TQC systems have played a strategic

I [WWW document].URL http://www.jetro. go.jp\WHITEPAPER/Invest99/inv2-5.html.
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role within the Singaporean Local Industries Upgrading Programmes (LIUP). A study by
Putti and Chong (1985) found that some Japanesefirms also practise lifetime employment

if one were to interpret this as meaningno dismissal for non-performanceor becauseof
generalretrenchmentpolicy.

It is also claimed that some Japanesefirms based in Singapore have introduced Japanese
recruitment styles where fresh graduates from universities and polytechnics are recruited

andtraining is given accordingto Japanese
methodsof on-the-job(OJT) aswell asoff-thejob training (Off-OJT) (Thomson, 1984). A studyby Rodgersand Wong (1996),however,
found that there was no realistic chance for Japanesefirms to implement a full-fledged
Japanese-style (nenko) compensation system in the Singaporean environment, where
workers still prefer the old system. In fact, a recent study by Gill and Wong (1998) found
that seniority systems were the least favoured of the five Japanesemanagement techniques

(lifetime employment,seniority-basedwageand promotion, enterpriseunions, consensual
decision making, and quality control circles) in Singapore.

Unlike in the U. S. and the UK, the Japanisationof Singaporehas beenencouragedby the
Singaporeangovernment and supported by the National Trade Union Congress(Jain,
1990). As a result, it can be seenthat industry-wide unions exist side by side with inhouse unions in almost every industry and trade in Singapore.

The Singaporean

government is also said to encourageconsultation and harmony between labour and
management, based on Japaneseprinciples of consensus (Jain, 1990). Other Japanese
management techniques, such as bottom-up communications and the provision of training
to upgrade skills and productivity are also encouraged (Choy and Jain, 1987).
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Although Singapore welcomes Japaneseinvestors, some authors argue that Singapore is
not a place where the Japanesemodel of management could be easily implemented and

transferred(Gill and Wong, 1998;Rodgersand Wong, 1996; Choy and Jain, 1987). Putti
and Chong (1985) earlier share this view. According to them, "the management practices

of Japanesecompaniesin Singaporeare not necessarilythe sameas those of their parent
organisations in Japan....and the Japanesecompanies believe that they cannot transfer their

home country practices without drastic modifications because of the differences in
language and the diverse education levels of Singapore's cosmopolitan population" (Putti

and Chong, 1985:107).

A study conductedby the governmentof Singaporeon the possibility of introducing the
Japanesemanagerialsystemto large firms in the republic found that it would be necessary
to make substantial modifications to the Japanesesystem before it could be applied, even
within Japanese-affiliated companies, let alone within indigenous firms (Rodgers and
Wong, 1996). This view clearly supports an earlier argument by Choy and Jain (1987),

who state that Japanesefirms have to modify their managementtechniques in their
Singaporeansubsidiaries. Also, Ichimura found in a 1981 study that a majority of the
Japanesefirms with operationsin South-EastAsia consideredthe implementationof the
Japanese
model of managementto be practicable,but only after modifications.

The Japanese firms, according to Jain (1990), as far as possible have to adapt to the
Singaporean economic environment. The fact that most Japanesefirms in Singapore have

not laid off workers is merely a reflection of the tight labour market in Singaporebefore
the 1985 economic downturn (Jain, 1990).
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Jain further mentions that the Japanese

preference for internal promotion and their policy of promoting all deserving personnel
also reflects the tight labour supply.

There are a numberof factors that have hinderedthe processof implementing Japanese
managementtechniques in Singapore. A study by Ek (1987) found that different
environmental conditions have hindered the Japanisation of the Singaporean workforce.
He states that the difficulty in introducing Japanesemanagement techniques to Singapore
was due to the fact that Singaporean workers are too self-centred and individualistic, and
the majority are inadequately educated when compared to other Asian counterparts, such
as in Korea, Taiwan and Japan. Because of the inadequate educational background of the
production workers, their lack of problem-solving skills, and their low participation rates,

the Japanesemanagerswere forcedto abandonquality control circles (Rodgersand Wong,
1996).

While it has been observed that certain Japanesemanagement techniques have been easily
acceptable to the local workforce, several studies have found that affiliates of American

multinational corporations(MNCs) had an easiertime of transferringtheir home country
management techniques to Singapore than their Japanesecounterparts (EK, 1987; Choy

andJain, 1987;Putti and Chong, 1985).

Based on earlier studies and their own observations, Rodgers and Wong (1996) conclude

that the local norms and institutions, as well as the personalvalues of most Singaporean
employees,are much more similar to those found in a Westerncountry such as the U.S.
than to those in Japan. Perhapsthis is part of the reasonwhy the local workforce is more
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open to Western as opposed to Japanesemanagement techniques. As far as the Japanese
model of management as a whole is concerned, there has been a great deal of uncertainty
among the Japanese managers in Singapore about the transferability

of Japanese

management techniques to Singapore (Fukuda, 1988)' Similarly, Gill and Wong (1998)
state that in-house unions and seniority-based systems are virtually non-existent among the
Japanesefirms in their study. They also mention that in general, Japanesefirms, appear to
have a lower propensity to adopt their own home practices in Singapore because of cultural

differences,than do other firms, e.g. American firms. This clearly suggeststhat cultural
constraintsare one of the major barriersthat has made it difficult to transferthe Japanese
model of managementto Singapore.

3.6.2 The JapaneseModel of Management in South Korea
A review of the literatureon the Japanesemodel of managementin South Korea suggests
that there is limited current researchon this subject. As a result of this limitation, a
discussionon the Japanesemodel of management/Japanese
managementtechniquesin
South Korea will draw heavily on the earlier literature by Yoshihara (1985). Like in
Singapore,the implementationof the Japanesemodel of managementin South Korea has
beenstrongly supportedby the SouthKoreangovernment.

In 1975, the South Korean governmentbeganto voice their concernsover the industrial
development in South Korea. They believed that a lack of dynamic change from labourintensive industry to heavy industry was responsible for South Korea lagging behind other
developed countries. Hence, in an attempt to develop their heavy industry, South Korea
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turned to Japan for a model.

As a result, the 1970s brought a fervent government

programme that swept across every aspect of Korean lives (Sayer, 1983).

This nation-wide programme or movement was called "Saemaul Undong" or the New

CommunityMovement. Oneof its objectiveswas to bring about attitudinal change,i.e. to
train both rural and urban Koreans to inculcate diligence, self-help and co-operative spirit
(Sayer, 1983). Under this movement, one of the most widespread campaigns was to
replace the old style straw roofs on farmhouses with tiles or metal. By doing so, the South
Korean government sought to force the farmers into creating a superficial impression that
South Korea is developed like Japan, which still serves as a measure for many South
Korean development goals.

According to Chen (1995: 213), the South Korean government was confident that it could
replicate Japanesesuccessand it also believed that most Koreans should have no problem
accepting Japanesemanagement techniques because (i) they share a common cultural and
religious tradition with Japan; (ii) their work ethics are similar to the Japanese;and (iii)

even the existing featuresof the Korean managementsystemare similar to those of the
Japanese.Thesefeaturesinclude top-down decision-making,paternalisticleadership,clan
management, inhwa (harmony-oriented cultural values), flexible lifetime employment,
personal loyalty, compensation based on seniority and merit rating, and a high mobility of

workers (Chen, 1995). Lee & Yoo (1987: 74-76) earlier sharethis view, stating that the
elementsof paternalism;loyalty to organisation,family and friends; and respectfor those
in authority and senioritythat are normally found in the Japanesemanagementsystemare
also found in the existing Korean management system. Because of these similarities, it is
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said that the Koreans should not find it difficult to accept Japanesemanagement techniques
(Lee and Yoo, 1987).

A study by Yoshihara (1985) reveals that Japanesefirms in South Korea have introduced
their own brand of management techniques or practices to the local workforce. According
to Yoshihara, about 90 percent of Japanesefirms in South Korea practise a suggestion
system; about 80 percent practise quality control circles; and about 70 percent of Japanese

subsidiariesin SouthKorea promotetheir workersbasedon a combinationof seniorityand
merit. However, the same study also revealsthat about 80 percentof Japanesefirms in
SouthKorea haveto modify their managementtechniquesto suit local conditions.

Yoshihara (1985) further mentions that a significant number of Japanesefirms in South
Korea have tried to stabilise employment through the careful recruitment of employees as
well as by providing continuous education and training.

Chen (1995: 231), however,

arguesthat the Japanesehave had no choice becauselabour turnover in South Korea is
high, andjob-hopping is common,evenat seniorlevels. Furthermore,Koreanemployees,
thoughloyal to their companies,prefer to switch jobs when they are offered a bettersalary
by other companies(Chen, 1995:231).

Someearlier studies,however,have shownthat Japanesefirms in South Korea havebeen
quite successful in transferring their own brand of management techniques to Korea
(Yoshihara, 1985; Lee and Yoo, 1987). Perhaps one of the reasons is because Japan and
South Korea share a similar historical legacy of heavy governmental involvement in

businesswhich has been justified on the grounds that, in order to catch up with the
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advanced nations, the government should assume responsibility for defining industrial
policies and for using whatever means available to achieve identified goals (Chen, 1995:

155). This is exactly what the South Korean governmenthave done in welcoming the
Japaneseto their soil (Chen, 1995).

Another reason is becauseof the similarity in values and culture between the two
countries. According to Chen (1995: 228), both countries practise Confucianism and
Buddhism and both share common key values, such as the emphasis on family,

hierarchical order, interpersonalrelations, the importance of education,hard work, and
tolerance. This is believed to be the driving force behind the implementation process
(Chen, 1995: 228).

It is also argued that the mentality of Korean managers is another influential factor
(Yoshihara, 1985). According to Yoshihara, like Japanesemanagers, Korean managers
prefer an open-office system. Besides that, they prefer to mix with their subordinates and
eat in the same canteen as any other workers of lower rank. This mentality and attitude has
made the transfer process much easier (Yoshihara, 1985).

Despitesomedegreeof success,it has alsobeenarguedthat the processof transferringthe
Japanesemodel of management to Korean soil has not been very smooth (Lee and Yoo,
1987; Yoshihara, 1985; Chen, 1995). Lee and Yoo (1987) assert that since the Koreans are
so attached to their existing management style, Japanese management techniques have

failed to fully penetratesome Korean organisations. Lee and Yoo further mention that
unlike the Japanese,Koreans prefer to be given specific individual responsibilities
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assigned to them. Japaneseemployers, on the other hand, find it very difficult to implant
teamwork and open communication among the individualistic Koreans (Lee and Yoo,
1987).

Chen (1995: 219) also argues that the failure of teamwork and open

communication among Koreans is due to the fact that they are not culturally encouragedto
share information openly with others except in close personal relationships.

It is further argued that Koreans do not like the ringgi decision-making process of the
Japanese(Lee and Yoo, 1987). Instead, they would rather prefer a top-down decisionmaking style in which 80 percent of the authority lies in the upper management level, with
middle or lower level management having limited authority (Lee and Yoo, 1987: 106).
Where most of the important decisions are made by top management, the lower rank
employees, in turn, accept the decision without complaint, as this is in conformity with
their Confucian ethics where respect for elders and seniors is a way of life (Lee and Yoo,
1987: 106).

From the foregoing review, it can be concluded that despite the similarity between South
Korean culture and that of the Japanese,it could not guarantee the Japanesemanagers the
successful transfer of their brand of managerial technique in its pure form to Korea. Like

in Singapore,Japanesemanagementtechniqueshave to be modified in order to suit the
Korean cultural setting. Even then, it is argued that the indigenous workers do not easily

acceptthe Japanesemanagementtechniquesbecauseof their culture-boundnature. What
is obvious, however, is that the Koreans have acceptedsome Japanesemanagement
techniquesthat havebeensuccessfullypractisedin other countries.
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3.6.3 The Japanese Model of Management in Hong Kong
As with Korea, very few studies on the transferability of the Japanese model of
management to Hong Kong have been carried out.

Because of this limitation, the

discussion here draws heavily on major studies by Tomita (1985) and Fukuda (1988).

While there are no incentives for foreign investors, they are entirely free from any extra

legal constraintsspecifically levied on foreign capital in terms of personnelassignment,
taxation, and procurementandremittanceof capital. Thus, foreign businessenterprisesin
Hong Kong are in a position to determine and shape industrial relations practices along

with their businessobjectivesin their own way. However,given this freedomand despite
the similarity in cultural and religious tradition, i.e. Confucianism, earlier studies have
shown that it is misleading to assumethat the Japanesemodel of managementcould be
transferredeasilyto Hong Kong (Fukuda,1988).

A study by Tomita (1985) on Japanesemanagement in Hong Kong reveals that some

Japanesemanagementtechniqueshave been used, and particularly the system of stable
employmentfortified by annualpay rises. This emphasisindicatesthat the stabilisationof
employmenthasbeena pressingissuefor Japanese
managementfacedwith mobile labour
in Hong Kong (Tomita, 1985). However, it is argued that even though it is given priority

by Japanesemanagers,this is not necessarilyaimed at building a Japanese-stylelabour
market where the quality of the labour force is skilfully associated with specific corporate
culture in terms of their skills and aptitudes, or sense of belonging to the organisation

(Tomita, 1985).
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Other Japanesemanagement techniques that are said to have been transferred to and used
in Hong Kong are internal promotion, ringgi decision-making, and teamworking (Fukuda,
1988; Tomita, 1985). According to Tomita (1985), a vacancy in a Japanesefirm is usually
filled internally, except in rapidly-expanding, hi-technology fields where needs could not

readily be met from the existing workforce. Tomita further mentionsthat as a rule, new
recruits are first placed at the bottom of the corporatehierarchy, in accordancewith
educationalattainment,and after a certain period (usually from five to ten years),start to
be promotedon the basis of merit, job function and length of service within a moderate
rangeon a set schedule. It is said that a big jump to senior position is extremelyrare for
about the first 20 years, since it is believed that such treatment will jeopardise corporate
"harmony" (Tomita, 1985: 69).

It is also mentioned that similar in-house promotion policies, though deemed to be
sufficiently different in philosophy, have been adopted by Japanesefirms in Hong Kong,
though the length of service is less emphasised and merit is said to be given more weight

(Tomita, 1985). But like in any other Asian country, suchpromotion policies haveinvited
dissatisfaction among ambitious employees and have induced them to leave for better

opportunities(Tomita, 1985). Japanesemanagers,however, have consideredemployees
quitting as unavoidable and see little rationality in altering a wage structure and a

promotion systemthat they have introducedin their firms in Hong Kong (Tomita, 1985:
69).

Training, according to Japanesepractices, is not heavily emphasised due to the fact that
job-hopping among Hong Kong employees is common.
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Fukuda (1988) mentions that

workers in Hong Kong like to move from one job to another in search of more money as
well as prestige. Tomita (1985) also mentions that about 88.9 percent of local managers

havegainedjob experiencefrom other organisationsand that they have changedtheir job
an average of 2.6 times with the highest being 7 times.

Perhaps this explains why

Japanesefirms in Hong Kong have not provided training for their workers as they have
usually done in Japan. Tomita (1985) also points out that training is very basic and is
aimed at preventing quick labour turnover to facilitate smooth operations. Tomita (1985:
68) concludes, "probably because of such attitudes on the part of the Japanesestaff, not
many local middle managers... appreciated the `Japanese willingness to transfer new
technology and management know-how' or consider `good learning chance for technology

"
and know-how' a satisfactoryfeatureof Japanese
management.

As in many other foreign countries, one can see that modifications have been made within
the range of the existing components of Japanesemanagement techniques in order to
conform to the realities of Hong Kong communities. In this regard, Tomita infers that the
Japanese model of management in Hong Kong is not a cultural extension of a parent
corporation as the "ethnocentric" hypothesis asserts,but rather is more associated with the
"community-influence"

hypothesis.

The "ethnocentric"

hypothesis asserts that the

management of corporations, which are wholly owned by foreign nationals, is, in effect, a

cultural aswell as an economicextensionof the parentcorporation(Perlmutter, 1972:2150). On the other hand,the "community-influence" hypothesissuggeststhat management
has to adjustits practicesto the social and cultural realities of the communitiesin which it
operates (Parker, 1967: 65).
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Even then, some techniques or practices that Japanese managers in Hong Kong have
introduced have been severely criticised.

For example, ringgi

decision-making is

disparagedbecauseits purpose is not to make decisions but to give employeesthe
necessaryinformation regarding decisions that have been made earlier (Chen, 1995).
Tomita (1985) also mentions that local middle managersare less inclined to use such a
technique,as the Chinesewill not easily foster the feeling of participation in the firm
unlessthey are the executivesor ownersof the company.

Hence, it can be concluded that certain barriers that have hampered the implementation
process of the Japanesemodel of management in Hong Kong derive from cultural and
linguistic issues. For example, Tomita (1985) concludes that because of the difference in
customs Japanesestaff tend to form a closed and exclusive circle among themselves. Local
middle managers, on the other hand, like to justify status differences in the corporate

community. As a result, as many as 50 percentof local managers'thought they neededa
private office, and 43.8 percent did not have lunch with the workers.

These attitudes,

together with the exclusive Japaneseattitude, imply that "we-group" feeling within the

firm encompassingall employees,is little fostered and is perhaps an unrealistic aim,
according to Tomita.

3.6.4 The Japanese Model of Management in Taiwan
An extensive study on Japanesemanagement in Taiwan carried out by Ito (1985) is heavily
drawn on for the purpose of this discussion. According to Ito (1985: 94), the Japanese
management techniques that have been practised by Japanese managers in their

subsidiariesin Taiwan are ranked as follows: emphasison managementphilosophy and
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objectives (83%); employment stabilisation (81%); emphasis on smooth human relations
(71%); seniority-based wage system (45%); ringgi decision-making (43%); job rotation
(39%); little dependence on job manuals (38%); the minimisation of status difference
between workers and managers (30%); one big office (29%); and group responsibility

(22%).

It is also reported that about 56.8 percent of labour unions in Japanesesubsidiaries take the
form of enterprise unions (Ito, 1985: 100). Other Japanesemanagement techniques that
have been emphasisedby Japanesemanagers are continuous training, suggestion schemes,
QC circles, and retirement and pension schemes.

In the area of training, Japanesesubsidiaries in Taiwan have sent a higher percentage of
local managers to parent companies in Japan than have Japanese companies in other
ASEAN countries (Ito, 1985). Japanesemanagers in Taiwan, however, have not relied
heavily on a seniority-based system as far as promotion is concerned. Ito points out that
the majority of Japanesesubsidiaries in Taiwan have used a combination of seniority and
merit system. This is partly a strategy to reduce the number of workers leaving the

companybecauseof a higher percentageof job-hopping in Taiwan. In addition, Japanese
managershave also adoptedother strategiesto stopjob-hopping, such as commendations
for long service, internal promotion, smooth human relations between workers and
managers, high productivity-high wage policy, job rotation and a scheme to encourage
workers to buy houses (Ito, 1985).
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Compared with the other three NICs, the degree of implementation successis much higher
in Taiwan (Ito, 1985). According to Ito (1985: 96), one of the reasons is that Taiwan is
more similar to Japan in terms of economic development. Another reason often cited is
that Taiwan is much closer both geographically and culturally to Japan and that more local
employees in Taiwan can speak Japanese(Ito, 1985). Ito also mentions that many local
Chinese in their late 40s and 50s working for Japanesesubsidiaries can read and speak
Japaneseand these are the groups of workers that have favoured the ringgi decisionmaking system. The fact that the educational standards in Taiwan are much higher have
also contributed to the openness of the Taiwanese towards the Japanese model of
management (Ito, 1985).

However, it has been argued that the implementation of some Japanese management
techniques in Taiwan has not exactly been smooth sailing (Ito, 1985; Chen, 1982).
According to Ito (1985), unlike in Japan where managers practise paternalistic roles,
managers in Taiwan are very practical and individualistic, making it difficult for a Japanese
management technique such as the paternal leadership style to succeed there. Similarly,
Chen (1982) points out that there is a sense of distrust and dissatisfaction among the

Chinese in Taiwan towards the Japaneseand such a sentiment is an obstacle to the
Japanisation of the Taiwanese industry.

Chen (1982) mentions that Taiwan's manufacturersare angry and distrustful of the
Japanese,whom they regard as lacking in sincerity, especially concerning technology
transfer into Taiwan. Chenfurther claims that the Taiwaneseblamethe Japanesebecause
they are reluctantto do businesswith them. Instead,they would prefer to do businesswith
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their own people. According to the same author, the Investment Commission officials in
Taiwan also complain that the painful experience with Japanese firms in the past two
decades has created ill-feeling towards them. Naturally, this has affected the efforts to
disseminate certain Japanesemanagement techniques in Taiwan.

3.7

Conclusion

Firstly, the foregoing literature review has not only demonstrated the extent of
internationalisationor globalisationof businessbut it has also drawn attention to some of
the difficulties

in transferring managerial ideas or techniques between countries,

particularly becauseof the questionof culture. Specific studieson the transferof Japanese
approachesto management,either direct or indirect, have reinforced and exemplifiedthis
message. Therefore, as a result, there are few if any examples of simple complete
translation of the Japanese model of management. More commonly, it is modified,
selected items have been transferred or a hybrid system has been created.

Secondly,the literature hasalso shown that someelementsare more often transferredthan
others,for example,QCCs, the suggestionsystem,and just-in-time (JIT) (seeUSA). On
the other hand, lifetime employment,the ringgi system,and the seniority system(but see
South Korea) are less commonly transferred. This suggeststhat cultural variations are a
major barrier to the transfer of Japanesemanagementtechniques to other countries.
Becauseof such cultural factors there is no exact match in terms of elementstransferred
between countries studied in these list, but there are many similarities.
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Finally, the literature also draws attention to some of the factors that make transfer easier.
For example, apart from the modification of the techniques, the kind of factors mentioned
include the use of expatriates (e.g., in the UK and the USA), visits to Japan (e.g. UK),
"sandwich" (e.g. USA), and government support (e.g. in the four NICs, and particularly, in
Singapore). However, none of these necessarily lead to wholesale, simple transfer, but are
associatedwith some of the more successful attempts or partial transfer.

In the next chapter(Chapter4) therole of the statein the economyis discussed.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN THE ECONOMY

4.1

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to discuss the role of the state in the economy. In order to
do that, first, we will briefly look at the different theories on the role of the state. This is
important because with these discussions laid down we will be able to determine which
theory or theories can be applied to the role of the state in the developing economies that

we will discusslater. Following this, we will then examinethe evidenceon the role of the
stateasa driver to both the economicdevelopmentand, aspart of that, as a driving force in
changingpeople's attitudes. Such analysisis necessarybecausein somecountries,such as
Korea and Singapore,these two roles cannot be separatedand often the state has to
intervene to change people's attitudes in order to accelerate economic development. In
discussing the state's role as a driver to economic development, we will examine Korea,
Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong, also known as the newly industrialising countries
(NICs), while in analysing the state's role as a driving force in changing people's attitudes

we will discuss Korea, Singaporeand China. The reasonfor taking these countries as
exampleswill be highlighted later. The discussionin this chapterlays the foundation for
futurediscussionon the Look EastPolicy which will be presentedin Chapter5.

4.2

Theories on the Role of the State in Economic Development

In this section, we will briefly look at three different theories of state intervention. They
are: welfare economics, political-economy and rent-seeking. Theories on the role of the

statein economicdevelopmentare vast andcan give rise to endlessdiscussions.However,
our objective here is not to review them in great detail but just to recognise the different
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traditions within the theories of the role of the state. It is therefore important to note that
the discussion in this section is simply a background.

4.2.1

The Welfare Economics Theory

The welfare economics theory is said to be concerned with the social desirability of
alternative economic states (Gough, 1979; Roberts, 1998; Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1992).
One of the most important debates in this theory is on market failure and a role for state
intervention.

That is, in real world economies, competition may not hold and not all

markets may exist. Hence, the market-determined allocation of resources is not likely to
be efficient (Katz and Rosen, 1994) or there is failure in the market mechanism in equating

private and social costs and benefits (Chang, 1996).

Because of that, there are

opportunitiesfor the stateto interveneand enhanceeconomicefficiency. There are three
groups of arguments to this tradition; they are: public goods, non-competitive markets and
externalities, as briefly discussedbelow.

Public goods is defined as a commodity that is nonrival' in consumption (Katz and Rosen,
1994: 630). As public goods can be consumed by both groups of consumers (those who

are paying as well as those who are not paying for its consumption),they are likely to be
underprovided due to the "free-rider" problem (Elster, 1989). Therefore, in order to
provide the optimal amount of public goods (so as to minimise the underprovision
problem),the statehasto interveneby taxing working peopleandbusinesses.

Similarly, it is argued that the existence of scale economies can result in non-competitive
market structures (for instance, monopoly-type market) and a decision made by an

1Katz and Rosenstatethat `nonrival' meanswhen one householdpartakesof the commodity's benefits,it
doesnot diminish the benefitsreceivedby all other consumersof the commodity.
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individual producer can affect the quantity and price in the market. As a result, some
consumer surplus will be transferred to firms in the form of "monopoly profit", and such a
transfer can impose a "deadweight loss" to a society (Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1992).
Therefore, in order to guarantee an optimal output, the state needs to intervene. One such
interventionist measure is anti-trust or anti-monopoly legislation to break up existing
monopolies.

Another measure that the state can use is the taking over of a private

company and converts it into public ownership (Chang, 1996).

There is also the need for state intervention on externality grounds. Externalities exist
where there are some spill-over effects from an individual's activities to those of others,

leadingto a discrepancybetweenthe private and the social cost/benefitstructures(Segal,
1999). It may be possibleto overcomeexternality problems by defining property rights
more precisely and by establishing negotiations between the parties involved. However, in
many cases,it is economically impossible to do so becauseof the massive transaction costs

involved. Therefore, as a result of the absenceof a "property-rights" solution, it is
justifiable for the stateto intervene. State intervention can take the form of providing a
subsidyto thosewho createpositive externalitieslike researchand development(R & D),
or it can take the form of imposing tax (for example,pollution tax) on those who create
negative externalities like pollution (Dahlman, 1979; Schob, 1996).

To recap, all three argumentsseemto agreethat state intervention is neededfor reasons
such as to provide the optimal amount of public goods, to guarantee the optimal output,
and as a result of the absenceof a "property-rights" solution.
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The welfare economics theory, however, is not free from criticism. First of all, it allegedly
makes a naive set of assumptions about the nature and ability of the state (Chang, 1996).
Secondly, it has been criticised for its concern with result, i. e. situations are evaluated in
terms of the allocation of resources, rather than in terms of how the allocation was
determined. A number of scholars (for instance, Katz and Rosen, 1994) have argued that a
society should be judged by the processesused at the allocation, and not by the end results.
These scholars also question whether people are free to enter contracts and whether public
processesare democratic. To the extent that this view is valid, welfare economics lack any

normative significance,accordingto thesescholars. Finally, it is claimed that this theory
lacks a moral basis. It is arguedthat in the real world, people's attitudestowardsmarkets
are heavily influenced by factors that have little to do with welfare economics. For
example,the RomanCatholic tradition haslong beenhostileto capitalism;a hostility based
in the Roman Catholic concern not about the allocation of resources, but about the effect of
the system on people's spiritual well-being.

They believe that a selfish spirit pervades

market economies, and such selfishness is corrosive to the human soul (Rooney, 1989).

4.2.2 The Political Economy Theory
This theory traditionally refers to the school of classical British economists, notably Adam
Smith and David Ricardo. In their major works, i. e. The Wealth of Nations (1776) and
Principles of Political Economy (1817), Smith and Ricardo developed an analysis of the
burgeoning economic system of their day, i. e. capitalism. This is characterised, in part, by
the generalisation of commodity production, i. e. the production of almost all goods and
services for sale rather than for the consumption of the producer (Gough, 1979).
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It is said that the political economy advocates have long criticised the welfare economics
theory "for too readily assuming that the state will act like Plato's Philosopher King. That
is, is it the intention, or the objective, of the state to serve the public? " (Chang, 1996: 18).

There are three groups of argumentsthat question such assumptions;they are: the
autonomous-state approach, the interest-group approach and the self-seeking-bureaucrats
approach; as briefly discussed below.

The autonomous-state approach is one of the groups of arguments that question the
intention of the state. In this approach, the state is regarded as "a dynamic independent

force with its own objective function that is distinct from that of the society" (Findlay,
1990). Being a dynamic independentforce, the statemay formulate and pursuegoalsthat
are not simply reflective of the demandsor interestsof particular social groups,classes,or
society (Skocpol, 1985). Some historical examples are Japan's Meiji restoration, Turkey's
Ataturk revolution, Egypt's Nasser revolution, and Peru's 1968 coup, in which "dynamic
autonomous" bureaucrats, including military official, seized and reorganised state power.
These so-called "dynamic autonomous" bureaucrats then used the state to destroy an
existing dominant class, a landed upper-class or aristocracy, and to reorient national

economicdevelopment(Trimberger, 1978).

The interest-groupapproachis anothergroup of argumentsthat questionsthe intention of
the state. In this approach,the state is seenas "an arenawithin which economic interest
groupsor normative social movementscontendedor allied with one anotherto shapethe
making of public policy decisions about the allocations of benefits among demanding
groups" (Skocpol, 1985: 4). The argument states that since the most powerful groups in
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society are the ones that will be most able to affect the decisions of the state, therefore the
economic policies will lean more in their favour (Skocpol, 1985).

In the self-seeking-bureaucrats approach, it is assumed that bureaucrats are budgetmaximisers. Salary, public reputation, power, patronage, output of the bureau, ease of
making changes and easeof managing the bureau are among the several variables that may
enter a bureaucrat's motives. All except the last two are a positive function of the total
budget of the bureau during a bureaucrat's tenure. Becausebureaucrats derive utility from

a higher salary and the greaterpower of their bureau,therefore it is rational for them to
maximise the budget rather than to optimise the social output (Niskanen, 1973).

Based on the above discussion, clearly the political economy advocates seem to reject the
welfare economics theory's assumption that the state will act in the public interest. But
like the welfare economics theory, the political economy theory has also been criticised.
This is because, firstly, although the competitive constraint on the state is recognised, there
is a strong presumption that the outcome will be in its favour as a "predator".

Secondly,

although the interest-groupapproach of the political-economy theory concentrateson
whoseobjectivesare imposedon the state,it, however,doesnot properly discusswhether
the state can achieve such objectives. Finally, the same applies to the theory of selfseekingbureaucrats,where it is assumedthat bureaucratscan asserttheir own objectives
without too many difficulties (Chang,1996).

4.2.3

The Rent-Seeking Theory

Unlike the welfare economics theory and the political economy theory, the rent-seeking

theory is a very different approach. In this theory,it is arguedthat stateinterventionincurs
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not only traditional dead-weight losses but also costs when private agents divert resources
into unproductive activities in order to capture rents generated by state intervention (Parkin

et al., 1997).

What is rent-seeking? It refers to activities aimed at obtaining or keeping economic rent
(Katz and Rosen, 1994), which is defined as "that part of the payment to an owner of
resources over and above that which those resources could command in any alternative
use" (Buchanan, 1980a).

Why is rent-seekingsaid to be the driving force behind the demandfor political favours?
This is becauseincumbentsin an industry with existing entry restrictions typically are
willing to spendmoney to maintain their favouredposition. In the same way, firms that
see an opportunity to obtain rents if certain government actions are taken will devote
resources to convincing politicians and regulators to take such actions (Katz and Rosen,
1994).

The rent-seeking argument also provides some interesting insights concerning the
interaction between individual behaviour and the institutional setting. For example, it
raisesthe important point that the combinedresultsof individual maximisationscan differ
sharply according to the institutional setting. However, despite such insight, the rentseekingtheory also has a numberof lessapparentflaws.

Firstly, the nature of rent-seeking costs is not clearly defined in the literature, resulting in
conceptual confusions (Samuels and Mercuro, 1984).

Secondly, the problem of rent-

seekingcostswhich are often of a once-and-for-allnature(becauseonce a rent is granted,
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an entry barrier into the rent market is likely to be created which will discourage potential
entrants from spending resources to dislodge the incumbent), is not explicitly discussed in
the rent-seeking literature (Littlechild, 1981). Finally, there is a strongly biased view in the
rent-seeking literature which assumesthat restrictions on entry will be created only by state
intervention.

In fact, it is argued that firms are frequently anxious to deter potential

entrants (Katz and Rosen, 1994).

To conclude, it is obvious that there are a number of disagreements between different
theories with regard to the role of the state in the market. For example, the advocates of

the welfare economic theory arguethat there is a need for the state to intervenein the
market becauseof its inefficiency. They continue to explain that by intervening in the
market, the state will be able to move marketstowards the ideal. The advocatesof the
political economy theory, however, do not agree with this argument because, according to
them, there is no clear explanation with regard to what is the real intention that drives the
state to intervene in the market or, in other words, is state intervention warranted or not?
Unlike the former, the latter (i. e. the advocates of the political economic theory) argue that

becausethe state can be regardedas a dynamic independentforce where its objective
function can be different from that of the society, it can therefore formulate and pursue
goalsthat are not simply reflective of the demandsof the society. They also arguethat the
most powerful groupsin the society can,in fact, influence the stateto interveneand when
this happens,the economicpolicies that the stateintroduceswill be more in their favour.
The advocates of the rent-seeking theory, on the other hand, seem to agree that there is a
need for the state to intervene in the market, particularly the monopoly-type market, in
order to prevent market failure.

In other words, a market fails when monopoly power

exists,becauseit is usually possibleto increaseprofit by restricting output and increasing
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price. Therefore, in order to move markets towards the ideal, the state has to intervene by
regulating monopoly and enforcing laws that prevent cartels and other restrictions on
competition.

Perhaps it is partly because of the above disagreements that state intervention in industry
has been looked at with suspicion, and accused of opening the window of opportunity for
business interests to loot the state exchequer (see Chang, 1996). This suspicion seems
more than natural when state intervention in industry or industrial policy does not make
theoretical sense according to the conventional framework (see, for example, Deane, 1989;
Buchanan, 1980a; Reinert, 1999). Nevertheless, the rise of the East Asian economies prior
to the 1998 economic crisis, where the state has implemented strong economic and

industrial policy measureswith great success,has arousedfurther interest in the roles of
the state.

Having said this, we will now examine the role of the state, particularly in the economic

developmentof the four newly industrialising countries (NICs) and see how the above
theoriescan be applied.

4.3

The Evidence on the Role of the State

As mentionedearlier, in this part of the discussionwe will examine the evidenceon the
role of the state as a driver to both economic development and as part of that, as a driving
force in changing people's attitudes. In discussing the role of the state in spear-heading
economic development, we will look at the four newly industrialising countries (NICs), i. e.
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong.

The reason why they have been chosen is

because they are among the few good examples where the role of the state has been very
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vital, especially in initiating the process of economic development - making them the
fastest growing economies in East Asia. On the other hand, in examining the role of the
state as a driving force in changing people's attitudes in order to facilitate economic
development we will look at Korea, Singapore and China. The reason for analysing these
countries is becausenot only do they have quite powerful and determined governments but
these governments have been striving to change their people's attitudes by launching
powerful policies and campaigns.

4.3.1 The Role of the State as a Driving Force in the Economic Developmentof the
Four NICs

To begin our discussionin this subsection,we will briefly highlight some of the reasons
why state intervention is viewed as important in generating economic development.
Following this, we will outline some of the roles played by the state. Next, we will
examine the pattern of economic growth in Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong (the
four NICs). With this discussion laid down, we will then look at the kind of role the state
in these countries is playing in generating economic development. It should be noted that

we are not producing a full discussionbut simply acknowledgingthat there are different
views in this tradition.

In discussingthe state's role in developingcountries,in particular in the four NICs, one
can considerthe extentof statecommitmentto economicdevelopmentand the methodsof
stateinterventionin the private sector. Statecommitmentcan be discussedin termsof the
commitment

of the political

leadership to economic development and functional

realignment through the restructuring of organisations and institutions, and can also be

examinedin terms of financial mobilisation, which is reflected in national budgetingand
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public ownership of business, and in terms of the meansof exercising power in influencing
economic behaviour.

In discussing the role of state in the economic development of the four NICs and in many
other countries in South East Asia, there are two important questions to ask: firstly, why is
state intervention viewed as very important? and secondly, what are some of its roles? A
number of commentators (for instance, Soon, 1994; Okuku, 1997) view the role of the state

in thesecountriesasvital becausethere is a need:(i) to createdomesticsuppliesof factors
of productionwhenthe private sectoris unableor unwilling to createthem; (ii) to preserve
a competitive market structure through the regulation of large private enterprises; (iii) to

adjust for the failure of marketsto achieve a desired allocation of resources;and (iv) to
achievea moredesirabledistribution of income.

Having mentioned all of that, we will now highlight some of the roles played by the state.
These include setting the legal rules; buying goods and services from paper clips to aircraft
carriers; producing services, such as defence; making payments, such as pensions (Rosen,

1992); exerting a major influence on prices, interest rates and production (executed
through taxation andborrowing) (Begget al., 1997);determiningthe legal framework that
sets the basic rules for ownership of property and the operation of markets (Dutts and
Heininger, 1999);regulatingeconomicbehaviour;setting detailedrules for the operationof
businessesand also formulating acts, among others, the investment act to encourage
foreign direct investment (FDI) (Reinert, 1999; Wade, 1990); engaging in the mobilisation
and allocation of resources; stabilising the national economy; promoting technological
innovation; as the guardian of political stability, which is a prerequisite for economic

growth; as the instrument for law and order; as the major investor; as a source of
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development financing; as a powerful agent of social change; as a motivating force behind
investment decisions by private business and as a safeguard of social security (Joung,
1987). This list demonstrates that in order to expedite economic development there are a
number of significant roles that the state has to play.

We will now examine the pattern of economic growth in Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and
Hong Kong.

Following this, we will discuss some of the factors (for instance, state

commitment) that contribute to their impressive growth rates. Although these countries

have experiencedrapid economic growth in recent decades,their prospectsat the end of
the Second World War were hardly promising (Midgley, 1986). Singapore and Hong

Kong, for example,had been centresof entrepottrade but the war had shut down their
traditional mercantile pursuits and had seriously damaged their infrastructure (Jones,
1990). On the other hand, Taiwan was devastatedby American bombing and following the
victory of the communist forces on the mainland in 1947, the economy suffered further
strain when some 1.5 million nationalists fled to the island (Amsden, 1985). Although

Korea, which was one of the most backwardThird World nations,had not sustainedgreat
damageduring the SecondWorld War, the conflict precedingthe division of the country in
1953was devastating. Whateverindustries had been establishedwere destroyedand the
traditional agricultural economyatrophiedas millions of rural people were killed or fled
their lands(Jones, 1990). It would havebeensurprising if economistsin the 1950scould
have predicted the subsequentindustrial metamorphosisof these societies. Indeed,most
economists (for instance, Rosenstein-Roden, 1961) thought they had limited prospects of
economic success.
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However, during the 1950s, economists were surprised by the performance of the four
NICs.

The reason was because their growth rates were impressive not only by Third

World standardsbut also by those of the industrial nations. While GNP increases by about
4 percent per annum were evident in the industrial countries between 1960 and 1980, they
averaged 10 percent in Taiwan, 9.5 percent in Hong Kong, 9 percent in Korea and 8.5
percent in Singapore. Since then, their per capita incomes have also increased in line with
growth rates and are now among the highest in the developing world (Midgley, 1986). The
gains recorded in Singapore are illustrative.

Little (1979) asserts that Singapore's per

capita income increased from about US$400 in 1960 to US$1,830 in 1973 (at constant
1973 prices) making Singapore the richest country in the developing world. By 1980, its

per capita incomewas US$4,400- higher than Greece,Portugaland Yugoslavia,andonly
slightly lower than Ireland (World Bank Development Report (WBDR) 1982).

What are the factors that contribute to the impressive growth rates in these countries? A

number of scholars(for instance,Little, 1979; Beng, 1980) claim that all four nations
experienceda substantivedegree of structural transformationas manufacturingindustry
replacedagriculture asthe dominanteconomicsector. In Korea, for example,the shareof
agriculture in gross domesticproduct (GDP) fell froni 37 percent to 16 percentbetween
1960and 1980,while that of the manufacturingindustry increasedfrom 20 percentto 41
percentduring the sameperiod (WBDR 1982). A similar transpositionof the respective
sharesof manufacturingindustry and agricultureoccurredin Taiwan (Kuznets, 1979). In
Singapore, entrepot trade ceased to be the primary economic sector in 1974, when
domestic exports exceeded re-exports for the first time (Beng, 1980). Similarly, in Hong

Kong, domesticexportsexceededre-exports(Geigerand Geiger, 1973).
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Looking at these claims, it is apparent that the state has played an important role in the
economic development of these countries.

Indeed, a"number of authors (Lewis, 1955;

Johnson, 1982; Kono, 1984; Yamawaki, 1988; Soon, 1994; Okuku, 1997) support this
view.

They also claim that economic development of the four NICs is engineered by

paternalistic governments or, in other words, by the "developmental state" -a state which
offers subsidies and protection to offset the disadvantages faced by national firms and
industries.

In Taiwan, for example,it is claimed that its nationalistsnot only carried out extensive
land reform and agricultural modernisation programmes but they also nationalised key
industries and imposed strict import controls. Instead of promoting a free market, a kind of
dual economy has been created in which exports and önly exports could be manufactured
under virtually free trade conditions (Little, 1979). Similarly, it is reported that the state

has also intervened to ensurethat the prices of foreign exchangeand of the financial
marketare kept nearscarcityvaluesandthat monetarystability is maintained(World Bank
Policy ResearchReport 1993). In addition, it is allegedthat the statehas actively played a
crucial role in linking cheapTaiwaneselabour to foreign capital (Bello and Rosenfeld,
1992). The sameauthorsalso arguethat in the 1960s,statepolicy was guided by the need
to sustaineconomicgrowth after the exhaustionof the import-substitutionindustrialisation
of the 1950s. However,in the 1970sand 1980s,a major concernof the statebecamethe
expansionof the infrastructurefor growth and facilitating the transferof technologyfrom
foreign to Taiwanese firms, especially as development technocrats achieved a strong
influencewithin the Ministry of EconomicAffairs (Bello and Rosenfeld,1992).
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The Korean government adopted an even more rigorous form of interventionism that not
only created incentives for foreign investment but mobilised, screened and regulated
capital flows. Consequently, the country has became "one of the free world's most tightly
supervised economies with the state initiating almost every major investment by the private
sector and wielding enough power to ensure that companies that make investments also
make a profit" (Neurath, 1980). In addition, it is claimed that because of the state's strong
involvement in economic development, Korea has become one of the most rapidly growing
economies in the world (Joung, 1987). The same author states that with the successful

implementationof a seriesof Five-Year DevelopmentPlansthat havebeencarriedout by
the Korean governmentsince 1962, Korea has been transformedfrom a largely agrarian,
subsistenceeconomyinto a newly industrialising one. Joung further statesthat by 1986,
the economy had achieveda record performancein many respects,for example,gross
national product (GNP) reached the US$100 billion level and Korea became the world's
twelfth largest trading country.

Similarly, Westphal et al. (1988) suggest that the state in Korea has been playing a
significant role in industrial developmentand especiallyin encouragingthe development
of heavy and chemical industries by setting targets and offering a variety of financial
incentives to the industries involved. In fact, few can deny that the incredible economic
growth of Korea hasbeeninitiated andsteeredby the state. Lee andYoo (1987: 80) argue
that "many Korean enterprisesentirely owe their successto governmentsupport. Thus, a
close relationshipbetweenthe governmentandbusinesshas beeninevitable. In fact, such
relationship with the government has been essential in order to receive benefits, such as
preferential disposal of government-vested properties; preferential allotment of foreign

aids and grants during the period of reconstruction;preferencefor obtaining loansduring
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the period of development; designation of general trading company (GTC) and export
financing during the take-off period; preference for taxation and financing; and inclusion in
the five-year economic development plans of the government."

In addition, the

government's control of the banking system since the early 1960s has made it possible to
steer large enterprises into the industries the government want to develop. Consequently,
business groups cannot help but maintain a close relationship with the government, thus
this relationship in Korea is often referred to "Korea Inc." (Lee and Yoo, 1987).

Singapore'sdrive towardsindustrialisationhas alsobeencharacterisedby interventionism.
Although more flexible than Korea andTaiwan,the statehasadopteda variety of measures
designedto accelerateeconomicdevelopment. Thesemeasuresinclude a plan to upgrade
Singapore from a centre of entrepot trade to an industrial metropolis. In order to do so, the
former Prime Minister, Lee Kwan Yew, and the leadership of the People's Action party
(PAP) envisioned The Malaysian Federation as the protected market for Singapore's

industrial goods. However, with the loss of this market, PAP technocratsdumped the
accompanyingstrategyof import-substitutionindustrialisationand in desperationadopted
the new approachof export-orientedindustrialisation(Bello and Rosenfeld,1992).

Similarly, it is claimed that export markets, foreign capital and cheap labour were the
essentialingredientsof the new approach,andthe PAP governmentpioneeredamongthird
world governmentsin devising packagesof incentivesthat would attract the multinationals
(Beng, 1980). The same author asserts that the main attraction was low-cost labour, the
supply of which the government ensured by decapitating and thus destroying the

independentlabour movement. Also, it is arguedthat Singaporehas developedrapidly in
part becauseof the strong role playedby the state(Hirst and Thompson,1996). According
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to them, the state in Singapore has used its control of political power to promote public
investment in education, housing and infrastructure. It is also claimed that the state has
established programmes typically

with more moderate incentives to accelerate the

development of advanced industries (Gill and Wong, 1998). According to the same
authors, investment incentives given by the state encouraged the rapid growth of foreign
direct investment (FDI) in Singapore.

Although Hong Kong can be regardedas the most laissezfaire of the four countries,it is
incorrect to suggestthat the statehas been entirely non-interventionist. In fact, the state
has intervened in the economic developmentand the extent of its involvement can be
assessedby looking at the overall contribution of the public sectorto GDP and its growth,
and its contribution to specific industries. For example, when compared with Taiwan and
Korea, the government's expenditure (including capital expenditure) in Hong Kong for
1992 was about 15 percent of GDP, while in Taiwan and Korea it was 16.3 percent and
17.4 percent respectively. 2 Looking at these percentages, although lower in Hong Kong,

the differencesare not great. This suggeststhat the statedid play a role in the economy.

Besides the above, there are several areas where state intervention is needed. These
include the provision of industrial land, the establishmentof productivity as well as
standardand testing centres,the take-overof severalbanks in the 1983-85period, setting
up the infrastructure,and giving product developmentsupportand trade promotion. With
regard to industrial land,the state provides land at concessionprices for manufacturing

2 [WWW document]. URL http: //www. library. unsw. edu.au/-jazerby/econ3ll2lhtml
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enterprises. This represents a direct state intervention into the market by altering the price
of land for manufacturers. With respect to productivity and standard and testing centres,
the state intervenes by providing funding and support in production techniques and in the
transfer of technology. In terms of the take-over of several banks in the 1983-85 period,
the state has intervened when it has noticed that a collapse of the banks might result in an
even greater drop in confidence in the Hong Kong economy.

With regard to infrastructure,although it could be arguedthat the state did not finance
much of the Hong Kong infrastructurefrom public funds, it did take the responsibilityof
ensuring that the finance from the private sector was adequate. As in the other three
countries discussed earlier, the state in Hong Kong currently intervenes and provides
assistance that helps to improve Hong Kong's productivity growth, improvement in the
quality of the product or service and industrial design. In addition, the state has been a
major contributor to trade promotion. During the 1998 economic crisis, the state began to
involve itself in the stockmarket by buying shares. In all, the state spent about HK$118

billion and becamethe largest shareholderin some of the territory's biggest blue-chips
companies(The Economist,9`hOctober1999).

The questionhere is, comparedwith the other three countries mentionedearlier, can the
staterole in Hong Kong be considereda fully "hands-off' policy? Based on the above
discussion,it is clear that it has participated in each of the support activities mentioned
above, and that this participation has ranged from the minor regulatory functions of
examining the private sector suppliers of infrastructure facilities (for instance, bus
companies) for fitness and adequacy of service, to supply a large part of the required
funding for support activities.

Vocational education is a good example of a support
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activity for which the state in Hong Kong is the principal source of finance. According to
some authors (for instance, Chen, 1979), there are no significant private sector suppliers of
vocational training in Hong Kong as a result of the substantial amount of state funding. In
fact, generally the public sector dominates education and training in Hong Kong and the
funding comprises a large share of recurrent expenditure. Having said this, it is apparent
that the state in Hong Kong is not entirely "hands-off', but its role differs from that of the
state in the other three countries.

From the foregoing review, except for Hong Kong, one might say that the development of
the newly industrialising countries has not been characterised by a laissez faire policy but

by extensivegovernmentinterventionand the deliberateadoption of policies that would
promote industrialisation. Although that might be the case,when we look closely at the
role of the state in these countries, there is no justification in saying that the state is mainly
of an interventionist and/or corporatist type. In fact, it might be more appropriate to say
that their economic development is driven by the combined forces of corporatism,

monopoly capitalism and the spirit of free enterprise. This can be explained by the fact
that althoughthe stateintervenesin the market,it doeshavea strong commitmentto a free
market. In other words, state intervention is not aimed at constrainingprivate enterprise
but is very much there to supportanddevelopthe private marketby setting its boundaries.
Therefore,one may concludethat there is a freedomof private enterprisebut within state
direction. In fact, looking at the economy of the newly industrialising countries, this
strategyhasprovedeffective.

Thus, it is incorrect to concludethat the statesin the four NICs only fit into the theory of
the welfare economic state. In fact, basedon the above discussionwe can say that the
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roles of the states in these countries involve a combination of all the three theories
mentioned earlier. This is because when the private sector cannot provide the goods and
services for the general public, the state has to intervene. In this regard, the state is said to
play its welfare role. At other times, the state has to play a role within the sphere of both
the political economy and rent-seeking, partly because of strong pressure from the most
powerful groups in society. In fact, this is not something new even in some developed
countries. For example, in the case of rent-seeking, in aggregate, firms spend millions of
pounds lobbying Parliament in the pursuit of licences and laws that create barriers to entry
and establish a monopoly right. Once that right is acquired, the same firms hope to make

an economicprofit in the long run. However,monopoly profit is not desirablefrom the
consumers'point of view and if left uncheckedit can, in fact, leadto market inefficiency.
Therefore,to move marketstowardsthe ideal, stateintervention is necessaryi. e. the state
must regulate these firms to ensure that their monopoly status does not lead to market
inefficiency.

It is clear from the above discussionthat the state in the developing countrieshas an
important role to play in their economicdevelopment,and very often it has to changethe
attitudesandmind-setsof its peoplein order to make surethat they can achievethe level of
economic successthat it aims at. In the following discussion, we will look at how
successfulthe state can be in changing the attitude of its people in order to facilitate
economicdevelopment.

4.3.2

The Role of the State as a Driver to Change People's Attitudes

Having discussed the role of the state as a driving force in economic development, in this

subsection,we are going to look at the role of the state in influencing people's attitudes,
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taking Singapore, Korea and China as examples. It is important to note that these are
clearly not typical examples if one wished to examine a cross-section of the world as a
whole.

But these are the more popular examples when we consider the Malaysian

situation. The reason is because the circumstances in these countries, while not exactly the
same as in Malaysia, have a number of similarities, such as the implementation of
programmes to change people's minds and attitudes. To some extent such programmes
have been quite successful, as we will discuss shortly.

In today's world, no country is untouchedby the forces-ofglobalisation(seeChapter3). In
fact, the economiesof individual countrieshavenow become"the economyof the world".
Computer technology has increasedthe speed of interaction between producers and
markets. The lowering of tariffs has removed many of the obstacles which previously
affected the location of production facilities.

Moreover, the relative saturation of old

marketshas forced entrepreneursto look towardsmarketsabroadfor survival, while labour
costs in industrialised markets have compelled foreign companiesto relocateto, or to
establish facilities in developing countries where production costs are lower, in order
prosper.

Globalisation brings benefits as well as challengesto the statesin developing countries.
On the benefits side, globalisation introduces new management ideas and fosters
unprecedentedopportunities for wealth creation and perhaps for the betterment of the
human condition (see Hirst and Thompson, 1996). But one of the greatest challenges
facing the state in developing countries is how to react to the forces of globalisation and
also how to benefit from new management ideas which can be "alien" to the local people.
It is generally believed that in order to benefit from new management ideas or, in other
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words, to promote new management ideas among their people, the states in developing
countries have launched a number of policies or campaigns to influence people's attitudes.

We will now examine the role of the state in changing people's attitudes by taking
Singapore as our first example.

A review of the related literature reveals that the

Singaporean government has made a number of attempts to achieve this. For example, the
former Prime Minister Lee Kwan Yew, first tried to change the way the Singaporeans
behave. In doing so, he launched a number of powerful campaigns, such as the "keep
Singapore clean" campaign, the "annual clean public toilets" campaign, the "no smoking in
public places" campaign, the "keep public facilities free from damages" campaign, "drugfree Singapore", etc. Lee's efforts were then continued by his successor, the present Prime
Minister Goh Chok Tong.

In the late 1980s, the Singaporean government launched its "Look East" campaign, which
was founded on a belief that the Japanese"role model" was culturally compatible with
Singapore's values and inspirations.

Throughout this campaign, the Singaporean

government strongly believed that it could change work attitudes, labour turnover,
productivity, efficiency and labour-managementrelations among Singaporeansby
encouraging them to adopt Japanesework culture and managementtechniques (Jain,
1990). Also, by introducing Japanesemanagement ideas or techniques and work ethics

among the local workforce, the governmentbelieved that these would not only help to
change attitudes to work but would also speed up the industrialisation process (Hayashi,

1988:35).
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As in Singapore, there is evidence from Korea that the state has played a crucial role in
trying to alter people's attitudes and mind-sets and to achieve this, the government has
launched one of its most powerful campaigns. The nationwide campaign, which was
officially proposed by former President Park Chung Hee in 1970, is called the "Saemaul
Undong" and its basic foundation is the training of rural and urban people in diligence,
hard work, self-help and cooperative spirit. It is basically a national movement aimed at
cultivating people's morale for economic development and is based on Japaneseideology.

Later, in 1972, the directors of the SaemaulUndong divided the programmeinto three
elements. They are: spiritual enlightenmentor attitudinal change;improvement in the
living environmentor socialand cultural change;and incomeincreaseor modernisationof
agriculture.

These elements are also referred to as human development, social

development and economic development.

The South Korean government strongly

believed that if the South Koreans were able to acquire all the qualities as outlined in the

SaemaulUndong, not only could they adoptthe Japanesemanagementtechniquesbut they
could also replicatetheir success(seeSayer,1983).

Unlike in Singaporeand South Korea where both governmentshave tried to replicate
Japaneseachievements,and in the processhave launchedpolicies related to changing
culture, the Cultural Revolution in China was not about changingculture in order to copy
Japanesesuccessas it emergedmuch earlier, i. e. in the spring of 1966. A number of
commentators(for example,Chen, 1975; Schram, 1989)have in fact suggestedthat the
Cultural Revolution had two objectiveswhich were interrelated:(i) to changemoral values
andattitude; and(ii) to promoteboth modernisationand economicdevelopment.
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According to Schram (1989: 200), "the origins of the Cultural Revolution can be traced to
two trends which emerged in 1958-1959: the new high tide of the Mao cult, and the leftist
political and ideological climate, manifested above all in the ever shriller emphasis on class
struggle."

Looking at the ideologies that Chairman Mao forwarded to his people, the

Cultural Revolution is indeed of a complex nature that has raised a number of questions
and involved differences of emphasis among Chinese leaders over basic directional choices
for the society at large (Gurtov, 1971). According to Gurtov (1971: 315-317), the choices
were: "whether Maoist-style politics (or ideology) could continue to `take command' or
would have to yield at least equal place to the practical problems and limitations involved

in fixing priorities and settinggoals; whetherradical Maoism befit a China in transition or
would have to be modified if China is to realiseits historically basedclaim to greatpower
status;and whetherChina would inevitably `changecolour' or could remain ideologically
`pure red' even in the thrones of modernisation." As these questions came to the surface in
the summer of 1966, the foreign affairs bureaucracy, like the party apparatus as a whole,
was suddenly forced to defend itself against the unleashed frenzy of young radicals out to
"make revolution" (Gurtov, 1971).

However, from its advent in the spring of 1966 until the mid-autumn of 1968, China's
Cultural Revolutionwas primarily an urbanphenomenon(Baum, 1971). Baum arguesthat
"a substantialmajority of China's rural villages not oply failed to experiencesignificant
Red Guard agitation, `power seizures', or internecine factional struggles, but also
remained, throughout much of this two and a half year period, effectively insulated from
all but the most cursory information concerning the occurrence of such events elsewhere.
For most of China's 550 million or more rural peasants and basic-level cadres, most of the

time, the Cultural Revolutionwas simply not a particularly salientfact of everydaylife" (p.
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370).

It was only with the nationwide intensification of a rural "struggle-criticism-

transformation" campaign in the autumn and winter of 1968-1969 that the Cultural
Revolution became a concrete reality for the majority of China's peasantry (Baum, 1971).

Having briefly examined the policies or campaigns adopted by these governments, we will
now look at whether or not they have been successful in terms of changing their people's
attitudes.

In Singapore,it has been reported that the government has been quite successfulin
influencing the minds and attitudes of its people. This is becausethe majority (if not all) of
the Singaporeans responded positively to most of the government's campaigns as listed
earlier (Whiting, 1996). Even the "Look East" campaign can be said to have been quite

successfuldespitethe fact that it was abandonedfairly quickly and it was partly as a result
of this campaign that some elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniques,such as
QCCs, the suggestion system, TQC and JIT have been successfully transferred to
Singapore(Jain, 1990;Ek, 1987; Hum, 1991). It could be arguedthat if the "Look East"
campaign has not been abandonedso quickly, perhaps its impact in changing the
Singaporean'sattitudescould havebeenevenmore substantial.

The questionhereis why has the Singaporeangovernmentbeenso successfulin most of its
campaigns?There could be a numberof reasonsfor this. Oneof themcould be becauseof
the government's strong, long-term commitment to ensure a favourable outcome. For
example,in continuingthe work of the former prime minister in the "Clean Public Toilets
Education Campaign", in 1996, the presentPrime Minister Goh Chok Tong called the
Public Education Departmentrequestingthat it continue to plan and organiseeducational
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campaigns to persuadethe public to adopt good toilet habits and to help keep public toilets

cleananddry.

Then, in August 1998, a month-long campaign was held. Mass participation activities,
such as the People's Choice Awards; a Model Public Toilet poster contest; a public event
at the Jurong Bird Park comprising activities such as a scavenger hunt and a children's
spot-art competition; radio contests; and a public toilet feedback hotline were organised for
the campaign. Radio information capsules were aired to publicise these activities while
schools, town councils and grassroots organisations were also encouraged to organise inhouse events in conjunction with this campaign.

Moreover, the Public Education

Departmentcontinuesto carry out annualsurveysto gaugethe public's behaviourin using
public toilets.3 But such massiveinvolvement is not only restricted to the "clean public
toilets" education campaign.

In fact, the Public Education Department also executes

programmes to educate the public on the importance of keeping Singapore clean.
Educational materials, such as posters, pamphlets and anti-littering counselling videos are

distributed and exhibitions and talks are conductedin schoolsto reinforcethe messageof
the importanceof keepingpublic placesclean.4

In addition to the above,the governmenthas also enforceda numberof laws, somemore
stringentlythan others. For example,Singaporeis renownedas a country with tough antidrug legislation,and penaltiesranging from 5 years to 30 years,canningby the rotan, life
imprisonment and the death penalty for drug trafficking offences.

3 [WWW document].URL http://www.gov.sg/env/info/campaigns/toilet.
html
4 [WWW document].URL http://www.gov.sg/env/info/campaigns/litter.
html
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Another reason could be because many other parties, especially from the private sector
have become involved.

For example, the advertising and media industries have joined

forces to apply their creativity and expertise in campaign, such as in promoting a drug-free
Singapore. Batey Ads Pte Ltd, for instance, has donated a significant amount of its
creative resources to develop dramatic, and powerful TV and print ads, while a range of
media owners have contributed advertising space. It is reported that such contributions
5
currently total S$1.1 million.

Unlike in Singapore, where certain government campaigns, and particularly the "Look
East" campaign, have been launched in order to introduce the Japanese management
techniques and work ethics, in Korea the Saemaul Undong Movement is aimed at three
things. As mentioned earlier, they are spiritual change; social and cultural changes as well
as improving the overall standard of living by encouraging people, especially farmers, to

use modern ways of production in order to increasetheir income. Thus, despitethe fact
that the SaemaulUndong Movementhasbeenheavily criticised, the governmenthas been
relatively successful especially in persuading farmers to change their attitudes and
lifestyles (Sayer,1983).

As in Singapore,the successof this movementhasalso beendue to factorssuch asa strong
governmentcommitment. For example,to ensurethat this movement will continue to
produce positive results, first of all, President Park needs to mobilise the campaign

countrywide. To do this, he has demandedactive pärticipation from many government
departmentsand agencies.A CentralisedNational Council is then formed to formulatethe
overall plans and to make all the ultimate decisions. The plans are then passeddown
through the Provincial Councils and Country Councils to Township Councils which are
5 [WWW document]. URL http: //www. drugfree.
org. sg/frame_campaign. html
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then responsible for implementing the plans in the surrounding villages. The membership
of the National Council reflects the strength of the National administrative effort.

The

council is chaired by the Minister of Home Affairs, but also includes assistant ministers
from the ministries of Home Affairs, Finance, National Defence, Education, Agriculture
and Fisheries, Commerce and Industry, Health and Social Affairs, etc. However, it does
not stop at this level. In fact, even at village level, the government has set up a Village
Development Committee consisting of fifteen representatives and it has established a
Saemaul Leader in each village (Sayer, 1983).

In addition to the above, the government has also been actively involved in certain aspects
of Saemaul education.

For example, by 1977,197,259

village leaders had received

Saemaul training; 35,057 non-farmers, such as students, business leaders, etc. and 218,997

civil servantshad taken a shorter, seven-daycourse; and over 19 million villages had
received some kind of local instruction (Ban, 1983). Apart from such government effort,

many private organisationshave also become involved with the common objective of
makingthis movementsuccessful(Kim, 1983).

Unlike in Singapore and Korea, the Cultural Revolution in China has encountereda
number of problems and has also been strongly criticised. Chen (1975), for instance,
claims that Mao faced a hard time with his Cultural Revolution

because almost

immediately after it was launchedthere was a stubbornresistancefrom the vestedinterests
in power, the "capitalist roaders", and particularly from Liu Shao-Chi, leader of the
revisionist establishment. Similarly, Schram(1989) arguesthat although Mao's goalsof
promoting moral values, combating bureaucracy,encouragingpopular participation and
stressingChina's self-reliancewere generallylaudable,the methodshe usedwere largely
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self-defeating. Schram also directs his criticism towards Mao by pointing out that he was
in fact much better at conquering power that at ruling the country and bringing about
attitudinal changes among his people. But despite the fact that Mao Tse-Tung faced a
great deal of difficulty

with his Cultural Revolution, it achieved two main goals; the

violent upheaval of an old social order; and complete and fundamental change (Chen,
1975; Schram, 1989).

It is argued that the reason for the successof the Cultural Revolution was in part because
of Mao's popularity. His revolution had strong support from the great mass of the people,
i. e. workers, peasants and the vast majority of cadres and intellectuals (Chen, 1975: 436).
In fact, Mao proved so popular and influential that from the summer of 1966 to 1969,
factories, work units and army units across the country produced badges carrying his image

and stampedout severalbillion badgesin tens of thousandsof varieties (Meisner, 1986).
Even to this day, Mao is still very popular among the Chinese, while within the
Communistparty's creed,Maoism remainsstrong (The Economist,December25,1993).
The same magazinereports that to reinforce Mao's popularity, in November 1993, the
CommunistParty publisheda list of films to be shownto children acrossthe country, 34 of
which are compulsory and 66 optional.

For seven-year-olds, "The Young Mao" is

compulsory, whereas eight-year-olds have to watch "A Revolutionary Household".

We now turn to the question of why Mao was so popular especially among the peasants.

Firstly, it was becausehaving closeties with rural China (Mao was born in 1893in Shao
Shan,Hunan Province,where for yearshis world consistedof the rice field and the village
school)he and his associatesbecamepassionatelyconcernedwith rural development,and
especiallyin upgrading the livelihood of the peasants. In fact, it was arguedthat after
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Mao, peasants were no longer mere statistics, and no longer people who could be written
off as a social force (Gray, 1988).

Secondly, the majority of the Chinese, especially Mao supporters, believe that without him,
a strong communist movement would not have existed and that he was also partly
responsible for China's unification (Terrill, 1993).

Finally, it was becauseof Mao's strengthof character. Someauthors(for instance,Terrill,
1993) believe that there was a "personal fire" in him. This was possibly derived from the
self-assurance and belief in his cause that Mao demonstrated from his late 20s through to
his 50s. As he grew up in dislocated times and when millions were ready to support an
iconoclast, he proved that he was willing to use force and he thrived by keeping relatively
distant from Moscow.

Based on the foregoing review, it can be concluded that it is possible for the state,
particularly in developing countries,to influence a changein people's attitudes. This is
becauseit is not only very determinedbut also quite powerful and is able to introduceand
impose policies and laws which, for example, in the West people might regard as
draconian. Moreover, unlike in the West, the statesin developing countrieshave more
control and influence over the media to the extentthat they can do more comparedto the
states in the West. As a result, they are able to effect more radical changes. But of course,

noneof them are 100percentsuccessful.What is interesting,however,is the fact that they
havea higher degreeof successwhencomparedwith the statesin the West.
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However, it is important to point out that although it is difficult to gauge the level at which
successhas been achieved in the developing countries, a number of commentators have in

fact pointed out that there are somechangesin terms of attitudes that have beenbrought
about in these countries. The case of Singapore is the most interesting one, not only
because of the real efforts that were made to alter behaviour in order to facilitate economic
development, but also because Singapore is clearly geographically and historically close to
Malaysia, and while the two governments are different, they have many points of contact
between them. Our next task therefore is to examine whether or not Malaysia's Look East
Policy has been successful in changing the Malaysians' attitudes in order to facilitate the
transfer of Japanesemanagementtechniques.

4.4

Conclusion

Having reviewed the related literature, we can conclude the following: firstly, the literature
shows that despite a number of disagreements between different economic theories with
regard to whether state intervention is warranted or not, a number of commentators (for
instance, Skocpol, 1985; Deane, 1989; Katz and Rosen, 1994; Chang, 1996) seem to agree

that stateinterventionis necessaryin order to move marketstowardsthe ideal.

Secondly,the literature suggeststhat all four countrieshave governmentsthat have acted
decisively to promote economic developmentand with the possible exception of Hong
Kong, they are characterisedby authoritarianandcorporatestylesof political management.

Thirdly, the literature reveals that the newly industrialising countries, particularly Korea,

Taiwan andSingapore,have relied on public policies to promotethe economythat are very
different from the strategiesof financial rectitude, avoidanceof state intervention, and
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openness to international competition preached by Western countries and international
agenciespari passu with their advocacy of "good government".

Finally, the review of the related literature suggests that it is difficult to assess how
successful the state has been in changing people's attitudes, and clearly no government has
achieved entirely what it set out to achieve. Nevertheless, a number of commentators (for
instance, Sayer, 1983; Terrill,

1993; Whiting, 1996) have claimed that there is some

evidenceof changestaking placepertainingto attitudesasa result of the state'srole in this
area.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE LOOK EAST POLICY

5.1

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to present the Look East Policy (LEP), which was officially
launched in February 1982. The chapter starts by discussing the history of pre and postwar relations between Malaysia and Japan. It then goes on to examine the reasonswhy the
Malaysian government launched the Look East Policy. Next it analyses how the Japanese
model of management or Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethics have been
promoted in Malaysia. Included in this part of the discussion are the promotion of inhouse unions and Malaysian sogoshosha. It then goes on to discuss some of the more
significant managerial and economic ramifications of the increased Japanesepresence
(particularly Japanese investors) in Malaysia since the advent of the LEP.

Finally, the

chapter presentsthe problems associatedwith the LEP, ending with the general hypothesis
of the study.

It is important to note that because of limited current literature and restrictions on public

accessto most of the information related to the LEP, the discussionsin this chapterare
heavily based on literature written and studies conducted in the 1980s and early 1990s.

5.2

The History of Pre and Post-War Relations between Malaysia and Japan

5.2.1 Pre-War Cultural Images of the Japanese
In the pre-war era, the Japanesecommunity in Malaysia was made up of migrant petty
traders such as barbers,photographers,bicycle shop owners, prostitutesor karayuki-san
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(Leng, 1983), and businessmen in primary and plantation sectors such as iron ore and
rubber (Smith, 1994). During this era, the Japanesewere attracted to Malaysia (at that time
called Malaya, Sarawak and North Borneo) by two main factors; first, by the rubber
plantation industry, which had become lucrative by 1910 and second, by the economic
opportunities made available by the British in Malaysia. However, the British restricted
Japaneseeconomic involvement in Malaya when they passedthe Rubber Restriction Act of
1917, and later the quota system on cotton imports in the late 1930s. It was these two
measuresthat indeed provided strategic military reasons for the Japaneseto invade Malaya,
which they did in 1941, when they took control of Malaya and the Borneo Territories for
three years, i. e. from 1941 to 1945. During this period, ethnic relations were put under
great stress because of the differential treatment accorded to races by the Japanese(Smith,
1994). On the one hand, the Japanesesought the collaboration of the Malays in achieving
the aims of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. On the other hand, the Japanese
treated the Chinese brutally because of the war experience they had experienced in
mainland China (Smith, 1994).

Despite its brief military rule, Japanhas never had a good image amongthe Malaysians
(Kheng, 1983). According to Kheng (1983), this was because of the notorious behaviour
of the Japanesesoldiers, and the atrocities that occurred during their occupation. Similarly,

Smith (1994) claims that the Malaysianswere mercilesslymanipulated and maltreatedas
the Japanesewere brutal in dealing with those who disobeyed them. The Japanese
Occupationhas alsobeenblamedfor the disruption of the economyand of the pre-existing
social order (Kheng, 1983). Kheng also claims that the occupying forces requisitioned
food supplies and the normal patterns of subsistenceagriculture were disrupted. Smith
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(1994) claims that families lived in fear of their daughters being raped or sexually
exploited by the Japanese soldiers while men were rounded up to work on the Death
Railway; many of whom never returned.

According to Kheng (1983), the Japanese

Occupation was also responsible for causing the ethnic divide between the Malays and the

Chinese.

Because of these bitter experiences, it is said that even to this day the older generation of
the Malaysians who lived under the brief JapaneseOccupation bear an animosity towards
the Japanese (Smith, 1994). This is partly because Japaneseaggression has caused the
Malaysians not only physical damage, but also "moral trauma".

However, despite the

chaos that it created, the Japanese Occupation brought several important changes for
Malaysia's administration. For example, it was the first time in the country's history that
an integrated government was imposed on the whole of Malaysia, with a central authority
based in Singapore (Singapore was expelled from Malaysia in 1965 due to political
differences (see Chapter 6), and this was a marked contrast with the pre-war dual system of
direct and indirect rule (Kheng, 1983).

5.2.2 Post-War Cultural Images of the Japanese
Smith (1994) argues that the contemporary Japanese community in Malaysia is still
influenced by the Japanesemilitary stereotype of the Occupation years. Most Malaysians,

and particularly the Chinesefamilies can recall at least one relative killed by the Japanese
during this time (FEER, 30" October 1991). The Japanese,on the other hand, did not try to

establisha socialandbusinessrelationshipwith Malaysians,especiallyin the early yearsof
Malaysia Independence. One of the reasonsfor the low profile adoptedby the Japanese
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and their slow contact in Malaysia prior to 1970 was because they were busy
reconstructing their war-torn economy. However, the scenario changed in the early 1970s
when Malaysia's hatred towards the Japanese was pushed into the background by
economic factors. For example, from the start of that decade, Japanesecars and consumer
products were in high demand because they were considered to be good value for money
before the rising yen, or endaka. This was a period when the Japanese again invaded
Malaysia in great numbers, but this time as civilians.

They came as investors, signing

contracts for mineral and timber concessions, and creating joint ventures in car assemblies
and electronics. As a result, Japaneseproducts began to flood the Malaysian markets.

As the relationship between Malaysia and Japan improved during this time, the Malaysian
government also invited Japaneseinvestors to expand their investment in the Malaysian
service sector, hotels, restaurants, clubs and bars, departments stores, travels and
advertising agencies, and to support the Japanese business community members, the
JapaneseChamber of Commerce and JETRO (Japan External Trade Organisation) were
established in Kuala Lumpur.

At present,with regardto the Japanesecultural influencesupon Malaysian society,Smith
(1994) claims that they can be felt everywhereas a result of the "spill-over" effect of the
closer ties betweenMalaysia and Japan. Japaneseinfluence, for instance,can be observed
in television programmes,wherethere havebeena numberof long-runningJapanesedaily
serialsshownon the Malaysiantelevision channels,dubbedin BahasaMalaysia (Malaysia
National Language). There are also severalexclusive Japanese-styleclubs now open in
Kuala Lumpur, while Japaneserestaurantsand karaoke bars have sprung all over its
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business district in order to cater for their needs. Smith (1994) mentions that there has
never been a period that has witnessed such a close relationship between Japan and
Malaysia as the present one.

5.3

The Look East Policy (LEP)

Despite the bitter experiences during the JapaneseOccupation, the Mahathir administration
is keen to "Look East". Thus, shortly after his inaugurätion in 1981, Mahathir launched the
Look East Policy. A brief chronology of the start of the policy is presented in Table 5.1

Table 5.1
A Chronology of the Start of the Look East Policy
Date

Events

July 16th, 1981

Mahathir was inaugurated as fourth Prime Minister

End of 1981

Mahathir announced a `Buy British Last' directive

January 1982

Mahathir launched the Look East Policy

February 8th, 1982

Mahathir officially made known the LEP to the
Japanese when he announced the policy at the 5th
Joint Annual Conference of the Malaysia-Japan and

the Japan-MalaysiaEconomic Association in Kuala
Lumpur

5.3.1 What is the Look East Policy?

According to Mahathir', "The Look East Policy is a policy that is aimed to encourageall
Malaysian to look towards Japan. The main objective is to acquire the kind of policies,

have."
managementsystems,andwork ethic that the Japanese

Far Eastern Economic Review, 11` June 1982.
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According to Lim (1984), the Look East Policy is aimed at introducing Japanesework
ethic and management techniques to Malaysia in order to improve productivity and overall
economic performance, and, hence enhance Malaysia's industrialisation with Japanese
technology and capital. Jomo (1994: 6), however, puts a slightly different slant on what
the Look East Policy is all about. According to him, the LEP is "a campaign to boost
productivity by inducing hard work, loyalty and promoting greater output and quality, and
more effective modes of labour organisation and management practices."

Jomo further

points out that what the policy means is a reference to Japan in three main areas, i. e. work
ethic, management techniques and the transfer of technology from Japan to Malaysia.
Jomo also mentions that to some extent the LEP does refer to South Korea in the areas of
work ethic, construction and rural development.

Based on the above, it seemsthat the two authors have different interpretations of what the
LEP is all about. For example, Lim argues that the aim of the LEP is to introduce Japanese
policies in order to accelerate the industrialisation process in Malaysia. Jomo, however,
goes further by arguing that the LEP is not only aimed at introducing the Japanesepolicies

but it is also aimed at introducing effective modes of labour organisationbasedon the
Japanesemodel.

Despite different interpretations of the nature of the LES', most commentators agree that its

main objective is to stimulate value and behaviour change among Malaysians, improve
management practices, and to capitalise on Japanesetechnology and economic practice in

order to preparethe country to becomea developednation by the year 2020.
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In support of the Look East Policy are concrete proposals in two areas: first, in human
resource development; to train large numbers of Malaysian students in Japanese
undergraduate courses, to set up a Japaneselanguage training centre at the University of
Malaya to prepare students for this, and to send more workers to Japan for on-the-job
training through the Association for Overseas Technical Scholarship (AOTS) scheme
already established; second, to set up economic institutions new to Malaysia and already
existing in Japan, for example, general trading companies (sogoshosha), and to expand the
incidence of in-house unions (each of these will be discussed in detail later). These can be
seen as directly inspired by the Japanesemodel.

The Look East Policy was officially announced on 8`hFebruary 1982 at the 5`hJoint Annual
Conference of the Malaysia-Japan and the Japan-Malaysia Economic Associations in
Kuala Lumpur, emerging right in the middle of Malaysia's twenty-year project of
economic and social restructuring: the New Economic Policy (NEP).

Briefly, the NEP was introduced in May 1970 and was given a 20-year time frame. The
two main objectives of the NEP were (i) the eradication of poverty irrespective of race; and
(ii) the restructuring of society to correct racial economic imbalance. What it meant was

that non-Bumiputraswould no longer be allowed to carry out their economicpursuits as
freely as before, i.e. without regard to the economic position of the Bumiputras (see
Chapter6 for the definition of Bumiputra and non-Bumiputra). As the NEP almost came
to an end (it expired in 1990) the government soon found ways to "reincarnate" it. Hence

camethe LEP, which, unlike the NEP, hasa wider focus.
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The structure of the LEP is as follows: The Look East Committee, the policy body, is
chaired by one of two ministers in the Prime Minister's Department and its members are
the Chief Secretary of Government, the directors of the Economic Planning Unit and the
Public Services Department, and the secretariesgeneral of the Treasury and the Ministry of
Education. The Look East Technical Committee, the operational body, is chaired by the
deputy director general of the Economic Planning Unit and staffed by members of the
Public Services Department, particularly its training division.

The location of the

Technical Committee reflects the centrality to the LEP of education and training
programmes, as the division has substantial experience in the supervision of training
programmes and in arranging and administering overseas education and training.

As

Mahathir is very much the architect of the policy, he is able to keep close supervision on
policy development and its implementation. This became evident when he institutionalised
responsibility for the policy in his own department.

5.3.2 The Reasons for the Implementation of the Look East Policy
There are a number of reasonswhy the LEP has been introduced and implemented, but the
best place to begin such an explanation is with Mahathir's goals for and thinking on
national development. Firstly, it is believed that Mahathir intends to use the LEP to
transform Malaysia into an industrialised country with the help of the Japanese. As such,
in his notable speech on 8`hFebruary 1982 at the 5"' Joint Annual Conference (JAC) of the

Malaysian-Japan and the Japan-MalaysianAssociation in Kuala Lumpur he said,
"Malaysia has all the basic ingredients to become an important industrialised country in

Asia after Japanand South Korea."

In fact, even before he becamePrime Minister,

Mahathir was concernedwith the Malaysian economy, ever since the country gained
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independence from Great Britain in 1957. This was because the economy had relied
mainly on rubber and tin, which provided two-thirds of all export earnings, and even
though other commodities such as pineapple, pepper, tobacco, cocoa, timber, petroleum
and palm oil later took sharesof the export market, Mahathir realised that Malaysia could
not depend on these primary commodities much longer because their prices had been
volatile since the late 1970s. Thus, with the launching of the LEP, Mahathir now expects
that the Japanesewill help Malaysia expand its manufacturing activities.

Secondly, being a purposeful, nationalistic leader who has set a course to restructure
Malaysia's political economy, Mahathir has decided to emulate the two East Asian
"models" of development rather than the Western model, which he feels is no longer
adequate for Malaysia's development purposes. It ig also argued that Malaysia should
emulate the East Asian "model" rather than the Western "model", and particularly the
British one, not only because its former master is currently subject to many economical and
socio-political problems but also because Great Britain is no longer a superpower

(Rajendran, 1993). It is further argued that "Looking West" is common in the ASEAN
countries and the Malaysian government has realised that ethical and moral values in the

West are no longer compatible with those in Malaysia. Therefore, it would be more
appropriateto emulatesomeof the countriesin the East becauseof the common oriental
culture and ethical values(Rajendran,1993:91). Similarly, it is arguedthat a shift of this
naturewill benefit Malaysia as its people can relate more easily to the valuesof the East
(Soong,1983).
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Coincidentally, in the early 1980s Malaysia's relationship with Britain was at its lowest
ebb (Jomo, 1990). The strained relations between the two countries at that time were
caused by a series of events. The first of thesewas triggered by the British media's and the
London Stock Exchange's hostile reception to the Malaysian government's take-over of
the Guthrie Corporation, one of the oldest British plantation companies in Malaysia. The
take-over was mounted by a major government investment agency, Permodalan Nasional
Berhad (PNB, or the National Equity Corporation) and it was conducted so swiftly on the
morning of 7"' September 1981 that it surprised both Guthrie's management and the
London Stock Exchange. As a result, certain leading British newspapers chose to describe
the take-over as an act of nationalisation, a comment which badly stung Mahathir - who is
known as a strong critic of nationalisation (Teik, 1995: 55). The second event concerned
the severe financial losses suffered by the Malaysian government when the London Metal
Exchange abruptly amended its rule to limit the premiums payable by short-sellers who
were unable to deliver on tin futures at a time when the Malaysian government quietly but
actively supported tin prices. The third event that generated further frustration was the
issue of landing rights.

According to Teik (1995: 55), Britain had refused to give two

additional landing slots at Heathrow airport for Malaysia Airlines System Berhad (MAS),
which wanted to operate a new route between Kuala Lumpur, London and Mexico City.

What actually happenedwas that Britain had advisedMalaysia to purchasefour additional
units of Boeing 747 before the additional landing slots could be considered. But when

MAS did purchasefour units of Boeing 747, Malaysia was disappointedto find out that
Britain did not approve the landing slots (Teik, 1995: 55). The last straw was over a
dramatic increasein studenttuition fees for all foreign studentsin Britain. Becausethere
were more than 50,000 Malaysiansstudying in Britain at that time, including Mahathir's
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son, these actions increased the tensions that were already escalating between the two
nations (Jomo, 1994; Means, 1991: 92).

Hence, as the disputes intensified, Mahathir

announced the "Buy British Last" directive, and by the end of 1981 there was a total
boycott of British goods.

Thirdly,

Malaysia

wanted to capitalise on Japanese technology

to develop its

manufacturing sector. Mahathir's desire to develop Malaysia into an industrialised country
was cultivated while acting as Trade and Industry Minister (1978-1981). It was during this
time that the Heavy Industries Corporation of Malaysia (HICOM) was formed. Since then,
HICOM

has been central to the public promotiob of large industrial projects in

automobiles, iron and steel, small engines and cement. As Japan had been Malaysia's most
important trading partner since the late 1970s, Mahathir believed that the LEP would be
able to attract more Japaneseinvestors to Malaysia, and that these (Japanese) investors
would then transfer their technology to Malaysia (Mahathir, 1983). It is also claimed that

becauseof the LEP the joint venture company called Proton or National Automobile
Enterprise was established which involved two main parties, namely, HICOM

and

Mitsubishi with a shareholding of 70% and 30% respectively (Jomo, 1983).

Fourthly, Mahathir strongly believesthat the adoptionof Japanesemanagementtechniques
and work ethic to be one of the best remediesfor corporateills diagnosedamongboth
Malaysian private firms and public enterprises. He maintains that the only way to
successfullypromote the adoption of Japanesemanagementtechniquesand work ethic
among Malaysians is through a nation-wide campaign, and that this can be achieved
throughthe launchingof a powerful policy, suchasthe LEP (Mahathir, 1983).
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Finally, the personality and political style of Mahathir plays a significant role in the "birth"
of the LEP. Compared with the three previous Prime Ministers who had studied law in the
UK and had maintained closed connections with the Malay aristocracy and accepted
traditional

Malay political

styles involving

indirection

and compromise, Mahathir

represents a new breed of locally-educated Malaysian nationalists who are impatient with
social and political factors which frustrate certain reformist objectives.

Being locally-

educated, he is more inclined to adopt an Eastern model of development especially after
being criticised by the British press (see Jomo, 1994).

5.4

Promotion of Japanese Management Systems in Malaysia

A key element in the Look East Policy is the promotion of the Japanese management
systems, i. e. Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic, and this has been given
priority by the Mahathir administration since the launch of the LEP. In doing so, Mahathir
has encouraged both Japanesefirms in Malaysia and Malaysian organisations to become
involved.

The review of the literature on Japanesemanagement systems in Malaysia before the LEP
reveals that Japanesemanagerial techniques and work ethic were almost unknown among
local managers, even though in the late 1970s, some Japanesemanagement techniques had

beenusedby Japanesemanagersin their subsidiariesin Malaysia in dealingwith the local
workforce (Smith, 1984). However since its inception, some Japanesemanagement
techniqueshave become"popular", particularly among government agenciesand public
2 It is claimed that the popularity 6f such techniquesamongthe latter
sectorenterprises.
zYasin (1990) found that most governmentagenciesand public sectorenterpriseshad implementedQCC,
TQC, open-office system,on-the-job training and suggestionsystem.
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was due to a strong push by the government (Yasin, 1990). However, it is beyond the
scope of this study to discuss this in further detail as it is intended to look at the

manufacturingsector.

The following discussion (Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2) highlights the efforts made by
Japanese firms

in Malaysia and Malaysian organisations3 in promoting Japanese

management techniques and work ethic in Malaysia.

5.4.1 Japanese Firms
The number of Japanesefirms or joint ventures in Malaysia has significantly increased in
the past decade. By the end of 1968, there were 48 Japanesefirms in Malaysia with total
investments of RM32.2 million.

Of the 54 Japanesefirms established during 1957-1969,

33 were in the manufacturing sector and of these, there were 8 firms in petroleum and
chemicals, 12 companies in steel and other metals, 4 in wood products, 2 in food, 1 in
textiles, 3 in electrical and electronics, and 3 in transport machinery (Denker, 1994). In
fact, during this period (1957-1969), Japaneseinvestments in Malaysia were a response to
Malaysia's import-substitution policy.

During the following decade (1970-1980), Japanese investment was further welcomed

when the second and third Prime Ministers, Tun Abdul Razak and Tun Hussein
Onn respectively,provided incentivesand other infrastructuralfacilities to attract foreign

' Malaysianorganisationsrefer to governmentagencies,public enterprisesand private enterprises.
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investors.' Thus, between 1970 and 1974 there were 124 Japanesefirms established in
Malaysia, and as of 1975, there were over 200 Japanesecompanies, with a total investment
of RM625 million (Denker, 1994). In the mid-1970s Japaneseinvestments in Malaysia
dropped sharply due to the oil crisis which was felt strongly in Japan at that time.

The Malaysian government's attitude towards Japanese investment became even more
indulgent with the LEP. In the period 1980 to 1993, there were 457 new Japanesefirms
established in the manufacturing sector, while in the non-manufacturing sector there were
234 new firms (Denker, 1994). The sudden increase in Japaneseinvestment in Malaysia
since the launch of the LEP has triggered a vigorous debate among the locals as to whether
the Japanesehave actively promoted their managerial practices in Malaysia.

And, the

debate goes, if they have, how did implementation actually occur? How extensive has the
practice been? And has the implementation or transplanting process been smooth? To
answer these questions, we will review some of the literature in this area.

Even before the LEP was launched in 1982, evidence showed that the Japanese firms
operating in Malaysia were introducing their own brand of management practices among
their Malaysian workers. For example, according to an earlier study by Lim and Ping
(1979) on Japanesefirms operating in Malaysia, some Japanesepractices had been used,
for example, by Japanesemanagers in Nippon Electric Company (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd who

had been actively promoting their managementpractices among the local workforce.
According to the same authors, they had placed a lot of weight on the quality of their

One of the incentives was the more liberal Investment Incentives Act of 1968. This act, besides
incorporating tax holidays to companies granted pioneer status, gave additional tax holidays depending on
the nature of the product, the location of the company and the local raw material content. Infrastructural
facilities were free-trade zones and licensed manufacturing warehouses.
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product and they had also encouraged their Malaysian workers to get involve in QCCs and
to give their views on how to handle each task. To some extent, this study suggeststhat
such firms have been instrumental in introducing Japanese management practices even
before the LEP was launched.

However, it could also be argued that the Japanesefirms operating in Malaysia might have
been even more active in promoting their techniques especially when encouraged to do so
by the Malaysian government via its LEP.

One of the earliest studies on the operations of these firms soon after the launch of the
LEP, was conducted by Wendy Smith (1983), who points out that they (Japanese)have
been actively implementing techniques such as QCCs, TQC and the suggestion system and
have achieved this implementation through several methods. One is to send a group of
selected local managers whom they could trust to carry out their policies to Japan for
training, which is usually over a one-year period. These managers are selected primarily

for their weaknesses,i.e. their lack of bargainingpower, and they are trained in a way to
make them familiar with Japanesevalues (Smith, 1983).

Another strategyis to give a personnelmanagerposition to a local Malay. Smith (1983)
points out that through this strategy, the Japaneseminimise misunderstanding between

them and the local staff, as the Malay PersonnelManagercould play a key role ascultural
interpreter as well as the main channel for worker-management communication.
According to the sameauthor, this strategyseemsto work well for the Japanese.
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Another early study on Japanesefirms operating in Malaysia was conducted by Imaoka
(1985).

In this study, Imaoka surveyed the Malaysian subsidiaries or joint ventures of

Japaneseorigin in 1982, which covered all those companies in the manufacturing sector of
the JETRO Kuala Lumpur Representative Office list; a total of 49 companies. Three
sheets of his questionnaire schedule were sent to each firm, one for the Japanesetop
manager (in Japanese)and two for local middle managers or supervisors (in English). The
date of his study reveals that it was conducted in the summer of 1982; the earliest stage of
the LEP. As such, it could be argued that the impact of the LEP on Imaoka's study could
be minimal.

Nevertheless, it is worth highlighting Irnaoka's findings as they are quite

relevant to our research.

Unlike Smith's study, Imaoka's study did not specifically mention the techniques used by
the Japanesein Malaysia in implementing their brand of management practices. Based on
his findings, Imaoka (1985) claims that some Japanesetop executives seem to consciously
apply the Japanesemodel of management to their Malaysian subsidiaries or joint ventures
within the sphere of their authority, and this model can be categorised into two major
management policies.

According to Imaoka, the first is associated with a long-term

remuneration policy where emphasis is given to stability of employment, a seniority-merit
wage system, a seniority-merit promotion system, as well as job rotation and multi-skilled

workman schemes(Table 5.2). The secondis related to an organisationalpolicy where
there is an emphasis on collective decision-making, indoctrination of management
philosophy, human relations policy, collective responsibility, the ringgi system, and the
minimisation of status differentiation between labour and management(Table 5.2).
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Imaoka has stressed that these two categories or types of policies are jointly considered by

top executivesto constitutethe Japanese
most Japanese
model of management.

Table 5.2
Management Policies which JapaneseTop Management Executives
Advocate and Implement as JapaneseStyle Management
Percentage of Total
Responsesl
16.5

Securing stable employment
Stressing the philosophy and aims of management

10.7

Giving emphasisto humanrelationpolicy

8.3

Seniority-merit wage system

7.8

Collective of team decision-making system

14.1

Seniority-merit promotion system

5.3

Job-rotationand multi-skill system

9.2

Minimisation of status difference between
management and workers
Elastic management system

3.4
12.1

Application of the ringgi system

3.9

Collective or team responsibility system

6.8

Others

1.9
100.0

Total
Note to t able 5.2 -I

Since the multiple answer system is used in the Questionnaire,
total answers are more than the number of respondents.

Source:Imaoka, 1985,p. 19.

Imaoka also asserts that to implement the Japanesestyle of personnel management, it is

essentialto keepthe local workersand staff for as long aspossible. According to Imaoka,
for this purposeJapanesefirms in Malaysia have emphasisedin-firm promotion systems,
seniority-merit wage systems, emphasison the human relations between workers and
management, commendations for long service, long-term oriented on-the-job training, and

personnelwelfarepolicies (Table 5.3). In contrast,the short-sighted,high-wagepolicy has
not been emphasised. Imaoka also claims that to maximise on the organisational policy, as
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mentioned earlier, many Malaysian subsidiaries or joint ventures of Japaneseorigin utilise

small group activity systems,such as bottom-up suggestionschemes,QCCs and zero
defect(ZD) movements.
Table5.3
Personnel Policies to Retain Personnel
Percentage of Total
Responses1
In-company promotion system

18.1

Seniority-merit promotion system

12.2

Reconciling human relations between the
management and workers
Officially commending long service

11.8

Continuous training system

10.4

Building up personnel welfare facilities

10.0

10.9

Retirement benefit system

6.3

Wage incentive scheme

5.9

Job rotation

5.0

Small group activities

5.0

Housing scheme

2.3

Others

2.1

Total

100.0

Note to Table 5.3 -I Since the multiple answer system is used in the
Questionnaire, total answers are more than the number of respondents.

Source:Imaoka, 1985,p. 19.

As far as a remunerationsystemis concerned,it is claimed that Malaysian subsidiariesor
joint venturesof Japaneseorigin closely follow the practice of their parent companiesin
Japan (Imaoka, 1985). Although the amount of remuneration is not always the same as

that paid to workers in Japan,Imaoka points out that most Malaysian subsidiariesor joint
ventures of Japaneseorigin are quite consistent in giving bonuses of 1.8 months' wages

per year for administrativeand supervisorystaff and 1.5 months' wagesper year for other
workers.

He also mentions that apart from giving bonuses, they also provide welfare
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facilities to their workers, such as the provision of staff cafeterias, company housing and

dormitories, commuter buses, medical treatment, sport facilities, locker rooms and
company uniforms.

Other Japanesemanagement practices such as on-the-job training (OJT) (Koike and Inoki,
1990), groupism, human relations, welfare benefits within the company (Nakano, 1985),
promotion from within and the preference for hiring new graduates (Lim and Ping, 1979),
are also used by Japanesefirms in Malaysia. But according to Smith (1983), the degree of
training involved in OJT that is given to local workers is much less compared to that given
in Japan. However, as far as human relations are concerned Nakano (1985) claims that
contact between managers and subordinates in Japanesefirms operating in Malaysia is very
frequent. He points out that about 78.2 percent of the managers in Japanesefirms have had
their lunch together with lower level employees in a single-status canteen.

A more recent study on the old and new competition and Malaysian manufacturing firms
carried out by Abdullah (1995) reveals that about 57 percent of Japanesefirms in Malaysia
practise QC circles where employees are encouraged to participate in QC meetings.
Abdullah also claims that the suggestion system has been used extensively by such firms,

and mentionsthat Sony and Matsushitahave introduced the "suggestionbox" approach,
where employees are encouraged to write in and suggest work improvements. Moreover,

he describeshow some Japanesefirms hold competitions for the best suggestionof the
month aspart of the suggestionsystempromotionprogrammes.
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Nevertheless, despite the efforts made by the Japanese to promote their brand of
management, it is claimed that the process has not been very smooth (Imaoka, 1985; Jain,
1990). Numerous studies (lmaoka, 1985; Smith 1983; Jain, 1990; Koike and Inoki, 1990;
Chen, 1995) have analysed the nature of the obstacles. One such problem, according to
these authors, is that the Japaneseand Malaysian have different cultural backgrounds and
religious beliefs.

While the Japanese practice Confucianism and Buddhism (Japan's

official religion is Shintoism), the majority of Malaysians practise Islam. Thus, according
to these authors, the majority of Malaysian Muslim workers and particularly female
employees working for the Japanesefirms in Malaysia are not keen to share a single-status
canteen, as they believe it is against their religion to mix with male workers. Soong (1983)
also claims that most of these Malaysian employees believe that the Japanesemodel is not
compatible with the basic tenets of the Islamic faith.

A second obstacle is a lack of loyalty.

According to Jain (1990), it is difficult for the

Japaneseoperating in Malaysia to instil concepts of work culture such as loyalty and

identification with the firms in both skilled and unskilled Malaysian workers becausethe
latter do not believe that they should be loyal to their company. Perhaps this helps to
explain why Japaneselifetime employment has never been introduced in full force by the
Japanesefirms operating in Malaysia.

A third problem has arisenbecauseof the high mobility of workers in Malaysia. Kawabe
(1991)claims that asa result, it is difficult to implementpracticessuchasjob-rotation and
on-the-jobtraining (OJT) as theserequire long-term employment. Kawabealso mentions
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unlike the Japanese,most Malaysian workers did not hesitate to job-hop when they could
get better wages and salaries.

Fourthly, communication barriers between Japanesestaff and the local workers also hinder
the successful implementation of the Japanese model in Malaysia (Imaoka, 1985).
According to Imaoka, the majority of Malaysians working for the Japanese cannot
understand the Japanese language and vice-versa, and this is not conducive to close
working relationships. Although understanding each other's language does not guaranteea
close relationship between people of different cultures, Smith (1983) argues that at least it
may enhance a better mutual understanding.

Smith claims that as a result of the

subsequent cultural divide, Japanesestaff prefer to form a closed and exclusive circle
among themselves rather than socialising with local workers. Imoaka (1985) also claims
that unlike the relationship that exists in Japan, there is no personal relationship outside the
workplace between Japanesestaff and local workers.

Finally, there are obstacles presented by the Japanesemodel itself. Imaoka (1985) claims
that serious conflicts are observed in areas such as managerial authority and decisionmaking processes. The local managers, according to Imaoka, are not happy with the

decision-makingprocesses,which are highly centralised. He also mentionsthat decisions
regardingrecruitment,dismissal,promotion and training are decideduponby top Japanese
managementwithout consulting local managers. Similarly, Abdullah (1995) claims that
even thoughthere is consultationduring the decision-makingprocess,meetingsare called
just to agreeon decisionsthat havealreadybeenmadeat the headoffice in Japan.
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To sum up, the early works on Japanesefirms operating in Malaysia show the problems
involved in transferring Japanesepolicies or practices. But it has to be stressed that these
concern the early stages of the LEP or in other words the period when the LEP was newly
introduced.

What will be interesting to see is whether or not these problems can be

overcome through sustained government action via the LEP.

5.4.2 Malaysian Organisations
As stated earlier, in this subsection the efforts made by Malaysian organisations to
promote Japanesemanagement systems in Malaysia are highlighted. Following that, we
will highlight some of the elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques that have been
adopted by organisations/companies in Malaysia as a result of these promotions.

As discussed in Section 5.4, the Japanese model of management was not popular in
Malaysia in the 1970s. However, by early 1980s the mood had changed with the
launching of the LEP.

It is said that Mahathir administration has used the policy to

encourage Malaysian managers and the public as a whole to learn the values, norms, work
ethic, management practices and technology of the Japaneseand adapt it to the Malaysian
situation (Lim, 1984). Since the early 1980s, government campaigns have been intensified
to promote a public understanding of the policy's objectives.

The first campaign, which began in late 1982, was known as "Mahathir Restoration".
According to Hamzah (1990), it was launchedbecausethe level of punctuality in the
government agenciesand the public sector enterprises(to a lesser extent in the private
sector)had becomea seriousproblem. To curb this, the governmentintroduceda punch-
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card system, which requires all public sector employees in particular, including the Prime
Minister, to clock in before 8:00 a.m. and clock out after 4: 15 p.m. each working day. At
the very beginning, this system faced strong resistance from Malaysian workers but
Mahathir's pace has not slowed (Hamzah, 1990). Following the punch-card system, the
government promoted a different work ethic basedon Japaneseprinciples of discipline and
loyalty which they believe would create harmony and a family-type atmosphere at the
work-place. This was carried out through the use of name-tags for all employees with the
logo of their respective organisations. Morning exercise, as practised by the Japanese,has
since been introduced. As a result, a number of private firms' have inculcated the habit of
singing their corporate song before the morning exercise routine.

Besides promoting value and behaviour changes among Malaysians, the government is
encouraging quality and productivity based on the Japanesemodel in the belief that these
two areas (quality and productivity) have been the major obstacles to the progress of
Malaysia (Hamid, 1993). On 27`hNovember 1989, the government officially launched a

campaignto introducequality control circles (QCCs)nation-wide. Unlike in Japan,where
QCCs are mainly promotedby private firms, the scenarioin Malaysia is very different as
this key role is given to the National Productivity Corporation (NPC) and the National
Institute of Public Administration (INTAN), which are both government agencies.

The first step undertakenby the NPC to acceleratethe growth of QC circles and to widen
participation in the movementis to form a QCC Secretariat. Included in this body are
representativesfrom the universities, Trade Unions, employers' federations,Institute of

'One notableexampleis InterfinanceBerhad(local finance
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company).

Engineers and Institute of Quality Control of Malaysia.

The NPC has also invited a

number of companies from the private sector who have experience in QCCs to serve on an
advisory board. These companies include Matsushita Electric, Goodyear, Dunlop, Hewlett
Packard and Selangor Pewter.

The key role of the NPC is to initiate and organise QCC activities, train personnel in QCC
techniques, disseminate information, provide advisory and consultancy services and to
register QCCs and their members (Torrington and Huat, 1994: 145). However, until the
1980s, the promotion of QCCs had only been at national level and it was towards the end
of that decade that the NPC was been formed in each-State to undertake the promotional
activities at state level. Since then, Quality Day has been officially celebrated annually by
all firms and government agencies in Malaysia due to the widespread of NPC branches and

QCC activities.

Because of the promotional activities carried out by the NPC and INTAN, it has been
claimed that QCCs have spread all over Malaysia, that they involve various sectors,
especially government departments/agenciesand ministries, and include various categories

of employeesranging from office boys, typists, clerks to officers (Torrington and Huat,
1994: 146). Statistics also show that there were between 300-350 QCCs in the government
agencies by the end of 1982 and about 1,000 quality control circles by 1984. This figure
has been increasing ever since (Hamid, 1993: 109).

In the private sector,SelangorPewterwas amongthe first local companiesto introduceQC
circles. Later, other firms such as Dunlop, Malaysia Packaging, PernasDaikin, Kilang
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WangKima SdnBhd andYeo Hiap Sengalsointroducedtheir own QC circles. Torrington
and Huat (1994: 146) claim that several supermarkets have also introduced QCC activities
in their outlets throughout Malaysia.

According to Tong (1986: 44-5), the hospitality

industry such as the Holiday Inn Hotel chain has also introduced QCCs. He further claims
that the Holiday Inn Hotel chain has involved the majority of its employees from
housekeeping and coffee-house to front office in QCC activities. A more recent study by
Abdullah (1995) on the old and new competition and Malaysian manufacturing firms
reveals that other, smaller Malaysian firms also practise QC circles.

Besides QCC, other Japanesepractices such as the suggestion system, open office system
and in-house unions have also been introduced and implemented in Malaysia (Abdullah,
1995). According to Abdullah, most government agencies and private companies have a
suggestion box where employees as well as the public can drop in suggestions or concerns.

Hamidb (1993) claims that the government has also introduced different work ethics such
as team discussion and teamwork based on Japanese practices. He describes how the
government has also issued a directive to heads of departments and senior managers in
Malaysia that they should begin to cultivate and maintain good relationships with their
subordinates. In building such relationships, these managers are encouraged to spend

non-work time with subordinatesin order to establish informal contact and reduce

6 Hamid was a formal Secretaryto the Governmentof Malaysia. Therefore,in light of his position at that
time, his claim should be interpretedwith cautionas obviously he favours the government. Perhapsit would
also be appropriateto considerthis (claims) as an anecdote.
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communication barriers (Hamid, 1993).

To expedite this process, INTAN

has been

directed by the government to conduct courses pertaining to attitudinal development and
leadership skills. Helping INTAN, another government training arm, the National Civics
Bureau in the Prime Minister's Department has also been asked to organise a "Nation
Building Course" with the objective of inculcating positives values, such as hard work,
loyalty and discipline as displayed by the Japanese.

The above review demonstrates the extent to which the government in particular, has been
quite successful in promoting Japanesemanagement systems especially among the public
sector enterprises and government agencies. But it is also clear that there is a lack of
research that shows how successful the government has been in promoting Japanese
management systems, especially in the manufacturing industry in Malaysia.

The following sections (Sections 5.5 - 5.6) will discuss two other major issues that the
Malaysian government has been promoting.

They are in-house unionism and Malaysian

sogoshoshas.

5.5

The Promotion of the In-House Unionism

Unlike other Japanesepractices,in-houseunionism has beengiven a special emphasisby
the Mahathir administration. The main reason is becausethe government strongly believes

that it is a key factor underlying the Japanese"miracle". Hence,the Ministry of Labour
(now the Ministry of HumanResourceDevelopment)has beeninstructedto take measures
to restructure the trade union movement. In-house unionism, rather than industrial or
occupationalunionism, is the model held out for workers, especiallythosewho are, asyet,
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not members of trade unions in the private sector's new export-oriented industries
(Arudsothy, 1994).

What is an in-house union? Aminuddin (1996: 81) defines an in-house union as "one
where members are all employed by the same employer. This immediately suggests that
members of such unions can and will be involved in different occupations."

The Malaysian government's interest in in-house unionism came about as a result of two
main events. The first was the 1979 dispute between the Malaysia Airline System Berhad

(MAS) and its employees,which involved lower-gradeMAS employees,including ground
crew, some cabin crew, clerical staff, and technicians, who were negotiating a new
collective agreement with the management through their union, the Airline Employees'

Union (AEU). In late 1978,theseemployeesrefusedto do overtime so as to presstheir
claims for a new agreement. Following the dispute's deadlock, MAS referred it to the
Ministry of Labour, after which the workers resumed their normal duties. The aftermath of

the MAS-AEU disputewas a disasterfor the union movement,and led to its deregistration
on 14`' April 1979(Aminuddin, 1996: 73; Jomo and Todd, 1994: 143). Subsequently,its
membersweresplit into two new unions,namely,the Malaysia Airline SystemEmployees'
Union, an in-house union registered on 30`hAugust 1979; and the Foreign Airlines
Employees' Union, registeredon 24" April 1980. It is also claimed that a revised salary
scale for MAS employeeswas announcedby the governmenton the day the AEU was
deregistered (Jomo and Todd, 1994: 143). However, according to Jomo and Todd, the
immediate consequence was that the workers were denied any rights to negotiate their
wages and had to accept the government's offer.
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The second event was a result of wage differentials between enterprises with different
productivity and profitability.

The government argues that an in-house union is more

conducive to raising productivity and promoting smooth labour-management relations
within the context of a company, instead of class solidarity (see Wad and Jomo, 1994).
Enforcing this, Mahathir said:

"Some of our companies have just set up and are coming up, but if forced to
pay the same benefits as the more successful ones, will definitely not succeed.
Hence, it would be more meaningful for these firms, especially the new ones,
to have in-house unions which have proved to be a big success in Japan. by
..
having a union within a firm, the union could negotiate with the management
concerned, while taking into consideration the various circumstances. And
with workers totally involved in the company, which would result in increased
productivity

and higher profits, all sectors would benefit, including the

government through revenue. It would therefore be more meaningful for the
thousands of workers in firms, and not representedby unions, to have in-house
unions" (New Straits Times, 6`hMarch 1983).

In 1983, the governmentofficially announcedthat it would encouragethe growth of inhouse unions. In giving his assurance,Mahathir states:

"The formation and growth of in-houseunions would not be carried out at the
expenseof the supposedlyWestern, mainly national, industry-basedtrade
unions in Malaysia inherited from the late British colonial period. These
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would continue to co-exist with the supposedly Japanesein-house unions for it
was not the government's intention to negate the work of trade unions as it was
well aware of the need for trade unions to protect the legitimate rights of
workers in the country.

But what was equally important was the national

interest and the need for a successful system suited for Malaysia in its
development efforts" (New Straits Times, 6"' March 1983).

Mahathir, as cited in Muzaffar (1983), also claims that in-house unions would protect the
interest of labour, and develop more harmonious employer-employee relations where
workers, managers and owners alike would feel that they were part of one "big happy
family".

Mahathir believes that as a result, productivity would increase since everyone

would be working together and the company would look after their welfare. In support of
the establishment of an in-house union, the Registrar of Trade Unions (RTU) also claimed
that such unions would produce leaders who would be much more aware of their
companies' needs, thus facilitating the introduction of improved productivity programmes
(RTU, 1983). The RTU added that in-house unions would be less able to compare the

wagesand conditions offered by different employerswithin an industry, thus reducingthe
pressure on companies with a lower capacity-to-pay to match the higher wages and/or

betterconditionsprovided by other employers. Recognisingthis advantageto themselves,
some employers initiated the formation of in-house unions in order to avoid their workers'

involvementwith establishedand strongerunions (Jomoand Todd, 1994).

According to Wad and Jomo (1994), in 1983,two in-houseunions were registered. One
was an in-houseunion for Petronasworkers, althoughthe workers could havejoined the
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National Union for Petroleum and Chemical Workers. The other was an in-house union
for the textile workers at Tanaka Sdn. Bhd. in Penang, who could have joined the Penang
Textile and Clothing Workers' Union.

By 1984 the number of in-house unions had

reached 177 and further increased to 199 by 1986. Wad and Jomo (1994) claim that during
the same period (1984 to 1986), in-house union membership increased from 165,956 to
180,974. They also claim that by the end of 1988, in-house unions formed 47% of the total
trade unions in Malaysia.

With regard to the private sector alone, there were 179 in-house unions with 125,266
members by the end of 1994. By comparison, in 1985 there were only 52 in-house unions
with a combined membership of 25,000 (Aminuddin, 1996).

According to the same

author, two of the largest in-house unions in Malaysia are the National Union of Telekom
Employees and Tenaga Nasional Berhad Employees Uriion.

Aminuddin (1996) claims that the number of in-house unions in Malaysia has been
increasing rapidly for a number of reasons. Firstly, most new unions being registered are

in-houseunions,as national unions alreadyexist in all the major industries. Secondly,inhouse union development has been affected by the attitudes of employers and the
government,both of whom are more amenableto and more co-operativewith in-house
unions. Thirdly, it is believed that an in-house union is more likely to be appreciative of

the situation in its own place of employment and with its own employer, and be less
influenced by "outsiders" such as politicians. As a result, there will develop a closer
relationship between employer and union, which will lead to more peaceful industrial
relations. The co-operativespirit so developedwill lead to higher levels of productivity,
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and such an atmosphere should encourage more and continued foreign investment in
Malaysia. Finally, employers prefer their workers to be represented by in-house unions
rather than industry-wide unions.

Jomo and Todd (1994), however, give a different view of why there is an increase in the
number of in-house unions.

They argue the increase is because: (i) the expansion of

industry-wide union has been limited by the Registrar of Trade Unions (RTU) as the RTU
is in favour of the formation of in-house unions; and (ii) when workers in a particular

companystart to take an interest in becomingmembersof a national union, the company
will takestepsto encouragethe establishmentof an in-houseunion.

In terms of which type of union can obtain better benefits for its members,Aminuddin
(1996) argues that this question is still unanswerable as there are no available data on the
matter. Table 5.4 shows the comparison of benefits for two companies making tyres, one
with an in-house union and one whose workers are members of a national union.

Table 5.4
Comparison of Benefits Obtained by an In-house Union
and a National Union?

Benefit

In-house Union

National Union

Bonus

2 3/4months

2 '/4 months

Public holidays
Shift allowance
Marriage leave

All
RM50-75
6 days

All
RM60-72
4 days

45

45

Working hours per week
Source: Ammudtim,

199Ö, p. M.

'Collective agreements between DMIB Bhd and DMIB Employees Union and Goodyear Malaysia Bhd and
the National Union of Employees in companies manufacturing rubber products.
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Despite Mahathir's

claims, a number of authors (for instance, Mohamed, 1988;

Aminuddin, 1996) argue that in reality, in-house unionism has a number of disadvantages
as follows: (i) in-house unions are generally weak because membership is limited and
confined to workers in one particular company; (ii) since the leadership of an in-house
union is chosen from the small number of members, this gives rise to the possibility of the
employer trying to exploit such leaders; (iii) the union's financial strength will not enable
it to carry out its normal trade union activities; (iv) there is a fear of victimisation among
union leaders particularly in relation to promotions, termination of employment, transfers
and assignment of duties which are management prerogatives; and (v) in-house unions
with a small membership will be unable to provide scholarships and other social benefits
for their members (Mohamed, 1988).

Similarly, Aminuddin (1996) mentions that some companies have found that the process of
collective bargaining is, in fact, more difficult when dealing with an in-house union
because of the inexperience and poor negotiating skills of the in-house union leaders. The
same author points out that the in-house union leaders tend to be ignorant of the bargaining
process, which requires give and take.

Moreover, with their better knowledge of the

company's financial position the in-houseunion leaderscan be quite stubbornin holding
out better terms and conditions of employment (Aminuddin, 1996).

5.6

The Establishment of Malaysian Sogoshoshas

Another facet of the LEP is the establishmentof Malaysian sogoshoshas. Mahathir, as
cited in Soong(1983),believesthat theJapanese
sogoshoshasmerit emulationasthey have
contributedenormouslyto the growth of Japan'seconomy.
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What is a sogoshosha? According to Yoshihara (1982: 10), "A sogoshosha is a large
trading firm with many products (not concentrating in one product group, such as textiles
or steel), it engages in both export and import, it has offices in various parts of the world,
and wields considerable power in the spheresof marketing and finance."

What are the common traits of Japanesesogoshoshas? Lim and Gomez (1994) have listed
what they believe to be the common traits of major Japanesesogoshoshas. They state that
most major Japanesesogoshoshas have long histories; most of them were established
during the Meiji era; they have huge paid-up capitals and high turnover rates; and they
have extensive world-wide branch networks which employ large numbers of staff. Mitsui,
for instance, is the oldest sogoshosha, and was established in 1874. By the early 1980s, it
had 181 offices overseas and employed more than 13,000 employees (Yoshihara: 1982: 23). Sumitomo was incorporated in 1945 and has 130 offices in 80 countries, and employed
7,500 employees by the end of 1981 (Malaysian Business, April 1982). Marubeni has a
paid-up capital of US$145 million and has 49 domestic offices, 80 overseas branches and
offices, 210 subsidiaries and affiliates in Japan, and 516 subsidiaries and affiliates
overseas. By the end of 1982, the company employed more than 10,000 employees
(Business Times, 9"' May 1983).

There are a number of reasons why the Malaysian government has favoured the

establishmentof sogoshoshas. Firstly, by the early 1980s the Malaysian government
expectedto be unableto staveoff global recessionmuch longer. Hence,by forming large
internationalcorporations,it believedthat the repercussionsof the impeding recessionon
Malaysia's economycould be curtailedor minimised (MalaysianBusiness,April 1982).
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Secondly, the Malaysian government argued that the local incorporation of sogoshoshas
was necessary because they would play a vanguard role for Malaysia's export-led growth
drive and act as catalysts for the development of manufacturing, especially resource-based
industries (Lim, 1983). In addition, the government further maintained that sogoshoshas
could develop efficient marketing organisations to help Malaysian manufacturers penetrate
overseas markets, as most of the former possessedneither the expertise nor the resources to
effectively promote their products independently in overseas markets (Lim and Gomez,
1994). Besides helping Malaysian manufacturers to promote their products in overseas
markets, the government also believed that sogoshoshas could assist Malaysian
manufacturers in two ways: (i) by helping to export the products of Malaysian
manufacturers and at the same time act as overseas sales and purchasing agents for them;
and (ii) sogoshoshas could concurrently provide the necessary advice and information on
overseas market requirements in terms of design, quality and packaging.

Thirdly, the government also argued that sogoshoshaswere necessary because they could
act as consortiums to cope with larger orders from overseas buyers which single

manufacturerscould not meet. The fact that Malaysianmanufacturershavebeenreluctant
to commit themselves to large single orders is partly because they have a limited capacity

to do so, according to Lim (1983). Therefore,by acting as trade intermediariesbetween
local manufacturers and overseas buyers, it was believed that sogoshoshas could organise

and executelarger overseasorders, and at the sametime spreadout the risks among the
many manufacturersinvolved (Lim, 1983).
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Fourthly, the government further argued that the establishment of local sogoshoshaswas
necessary because they could play an effective role in helping local manufacturers to
penetrate and promote their products in new markets such as in Latin America, the South
Pacific, Africa and West Asia. According to Mahathir (as cited in Lim and Gomez, 1994),
such new markets are not only important for manufactured goods, but also for Malaysia's
primary commodities.

Finally, the government argued that sogoshoshas could play an important role in counter
trade. For example, Mahathir (as cited in Lim and Gomez, 1994), stated that counter trade
was particularly important for Malaysian manufacturers with foreign exchange constraints
and having problems exporting their products, particularly palm oil.

Recognising this

problem, Mahathir contended that sogoshoshas were well-placed to conduct counter trade
because such trading companies could buy and sell products all over the world. Enforcing
this, Mahathir (as cited in Lim and Gomez, 1994), said that part of the reason why
Malaysia had not entered into counter trade in a big way was because of the absence of
sogoshoshasto undertake such tasks.

In light of the above arguments, the government began to positively encourage the

establishmentof Malaysiansogoshoshasbasedon the Japanesemodel of sogoshosha.As
a result, by the mid 1980s there were six Malaysian sogoshoshas formed and these were:

Sime Darby PernasTrading Corporation Sdn Bhd (SDP), a joint venture between Sime
Darby and Pernas;the Multi-PurposeInternationalTrading Corporation,a mergerformed
betweenMulti-Purpose Holding Bhd and the Luxembourg giant ITM SA International;
NASTRA, ajoint venturebetweenthe MalaysianMining Corporation,Petronas,Feldaand
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Kuok Brothers; MATRA,

a joint

venture involving

Kumpulan

FIMA,

Kumpulan

Perangsang Selangor, United Motor Works (UMW) and Palmco Holdings; the Malaysian
Overseas Investment Corporation (MOIC), which combined ten big corporate names and
business leaders, including Malayan United Industries (MUI), MAA Holdings Sdn Bhd
and Sime Darby; and PerdaganganAntarabangsa Malaysia (PAM), a joint venture between
Mitsui Co., one of the leading Japanesesogoshoshas, investors from Sabah and Sarawak
and the National Youth Cooperative (KOBENA).

PAM was the first local sogoshosha to

have an established Japanesepartner with vast experience in international trading (Lim,
1983).

Despite the strong political will of the government, none of the Malaysian sogoshoshas
have been successful (Lim, 1983; Jomo, 1994; Lim and Gomez, 1994). One example is the
Sime Darby Pernas Trading Corporation Sdn Bhd (SDP). Even though the SDP is the
biggest sogoshosha, it is claimed that it might be a very long time before it will reach the
status of a fully-fledged sogoshosha (Lim and Gomez; 1994; Jomo; 1994). Part of the
reason is because the SDP has been capitalised at only RM5 million (Ringgit Malaysia), a

mere pittance compared with the multi-million dollar investments of a Japanese
sogoshosha such as Marubeni with a paid-up capital of US$145 million (see Lim, 1983).
Because of the lack of capital investment, expertise and clear function of the local

sogoshosas,it is not surprising when a political scientist and renowned critic of the
government,such asJomo,argueswhetherMalaysiareally needsany sogoshoshasat all.
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5.7

The Managerial

and Economic Ramifications

of the Increased Japanese

Presence in Malaysia
This section presents some of the more significant managerial and economic ramifications
of the increased Japanesepresencein Malaysia since the advent of the LEP.

5.7.1 Management Practices
Before the LEP, the early days of Malaysian management practices were said to be based
on the British-style since the early managers in Malaysia were British people who were
then the ruling group in the country (Yasin, 1990). The British administrators ran the
government machinery while the British managers ran the rubber estates and tin mines.
When they left in 1957, their managerial traditions were left behind and the Malaysian
managers, who had been under the guidance of their British masters, continued them.
Today, the continuity of the British management system is reinforced by the fact that some
British multinational companies in Malaysia are still headed by British expatriates. The

tradition continuesto dominatepresentday managersbecausethose who took over from
the British had been inculcated by the British system and the majority of them had been

trainedand educatedin Britain. For example,of the four Prime Ministers since Malaysia
obtained her independence in 1957, three of them were British-trained lawyers. Therefore,

it was only natural for them to favour the British style of managementduring their tenure
of office.

Besides the above, other forms of Western styles of management, such as the American

style, were also introduced in Malaysia when American investors arrived to set up
companiesand joint venturesin the early 1970s. Thus, American managerswho were
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based in Malaysia brought along with them the American management culture.
notable example is IBM.

One

When IBM began its operation in Malaysia, it practised the

American style of management, as the majority of its top management staff comprised
Americans. When these managers returned to their home office, the Malaysian managers
who took over continued their predecessors' style of management, largely because they
were still under the control of their superiors in the main office in the United States.
Moreover, the popularity of American style of management in the late 1970s was also
partly due to the efforts made by American-educated Malaysian managers. Around the
mid-1970s, the government started sending Malaysian students to the United States for
tertiary education. When these students came back to work in Malaysia they brought with
them elements of American managementsystem.

Towards the beginning of the 1980s, another management style began to make its presence
felt in Malaysia. It was the Japanesestyle of management, or also known as the Japanese
model of management or Japanese management techniques. As already mentioned in
subsection 5.4.1, earlier studies found that the Japanesecompanies operating in Malaysia

had encountereda numberof problemswhen they introducedtheir brand of management.
On the one hand, as discussed,this was partly becausesome elementsof the Japanese
model of managementwere not compatiblewith Malaysianculture. On the other hand,it
was difficult for the Japanesemanagersto introduce their practices becauseJapanese
companiesstartedtheir operationsafter their Westerncounterpartshad already established
theirs, andcreatedtheir own managementstyle in Malaysia (Kawabe,1991).
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According to Kawabe (1991), without realising the strong influence of the Western
management style, many Japanesemanagersin Malaysia started to employ local managers
who operated with Western ways of thinking when the Japanesecompanies moved their
production bases to Malaysia in the late 1970s. Soon these managers experienced some
problems because the contract system, the decision-making process, the style of
communication, the evaluation of employees, the promotion system and human relations in
Japanesecompanies were very different from those they were used to (Kawabe, 1991).

Similarly, Smith (1994) mentions that many Japanesemanagers in Malaysia also found it
difficult to apply their practices among their local workers. But the problem was gradually
resolved and, with support from the Malaysian government, the Japanese companies in
Malaysia began to hire Malaysian students who had studied in Japan through the auspices
of two programmes that started under the LEP. One such programme was the dispatch of
Eastern Technical Trainees. The first group of 132 trainees selected from government
organisations, business companies and educational and training organisations went to
Japan in September 1982. After studying the Japaneselanguage for six months, they were

then sentfor on-the-job training (OJT) in a Japaneseorganisationfor anothersix months.
By the end of 1990, about 1,600 trainees had completed the programme (Kawabe, 1991).

The second programme started when the Malaysian government encouraged students to

study at Japaneseuniversitiesand vocational schools. The first batch of graduatesfrom
higher vocational schools returned to Malaysia in March 1986, and the first batch of
university graduates in March 1987. These graduateswere said to have mastered Japanese

and understoodthe culture becausethey had studied with Japanesestudents(Kawabe,
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1991). It is also said that by employing these graduates the problems caused by the dual
structure of Japanesecompanies in Malaysia were solved because the role of Japanese
expatriates in translating Japanesesystems into Malaysia were readily accepted by these
graduatesor recruits (Kawabe, 1991).

The important question here is how popular has the Japanesemodel of management been
in Malaysia or how far has the Japanesemodel of management influenced the Malaysian
management system since the LEP was introduced? There are two very different views on
this. One view that says the Japanesemodel of management has been quite popular in
Malaysia is put forward by Yasin (1990). The other view that says the opposite is stated by
Kawabe (1991).

Yasin (1990) in a study on the transferability of Japanesemodel of managementto
Malaysian public sector enterprises claims that since the implementation of the LEP, the
Japanese model of management has become popular, especially among the younger
generation of managers in the Malaysian public sector enterprises. He suggests that this is
partly because more cadres of younger managers are trained either locally or at Eastern

institutions of Japanand South Korea. In addition, Yasin points out that the LEP has
brought a whole new evolution in terms of management styles in Malaysia, and as a result
there is a widespread adoption of techniques, such as QCCs, job-rotation, on-the-job

training, the suggestionsystem and the open office system among the Malaysian public
sector enterprises.
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A study by Kawabe (1991) on the problems of and perspectives on Japanesemanagement
in Malaysia since the Look East Policy was introduced, however, found that the Japanese
style of management was, in fact, not very popular among most Malaysians. According to
Kawabe, as Malaysia is a kind of "qualification society" much influenced by British
tradition, university graduates wanted to be treated differently compared with lowereducated employees, and to be given privileges such as their own offices rather than having
to work in an open office system. Kawabe also mentions that since Malaysian graduates
have trouble with such treatment within the Japanesecompanies in which they work, they
often leave these firms to join Western companies where they are better privileges,
opportunities for promotion and other fringe benefits. The fact that Malaysian graduates
prefer to join Western companies also indicates that Western companies in Malaysia have a
more established reputation compared to the more recently arriving Japanesecompanies
(Kawabe, 1991).

Looking at thesetwo very different views, it is in fact Auite difficult to assesshow far the
Japanesemodel of management has influenced the Malaysian management system. What

is clear, however,is that thereis no one managementstylethat dominatesthe management
systems that are currently being practised in Malaysia. Based on the review of the related
literature, the "spill-over"

effects of the Look East Policy in terms of introducing the

Japanesemodel of management to Malaysia, especially among the public sector enterprises

and governmentagenciesto some extent are evident. In fact, in Malaysia to this day,
Japaneseand Westernstyle managementsystemscan now co-exist. Furthermore,bearing
in mind that, of course,to a large extent, Westernmanagementhas borrowed techniques
from Japanesemanagement- so now we have a kind of integration betweenWest and
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East. As a result of this integration, the present management system in Malaysia is indeed
a composite of some major management practices, namely, the Western system, the
Japanesesystem and more recently the Islamic system, which together formed a mixedstyle management system in Malaysia.

Perhaps, in the long run, there is a strong

possibility that Malaysia's very own style of management could emerge since the country
is similar to Japan in that both have experienced the development of industrial and business
society prior to the transformation of the traditional social system. Therefore, the values of
the traditional systems may be applied in management. In Malaysia, for example, the
traditional idea of mutual aid called gotong-royong and the decision-making process called
mesyuarat, if applied in an adapted form to business systems, would result in the creation
of a Malaysian style of management.

5.7.2 Technology Transfer

Before we proceedwith the discussionon technologytransfer,it is important to note that in
this part of the discussion, we are going to examine the situation in the 1980s, as this was

the high point of the LEP.

Technologyis defined as"the meansor capacityto perform a particular activity" (Chewet
al., 1992). According to Dunning (1982), technology can exist either in the form of
material capital (embodiedin plant, tools, machinery,or other capital equipment items),
intellectual capital (knowledgeof production, marketing,or financial processessometimes
encodedin specifications,blueprints, patents,etc.), or human capital (specialisedskills in
management,marketing,finance,andthe use andcreationof new information andideas).
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Technology transfer is a misleading concept, according to Takeuchi (1991: 200). It gives
the impression of a whole set of technology that is complete and transferable like a piece of
baggage accompanied by a bundle of handbook manuals. Takeuchi defines technology
transfer as (i) the production of a new commodity or adoption of a new manufacturing
technology in the recipient country; and (ii) such production or technology made possible,
or realised, through import or direct investment from abroad instead of through invention
in the recipient country.

Dunning (1982) mentions that the transfer of technology covers a wide spectrum of
activity, from simple importation to operation, repair and maintenance, mastery of
principles, adaptation and further development. Kimbara (1991: 162) has classified the
technology involved in the transfer process in a range of activities, from operations to
design of manufacturing equipment, into nine groups: operation technology of the existing
production process; maintenance; quality control; improvement of production technology
and introduction of new technology; production management; modification of existing

products;designand developmentof new products;mould development;and development
of manufacturingequipmentand facilities.

It is important to note that we are not going to deal strictly with the above definition. The
reason is because when the Malaysians were sent to Japan for training or attending courses

they learnt not only about technology but also about other things such as management
skills, Japanesehistory, culture, work ethic etc. Thus, for easeof presentationwe will
cover some of those in this section although, strictly speaking, they are not technology
transfer.
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Due to the heterogeneity and great variety of methods in which technology is transferred, it

is a conventionto measureits flow throughthe different modesof transfer. Theseinclude
foreign direct investment (FDI), licensing agreements,technical assistance,joint ventures,
technical journals and the importation of specialised capital equipment. While it is beyond

the scopeof this studyto discussall the modesof transferwe are particularly interestedin
discussing in detail two of these, i. e. FDI and technical assistance or co-operation. The
main reason is because these are the two modes that the Malaysian government has
emphasised and moreover more information on them is readily available.

As far as the government is concerned, the objective of acquiring technological know-how
from Japan is to advance the industrialisation process and economic modernisation as

rapidly aspossiblein orderto ensureMalaysiansthe benefitsof moderntechnology. Since
the Look East Policy was launched in 1982, foreign direct investment (FDI), particularly
from Japanhas increased rapidly. This is discussedin detail in Section 5.7.3.

With its launch, the Malaysian government has made transfer of technology a condition of
contract for the Japanese and other foreign investors. One of the requirements of the
contract is the establishment of training programmes paid for by foreign companies who

conductbusinessin Malaysia. The mannerand presumedeffectivenessof training for local
workers proposed in the tender is taken into account in awarding contracts. As a result, a

number of Japanese,South Korean and other foreign companies have accordingly
established such programmes in Malaysia.

For example, South Korea's Hyundai

Engineering and Construction has agreed to train 1,000 Malaysian construction workers a
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year at a centre established in Penang as part of the company's successful 1981 tender to

do the bulk of thework on the Penangbridge(FEER, 27`hNovember 1981).

In 1983,600 Malaysians were trained in Japan under a similar programme, mostly on a
short-term basis. In 1984, FUDO Construction conducted a six-week training programme
for construction personnel as a condition of a contract awarded in Malaysia. This included
a number of all-day lecture sessions on various aspects of construction planning and
control and technical topics, as well as several construction site, factory and laboratory
visits. In the sameyear, 41 Malaysian government officials were sent to South Korea for a
nine-month course sponsored by the Hyundai group to study its management practices
r

(Machado, 1987).

Technical assistance or co-operation between Japan and Malaysia has also been
emphasised, especially with the establishment of Malaysian's first car project, Proton. As
Proton is a joint venture company between HICOM of Malaysia and Mitsubishi of Japan,
Mitsubishi has promised her Malaysian partner the following: construction of the plant;
starting dates; equity shares; training of Malaysian personnel; and new design changes
every two years, with model changes once every five years (Jomo, 1994: 270).

In terms of training Malaysian personnel, out of Proton's 1,300 workers in 1988, a total of

323 persons,including 250 workers, 55 staff membersand 18 managers,were trained in
Japanby the Mitsubishi Motor Corporationbetween1983and 1986. Of the 323 trainees,
90 percentwere Malays, 6 percentwere Chineseand 4 percentwere Indians. Of the 323
trainees that were sent to Japan, 138 received financial support from the Malaysian
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government as part of the LEP, while another 158 received monetary assistance from
Proton. In Japan, these trainees attended courses on Japanesehistory and society. Shortly
after that, they went to the Mitsubishi Motor Corporation's Mizushima Factory for
practical operations and engineering training, and stayed in Japan for approximately 12
months before returned to Proton. By 1986,11 groups in all had been sent to Japan for 6 to
12 months' training. Besides these groups, Proton also sent their managers to Japan for
training for periods ranging from 34 to 88 days (Jomo, 1994).

Besides such technical programmes, two others which are more academically oriented
were also established between Japan and Malaysia. The first programme, which is called
Pengajian Jepun (Japanese Curriculum), was designed in conformity with Malaysia's
national education policy, which in turn is clearly geared to support Mahathir's
development goals and concerns with value change. By the end of 1985, a total of 230
degree and diploma students and 1220 trainees had gone to Japan, primarily in the high
priority fields such as engineering and management studies (Malaysian Digest, 15'

November1985).

The second programme is called the government-to-government programme, whereby the
Malaysian government pay for participants' transportation costs to Japan and a stipend
while they are there, while the host government pays for the education or training and some

of the participants' costs. Participantsare sent to Japanwith the objective of learning
technology,managementand the work ethic of the Japanesefirst-hand rather than learning
them in Malaysia (Machado, 1987). There have been four government-to-government
programmes for degree students, executives, industrial trainees and technical college
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students since the LEP was launched. In 1982 University Malaya (UM) launched a
programme to prepare Bumiputra students to enter Japaneseuniversities. In reponse to
this, the Japanese government financed the construction of a RM4 million Japanese
Language Centre on the UM campus and sent six language and nine academic instructors
to the centre. Students studied Japaneseintensively for half a year, then, while continuing
with language, they took science and social science courses taught by the Japanese
academic instructors for an additional year and a half. On completion, they went to Japan

and entereduniversities as third-year degreecandidatesin scientific and technical fields.
Basedon the information that is available, the first batch of 39 students from the UM
Centre went in 1984, followed by another 60 in 1985 and 100 more in 1986 (Machado,
1987).

Upon graduation, almost all of these graduates were employed by Japanese

companiesand they were "used" as a channel to facilitate the transfer of technological
know-how andmanagerialskills to Malaysia (Machado,1987).

To further encourage the transfer of technology as well as managerial skills, the Malaysian

governmenthas launchedtwo additionalprogrammesbasedon executivedevelopmentand
industrial training. The former is designedprimarily for public sectormanagerswhile the
latter is for professionals(such as engineers),technical instructors, technicians, and
membersof the generalwork forceof both the public and private sectors.

Based on the information that is available, from 1983, several groups per year, each
consisting of nine or ten managerial personnel, particularly

from the government

departments and statutory bodies, were sent to Japan for a year or less under the executive
development programme for individual posting with private and public organisations in
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areas such as managerial skills.

These participants were assigned to companies,

sogoshoshas,public authorities and co-operatives. On the other hand, under the industrial
training programme, since September 1982, groups of-about 200 to 250 have been sent to

Japanabout every six months,with individuals staying for four to six months,depending
on the area of study (Machado, 1987).

A special programme for the development of technical institutions has also been launched.
The Metal Industry Technology Centre (MITEC), which was established jointly by the
Malaysian and Japanesegovernments in Shah Alam in 1981, was the first institution under

such a programme. The purposeof MITEC is to improve the level of technology in the
metal industry, particularly in small and medium-scale firms, in order to enable them to
meet the demand for higher quality metal products. The Centre also provides technical

advisory services to factories throughout the country as well as helping them with
managerial problems. By mid-1984 the Centre had provided such services to more than
300 manufacturing companies and had organised a regional training programme in
metalworking technology for Malaysians, Indonesians, Thais and Filipinos.

According to

Machado (1987), 42 Japaneseexperts were assignedto lecture and give practical training at
the Centre while 32 Malaysians were sent to Japan for three to twelve-month periods to
prepare them to become technical consultants to the centre. In August 1984 the Japanese
left, leaving MITEC completely under Malaysian management.

Because of the close relationship between Malaysia and Japan since the implementation of

the LEP, several other government agenciessuch as the StandardIndustrial Research
Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM), the Palm Oil Research Institute of Malaysia (PORIM) and
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the Forestry Research Institute of Malaysia (FRIM) have also received expert assistance
from Japan.

The SIRIM was the first local agency to receive expert assistance from Japan Electric
Components Testing Institute (JET) as the two organisations had been working closely on
the technical co-operation regarding the inspection and testing of electric household
machinery and equipment. Another local agency, PORIM received expert assistancefrom
the Japan International Co-operation Agency (JICA). JICA had sent their experts to assist
PORIM personnel in their research regarding various techniques associated with palm oil.
Also a recipient of JICA assistance was FRIM, who had been working closely with the
former on a research project regarding techniques for processing lumber into composite
products and wood-based panel products, and for the drying and preservation of lumber.
As a result of this working relationship, Japanesejoint venture companies with Malaysian
private firms were set up to produce wood-based panel products.

Since the inception of the LEP, JICA has also sent- their experts in human resources,
manufacturing and forestry to Malaysia (Chew et al., 1992). Among the various technical
co-operation projects between JICA and Malaysia were:
9 The SabahRe-afforestation Technical Development and Training Project
"

The Radiation Applications Project

"

The Development of Biotechnology at the Faculty of Food Science and Biotechnology,
University Pertanian Malaysia or Malaysia Agriculture University (UPM)

" The Project for UpgradingAccident andEmergencyCareServicesat Sarawak
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9 The Project for the Research and Development ön Diagnosis of Selected Tropical
Diseases

" Effective Wood Utilisation Researchin Sarawak
" The Project on the Evaluation and Analysis of HazardousChemical Substancesand
Biological Treatment of Hazardous Chemicals

Despitethe efforts madeby the Malaysian governmentto encouragesuch technologyand
managerial skills transfer from Japan to Malaysia, a number of studies (for instance, Fong,
1992) found that this is still lacking. This is partly because the Japanesedid not consider a
transfer of this nature among their goals when they invested in Malaysia (Fong, 1992).

Sim (1978) also claims that Japanesecompaniesoperating in Malaysia are reluctant to
transfer their technology and managerial skills becausetheir original objectives for
establishingtheir plantsin Malaysia wereto takeadvantageof the surpluscheaplabour and
abundant raw materials. Perhaps becauseof that, most commentators claim that even with
the "push" from the Malaysian government, most Japanesecompanies in operation are not
very keen to transfer their technological know-how and managerial skills to the Malaysians

(Jomo,1983; 1994;Soong,1983;Fong, 1992).

5.7.3 Investment
It is appropriateat this juncture to discussin detail the characterof Japaneseinvestmentsin
Malaysia and to draw out its implications for the LEP. Japaneseinvestment in Malaysia,
like that of other industrialised economies, has contributed to and benefited from both the
import-substitution (IS) and export-orientation (EO) phases of Malaysia's development.
According to Denker (1994), Japaneseinvestment in Malaysia can be divided into three
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phases or periods. The first of these ranges from 1957 to 1969. The second period from
1970 and ends in 1980, and the final period starts from 1981, and ends in 1986. The first
period coincides with the leadership of the first Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman and
was generally characterised by laissez-faire policies, except for efforts to encourage
import-substituting industrialisation.

The second period coincides with the leadership of

the second and third Prime Ministers, Tun Abdul Razak and Tun Hussein Onn, and is
usually associatedwith an unusual mix of increasedstate intervention, public sector growth
and a foreign-led, export-oriented industrialisation.

The final period coincides with the

current Prime Minister, Mahathir, and has often been linked with the peak period of the
LEP (Denker, 1994).

Although the third period ends in 1986 (according to Denker, 1994) our discussion will not
end at that point but will be extended to beyond 1986. The reason is because we want to
analyse some of the impact of the investment policies that Mahathir has introduced, as well
as examine the position of Japaneseinvestment in Malaysia in 1988 and beyond.

Looking at the earlier development of Japaneseinvestment in Malaysia, it appeared to start
in November 1959, when the Nozawa Asbestos Cement Company established Marex

Industries as a joint venture with a local partner. Japaneseinvestment during the early
1960s did not exceed 26 companies (Kawabe, 1991). However, by the end of 1968, there
were 48 Japanese companies in Malaysia, 40 of which were joint ventures, with four

holding pioneer status. By the end of the first period (1969), total Japaneseinvestmentsin
Malaysia with pioneer status amounted to US$32.2 million (Denker, 1994). Japan was
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thus listed fifth among the foreign countries investing in Malaysia in 1969. Table 5.5
shows the number of Japaneseinvestments in Malaysia between 1957 and 1997.

Table 5.5

Year

JavaneseInvestments in Malaysia, 1957-97
Cumulative %
Percentage
Number

Manufacturing
0.9

Pre-1957

11

0.9

1957-69
1970-80
1981-86
1987-93
1994-97

33
104
37
420
640

-2.7
8.4
2.9
33.7
51.4

3.6
12.0
14.9
48.6
100.0

Total

1245

100.0

100.0

Pre-1957
1957-69

32
21

5.5
3.6

5.5
9.1

1970-80

70

11.9

21.0

1981-86

111

18.9

39.9

1987-93
1994-97

123
230

20.9
39.2

60.8
100.0

Total

587

100.0

100.0

Non-manufacturing

Source: Figures for Pre-1957 to 1993 extracted trom Denker, 1994, p. 4J; figures for 1Yy4
to 1997 extracted from MIDA Report 1998.

As mentioned earlier, out of the 54 Japanesecompaniesestablishedbetween 1957 and
1969,33 were in the manufacturing sector and 21 in the non-manufacturing sector, and of

the former, there were 8 in petroleum and chemicals, 12 companiesin steel and other
metals,4 in wood products,2 in food, 1 in textiles, 3 in electricalsand electronicsand3 in
transportmachinery (Denker, 1994). The concentrationof Japaneseinvestmentsin steel
were
andother metals,petroleum,chemistry,andwood productssuggeststhat the Japanese
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mainly interested in processing natural resources to supply input for Japaneseindustry at
home. The fact that about 71%, or 15 out of the 21 companies outside manufacturing were

dealing only in foreign trade also suggeststhat the Japanese'basic interest was in
supplying raw materials like timber, iron-ore and copper required by the Japanese
economy.

During the second period (1970-80) Japanese investment was welcomed by the second
Prime Minister, Tun Abdul Razak, who adopted the pragmatic view that the more money
you have, the faster you expedite development. After Tun Abdul Razak, the third Prime
Minister, Tun Hussein Onn, also welcomed Japaneseinvestment. Thus, it was under the
administration of these two premiers that Malaysia adopted a policy to woo Japanese
investors to Malaysia, through, for example, participation in the week-long exhibition
sponsored by the Southeast Asian Promotion Centre for Trade, Investment and Tourism,
with facilities provided by the JapaneseExternal Trade Organization (JETRO). To further
attract Japaneseinvestors to Malaysia, on 11`" July 1972, a Malaysian seminar was held in
Osaka and at the same time a Malaysian Investment Centre was opened in Tokyo. '

Malaysia's new policy of encouraging Japaneseinvestment saw the establishment of 124

Japanesecompaniesbetween 1970 and 1974. In 1973 alone, a total of 40 Japanese
companies were set up, either on a joint venture basis, or totally Japanese-owned. As of
1975, there were over 200 Japanesecompanies, with a-total investment of RM625 million
(Denker, 1994). However, between 1973 and 1974, there was a sharp drop in Japanese
investments in Malaysia from RM315 million to RM120 million.

BNew Straits Times, 12`hJuly 1973.
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This drop occurred

partly because the Japaneseinvestors were reluctant to get involved in fresh overseas
commitments and also because investment regulations in Malaysia were getting stricter
(Denker, 1994).

As the Japaneseinvestors started to shy away from Malaysia, a number of trade missions to
Japan were made, one of which was under the then Deputy Prime Minister, Mahathir
Mohamad.

During the third period (1981-1986), Japanese investment was further

welcomedby Mahathir when he launchedthe LEP. During this time, 37 new firms were
establishedin the manufacturingsector,with 8 in transportmachinery,5 in steeland other
metal products,4 in petrochemicals,7 in other miscellaneousmanufacturingbranchesand
13 in product marketing. However,a significant drop in the numberof new manufacturing
firms was observedcomparedwith the earlier periods due to a decreasein investment
enthusiasmasa result of a severerecessionin the Malaysian economy. Despitethat, the
number of non-manufacturingfirms increasedto 111 comparedto 70 in the preceding
periods (see Table 5.5 on the previous page).

Out of the 111 firms, 46 were in

construction, 24 in foreign trade, 14 in banking and insurance, 13 in services, 8 in
transport,5 in other non-manufacturingand 1 in agricultureand forestry. Thebasic reason
for the increasein investmentin the non-manufacturingsector was the rapid growth of
profits from the constructionand real property sectorsin Malaysia, the former of which
grew fourfold between 1970 and 1984, with its shareof national output increasingfrom
3.9% to 5.4%. In this period, its annual growth rate was 9.3% in real terms, i. e. higher than
the gross domestic product (GDP) growth of 7.9% (Denker, 1994).
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The overall pattern of Japaneseinvestment over the three periods can be classified as
follows: in the manufacturing sector are steel and other metals, electricals and electronics,
petro-chemicals, textiles and textiles products; and in the non-manufacturing sector are

foreign trade, construction, finance and insurance,and services. Comparing the three
periods mentioned above, it is observed that Japaneseinvestment in the first period was
generally oriented to raw material acquisition and trade. In the second period, labour-

intensiveindustriesemployingcheapworkersaswell as raw materialprocessingandtraderelatedinvestmentbecamemore evident. This reflectedeconomicconditionsin Japanafter
1970, with Japaneseinvestors seeking opportunities to increase market shares and export

competitivenesson the basis of the inexpensive labour and favourable investment
conditions offered by Malaysia. Then, in the third period, the overall pattern seemsto
show strong concentrations in scientific equipment (46%), electrical and electronic

products(45%), andmachinerymanufacturing(41%). The Japaneseshareof investmentis
relatively small in the soft drink, tobacco, leather products, paper, printing and publishing,
chemical and chemical products, rubber products, and furniture and fixtures (Table 5.6).

The strong concentrationin the scientific equipmentand electrical and electronicproducts
was partly because since the launch of the Look East Policy the government has
encouragedthe developmentof high technologyindustriesand, at the sametime, Japanese
investorsfearedthat tariff protectioncould excludethem from Malaysianmarket.
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Table 5.6
JapaneseEnterprises' Investments in Malaysia, by Industry and
Their Ratio to Total Investment (RM'000).
Japanese
Investment
(a)

Industry

Food manufacturing
Beveragesand tobacco
Textiles and textile products
Leather products
Wood and wood products

Total
Investment

%

91,281
24,423
281,466

4,642,313
766,559
2,119,100

2.0
3.2
13.0

0
113,214

73,363
2,135,526

0
5.0

20,640

Furnitureand fixtures

(b)

(b)

302,194

0

21,971

1,329,943

2.0

Chemicalsand chemicalproducts
Petroleumand coal
Rubberproducts
Plastic products
Non-metallic products
Basic metal products

358,296
90,240
51,704
225,978
285,895
339,696

3,043,274
1,946,379
1,246,625
1,090,186
3,015,664
2,447,872

12.0
5.0
4.0
21.0
9.0
14.0

Fabricated metal products

191,799

1,826,726

10.0

Paper, printing, and publishing

Machinery manufacturing
Electrical and electronic products
Transport equipment
Scientific and measuring equipment

Miscellaneous

871,207

41.0

5,397,822
1,865,461
294,469

45.0
12.0
46.0

40,344

307,619

13.0

5,276,061

Total
Source: Malaysia

353,732
2,425,979
224,603
134,800

Industrial

Development

Authority

34,722,302

(MIDA),

15.0

p. 16-2U.

Why have foreign investors, particularly the Japanesebeen keen to invest in Malaysia?
There are, in fact, a number of answers to this question.

Firstly, it is because, as

mentioned,the Japaneseinvestorsfearedthat tariff protection imposedby the Malaysian
government could exclude them from the local market.

Therefore, to avoid this they

moved their plants to Malaysia (Katano, 1981). Secondly, as discussed, it was to take

advantageof the abundantraw materials as well as cheaplabour (Saravanamuttu,1983).
Thirdly, it was because of the scarcity of land in Japap (Meng, 1975). Fourthly, because
the Japanesewanted to move pollution-intensive industries and those industries with low
Japan's
skills, e.g. textiles, out of Japan. According to Goley (1983), in the early 1970s
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most prestigious business council recommended a strategic restructuring of the Japanese
economy through the decade. This called for the exportation of low value-added and high-

pollution manufacturing processeswhile developing "clean" and "high-technology"
industries in Japan. Fifthly, foreign investors were attracted by Malaysia's political
stability (Denker, 1994).

Finally, the most important reason is perhaps because of the LEP. Unlike the preceding

explanations,this reasonrequiresmore discussionbecauseit is consideredboth pertinent
and relevant to this study. The economicdevelopmentduring the 1980sof big projects,
such as iron and steel works, and problems, such as world recession and the decline of
market prices for primary commodities, e.g. palm oil, rubber and tin, created financial

problems for the Malaysian government. To solve these problems the government
borrowed funds from foreign countriesbut this only further increasedMalaysia's external
debt to RM21.3 billion (27.8% of GNP) in 1985. Under such circumstances the use of
private capital, particularly foreign private capital that does not bring financial burden to

the country, becamevery important. Recognisingits benefits, Mahathir included in his
Look East Policy's campaigntwo important items: the promotion of industrialisationand
the wooing of foreign investment,particularly from Japan. In order to attract foreign
capital, on 8`hJuly 1985the governmentdecidedto relax policies on foreign investment,a
measurethat allowed foreign companiesto have 100 percent equity capital if they export
more than 80 percent of their products and 51 percent of equity capital even if they export
just 20 percent of their products.
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Because Malaysia experienced a further blow to the economy in 1985, which shows a
minus growth figure for the first time since independence, the introduction of foreign
capital became necessary to stimulate the economy. After Mahathir relaxed policies on
foreign investment as mentioned earlier, on 30`x'September 1986, he further announced a
new incentive policy aimed at relaxing the control on foreign capital ratios and on
expatriate postings. During this time, 100 percent foreign capital was allowed on the
condition that a company did not produce products competitive with local manufacturers.
Since then the government has allowed 100 percent foreign ownership to those companies

that export more than 50 percent of their products, employ constantly more than 350
peopleand reflect the ethnic populationratios in Malaysia. Regardingexpatriatepostings,
with each new foreign investmentof more than US$2 million, five ten-year expatriate
postings,including one key posting,are automaticallyallowed.

The policies, particularly investmentpolicies, introducedby Mahathir have attractedlarge
numberof Japaneseinvestmentto Malaysia. For example,by 1988Japanhad becomethe
largest foreign investor in Malaysia, with a share of 25% and by 1989 its share had
increasedto 31.1%. Even thoughin 1990its sharehad decreasedto 28.5 % by 1994Japan
had become the second largest foreign investor in Malaysia with its share of 25.3
(Taiwan camefirst), and in 1995Japanonce againemergedas the largestforeign investor
in Malaysia with a shareof 22.9%.

A recent report9,however, shows that the United State of America has overtakenJapan
with its share of RM6.5 billion.

Japan is now second with its share of RM1.1 billion,

9Mida recorded RM12.6 billion in FDI last year, The Star Online, February 8,1999 [WWW document].
URL http: //www. jaring. my/star/current/08snfeat. html.
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followed by the Netherlands (RM1.1 billion), Singapore (RM805 million), and Britain
(614.6 million) (Table 5.7).

Table 5.7
Top Five Maior Sources of Investment (1998)
Country

1998

Percentage
of Total Foreign
Investments

USA

RM6.5 billion

51.6

Japan

RM1.1 billion

9.0

Netherlands

RM1.1 billion

8.6

Singapore

RM805 million

6.4

RM614.6 million

4.9

Britain

Source: The Star, 8`" February 1999.

Based on the above discussion, it is apparent that to some extent the relaxation of
investment policies during the Look East Policy's period did manage to attract Japanese
investment to Malaysia.

However, towards the 1990s, the number of Japanese new

projects or investments to Malaysia slowed down. For example, according to the Export
Import Bank 1998 survey, the decline in JapaneseFDI could be mainly attributed to the

winding down of high-level FDI activities in recent yearsby Japanesecompaniesdue to
the economic downturn in Japan and mounting concerns over the Asian crisis. Although
the number of new projects or investments has declined, on a more positive note a report1°

shows that Japanregisteredthe highest numberin terms of expansionand diversification
projects, with a total of 92 compared to only 18 projects. According to the same report,

1°Mida recorded RM 12.6 billion in FDI last year, The Star Online; 8`hFebruary 1999 [WWW document].
URL http: //www. jaring. my/star/current/08snfeat. html.
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proposed Japanese investments in the expansion and diversification projects were also
higher, at RM785 million compared to RM358.9 million in new projects.

Besides the relaxation of investment policies, the Mahathir administration has also
provided investment incentives to encourage foreign investors, particularly Japanese
investors, to invest in Malaysia.

Among some of these incentives are pioneer status,

investmenttax credit, labour utilisation relief, without tax incentive, location incentives,
export incentives and special incentives for agricultural industries. Pioneer status (PS) is

given to Japanesecompaniesas well as other foreign companiesintending to produce
goodsnot alreadymanufacturedon a commercialscalein Malaysia. Companiesenjoying
PS are exempt from the 40 percentcompanytax and 5 percentdevelopmenttax with a tax
holiday period of 2 to 5 years, which can be extendedto a maximum of 8 years. In
addition to PS, InvestmentTax Credit (ITC) up to 25 percentis grantedto companiesfor
location, priority products and local content, while Labour Utilisation Relief (LUR), which
is similar to pioneer status, is granted according to the number of employees. Location

incentivesof up to 10 years are given to companieslocatedin the statesof Sarawakand
Sabahandthe "EasternCorridor" of PeninsularMalaysia,while export incentivesare given
to companiesthat manufacturegoods for the exportparket.

Besidesthese incentives,

companies are also given a pioneer certificate, accelerateddepreciation allowances,
deduction for promotion expenses overseas, increased capital allowance and hotel
incentives.

A study by Denker (1994) found that out of 184 Japanese firms established in the
manufacturing sector in 1987,105 firms had pioneer status, 21 firms had investment tax
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credit, 1 firm had labour utilisation relief, 53 firms had no incentives, while 4 firms had
unknown incentive status. In terms of the industrial breakdown, Denker's findings reveal
the following: textiles and textile products, chemical industry, non-metallic mineral and
basic metal industries have benefited most from these incentives. Denker also points out
that 63% of firms in the textile industry, 53% of the firms in the chemical industry, 43% of
firms in non-metallic mineral products industry and 55% of firms in basic metal industry
have benefited from pioneer status.

The latest addition to the incentivesmentionedearlier is the reinvestmentallowance(RA).
RA is grantedto manufacturingcompanieswhich incur qualifying capital expenditurefor
the expansionof productioncapacity,modernisationand upgradingof productionfacilities,
and diversification into related products. The RA is in the form of an allowance of 60% of

the capital expenditureincurredby thesecompanies.The allowancecan offset 70% of the
statutory income in the year of assessment.Any unabsorbedallowanceis allowed to be
carried forward to subsequently years until it is fully utilised. Companies that reinvest in

promoted areas in the states of Sabah and Sarawak and the "Eastern Corridor" of
PeninsularMalaysia are allowedto utilise the allowancefully to offset the statutoryincome
for the year of assessment.To encouragecompaniesto reinvest in equipmentwhich can
significantly improve their productivity level, an allowance of 60% can be used fully to
offset the statutory income, similar to the schemegrantedto the "Eastern Corridor" of
Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak.

Besides the incentives mentioned above, the government also offers industrial estates and
free trade zone facilities (FTZ).

Industrial estates provide a basic infrastructure such as
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roads, water, power and telecommunications facilities to manufacturing companies.

According to the half-yearly survey by the Malaysian Industrial DevelopmentAuthority
(MIDA), by 151July 1996, a total of 206 industrial estateshad been established throughout
the country to cater to the needs of manufacturing companies. These industrial estates
were developed by government agencies, namely, the States Economic Development
Corporations (SEDCs), Regional Development Authorities (RDAs), port authorities and
municipalities. In addition to the existing industrial estates,59 new ones are being planned
by the government agencies to meet the increasing demand for industrial land.

Free trade zones (FTZs) are specifically designed for manufacturing establishments
producing or assembling products essentially for export. The objective of providing FTZs
or free zone facilities to export-oriented industries is to enable them to enjoy minimum
customs control and formalities in their import of raw materials, parts, machinery and
equipment as well as in the export of their finished products. To date, twelve FTZs have
been established, namely, Bayan Lepas, Prai, Prai Wharf, Batu Berendam, Tanjung Kling,
Sungei Way, Ampang Hulu Kelang, Telok Penglima Garang, Johor Port Authority
Industrial Land, Jelapang, Kinta and Muara Tabuan (MITI,

1997).

Manufacturing

companies to be considered for locations in FTZs are: (i) those whose entire products are
meant for export (however, in exceptional circumstances companies exporting not less than

80% of their productscan be consideredfor location in the FTZs); and (ii) thosewhoseraw
materialsor componentsare mainly imported. Although that is the case,the government
encouragescompanieslocatedin FTZs to use local raw materialsor componentswherever
possible.

Out of 416 Japanese companies investing in Malaysia in 1987,106

were

establishedin free trade zonesand industrial estates,while 310 firms were locatedoutside
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them.

According to Anazawa (1994), most of the- Japanese companies investing in

Malaysia in the first half of the 1970s established themselves in the free trade zones,
mainly in Selangor. By the mid-1970s, other Japanesecompanies such as the Torey group
were established in the Prai free trade zone in Penang, while Toyobo was established in
Perak and Kedah.

Because of the concentration of Japanese companies in developed

regions, such as Selangor and Penang, where a well-developed infrastructure already
existed, a number of authors have claimed that Japaneseinvestment did not serve to reduce
regional differences and local poverty (Saravanamuttu, 1983; Denker, 1994).

Another facility that is quite similar to the FTZs are licensed manufacturing warehouses

(LMWs). The governmenthas allowed the setting up of a LMW wherethe establishment
of a FTZ is neither practicalnor desirable. To be eligible for a LMW, a companyhas to
meetthe following requirements:(i) its entire productsare meantfor export or no lessthan
80% of its production must be intendedfor export markets; and (ii) its raw materialsor
componentsmustbe mainly imported.

The latestfacility provided by the governmentis the Multimedia SuperCorridor (MSC), a
15-by-50 kilometre zone extending south from Malaysia's present national capital and
businesshub, Kuala Lumpur, is a "perfect" environmentfor companieswanting to create,
distribute and employ multimedia productsand services. The MSC brings together four
key elements:
9 The best possible physical infrastructure, including Kuala Lumpur City Centre, a new
world-class airport and integrated logistics hub, rapid rail links to Kuala Lumpur, a
`smart' highway, and two new `intelligent' garden cities
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9 New laws, policies and practices designed to enable and encourage electronic
commerce, facilitate the development of multimedia applications, and position Malaysia
as the regional leader in intellectual property protection

" High-capacity global telecommunications and logistics infrastructure built on the
MSC's 2.5 gigabit-to-10 gigabit digital optical fibre backbone and using the latest ATM
switches to provide fibre to the Buildings.

This network will have a 5-gigabit

internationalgatewaywith direct links to the US, Europe,and Japan,aswell asto other
nations in ASEAN

" Fully empoweredone-stopshop - the Multimedia DevelopmentCorporation(MDC),
createdto manageandmarketthe MSC

Thus, it can be concluded that besides Malaysia's- sound economic policy, political
stability, and cheap but educated labour resources, the relaxation of investment policies and

investment incentives under the LEP remain the major attraction points in attracting
foreign investors,particularly from Japan. In fact, it can be said that the government,via
its LEP, has been very generousto the Japanese,so much so that they dominated the
Malaysianmanufacturingsectoruntil the late 1980s.

Being the major player, Japanese investment in Malaysia has had both its positive and
negative effects. The positive effects were that Japanese investments contributed to the
Malaysian economy not only by making linkages among sectors, cultivating human
resources, and spurring the relaxation of regulations but also by creating new job
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opportunities. For example, between 1991 and 1995, Japaneseinvestments created a total
of 129,220 new jobs (Table 5.8), and were also partly responsible for making Malaysia one
of the leading exporters of electronic products. For example, in 1995 Malaysia exported
RM82.094 billion worth of electronic products and by 1996 this had reached RM87.805
billion. "

The electronic industry

is now a leading contributor

to Malaysia's

manufacturing, employment and exports and has attained a high profile among the
principle industries in Malaysia.

Table 5.8
JavaneseInvestmentin ApprovedProiects(1991-1995)
1992
1993
1994
1995
1991
Number

181

146

133

204

Total

175

839

17,241

129,220

Employment

38,305

19,931

20,791

32,952

Investment
(RM Million)

3,705.9

2,684.2

1,661.2

1,765.2 2,096.3 11,912.8

Source: MIDA.

Despiteits positive effects, therehave also a numberof negativeimplications of Japanese
investmentsin Malaysia. It hasbeenarguedthat thesearosefrom the fact that the Japanese
shifted their low-valued addedand high-pollution industriesto Malaysia (Denker, 1994).
Saravanamuttu (1983) claims that Japanesefirms in Malaysia were not noted for liberal

skill transferpolicies as far as Malaysian firms were concerned. According to the same
author, the fact that most Japanesecompanies were located in free trade zones of welldeveloped states such as Selangor/KL and Penang did not serve to reduce regional
differences and local poverty as requested by the Malaysian government.
" Sarawak Tribune, 16`hSeptember 1997.
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Similarly,

Jomo (1994) mentions that the tendency of the Japanese companies to

concentrate in developed states and major towns shows that infrastructural facilities and
other advantages were still generally more important to Japanesecompanies than were the
benefits of locational incentives. Thus, a number of authors (Saravanamuttu, 1983; Jomo,
1994; Denker, 1994) concur that Japanese investments have had a tendency to further
exacerbatepatterns of uneven and unequal regional growth within Malaysia.

5.8

Problems Associatedwith the Look East Policy

Despite the government's deliberate efforts to promote its LEP, a number of problems
seem to have emerged. Firstly, the policy seems to lack support from older generations, as
they believe that the LEP favours the Japanese1z(Jomo, 1983; 1990; Saravanamuttu, 1983;
Rajendran, 1993; Smith, 1994). Besides the lack of support from the older generations, it

is also claimed that the LEP has little support from non-Malays, particularly the Chinese
community in Malaysia (Lim, 1984; Jomo, 1994). There are two main reasons for this.
One is becausethe LEP is said to contain racial objectives (Lim, 1984). According to Lim,
because the policy is pro-Bumiputra, out of 373 trainees who were sent to Japan between

1982and 1983,noneof themwere Chinese. The secondreasonis becausethe government
is believed to strongly favour Japaneseinvestors (Lim, 1984). For example, Lim (1984)

claims that since the LEP, many constructioncompanieswhich were previously been
controlledby Chinese,havebeenrapidly replacedby the Japaneseand this factor alonehas
encouraged the Chinese community to disfavour the policy.

12As mentioned earlier, many members of the older generationexperiencedJapaneseaggressionduring
World War II, which causednot only physical damagebut also "moral trauma" and this experienceis still
"fresh" in many Malaysians' minds creating a reluctanceto have dealingswith their former enemies.
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Secondly, the LEP seems to have encountered problems over the issue of religion and
cultural beliefs (Hamzah, 1990). According to Hamzah, most Malaysians believe that the
policy is unrealistic. This is because being Muslim-dominated country, most Malaysians
believe that some Japanesemanagement techniques conflict with the Islamic faith. In fact,
some conservative Islamic Malays have asked "why must we look to the East and does it
mean we always have to behave like Samurai?""

Hamzah (1990: 89) further argues that

the LEP is not realistic because of the disparities between Japaneseand Malay traditions.

According to the sameauthor,by emulatingJapanesemanagementtechniques,work ethic
and values, Malays must lose some of their traditional characteristicsof tolerance and
compromiseand be more ruthlessandbusiness-minded.Hamzahfurther points out that as
Malays they might be ableto do this without risking lossof identity, but could they do it as
Muslims aswell?

Thirdly, the LEP also seems to have incurred problems with Japanese management

systems. Since the policy was launched,a number of Japanesecompanypersonnelhave
cometo Malaysia and introducedtheir brandof managerialpracticesaswell aswork ethic.
However,a numberof authors(for instance,Saravanamuttu,1983; Jomo, 1983;Hamzah,
1990; Teik, 1995) arguethat thesepracticesare far from exemplary. According to these
authors, the testimony of several Malaysian workers working for Japanesecompanies
reveals some unpleasant aspectsof Japanesemanagementpractices and work ethic.
Moreover, a report in a local newspaper mentioned that more than 20 Malaysian workers

had beenunlawfully dismissedby a numberof Japanese
companies(The Star, 14' August
1982). The same paper also reported that an engine driver claimed that the Japanese

" JapanTimes International,4' September1994.
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looked down on the locals and it was further reported that some Japanesemanagershad cut
the allowance of Malaysian workers who were working for them without giving any good
reason (The Star, 14"' August 1982). Although these claims have not been verified in

detail, and may in themselvesmay be minor, nevertheless,these reports have createda
perception in the Malaysian media that has led to anti-Japanese feeling. In the light of
these accusations, Saravanamuttu (1983) suggests that whatever the merits of Japanese
work ethic, as practised in their own country, there appearsto be little of value to emulate

from Japanesecompanypersonnelwho operatein Malaysia. The sameauthor also claims
that the Japanesefirms have not provided any impetus for creating the kind of industrial
relations sustaining the work ethic and attitudes that the LEP seeksto promote.

Fourthly, problems materialised when in-house unionism was introduced. As mentioned
earlier, the government claimed that in-house unions would be in the best interest of the
employee but this has met with criticism. For example, Muzaffar (1983) claims that "if the
labour situation in Japan is what has inspired the Malaysian government to propose inhouse unions, then workers in Malaysia have every reason to be concerned. This is

becausethe majority of Japanese
workers are not aswell looked after as it is made out to
be." Muzaffar further claims that thousands of Japaneseworkers are fired every day and

this is particularly commonamong(i) femaleemployeeswho marry and havechildren; and
(ii) older employees in firms that are no longer making huge profits.

The same author

points out that to recogniseand adopt Japanesein-houseunions without looking after the
welfare of employeeswould be meaningless. He sayswhat Malaysia needsto do is to
provide incentives and a good welfare systemin order to encourageemployeesto work
hard.
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As stated previously, Mahathir has stated that the LEP would not adversely impinge upon
the activities of industrial unions. However, it is argued that it has become apparent that
the objective of the policy is to interfere in the activities of the existing unions as far as
possible (Muzaffar, 1983). For example, in October 1983, a claim by the National Union

for Petroleumand ChemicalWorkers(NUPCW) for recognitionon the groundsthat it had
obtained majority support among the four thousand workers at the Petronas plant, was

rejectedout of hand. The NUPCW subsequentlyacceptedthis decisionwithout any further
struggleand decidedto direct its organisationaleffort elsewhere(New Straits Times, 12"
March 1984). In another example,workers at Tanaka Sdn Bhd had previously been
organisedby the PenangTextile Workers' Union (PTWU), which was then deregisteredin
1979after its memberstook part in an illegal strike. A subsequentbid by the PTWU to
representthe mainly female workforce was turned down, and although the PTWU then
took this up through three major organisations,namely, the Malaysian Trade Union
Congress (MTUC);

the Textile

Workers's

Asian Regional Organisation; and the

International Textile, Garment and Leather Workers' Federation, such action failed to

securea reversal of the RTU's decision. Subsequently,plans to amalgamatethe five
regional textile unions in PeninsularMalaysia into a single national union were abandoned
for a more defensivestrategyof maintaining the status quo, though a national federation
was eventuallyformed in the late 1980s(AWSL, 1985).

Fifthly, the LEP has also been criticised with regard to the transfer of technology as well as
managerial skills.

The government claimed that through Japaneseinvestment, advanced

technology from Japan would be transferred to Malaysia.

However, according to the

former Finance Minister, Tunku Razaleigh Hamzah, the supposedtransfer of technology as
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claimed by the government is illusory. He says: "Foreign companies are still bogies...they
have not transferred their technology to our people, they have not brought in capital, they
are relying on domestic funds and borrowing from banks here, and they have not trained
our people. They are still the same." (FEER, 1983). Fong (1992) shares this view,
claiming that Japaneseinvestors are not keen to transfer either their managerial skills or
technology to the Malaysian workers. One example, as reported in a local newspaper,was
the construction of the RM2 billion Bintulu LNG plants during the second half of 1981.

One of the requirementsin securingthe tender was that more locals had to be employed.
But according to a newspaper report, instead of employing more locals, Japanese

constructionfirms hired more than 5,000 or over 45 percent of the total workforce from
Koreato help themmeettheir deadlines(New StraitsTimes,29thJuly 1982).

With Japanesefirms virtually monopolising constructiontenders in 1981 and 1982, the
same article inquires "...whether Malaysians have benefited from this huge influx of
foreign enterprise,has there been any transfer of technology to the Malaysian workers?
There is nothing written into any of the contractsof the Japaneseor Korean companiesto
indicate that there must be a transferof technology,and assuch there is no formal training
of Malaysian personnel." Questionedabout this, a Japanesedirector could only offer the
weak argument that "in the normal course of working side-by-side with foreigners,
Malaysianshavepicked up sufficient skills." (New StraitsTimes, 29`' July 1982).

The case of Perwaja Trengganu Sdn. Bhd. was another example. This project involved a
total capital investment of about RM830 million.

Although

the Japanese capital

involvement was only 30 percent of the total investment compared to 70 percent of
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Malaysian's investment, they were, in fact, running the show.

They provided the

technology, machines, technical expertise and even the administrative know-how, the later
being rendered only in the company's infant stage (New Straits Times, 28"' July 1982).
Saravanamuttu (1983) may therefore have been right to argue that such monopolistic
behaviour on the part of the Japanesecould hardly provide opportunities for Malaysian to
learn.

In fact, according to Fong (1992), the Japaneseand Koreans investors came to Malaysia
merely because they were attracted by Malaysia's incentives for export and the various
subsidies provided to the free zones, as well as hoping to take advantage of the cheap
labour rather than transferring their technology and managerial skills.

Because of that,

such motives resulted in discontentment between local contractors and the government
(Fong, 1992).

Besidesthe dissatisfactioncausedby the Japaneseinvestors,their investmentpatternsalso
caused uneven economic growth in Malaysia (Saravanamuttu, 1983).

As mentioned

earlier,the Japanesecompanieswere concentratedin the developedWest coaststatesand
major towns in Malaysia rather than the lessdevelopedstates. Saravanamuttuclaims that
this "stubborn" attitude on the part of the Japaneseinvestorsnot only shutteredthe Look
East Policy's objective of inculcating loyalty and consensus but also as stated previously,
the government's objectives of spreading development to the poorest states.

Finally, the LEP seemsto be facing difficulties in terms of its future direction. Because the
policy is so closely associated with the current Prime Minister, its post-Mahathir future is
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in question. When a transfer of leadership will occur cannot be predicted. However, it can
be noted that Mahathir today faces problems on a number of fronts, such as the recessionimposed limits on realising the Fifth Malaysian Plan (1986-1990), the continuing problem
of Islamic fundamentalism, the Mahathir-Anwar conflict, and the recent economic crisis
that has hit the Malaysian economy. Perhaps, as a consequence of these issues, Mahathir
has not only toned down the rhetoric of the early LEP and modified its interpretation but he
has also distanced himself from it. This was evident as early as 1985, when at the same
time as putting forward the LEP, efforts were made to identify with the distinctiveness of
Malaysia, including the Islamic policy. It will be interesting to look later on at the extent
to which these two policies could co-exist.

From the foregoing review, it is apparent that the state in Malaysia has been quite
successfulin encouragingforeign investors,in particularfrom Japan,to invest in Malaysia,
despite the problem of the LEP, because of the strength of the state and its commitment to
economic policies and development. Hence, on this basis, our general hypothesis would be
"The Look East Policy might have had some success in promoting Japanesemanagement
techniques to manufacturing firms in Malaysia, despite the difficulties

of transferring

managementpracticesbetweendifferent countries,becauseof the strength of the statein
Malaysia andits commitmentto sucha policy."

5.9

Conclusion

Having reviewed the related literature, the following conclusions are drawn. Firstly, it is
apparent that the state in Malaysia has played two major roles; one as a driving force in

economic development,the other as a driver in changingculture or people's attitudesin
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order to encourage the adoption of the Japanese management system.

In promoting

economic development, the literature has shown that the state has adopted a number of
powerful policies especially to woo foreign investment, and particularly from Japan,to that
effect, there is evidence that the state has been quite successful. In inspiring a change in
culture or people's attitudes, the literature has also demonstrated the commitment of state
in Malaysia. That is, it has strongly involved itself and has taken a number of major steps
in its effort to promote the Japanesemanagement techniques in Malaysia. Among some of
the major steps taken by state are the "famous" campaign called "The Mahathir
Restoration", whereby the state called upon both -Japanese firms in Malaysia and
Malaysian organisations to get involved in promoting the Japanesemanagement system,
setting up training institutions for human resource development, and setting up economic

institutions similar to those in Japan. As a result of this strong statecommitment,some
literature has provided evidence of the state's successin promoting Japanesemanagement
systems especially among the public sector enterprises and government agencies.

Secondly, although it is apparent that as a result of state commitment some elements of the

Japanesemanagementtechniqueshavebeenadopted,noneof the literature has effectively
argued whether or not the state, via its Look East Policy, has been successful in the
promoting Japanesemanagement system in the manufacturing industry in Malaysia.

Finally, because of the lack of in-depth and effective arguments pertaining to how
successful the Look East Policy has been in terms of encouraging management in
manufacturing firms in Malaysia to adopt the Japanese management techniques, it is
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obvious that there is a gap in this field of study that needs to be researched. As a result,
this study aims to fill this gap.

In Chapter 6 the background information on Malaysia and its manufacturing sector is
discussed.
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CHAPTER SIX
MALAYSIA:

THE BACKGROUND
THE MANUFACTURING

6.1

INFORMATION

AND

SECTOR

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to discuss two important issues: (i) the multi-racial and
multi-cultural society in Malaysia; and (ii) the importance of the manufacturing sector in
the Malaysian economy.

This chapter is therefore divided into two parts.

Part one

discusses the profile of Malaysia, and includes details about the country, the people and
language, and the religion. Part two discusses the issues pertaining to the manufacturing
sector in Malaysia, among which are the industrialisation process, the manufacturing
sector's contribution to the economy, types of industries, the principal markets for

manufacturedexports,and employmentand investmentin the manufacturingsector.

Part I
6.2

The Profile of Malaysia

6.2.1 The Country
Malaysia is strategicallylocatedin the heart of SoutheastAsia, with an areaof 329,750sq.
km (127,581 sq. mile), consisting of two non-contiguous areas: Peninsular Malaysia on the
Asian mainland, and the states of Sarawak and Sabah,together known as East Malaysia on

the island of Borneo(seeFigure 6.1 at the end of this section). The total boundarylength
of Malaysia is 7,344km or 4,563miles. This dynamicyoung nation is well-servicedby all
major air and shipping lines. The easy accessto the rest of the world has today made
Malaysia an attractive centre for trade, investmentand tourism. In a steadily expanding
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economy before badly affected by the 1998 crisis, Malaysians have enjoyed a high
standard of living. Per capita income in 1997 was RM12,142'.

Before Malaysia (at that time called Malaya) gained independence in 1957, it was ruled by
the British, then briefly by the Japanesebefore being taken over by the British again. The
British influence in Malaya started when they founded the port of Georgetown on the
Island of Penang in 1786. In 1819, they founded another colony, Singapore, primarily to
safeguard the safe passageof their trade vessels from China. In 1824, a treaty was drawnup between the Dutch and the British, in which Malacca was handed over to the British
while the Dutch gained full control of the British settlements in Indonesia.

Despite controlling

Penang, Singapore and Malacca (known as the three Straits

Settlements) the British began to influence the rulers of other Malayan states to join in as a
federation with Kuala Lumpur as its capital. The proposal for a federation was initially
seen as a "protectorate" arrangement whereby the British provided the Malay rulers with
protection from foreign threats, particularly from the Siamese. However, shortly after the
agreement was signed in 1895, the British began to take control of the four Malay states,
namely, Perak, Selangor, Negeri Sembilan and Pahang. Later, when the Siamese Empire

was forced to give up its dominanceof the northern Malay states,the British colonial
boundary was enlargedto include Kedah, Perlis, Kelantan and Terengganu. Later the
Johor sultanatedecidedto join as a British colony. On the eve of the First World War, the
British completed their colonisation of all the Malay States to form the Federationof
Malaya, which consequentlygave Britain control over the Federation'sresources. The

' 1996figure (1US$ = RM2.50); 1998figure (1US$ = RM3.80).
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sultanates of northern Borneo (Brunei, Sabah and Sarawak, the latter ruled by James
Brooke and his heirs) later became British protectorates, administered from Singapore, but
without any formal ties with the Federation of Malaya.

The colonial administrationin Malaya set up a three-bandeducationsystem; eachband
designed specifically for the Malays, Indians and Chinese -a

colonial strategy of

disintegration (Jomo, 1990), and this "divide and rule" policy remain prominent in the
economy too; the Malays stayed mainly in rural agriculture, while the Chinese worked in

tin mines and the urban servicesectorsand the Indiansworked on the rubberestates.The
British administration had openly encouraged Chinese (and to a lesser degree, Indian)
immigration to the ports along the straits which resulted in large numbers of Chinese
arriving to work the tin mines and service the urban ports. When rubber cultivation was

introduced in Malaya in 1877, the British brought in Indian immigrants to work in the
rubber plantations through what is called the "kanggani

system" whereby the

proletarianised immigrants formed a formidable labour force over which the British had
direct control.

The political climate of the colony startedto changeafter the brief JapaneseOccupation
(seeChapter5 for a detaileddiscussionon JapaneseOccupation)during the SecondWorld
War when the British failed to subduethe nationalistmovementsof the Malays as well as
the movementsof the communistguerrillas. Seekinga compromisesolution, the British
then proposed the Malayan Union with equal citizenship for the Bumiputras and the
immigrants.

This proposal however threatened the position of the Malays, and in

retaliationthe Malay nationalistsdecidedto form a new political party known asthe United
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Malay National Organisation (UMNO) in 1946. The Chinese followed suit to form their
own political party called the Malayan Chinese Association (now called the Malaysian
Chinese Association) (MCA).

In the 1952 municipal elections, the UMNO and the MCA

formed an alliance and defeated the Malayan IndependenceParty; a pan-ethnic party which
was propagated and supported by the British. The alliance was later broadened to include
the Malayan Indian Congress (now called the Malaysian Indian Congress) (MIC), and
succeededin winning elections nation-wide, except in Singapore, where Lee Kuan Yew's
socialist party was victorious.

Faced with political pressurefrom the nationalists as well as the insurgenceof the
communist threat, the British finally decided to negotiate for the colony's own rule,
resulting in Malayan independence on 3151August 1'957. Its first Prime Minister was

Tunku Abdul Rahman. In 1963, the other British colonies of Singapore, Sabahand
Sarawakobtained their independenceand joined Malaya to form a federation of states
known as Malaysia. However, becauseof major disagreementsover ethnic policies, in
1965Singaporebroke away from the federationto becomean independentrepublic, while
Malaysia was left with thirteen statesand the federal territories of Kuala Lumpur and
Labuan.

In terms of the ruling parties since independence,the National Front, the ruling coalition
between three major political parties, i. e. United Malay National Organisation (UMNO),
Malaysian

Chinese Association

(MCA)

and Malaysian

Indian

Congress (MIC)z,

representing the multi-racial composition of the country, commands a two-thirds majority

2UMNO mainly represents the Malay community, while MCA and MIC represent the Chinese and Indian
communities respectively.
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in Parliament. This has ensuredin Malaysia a strong, stable government committed to the
development of the country. The government's vision for Malaysia to become a fullydeveloped nation by the year 2020 in every sense of the word, i. e. economically,
politically, socially, spiritually, psychologically and culturally, is currently the country's
most far-sighted goal.

Figure 6.1
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6.2.2 The People
Malaysia's cosmopolitan population of 21.2 million

is a unique mix of two main

categories: those with cultural affinities indigenous to the region and to one another, who

are classified as Bumiputra; and those whose cultural affinities lie outside, who are
classified as non-Bumiputra. '

The Bumiputras(meaningthe son of soil) are highly differentiated. There are three broad
categories:Aborigines(Orang Ash); Malays; and Malay-related. The Orang Ash represent
the oldest elementin the population but survive only. in small numbersand in scattered
groups,mainly in the Malay Peninsula.The Malays form the predominantethnic group in
the Malay Peninsula,a substantialminority in Sarawakand a smallergroup in Sabah.

Other ethnic groupsregardedfor practical purposesas Malays, and most of whom have
settled in the country (mainly in the Malay Peninsula)since 1850, include the Javanese,
Banjarese,Boyanese,Bugis and Minangkabau. Into the samecategoryalso falls the Bajau
of Sabah. The quick assimilationof thesegroupsinto the Malay community is a result of
commoncultural traits andthe bondof Islam.

The third or non-Malay Bumiputra category consistsof ethnic groups found in Sarawak
and Sabah. In Sarawak,the largestof theseare the Iban, while others include the Bidayuh,
Melanau, Kenyah, Kayan, Kelabit and Bisayah. In Sabah, the Kadazan (Dusun) form the
largest single ethnic group, with the Murut, Bisaya and Kedayan forming significant

' Malaysia your profit centre in Asia-The People [WWW document]. URL
http: //202.185.160.3/profit/people l. html
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minorities.

These groups represent peoples of the same basic stock who entered the

country during the period of early migration. '

The non-Bumiputra groups consist primarily of the Chinese and the Indians, with much
smaller communities made up of Arabs, Sinhalese, Eurasians and Europeans. The Chinese
population of Malaysia is derived largely from South China, with the Cantonese and
Hokkien forming the largest dialect groups. Among the Indians, the largest group are the
Tamils from South India and Sri Lanka, with significant Sikh and Malayalee minorities. '

The indigenous groups form about 54% of the population, with Malays constituting about

48% of Malaysia's population. The Chineseand the Indians form 34% and 9% of the
population respectively. The different groupsor racesin Malaysia differ from eachother
in terms of religion, culture, languages,customs,etc. As canbe seen,Malaysiais indeeda
multi-cultural society.

Malaysia hasa youngpopulation,42% of the country's population falls within the 15 to 39
age groups, and with most Malaysian youths having at least 11 years of secondary
education,the nation has the advantageof a young, educatedand productive workforce.
Thecountry's total labour forcewas about8.6million in 1997. The servicessectorwas the
biggestemployer providing 48% of total employment. The secondlargest sectorin terms
of providing employment is manufacturingwith 28%, and is fast catching up with the

'Information Malaysia 1997Yearbook,p. 62.
'Ibid., p. 62.
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services sector. Other sectors are agriculture 15% and construction 9.1%6 (see Section
6.3.5 for further details).

6.2.3 Language and Religion
The national language of Malaysia is Bahasa Malaysia.

Since 1972, Malaysia and

Indonesiahave adopteda single systemof spelling, which is in use today and this new
version is called Bahasa Baku. Bahasa Malaysia and Bahasa Baku are very similar except
that there are few changes in both the spelling and pronunciation.

While Bahasa

Malaysia/Baku is the national language, English is taught in schools as a second language.
Other languagestaught include Mandarin and Tamil.

Businesscommunicationsare normally either in BahasaMalaysia (in governmentstatutory
bodies)or in English (in the private sector). Most Malaysiansare at least bilingual, and a
large number of them can both speak and write English. Other major languages spoken

include various Chinese dialects and Tamil. Each indigenous group also has its own
dialect.

Although it is an Islamic state,the MalaysianConstitution guaranteesfreedomof worship.
As a result, Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism are the three other main religions in
multi-racial and multi-cultural Malaysia and it is therefore not uncommon to see many
mosques, temples and churches throughout the country.

6Malaysia your profit centre in Asia-The People [WWW document]. URL
http: //202.185.160.3 /profit/people I. html
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In terms of national holidays, there are about 12 of these and governed by the Muslim
calendar, which varies from year to year in relation to the Western calendar. The main
holidays of the other religions are also observed. In some states with predominantly large
Muslim populations, the weekend is on Thursday afternoon and Friday for most public and
private institutions, except for the larger multi-national business concerns, which have to
follow the international work-week.

Part II
6.3

The Manufacturing

Sector - An Overview

As mentionedearlier in Chapter5, since independence,the Malaysian economyhas relied
mainly on the agricultural sector.

Rubber and tin, the two most important export

commodities,contributedtwo-thirds of export earningsin the early 1970s. However,since
the mid-1970s the prices of thesecommoditieshave beenvery volatile and the Malaysian
governmenthasrealisedthat it cannotdependon the agriculturalsectorany longer. Hence,
in the late 1970s the Malaysian government decided to take firm control of the
manufacturingsector.

Since then, a number of policies have been implementedby the governmentto further
encouragethe growth of the manufacturingsector (Section 6.3.1 discussessome of the
early legislation prior to the action taken by the Malaysian government). One of the
policies was the Industrial Master Plan (IMP) completedin 1985. The IMP spelt out the
overall strategy for industrialisation, and through it the governmenthas emphasisedthe
growth of high technology, capital and skill-intensive industries,which include electrical
and electronics,the textile and appareland the resource-basedsub-sectorswhere growth
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was possible due to diversification and forward and backward linkages. Besides promoting
the development

of

an

indigenous

industrial

base

for

long-term

sustainable

industrialisation, the government has also encouraged direct foreign investment with its
advantagesof capital inflow, technology and marketing know-how.

However, securing the continued presenceof first-tier foreign investment has not been easy
for Malaysia, particularly in the face of strong competition from the NICs (especially Hong

Kong and Singapore)and from other competing countries like Thailand and Indonesia,
with their cheaper and more abundant labour forces and sizeable domestic markets.
Nevertheless,in the past few years Malaysia has proven that it is able to compete
successfully for foreign direct investment (FDI).

Before the 1998 economic crisis,

Malaysia's successin attracting FDI was due to a number of factors such as a stable
political environment, free repatriation of profits, a supply of relatively skilled labour,
favourable macroeconomic policies, supporting infrastructural facilities, and fiscal
incentives.

The country's competitivenesshas also beennoted by a number of international surveys.
For example,The InternationalManagementDevelopmentInstitute of Switzerlandsurvey
included Malaysia as one of the ten most competitive countriesfrom amongthe NICs and
near-NICs in 1992 (as cited in Kheng, 1994: 129). However, since the economic crisis
(1998) and the recent monetary control policy imposed by Mahathir, leading economists

(for instance, Paul Krugman) believes that monetary-controls will do more damageto
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Malaysia, and this will deter foreign investors.' Thus, the outcome of Mahathir's monetary
controls remains to be seen.

6.3.1 The Industrialisation Process
In the early years of industrialisation, the most important piece of legislation was the
Pioneer Industries Ordinance of 1958 (with subsequentrevisions in 1965). This Ordinance
provided generous tax incentives to new industries, especially the resource-basedindustries
(see Section 6.3.3). As a result, industries such as food and beverages, plastics and rubber
products, textiles, bicycles and car assembly emerged. Subsequently, import substitution
has contributed to more than half of the total growth in manufacturing between 1959 and
1968, followed by an expansion in domestic demand reflecting income growth (40%) and
export (less than 10%) (Kheng, 1994: 53).

The Pioneer Industries Ordinanceof 1958 granted exemptionsfrom the prevailing 40%
company income tax to companies in resource-based industries. Depending on the size of
the investment, companies were granted between twö to five years of tax relief.

The

pioneer industries,which beganoperationsin the early 1960s,were initially engagedin
processingagricultural productsandthe manufactureof consumerand intermediategoods.
Later the sectorexpandedto cover a wide rangeof import-substitutingindustries through
the 1960s.

Supersedingthe Pioneer Industries Ordinance of 1958, the more liberal Investment
Incentives Act of 1968 was incorporated. This act, besides incorporating tax holidays to

Paul Krugman's letter to Malaysia's Prime Minister, Mahathir.
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companies that were granted pioneer status, gave additional tax holidays depending on the
nature of the product, the location of the company and the local raw material content.

Also, a pay-roll tax incentivewas offeredto companiesto encouragemore labour-intensive
technologies. In addition to these incentives, others such as free-trade zones and licensed
manufacturing warehouses were also made available. As a result, gross investment in the
manufacturing sector rose sharply from 1974 onwards (Kheng, 1994).

After decades of export-oriented industrial growth based on labour-intensive production
processes, Malaysia has gradually shifted towards capital-intensive, high-skilled and high
technology production structures, especially in the electronics industry (see Chapter 5

Section5.7.3for the discussionon the Multimedia SuperCorridor). There are a numberof
reasons for this, among which is the fact that Malaysia has experienced labour shortages,
particularly in the electronic industry, accompanied by increases in real wages, strong
export growth, a stock of well-educated labour and strong foreign confidence, as
demonstrated by sustained FDI since 1987.

As stated earlier, the main task undertaken by the government in its industrial
transformationat the time was the settingup of the Industrial MasterPlan (IMP). The IMP
provided detailed information and plans for 12 manufacturing sectors which had been

divided into resourceand non-resource-based,
and were then studiedto identify the factors
inhibiting their growth and to make recommendationson policies for their development.
The major thrust of the IMP was to propel the country into a higher level of
industrialisationthroughthe creationof a broad-basedmanufacturingsectorwith emphasis
on the developmentof export-orientedindustries, resource-basedindustries and heavy
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industries.

The IMP adopted an outward-looking strategy and advocated, inter alia,

incentives for import substitution and the elimination of discrimination against exports.
The IMP also recognised the need to promote higher value-added upstream and
downstream products in the non-resource-based sectors, especially in the electronics and
textiles industries. With the support from the IMP, this has given much impetus for the
manufacturing sector to continue its expansion and to become a leading growth sector in
the Malaysian economy.

After the IMP, the push for industrialisation was further accelerated under the present
Prime Minister, Mahathir's era. Mahathir initiated a wide range of policies, which vary in
style and content. There are essentially two types of policies: those which aim to introduce
some form of psychological dynamism as support elements for the drive towards
industrialisation;

and those which involve a specific programme of action by the

government. The former includes the Look East Policy (LEP) (discussed in Chapter 5) and
the aforementioned heavy industrialisation.

As a result of the NEP, IMP and LEP, the manufacturing sector expanded by 10% per
annum during the 1970s until 1986 (Jomo, 1990), and by an average of 14% per annum
from 1987 to 1995 (MITI Annual Report 1995/96). In 1997, its growth was sustained at
12.5%.

The overall performanceof the manufacturingsectorin the first half of 1997was supported
mainly by the better-than-expected growth in the chemical, paper products and off-estate

processingindustries. Hence, growth before the onset of the currency crisis in July was
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driven chiefly by the improved performance of the export-oriented industries (12.2% and
4.7% in the first half of 1997 and 1996, respectively), supported by a sustained strong
growth in the domestic-oriented industries (15.2% in the first half of 1997 and 17.9% in

1996).8

The growth of the manufacturing sector in the second half of 1997, however, was partly

affectedby the financial turbulencein the region as well as structural adjustmentsin the
construction sector. Despite the unfavourable development as a result of economic crisis,
the domestic-oriented industries continued to perform well at double-digit growth, riding
on the back of the rapid growth in selected industries, especially the chemical, paper
products and tobacco sectors. Other industries that had a notable growth in 1997 are

electrical machinery, apparatus,appliancesand supplies, which accounted for 33% of
manufacturing output and 66% of total exports of manufactures, expanding by 13.7%.
This strong growth was stimulated mainly by an improved global demand for semiconductors, particularly from the USA, Europe and the Asia-Pacific countries, but
excluding Japan.'

According to the 1997 survey of 342 manufacturing companies by Bank Negara, the
overall production in the manufacturing sector increased by 10.1% in 1997.

Growth

emanatedmainly from the electronics,textiles, chemicals,transport equipmentand basic
metal industries. This increase,however, was dampenedby lower output in wood and
electrical products industries, according to the same survey.

8 Bank NegaraMalaysia Annual Report, 1997,p. 11.
9 Ibid.
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6.3.2 Manufacturing

Sector's Contribution

to the Economy

Malaysia has long been a leading producer and exporter of commodities such as natural
rubber, palm oil, cocoa, timber, pepper and tin, and is a net exporter of petroleum and
natural gas. Today, Malaysia is recognised as one of the world's leading exporters of
electronic semiconductors, air-conditioners, audio-visual equipment, products based on the
country's natural resources such as rubber products (gloves, and threads); palm oil products

(soaps,andmargarine);andtimber products(plywood, mouldings,andfurniture)."

Although viewed by many as a slow starter in industrialisation, Malaysia's manufacturing
sector has grown steadily from the late 1950s and be-camestrong from the 1970s. The
manufacturing sector's share in GDP rose from less than 10% in 1957 to 14% in 1970,

although still much lower comparedto the agriculture sector's sharein GDP of 29% in
1970. By 1990, however,its sharehad surpassedthat of agriculture (27% comparedto
18.7%), and in 1994, the manufacturing sector's contribution to GDP was 31.7% while

exports of manufacturedgoodsaccountedfor about 78.2% of the country's total exports.
By 1995,its sharein GDP was 33.1%,whereasthe agriculturesector's sharewas 13.6%."
In 1997,its sharein GDP was 35.7%, while exports of manufacturedgoodsaccountedfor
about81% of the country's total exports.12By the endof the year 2000, the manufacturing
sector'ssharein GDP is expectedto reach37.5%,while exportsof manufacturedgoodsare
(Table 6.1). Hence, looking at the above
projectedto accountfor 88.6% of total exports13

[WWW document]. URL http: //www. mida. gov. my/protit2/countiy. litnil.
" Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report 1997.

'ZMalaysia your profit centrein Asia-The Economy [WWW document].URL
html
http://202.185.160.3/profit/economi5.
" Projectionwasmadebefore the recenteconomiccrisis and monetarycontrols imposedby Mahathir in
September1998.
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figures (percentages), it can be concluded that the manufacturing sector has been and will
remain an important contributor to Malaysia's GDP and export earnings.

Table 6.1
Sources of Growth by Industry of Origin & Structure of Production
(at 1978 prices)
Structure of Production
Share in GDP (%)

Sources of Growth (%)
Sector

Agriculture & Forestry
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
Construction
Services
Import duties less
Imputedbank charges

GDP at purchasers'

Achieved
OPP1

Target
OPP2

1.0
0.6
2.1
0.2
3.0

0.5
0.1
3.3
0.2
3.4

-0.2

1970

1980

1990

2000*

22.9
10.1
19.6
4.6
40.1
2.7

18.7
9.7
27.0
3.5
42.3

13.4
5.4
37.5
3.5
45.4

-0.5

29.0
13.7
13.9
3.8
36.2
3.4

-1.2

-5.2

6.7

7.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1.5
2.3
2.9

0.6
3.3
3.1

44.3
18.3
37.4

33.9
24.9
41.2

28.1
30.2
41.7

18.3
38.7
43.0

Value
Adjusted for imports
Duties lessimputedbank
Charges
Primary Sector
SecondarySector
Tertiary Sector

Source: SOPL (1991-2000), p. 72.
Note: * Projected figure. OPP 1- First Outline Perspective Plan. OPP2 - Second Outline Perspective Plan.

The major contributor within the manufacturing sector is the electrical and electronics
industry, which accounts for more than half of the mänufacturing sector's contribution to
the nation's gross export earnings (see Section 6.3.4). Besides the manufacturing industry,
agriculture, the traditional mainstay of the Malaysian economy, is still a major sector
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accounting for 12.1% of GDP and 10.5% of exports in 1997. Agricultural development is
now geared towards commercial cultivation, the production of high value food crops,
floriculture, livestock and fisheries.

Another important sector is construction, which

recorded its ninth year of double-digit growth in 1997 at 10.6%. The year saw the
continued expansion of the residential and commercial sub-sectors as well as the
implementation of major infrastructure projects, such as the Kuala Lumpur International
Airport, the Second Link to Singapore, the Light Rail Transit System and a comprehensive
network of expressways linking the ports and airports to major towns and industrial areas.14

The oil and gas sector has also emerged as the nation's top primary commodity export
earner." The country's proven reserves of oil stand at 3.9 billion barrels, while its proven

gasreservestotal 79.8 trillion standardcubic feet.16

Despitethe unprecedented
growth rate experiencedby the manufacturingsectorfor the last
10 years or so, Malaysia's GDP declinedby 6.8% in the secondquarter of 1998 from a
revised first quarter figure of -2.8%. This, according to a more recent newspaperreport,
contractionin all the major sectorsas a result of
was primarily due to an across-the-board
the recent economic downturn."

For example,output of the manufacturing sector, the

largest component of GDP, contractedby 9.2% in the secondquarter of 1998 with the
performanceof most industries affected by the depressedconditions in the domestic
economyandthe Asia-Pacific region,aswell as by intenseglobal competition. Production

14Malaysia your profit centre in Asia-The Economy [WWW document]. URL
http: //202.185.160.3/profit/economi5. html
's Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report 1997, p. 13.

1bIbid, p. 13.
" The StarOnline [WWW document].URL http://www.jaring. my/star/current/28jabnm5.
html, 28`"August
1998.
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in the construction sector also fell by 22%, affecting-the residential, non-residential and
civil engineering sub-sectors.' 8

6.3.3 Type of Industries
There are basically two types of established industries: resource-based and non-resource-

based. Resource-based
industriesinclude the processingof both older (rubberand tin) and
newer (palm oil, timber and petroleum) commodities. The palm oil processingindustry
expandedfourfold during the 1970s and was the most dynamic industry within the
resource-basedsector. However, the growth of resource-basedindustries has been
constrainedby the global tariff structure and an industrial structure,which favours the
export of raw materialsover processedproducts.

The major growth industrieswere non-resource-based,
which include textiles and clothing,
electrical andelectronicmachineryandappliances,and transportequipment,most of which
had attracted foreign capital and were located in free-trade zones. Transport equipment is a
special case; its rapid output growth of 12.1% per year reflects the establishment in the late

1960sof six assemblyplants, which were to be the core activity in the country's second
stage of import substitution for motor vehicles. Moreover, the motor vehicles industry was

establishedbehind a wall of high tariffs, stringent import licensing and quantitative
r

restrictions.

Despite being considered as the major growth industries, the non-resource-based industries
have failed to meet the target growth rate of 11% per year as set under the Fourth
'BThe Star Online [WWW document]. URL http: //www. jaring. my/star/current/28jabnm5. html, 28`hAugust
1998.
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Malaysian Plan (1981-85). Instead, they have only achieved a growth rate of 5.3%. The
slow pace of the non-resource-based industries' growth can be attributed to a number of
factors, such as the 1981-82 recession in the industrialised nations, the deterioration in
Malaysia's term of trade, excesscapacity, and rising interest rates (Jomo, 1990).

Following the contraction of the Malaysian economy in 1985, however, industrial growth
was accelerated and was essentially export-and investment-led. Recovery was particularly
notable in the electrical machinery and rubber products sectors. In the second half of the

1980s,the former was firmly establishedasthe largestcontributor to manufacturingvalueaddedproducts. Output growth exceeded20% in 1987and 1988in responseto high export
orders from the USA, Japan, Europe and Hong Kong, particularly for semiconductors and

other electroniccomponents(Table 6.2). While the upsurgein end-userdemandwas a key
factor in lifting output, the redeploymentto Malaysia of manufacturingplants by several
multinational companies,especiallyJapanese,
was also significant.
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Table 6.2
Production of SelectedElectronic Products (Mil. Units)
Electronic
Integrated Circuits
Semi-conductors
Transistors

Year
1988

4,709

2,182

5,545

1989

5,071

2,262

5,796

1990

6,084

2,565

5,956

1991

6,413

2,689

6,760

1992
1993
1994

6,730
8,109
9,336

3,121
3,491
3,410

7,228
7,738
8,368

1995

12,277

4,757

9,058

1996

9,774

5,237

10,410

1997
1998#

12,571
1,853

7,432
1,382

13,530
1,999

Note: #- Jan-Feb 1998
Source: Statistics Report, Department of Statistics Malaysia.

6.3.4 Principal Markets for Manufacturing

Exports

As discussed in Section 6.3, rubber and tin were once Malaysia's primary export
commodities.

Today, however, manufactured products form 78.5% of Malaysia's total

merchandise exports. During the period from 1990 to 1995, for example, the share of
manufactured exports to total exports increased from 58.8% to 79.6%, respectively. 19 This
increase was the result of the contribution of three major sectors in manufactured exports,
namely, electronic components, industrial electronics and consumer electronics, which
accounted for more than 50% of Malaysia's total export over these few years (Table 6.3).

19SeventhMalaysianPlan (1996-2000),p. 266.
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Table 6.3

Year

SemiConductors

Electronics Export, Malaysia (RM Mil)
Electronics
Electrical & Electronics
Electronic
% of
Total
% of total
Total
Equipment
Electronics
E&E
total
exports
&
exports
parts

1986

5,796.1

529.1

6,325.2

17.9

8,492.4

24.0

1987

6,909.5

730.5

7,640

16.9

11,000

24.3

1988

8,716.1

1,219.2

9,935.3

18.0

15,161.6

27.4

1989

10,175.5

2,176.2

12,351.7

18.2

20,799.5

30.7

1990

11,685.2

3,670.2

15,355.4

19.3

26,502.4

33.3

1991

13,051.4

6,440.9

19,492.3

20.6

35,588.7

37.7

1992

14,357

8,846.9

23,203.9

-22.4

41,578.7

40.1

1993

18,750.5

12,091.1

30,841.6

25.4

55,128.9

45.5

1994

24,881.4

17,755.4

42,636.8

27.7

76,367.3

49.6

1995

33,197

23,583.2

56,780.2

30.7

96,747.8

52.3

1996

35,241.8

29,387.9

64,629.7

32.8

104,278.9

52.9

1997

40,820.4

39,987

80,807.4

36.5

119,050

53.8

1998#

9,146.4

8,337.8

17,484.2

38.8

24,936.8

55.1

Note: #- Jan-Feb 1998
Source: Statistics Report, Department of Statistics, Malaysia.

In 1995,for example,electrical andelectronicsproductsbecamethe major sourceof export
earnings with a share of 65.7% of total manufactured exports. However, in 1996 and 1997,

due to world-wide competition, the shareof electrical and electronics products in total
manufactured exports dropped from 48% to 46.2% respectively. 20 Despite this, by world

m StatisticsReport(1998), Departmentof Statistics,Malaysia.
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standards Malaysia can still be described as a major exporter of electronics products,
exporting about 10% globally.

The principal markets for manufactured exports were the USA, Singapore, the European
Union and Japan, accounting for 74% of manufactured exports in 1995. Among the
ASEAN countries, Singapore continued to be the main market for manufactured exports,
amounting to RM32.8 billion or 80% of the manufactured exports in 1995.21

According to the Economic Report 97/98, Singapore,Japan,the USA and the European
Union (EU) continuedto be the dominantmarketsfor Malaysia, accountingfor over 70%
of total manufactured exports. During 1997, according to the same report, exports to

Singaporeimproved 5.4% with a shareof 22.6%, while exportsto the EU grew 9.7% with
a 15.6%share. However,exportsto the USA dropped7.6%,accountingfor 21.5%of total
exportswhile exportsto Japanfell 1.9% (10.9%of total exports). The decreasein exports
to the USA and Japanwas partly due to world-wide competition, accordingto the same
report.

Malaysia's top ten marketsfor manufacturedexports in 1997 were Singapore,the USA,
Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, the UK, Korea, Germany, the Netherlands,and
others, with a total export value of RM 196.69 billion. "

Other newly established markets

for Malaysia's manufactured exports include Brazil, Egypt, Mexico, Nigeria and Papua
New Guinea. Manufactured exports to these countries increased from RM1.4 billion in

Z' SeventhMalaysianPlan(1996-2000),p. 266.

22Matrade[WWW document]. URL http: //www. matrade. gov. my/star97-1. html#tte97.
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1990 to RM9 billion in 1995, indicating the successof Malaysian exporters in penetrating
new markets.23

6.3.5 Employment in the Manufacturing

Sector

During the colonial economy, i. e. from 1947 to 1957, the manufacturing sector's
percentage share of employment remained constant at approximately 6% per year,
implying that the manufacturing sector had hardly expanded. However, from the early
sixties, it began to expand slowly, and by 1965, it employed about 215,000 people or about
8.4% of the total workforce. Following this, the manufacturing sector steadily increasedits

share of total employment from 11.4% in 1970 to 19.9% in 1990 or 386,500 and 1.3
million respectively. By 1995, the manufacturing sector employed about 2.0 million
workers or 25.9% of the total workforce, and by 1997, it provided employment
opportunities to about 2.3 million persons or 27.4% of the total national workforce,
reflecting the sustainedexpansionin manufacturingactivities during the year24(Table6.4).

23SeventhMalaysianPlan (1996-2000),p. 266.
24Bank NegaraMalaysia Annual Report, 1997,p. 63.
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Table 6.4
Malaysia: Employment Provided by the Manufacturing Sector, 1947-1997
Year
Total workforce employed in Manufacturing sector's share of
Manufacturing sector ('000)
total employment (%)
1947
126.2
6.7
1957

135.7

6.4

1965

215.0

8.4

1970

386.5

11.4

1980

803.1

15.8

1990

1,333.0

19.9

1995

2,051.6

25.9

1997

2,300.0

27.4

Notes: Figures for 1947,1957 and 1965 refer to Peninsular Malaysia only.
Source: Figures for 1947 to 1965 extracted from Hoffman and Tan, 1971; 1970-1980 figures
extracted from the 4`hMalaysian Plan; 1990-1995 figures extracted from the 7`h
Malaysian Plan; 1997 figure extracted from Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report 1997.

In contrast, total employment in the agriculture sector continued to decline by 4.9% to 1.3

million personsduring the year 1997.25 Labour shortagesin this sector were further
exacerbatedby the continuous outflow of labour to other sectors, especially the
manufacturing sector, apparently attracted by better terms and working conditions. Z"

In tandemwith the trends in investmentand output in the manufacturingsector,the subsectors with high rates of employment growth were electrical and electronics products,

ZSBank NegaraMalaysia Annual Report, 1997,p. 63.
Z6Ibid., p. 63.
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wood and wood products, petroleum refineries, transport equipment, plastic products and
fabricated metal products, with growth rates ranging from 10% to 23% per annum.27

In terms of labour demand in the manufacturing sector, a report shows that the demand was
highest for unskilled workers, i. e. 33.8% of the demand was for unskilled workers
compared to only 26% for skilled workers (Table 6.5). The largest proportion of jobs were
for production workers, particularly to cater for the expansion of activities in the electrical
and electronic products, wood and wood products, as well as fabricated metal sub-sectors.

Table 6.5
Employmentin the ManufacturingSectorby Categoryof Workers, 1990-1995
Category

1990

Share

1995

(%)

Share
(%)

Av. Annual
Growth Rate,
1991-95 (%)

Managerial &

Professional

50,281

3.8

88,219

4.3

11.9

114,592

8.6

184,644

9.0

10.0

Clerical

88,840

6.7

129,250

6.3

7.8

GeneralWorkers

53,620

4.0

63,600

3.1

3.5

Skilled

351,765

26.4

533,416

26.0

8.7

Semi-skilled

209,698

15.7

359,030

17.5

11.4

Unskilled

464,034

34.8

693,441

33.8

8.4

Total

1,332,829

100.0

2,051,600

100.0

9.0

Technical &
Supervisory

source: beventn Malaysian

Fian (199b-1000),

p. 2/1.

One of the largest employers in the manufacturing sector in Malaysia is the Matsushita

group of companies(MGC). The group, which has 19 subsidiarieswith a consolidated
27Bank NegaraMalaysia Annual Report,1997,p. 269.
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annual turnover of RM12.8 billion, employs about 31,000 employees (The Star, 31"
August 1998).

6.3.6 Investment in the Manufacturing

Sector

Private investments in Malaysia are derived from both domestic and foreign investors or
foreign direct investment (FDI).

As a result of a number of incentives given by the

government (see Chapter 5), such investment has been impressive. According to the Bank
Negara Annual Report 1997, in 1995, private investments amounted to RM66.6 billion, of
which 27.2% were in the manufacturing sector. In 1996, this increased by 15.8% to

RM77.1 billion, however, the share of manufacturing investment decreasedto 26.3%.
Then, in 1997, private investments further increased by 11% to RM85.5 billion.

Out of

RM85.5 billion, 26.5% were investments in the manufacturing sector, a slight increase

from 1996(Table 6.6).

Table 6.6
Private Investmentby Sector
1995
1996
- RM billion
66.6
77.1

Private investment
Of which:

1997

85.5

% share

Manufacturing
Construction
Services

27.2
9.7
30.5

Source: Bank Negara Annual Report, 1997, p. 32.
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26.3
10.4
32.5

26.5
11.1
34.1

The overall scenario since the Sixth Malaysian Plan (1991-95) shows that private
investment in the manufacturing sector has been impressive and has amounted to about
RM84 billion, exceeding the Sixth Malaysian Plan target of RM80 billion.

In terms of

percentage of share, domestic investment accounts for 47% or RM54,565.5 million of the
total investment in the manufacturing sector during the above period.

Foreign direct

investment (FDI), on the other hand, accounts for 53% or RM61,597.2 million of the total
investment in the manufacturing sector during the same time.
investment (TCI), during the same period TCI
RM67,523.5

million

In terms of total capital

from resource-based industry was

compared with RM48,181.7

million

from non-resource-based

industry.Z"

In terms of approved investment, in 1991 approved investment in the manufacturing sector

was at the highest recordedlevel of RM30.8 billion. "

However, in 1992 it declined to

RM27.8 billion. In 1993 it further declinedto RM13.8 billion. The unprecedentedhigh
level of investment in 1991 was largely due to several capital-intensive projects in the

petroleum and basic metal product sub-sectors. After the decline in 1993, the proposed
capital investmentreboundedby an increaseof 65.9% in 1994, indicating the continued
"
attractivenessof the country asa location for foreign and local investments.

According to one report, the year 1996 set an unprecedentedrecord with approved
investments spiralling almost four times those of 1995 with a total project of 782. Out of

2SSeventhMalaysianPlan (1996-2000),p. 272.
29Approved investment means investment or projects that have been given approval by the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI), Malaysia.

30SeventhMalaysianPlan (1996-2000),p. 271.
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that 449 were new projects and 333 were expansion and diversification projects. The total
value of approved investment was at its record level of RM34.3 billion. "

In 1997, however, approved investments declined to 759. Of the total number of projects,
462 were new projects and 297 were expansion and diversification projects. 32 Overall, the
total value of approved investment in 1997 declined by 24.8% to RM25.8 billion when
compared to the 1996 figure of RM34.3 billion. "

The decline was due largely to fewer

approvals of big projects (10 big projects worth RM13 billion, compared with 15 projects
worth RM19.5 billion in 1996).34

According to a recent report, Malaysia's Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) approved 471 manufacturing projects with a total capital investment of RM15.15
billion for the first seven months of 1998.35 Out of the 471 approvals 240 were new

projects while 231 were expansion and diversification projects. In addition, of these
approvals,104 were in the electrical and electronicssector,34 in transportand equipment,
28 in chemicalproducts,22 in basic metalsand 9 in petroleumand petrochemicals.It was
also reportedthat RM9.39 billion of the total investmentswere domesticwhile the balance
of RM5.76 billion was derived from foreigndirect investments.

" Major transition needed for industry to move ahead-The Star Online [WWW document]. URL
http: //wwwjaring. my/star/current/30elec. html.

32Ibid.
" Investment in Approved Projects, 1996-1997 [WWW document]. URL
http: //miti. gov. my/trdind/app7. html.

'^ Ibid.
35MITI approves RM 15 billion worth of Investments-The Star Online [WWW document]. URL
http: //www. jaring. my/star/current/28skmiti. htrnl.
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In terms of applications for manufacturing projects received by states, according to a MITI
report, in 1996 Selangor was the most favoured with 253 applications received, followed
by Johor with 209 applications, Penang with 106, Perak with 65, Kedah with 56, Sarawak
with 50, and Sabah with 39 applications. The least favoured was the Federal Territory of
Labuan with only 1 application received. In 1997 Selangor was still leading, however, the
number of applications received had declined to 229, while Johor received 151, Penanghad
104, Kedah had 63, Perak had 56, Sarawak had 52, and Sabah had 45. Again, the Federal
Territory of Labuan received only 1 application.

As stated previously, FDI has played an important role in Malaysia's manufacturing sector.
There have been more than 3,000 international companies from over 40 countries investing

in Malaysia, attracted by the conducive investment environment which has placed
Malaysia among the world's top locations for offshore manufacturing operations. Among

some of these countries are Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany,Hong Kong, India, Italy, Japan,Korea, the Netherlands, Singapore,Sweden,
Switzerland,Taiwan, the United Kingdom, andthe USA.36

In 1995, amongthe top foreign investorsin Malaysia were Japan(22.9%), USA (19.7%),
Taiwan (15.8%), Singapore (11%), Korea (6.6%), and others (23%). However, in 1996

Singaporebecamethe top investor with a share of 27.9%, Japan(27%), USA (17%),
Switzerland (11.1%), Taiwan (4.5%), and others (12.5%)."

In 1997, Singaporestill

remained the top investor while Japan ranked second.

36Malaysia your profit centre in Asia-The Testimonies [WWW document]. URL
http: //202.185.160.3/profit/testimonies. html.
" Facts on ASEAN-Japan Economic Relations [WWW document]. URL http: //www. jetro. go.jp/FACTS/ASHANDBOOK/malaysia/06. htm1.
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However, in the first seven months of 1998, the United States headed the list of major
foreign investors in Malaysia in terms of capital investment with 24 projects bringing in
foreign investments totalling RM2.515 billion. Next was Japan with 70 projects totalling
an investment of RM1.37 billion, followed by Taiwan with 33 projects totalling RM583
million; Singapore came next with 81 projects amounting to RM385.6 million; and finally
Switzerland, with six projects totalling RM132 million. 38

Based on the above discussion, there is no doubt that FDI is very important to the

Malaysianeconomy. In fact, it hasbeenpartly responsiblefor transformingMalaysia from
a poor agricultural country to a highly industrialisednation, producing quality-high-tech
goodsfor marketsworld-wide. However,the capital controls imposedby the government
at the end of 1998,assomeeconomistsbelieve,will not help to bring back any significant
amount of capital into the country but may deter new foreign investment in the future.

Nevertheless,it is prematureat this time to disqualify Malaysia as an attractivelocation for
foreign investment. In fact, a recent newspaper report has quoted Hisamitsu Arai, the

JapaneseVice-Minister for InternationalAffairs, as saying"more Japanese
companieswill
be coming to invest in Malaysia despite the economic crisis."39 Despite this, the
of the so-calledMalaysia's "ringgit-wall" on the economyremainto be seen.
consequences

6.4

Conclusion

Having reviewed the related literature, the following conclusions can be drawn. First, it is
clear that Malaysia is indeed a multi-ethnic and multi-religious country. Because of this,

38MITI approves RM 15 billion worth of Investments-The Star Online [WWW document]. URL
http: //www. jaring. my/star/cuffent/28skmiti. html.
39The Star: Japan to continue investing in Malaysia [WWW document]. URL
http: //www. jaring. my/star/current/20kyjapan. html.
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racial tension can be a major problem if the government's policy tends to favour a
particular group/race or if the government is not fair in terms of distributing wealth among
the different races in Malaysia. In fact, this happened in the early years of independence
and it is perhaps as a result of this incidence that racial issues are still a very important
aspect of politics, and the mitigation of the inequality between races is believed to be a
major goal of the present government.

Second, based on our discussion on the strategic importance of the Malay Peninsular to
international traders, particularly the British, we have learnt that British influence is of
extreme importance because it has moulded the future of Malaya's social, political as well
as economic endeavours. Whereas colonial administration was blamed for identifying race

with economic functions, the New Economic Policy (NEP) and the Look East Policy
(LEP) were aimedat erasingthe demarcationand improving the managementsystem. The
lack of Bumiputra participation in the commercial and industrial activities was partially
attributed to the segregation of functions, with the Malays being encouraged to engage in

agricultural activities, the Chinesein tin mines and other commercial enterprises,and the
Indiansin the rubberplantations.

Finally, we have learnt that despite a strong focus on agricultural activities during the
colonial era, since its independenceMalaysia has adopted a pragmatic approach in
managingits economyand has thus been able to transform it into a manufacturingbase.
Until the recent economic crisis, Malaysia was one of the rapidly growing economies in the
Third World partly becauseof the enormous support given by foreign investors in terms of

direct investmentin the country.
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It has also emerged that the unprecedented growth in manufacturing sector has benefited
the country not only in terms of export earnings but also in terms of creating new jobs for
the country's young labour force. However, the manufacturing sector was not without its
problems. In fact, Mahathir was concerned by the fact that the quality of manufactured
goods produced was not up to par with the Japanese standards, while productivity and
employees' morale were low. 40 Recognising these problems, as already mentioned in
Chapter 5, Mahathir officially launched the Look East Policy in February 1982, in which
he called upon all management and workers in Malaysia to adopt the Japanesemanagement
techniques and work ethic. In his speech of the same year, Mahathir said: "Our Look East

Policy is directed not so much at investmentfrom Japanbut at acquiring the kind of
have. We seetheJapanese
policies, managementsystems,andwork ethic that the Japanese
havemadeheadwaywhile the West appearsto be regressing. So in order for Malaysia to
progress,we haveto learnfrom the betterexample- the Japanese
example. That is why we
now want to look Eastwherebeforewe were looking West." 41

Becauseof the importanceof the Look EastPolicy and given the strength of the state in
Malaysia, the impact of the policy in promoting the Japanesemanagementtechniquesto
manufacturingfirms in Malaysiarequiresa thoroughinvestigation.

In the next chapter(Chapter7) the researchmethodologyand the rationalefor employingit
in our study is presented.

aoMahathir as quotedin his book TheMalay Dilemma.
Far EasternEconomicReview, 11`hJune 1982.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

7.1

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to present the research methodology and the rationale for
employing it in this study. With this objective in mind, the first section of this chapter

begins by defining researchand ends with the reasonswhy we have chosenthe survey
method as the researchtool to collect primary data for this study. The secondsection,
which is considered very important as it relates directly to this thesis, starts by discussing

the data collection methodsin the survey. The deliberation continueswith the sampling
process,the developmentof questionnaires,administrationof a mail questionnaireand an
interview checklist, andendswith a descriptionof themethodsof dataanalysisusedin this
study. Finally, the limitations of the researchsurvey arepresented.

7.2

Research's Definition and Types of Research

Researchis defined as"Seeking throughmethodicalprocessesto add to one's own body of
knowledge and, hopefully, to that of others, by the discovery of non-trivial facts and
insights" (Howard and Sharp, 1983: 6).

The two most common types of researchare quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative
research is typically taken to be exemplified by mail survey and by experimental
investigations (Bryman, 1988). Bryman (1989) further argues that quantitative methods
are usually adopted to collect data based on predetermined structured questions. They do
not, however, necessarily allow the respondents to convey or the researchersto learn about
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underlying events (Bryman, 1989). Similarly, Reaves (1992) argues that quantitative
researchis an approach that involves measuring the quantity of things, usually in numerical
quantities. According to Parasuraman(1986), quantitative research is characterised by a
larger, more structured, and more representative respondent sample.

From the above

arguments, most authors seem to agree that quantitative research involves the collection of
data based on predetermined structured questions from it large sample of respondents.

In contrast to quantitative research, qualitative research involves collecting, analysing and
interpreting data that cannot be meaningfully quantified, i. e. summarised in the form of
numbers.

Qualitative research also typically involves a relatively small number of

respondents.

It tends to be associated with participant observation and unstructured

interviewing (Bryman, 1988). According to Miles and Huberman(1994), qualitative data
are typically collectedover a sustainedperiod, making themmore "powerful" for studying
processesincluding history, and more importantly, researcherscan go far beyond
"snapshots"of questionslike "What?" or "How many?" in order to ask how and why
things happen. Unlike quantitativeresearch,qualitative researchis less structuredand the
specific proceduresfollowed are often identified during the researchrather than prescribed
in advance. Parasuraman(1986) arguesthat the less structured and small features of
qualitative research techniques are intended to provide initial insights, ideas or
understandingabout a situation or a problem. Similarly, Gummession(1991) points out
that the strengthsof qualitativeresearchdesignare usually associatedwith the "depth" and
"richness" of the information that it provides. Also Birns et al. (1990) argue that the
strength of qualitative research is that not only does it provide the researcher with a deep
understanding of why and how something is happening, but it also provides "rich" data by
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probing into people's unconscious attitudes and needs. However, data collected through
qualitative methods come under heavy criticism for being anecdotal and difficult to analyse
and generalise to other situations (Bryman, 1989).

It is perhaps because of such

shortcomings that Snow and Thomas (1994) argue that "On the one hand, qualitative
research methods can be used to uncover complex and dynamic interactions among
organisational and strategic factors. On the other hand, these methods are more susceptible
to researcher bias and reliability

problems.

Quantitative methods provide greater

objectivity and reliability but often ignore many important, more complex organisational
realities" (p. 471).

In order to overcome the shortcomings and to make use of the benefits of both research

methods,Webb et al. (1966, ascited in Bryman, 1988)havesuggestedthat researchersare
likely to exhibit greater confidencein their findings when data are collected using both
quantitativeand qualitativemethods. Webb et al. (1966) view the two researchmethodsas
complementary rather than as competitive. Bryman (1988) also argues that by combining

both researchmethods,the researcher'sclaim for validity of his or her conclusionsare
enhanced, moreover qualitative research sometimes facilitates the interpretation of
quantitativefindings suggestedby an investigation.

Having reviewedthe relatedliterature,we decidedto use both quantitative and qualitative
researchmethodsin this study. This is becauseby using the former methodsa largerand
more representative sample can be obtained, and by adopting the latter methods it is
possible to gain a deep understanding of why the respondents have implemented Japanese
management techniques.
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7.3

Research Design

Research design is defined as "a collection of guides or rules for data collection" (Adams
and Schvaneveldt, 1985: 103). The two basic purposes of research designs are: (i) to
control for variations; and (ii) to provide answers (data) to questions being researched
(Kerlinger, 1964 as cited in Adams and Schvaneveldt, 1985).

Two common research designs in social science are the exploratory/explanatory and
descriptive research designs. As the name implies, exploratory/explanatory research seeks
to explain and discover new relationships or looks for hypothesis and as such, it is more
flexible in its design (Boyd et al., 1989). According to Adams and Schvaneveldt (1985),

this type of researchis suitable when the researcherwants to (i) satisfy curiosity and/or
seek out new insights, (ii) build a methodologythat might be used in later, more tightlydesignedresearch,and (iii) makerecommendationsregardingthe likelihood of continuing
with additional researchon the topic.

Descriptiveresearch,on the other hand,is designedto describesomething,for example,the
numberof viewerswho saw a specific televisioncommercial. As such,it is more formal in
its structureasit attemptsto obtain a completeand accuratepicture of a situation(Boyd et
al., 1989). According to a number of authors (Quee, 1993; Crimp, 1985; Baker, 1991),
descriptive researchis suitablewhen a study intendsto produce an accuratedescriptionof
variables relevant to the decision being faced, without demonstrating that some relationship
exists between variables.
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In this study, the research design being used is close to the exploratory or explanatory
model, though still quite structured in its approach. This type of researchdesign is suitable
for this study because apart from the fact that we want to know how successful the Look
East Policy has been in encouraging management in manufacturing firms in Malaysia to
adopt the Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic, this type of research design
also gives us the opportunity to demonstrate whether there is a relationship exists between
the variables that we are looking at.

In employing this research design, we are presented with two options the cross-sectional
method or the longitudinal method (Davis, 1973; Chisnall, 1997). The cross-sectional
method describes an event at one particular point in time, while the latter gives

measurementsof an event at successivepoints in time. Naturally, data collected by the
longitudinal method are able to provide a greaterunderstandingof a particular problem
sincethey are being measuredrepeatedly.However,sincethis methodtakesa long time to
complete,it may not be practical for this study due to constraintson time and financial
resources. In addition, the sampleusing this method is smaller comparedto the crosssectional studies and as such, the possibility of misrepresentationis higher. Another
problem relatesto obtainingthe participationof past respondents,asthey may be reluctant
to co-operate. Thesedrawbacksmay account for the fact that previous studiesrelated to
this areahaveseldomemployedthis method.

Instead, past researchers(Yasin, 1990; Imaoka, 1985; Ek, 1987; Yoshihara, 1985; Putti and
Chong, 1985; Ito, 1985) employed cross-sectional studies, a method which allows a
researcher access to a larger number of respondents, thus enabling him or her to produce
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more representative data. Through this method, data are typically cross-tabulated against
each other to answer specific questions or issues. For example, in the case of this study,
we could cross-tabulate variables such as a visit to Japan with respondents' implementing
Japanesemanagement techniques to find out whether there is any relationship between
them.

This kind of data is meaningful, especially to the Malaysian government, if

programmes such as sending more trainees as well as managers to Japan are to be
continued. Building on these arguments and the resource constraints that we are facing,
cross-sectional methods would be the most efficient in achieving the research objectives as
spelled out earlier. As such, it will be the method used in this study.

7.4

Approaches in Data Collection

The most commonapproachesto collectingprimary dataare through experimentation,case
study, observationand survey (Yin, 1993;Fowler, 1991; Churchill, 1987;Chisnall, 1997).
In this study, the survey method is chosenbecauseit is consideredthe most appropriate
approachfor collecting primary data at a shortestpossible time and at a reasonablecost
(see,for example,Aaker and Day, 1986;Fowler, 1991).

On the other hand, experimentationis preferred or used when the researcheris keen to
establishthe causesand effectsof a particular event,especiallyin scientific fields (Boyd et
al., 1989). For this reason,this methodis not suitablefor this study. Likewise, casestudy
is also deemedunsuitablefor this researchbecauseit cannotbe usedto generaliseto a large
population (Adams and Schvaneveldt, 1985). In fact, generalising to a large population is
a chief concern in this study because our sample is only limited to manufacturing
companies in four States in Malaysia.

Observation is also unsuitable for this research
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because it is unable to determine the reasonsunderlying a certain action or behaviour. At
best, it could allow us only to describe the tangible aspects of action, such as which
Japanesemanagement techniques have been implemented. To sum up, primary data for
this researchwill be collected through cross-sectional studies using the survey method.

7.5

Data Collection Methods in the Survey

After deciding to use the cross-sectionalsurvey method, our immediate task is to select
which data collection methods are to be adopted in this study. However, before any
decision is made with this regard, it is useful to review the literature in this area.

The most common data collection methods used in carrying out a survey are mail
questionnaireand interview. Mail questionnaireis a method whereby questionnairesare
mailed to a sampleof the population to be surveyedand the completedquestionnaireis
returnedby mail to the researcher(Tull and Hawkins, 1990). The main advantagesof this
method are: first, it is relatively cheap,it can be accomplishedwith minimal staff and
facilities and it can provide accessto widely dispersedsamples and samplesthat are
difficult to reachby telephoneor in personfor other reasons(Fowler, 1991); second,this
method is appropriatefor study where the researchdesign involves structured questions
with simple instructionswhich can be answeredeasily by the respondents(Kinnear and
Taylor, 1979);and finally, there is no immediatetime pressurefor answeringquestionsas
in telephone interview (Peterson, 1988).

The main disadvantages, however, are: first, the researcher has little control over who
actually completes the questionnaire as the researcher or interviewer is not directly
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involved in data collections (Fowler, 1991) (see Table 7.1 at the end of this chapter for
other disadvantages as mentioned by Fowler); second, it has a low response rate (Chisnall,
1997); third, it can create opportunities for inaccurate results because of confusion (Aaker
and Day, 1986); and finally, the response rate is difficult

to forecast and there is a

substantial risk that an accurate rate cannot be achieved (Kinnear and Taylor, 1979).

Interview, on the other hand, is a method by which an interviewer asks questions to one or
more respondents either face-to-face or by telephone. Denzin and Lincoln (1994: 353)
define interview as "a conversation, the art of asking questions and listening. It is not a
neutral tool, for the interviewer creates the reality of the interview situation.

In this

situationanswersare given. Thusthe interview producessituatedunderstandingsgrounded
in specific interactionalepisodes.This methodis influencedby the personalcharacteristics
of the interviewer,including race,class,ethnicity and gender."

Punch (1998: 175) points out that "interview is considered a very good way of accessing

people's perceptions,meanings,definitions of situation and constructionsof reality. It is
also one of the most powerful ways we have of understandingothers." According to
Fontanaand Frey (1994: 361), "interviewing can be a one-time, brief exchange,say five
minutesover the telephone,or it can takeplace over multiple, lengthy sessions,sometimes
spanningdays, as in life-history interviewing. Interviewing also has a wide variety of
forms and a multiplicity

of uses. The most common types are personal or face-to-face

interviewing and telephone interviewing. "
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Personal or face-to-face interview is a form of interview in which an interviewer asks
questions to one or more respondents in a face-to-face situation.

Kinnear and Taylor

(1979) state that an interviewer's task is to contact the respondents, ask questions and
record answers given by these respondents. Similarly, Churchill (1987) argues that this
form of interview implies a direct face-to-face conversation between the interviewer and
the respondent or interviewee, and the recording of answers takes place immediately after
the respondent answers the question or while the interview is in progress. Peterson (1988)

sumsit up by sayingthat in a personalinterview, data are collected through face-to-face
communication

between an interviewer and the study participants.

Like

mail

questionnaire,personalinterview has both advantages
and disadvantages.

The main advantageof the personalinterview is that it is the most flexible of the three
methods (mail questionnaire,personaland telephoneinterviews) since it can be used to
administerany type of questionnaire(Tull and Hawkins, 1990). The other advantagesare:
it is very flexible, i.e. this method of data collection can probe for more specific answers
while questionscan be repeatedwhen responseindicatesthat respondentsmisunderstood
certainquestions,and it is probably the most effective methodof enlisting cooperationfor
the majority of the populationwhere it is possibleto build rapportand confidencewith the
respondents(Fowler, 1991). Finally, the interviewercan probe for clarification, maximise
respondentunderstandingand yield completeanswersespeciallyto openquestions(Aaker
and Day, 1986)

However, the disadvantages include the fact that it is time consuming, difficult

to

administer, and can be very costly due to the need to travel between interviews (Aaker and
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Day, 1986). Moreover, it may cause the respondents to produce biased responsesdue to
the desire to please or impress the interviewer (Kinnear and Taylor, 1979). Finally,
interviewer bias may also occur, especially when a poorly-trained interviewer consciously
or unconsciously distorts or otherwise influences responsesto questions (McGown, 1979).

Telephone interview is a form of interview whereby an interviewer asks the respondent
questions by telephone instead of through direct personal contact (Kinnear and Taylor,
1979). Similarly, Peterson (1988) states that in this form of interview, data are collected
through telephone communication between an interviewer and the study participants. Like

in personalinterview, telephoneinterview hasbenefitsanddrawbacks.

The main strengthsof telephoneinterview are that it is the fastestmode of collecting data
(Kinnear and Taylor, 1979); it has a lower cost compared to personal interview and also it

can potentially be usedfor short data collection (Fowler, 1991); and it has a potential to
dominate personal interview with respect to speed and the absenceof administrative
problems(Aaker andDay, 1986).

The disadvantagesare that the interviewercannotobservethe respondentto ensurethat the
instructionsare understood(Tull and Hawkins, 1990);it hasthe inability to employ visual
aids or to complete complex tasks (Aaker and Day, 1986); and it also has sampling
limitations, especially with regard to the omission of those without telephones (Fowler,
1991).

_
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From the above discussion, it is apparent that interview is a data collection tool of great
flexibility, which can be adapted to suit a wide variety of research situations (see also
Punch, 1998).

However, different types of interview have different strengths and

weaknesses, and different purposes in research. Because of that, the type of interview or
other data collection method selected should be aligned with the strategy, purposes and
research questions (Punch, 1998). Similarly, a number of other authors (Fowler, 1991;

Bryman, 1989;Fontanaand Frey, 1994)havepointed out that the choiceof which methods
to use in collecting the primary data dependson a numberof factors, such asthe sample
frames,researchtopic, characteristicsof the sample,the availability of staff and facilities,
and probably the most important: time and the cost of the survey.

7.5.1 Data Collection Methods Usedin this Study
Having reviewedthe related literature, it was decidedto use both mail questionnaireas
well as personal or face-to-faceinterview to collect the primary data. The reasonsfor
choosing these two methods over telephone interview are: (i) besides its relatively low

cost, mail questionnairewas consideredappropriatenor only becausethe aim of this study
was to acquire data from a large number of respondentsin the shortestpossibletime but
also becausethe survey population was highly literate and capable of completing and
answeringcomplex questions;and (ii) becauseour aim was to generateideas and also to
seekspecific answersor explanationsto somequestions.Thereforepersonalinterview was
considered one of the appropriate tools due to its ability to probe or clarify answers that
had been given in the mail questionnaire. On the other hand, although we cannot deny that
telephone interview can also be used to probe or clarify answers, for the purpose of this
study it was ruled out as we preferred to talk face-to-face with our respondents. In fact, in
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Malaysia, this method is preferable compared to talking on the telephone. Besides that,
telephone interviews can incur excessive costs.

7.6

The Sampling Process

Having decided on using both mail questionnaire and personal interview, our next task was
to select on which sampling frame was to be used, how big the sample size should be and
which sampling technique should be employed. Before any results of these decisions are
given, a review of the literature in this area is necessary.

Our discussionbeginswith the definition of a sample. A sampleis defined asa "finite part
of a statistical population whose properties are studied to gain information about the

whole" (WebsterEnglish Dictionary, 1985). When dealing with people, a samplecan be
defined as a group of people selected from a larger population to be in the study.
Similarly, Schofield (1996: 25) definesa sampleas a setof elementsselectedin someway
from a population.

What is sampling? Sampling is the act, process, or technique of selecting a suitable
sample,or a representativepart of a population for the purposeof determiningparameters
or characteristicsof the whole population.' What is the purposeof sampling? Its purpose
is to cut costs, reduce manpowerrequirements,gather information more quickly, and to
obtain more comprehensivedata by using fewer resourcescompared to conducting a
census(Smith, 1975: 106). Besidesthat, its purposeis to obtain consistentand unbiased

' Fridah, Mugo W (20`hJuly 1998) Sampling In Research [WWW document]. URL
http: //trochim. human. comell. edu/tutorial/mugo/tutorial. html
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estimates of the population status in terms of whatever is being researched (Schofield,
1996: 25).

7.6.1 Sampling Frames
A sampling frame refers to a list of the sampling units from which the investigator or
researcher draws the sample. In other words, the listing of the accessible population from
which the investigator draws the sample is called the sampling frame. For example, if the
investigators were carrying out a telephone survey and selecting names from the telephone
book, the book would be called the sampling frame. However, that would not be an
effective way to sample in general becausesignificant sub-portions of the population either
do not have a telephone number or have moved in or out of the area since the last book was

printed. Besidesa telephonebook, membershiplists, organisationdirectoriesandprivately
published directories on manufacturingfirms, such as the Malaysian Manufacturersand
Exporters Directory (MMED) can also be used as a sampling frame.

7.6.2 Sample Size
The most frequently askedquestion concerningsampling is "What samplesize do I need
for my research?
" As with most decisionsrelating to researchdesign,there is seldoma
definite answeras to how big a sampleshould be for any given study (Fowler, 1991:43).
Fowler notes that there are three misconceptions regarding this issue. The first
misconceptionis that the adequacyof a sample dependsheavily on the fraction of the
population that is to be included in that sample. The second misconception is to follow a
"typical" or "appropriate" sample size that is used in some so-called "standard" survey
studies, while the third misconception is that a researcher should decide how much margin
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of error that can be tolerated and the degree of precision required of estimates. Once the
researcher knows the need for precision or appropriate variations, he or she can simply
calculate the sample size needed to achieve the desired level of precision (Fowler, 1991:
41). Fowler further added that such sample size decisions, like most other researchdesign
decisions, must be made on a case-by-casebasis. Although some mathematical calculation
of the sample size may be possible, the selection of it is a matter of judgement (Fowler,
1991: 41). According to Manu (1988: 222), that matter of judgement is based on (i) what
is "customary in similar research", and (ii) the resources available for the purpose of
research. Hoinville et al. (1983: 61) also agree that deciding what sample size to use is

almosta matter of judgementratherthan calculation.

Kent (1993: 54) stressesthat to determinethe size of samplethat is neededfor a particular
study is a complex issue that needsto take into account a large numberof factors. He
further emphasisesthat how big or how small a sampleis dependson the variability of
populationcharacteristicsand on the purposeof the research.He also points out that if the
population characteristicsbeing measuredvary very little, or if the purposeof the research
is to generatespecific ideas,then a small sampleof say 30 or so will suffice. Otherwise,
for any kind of quantitative analysis a minimum sampleof 100 is neededin order to be
on eachvariable(Kent, 1993:54).
ableto calculatestraightforwardpercentages

Similarly, Fink (1995) arguesthat a larger sampleis not necessarilybetter. In fact, she
warns that when a researcher increasesthe sample size, not only does the cost increase but
also the researcher may divert attention from other sampling activities, like following up on
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eligible people who fail to respond, and this diversion may actually increase the total
sampling error (Fink, 1995: 34-35).

Schwenk and Shrader (1993) found that the sample size of firms covered in some
important studies between 1982 and 1990 were not necessarily big, and in fact, ranged
between 50 to 188, except for one study (Robinson, 1982) which used a sample of 202
firms.

7.6.3 Sampling Techniques
There are two main categories of sampling techniques: (i) probability sampling techniques;
and (ii) non-probability sampling techniques. They are discussed below.

7.6.3.1 Probability sampling techniques
Probability sampling techniquesare techniquesor methodsof sampling that utilise some
form of randomselection. In order to have a randomselectionmethod,a researchermust
set up some process or procedure that assuresthat the different units in his or her
population haveequal probabilitiesof being chosen(Adams and Schvaneveldt,1985: 180).
Chisnall (1997: 84) explainswhat probability samplingis all aboutasfollows:

"Probability sampling or also known as random sampling, results in every
sampling unit in a finite population having a calculable and non-zero
probability of being selected in the sample. This means that the chance of a
unit being included in a sample can be calculated. For example, if a sample of
500 people is to be chosen at random from a population of 50,000, each
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member of the population will have 1 chance in 100 of being selected in the
sampling process."

According to Chisnall (1997: 84), probability sampling has been widely used by leading
research bodies because of its sound theoretical basis, which allows the legitimate use of
the mathematics of probability.
samples.

There are a number of different types of probability

These include (i) simple random sampling; (ii) systematic sampling; (iii)

stratified sampling; and (iv) cluster sampling. Before these are discussed in detail, it is
important to define some basic terms that are normally used in random or probability
sampling and they are:

N= the numberof casesin the samplingframe
n= the numberof casesin the sample
NC = thenumberof combinations(subsets)of n from N
f= n/N = the sampling fraction

(1)

Simple Random Sampling- This is the most basic and common type of probability
sample. Simple randomsampling can be defined as a samplein which all elements
or groupsof elementshave the samechanceof being selected. In other words, to
selectn units out of N so that eachNCn has an equal chanceof being selected. The
selection can be made by using a table of random numbers, a computer random
numbergenerator,or by the "lottery method". The main purposeof randomselection
is to avoid subjectivebias arising from a personalchoiceof samplingunits. Because
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simple random sampling is a fair way to select a sample, it is reasonableto generalise
the results from the sample back to the population.

(2)

Systematic Sampling - This is the second most common type of probability sampling
method whereby each element in a sample is picked systematically. For example, in
a survey of a population of 10,000 people, the researcher may decide to take a sample
of 250. The sampling interval will be 10,000/250 = 40, and the population list will
be used as a sampling frame. From there, the researcher will select a number
between 1 and 40, say for example, no. 4 then the series becomes 4,44,84, etc., until

the sampleof 250 is achieved. By doing so, the researcheris carrying out what is
called a systematic sampling.

Why would a researcher want to use systematic

randomsampling? First, it is fairly easyto do, andsecond,there are situationswhere
there is simply no easierway to do randomsampling.

(3)

Stratified Sampling - This sampling method is also sometimescalled proportional
random sampling. This method involves dividing the population into homogenous
subgroupsand then taking a simple randomsamplein eachsubgroup. A population
can be divided into different groups and this may be based on some common
characteristicor variable, like income,educationor race. For example,let us saythat
the population of clients in one Americancompany'ssurvey canbe divided into three
groups: Caucasian,African-American and Hispanic-American.'

Let us further

assume that both the African-Americans and Hispanic-Americans are relatively small
minorities of the clientele (10% and 5% respectively). If the researchersjust did a

'Refers to an example as illustrated by Israel, Glenn D. (22ndSeptember 1998) Probability Sampling [WWW
document]. URL http: //trochim. human.comell. edu/kb/sampprob. html
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simple random sample of n=

100 with a sampling fraction of 10%, they would

expect by chance alone that they would only get 10 and 5 persons from each of the
smaller groups, or perhaps even fewer. However, if the researchersstratify, they can
do much better. To do this, first, the researchershave to determine how many people
they want to have in each group. Let us say they still want to take a sample of 100
from the population of 1000 clients over the past year. In order to find out anything
about subgroups, the researcherswill need at least 25 cases in each group. So they
will sample 50 Caucasians, 25 African-Americans, and 25 Hispanic-Americans.
They know that 10% of the population, or 100 clients, are African-American. If they
randomly sample 25 of these, they have a within-stratum sampling fraction of 25/100
= 25%. Similarly, they know that 5% or 50 clients are Hispanic-American. So their

within-stratum samplingfraction will be 25/50 = 50%. Finally, by subtractionthey
know that there are 850 Caucasianclients. Their within-stratum sampling fraction
for them is 50/850 = 5.88%. Becausethe groupsare more homogeneouswithin the
group than across the population as a whole, they can expect greater statistical
precision (less variance), and becausethey stratified, they know they will have
enoughcasesfrom eachgroup to makemeaningful subgroupinferences. One of the
advantagesof this sampling technique is that when compared to simple random
sampling,stratified samplinghasless samplingerror becausethe samplethat is being
usedhas already beendivided into stratahaving almost the sameattributes. Hence,
samplingerrorsonly come from within strata.

(4)

Cluster Sampling -A methodof samplingwhereby the population is broken down,
usually geographically,into a small numberof groups or clusters which have been
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randomly selected. Within these randomly selected areas of clusters, every unit is
sampled. Chisnall (1997: 91) notes that cluster sampling is very useful where the
population under study are widely dispersedmaking it impracticable to take a simple
random sample.

7.6.3.2 Non-probability

sampling techniques

Non-probability sampling techniques mean that individual units in the population do not
have an equal chance of being selected. Unlike probability sampling, non-probability

samplingdoesnot involve randomselectionandoccurs when the sampleis selectedbased
on humanjudgement,and not on the rigorous applicationof probability theory. Becauseof
the dependenceon human judgement, the representativenature of such a sample is
doubtful. In other words, with non-probabilitysamples,we may or may not representthe
population accurately,and it will often be hard for us to know how well we have doneso.
Becauseof the way the samplehas beenselected,it would be unacceptableto regardany
results from the studyasvalid basesfor making inferencesaboutthe generalpopulation. It
must be noted that these are important limitations. Smith (1975) notes that chemistry or
but the
physics may not need to be concernedabout the question of representativeness,
social sciencesin general must always consider this carefully. In general, researchers
prefer probability sampling over non-probability sampling and consider it to be a more
accurate and rigorous method. However, in applied social research there may be
circumstances where it is not feasible or practical to do random sampling. Therefore, the
other alternative available for use is non-probability.
probability sampling are:
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The three common types of non-

(1)

Convenience Sampling

implies, the researcher gathers data from
- As the names

anyone who is available. One example is the evaluation of public opinion issues
based on television news programmes' soliciting opinions from people conveniently
in camera range. Another example of convenience sampling is the typical use of
college students in psychological research. However, the major problem in using this
sampling method is that one is unable to draw objective inferences about a rigorously
defined universe (Boyd et al., 1989: 407). This_is particularly true with interviews
conducted frequently by television news programmes in which the opinion being
reflected is not representative of the whole population.

(2)

Judgement Sampling -A judgement sample is obtained according to the discretion of

a specialist or someonewho is familiar with the relevant characteristicsof the
population. In other words, by using this methoda specialist in the subjectareaof
the survey chooseswhat he or she believesto be the best samplefor that particular
study. He or she also assumesthe representativeness
of his or her sampleby virtue
of the fact that he or shehandpickselementspresumedto be typical of the population
from which they are drawn. The main advantageof this method is that it is less
costly and it is more convenient to pick the samples as they are more readily
accessibleto the researcher. However, the major disadvantageis that this method
cannotensurethe true randomnessor representativeness
of the sample.

(3)

Quota Sampling - may be defined as "a special edition of stratified sampling in
which one attempts to include the various elements in a population in a final sample"

(Adams and Schvaneveldt,1985: 183). There are two types of quota sampling:
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proportional and non proportional.

In proportional quota sampling the researcher

attempts to represent the major characteristics of the population by sampling a
proportional amount of each.' For example, if the researcher knows the population
has 40% women and 60% men, and that he or she wants a total sample size of 100,
he or she will continue sampling until he or she obtains those percentages. This type
of sampling method is sometimes referred to as "the poor man's proportionate
stratified sample" because such samples are geared to ensure that specific elements
will be included and representedin their subsequentcollection (Black and Champion,
1976: 302). The major strength of this sampling is that it is less costly. However,
the major drawbacks are: (i) the findings are not able to be generalised to any
significant extent because the nature of the population from which the sample was

obtained remains unknown; and (ii) the researcherhas to decide the specific
characteristicson which he or shewill basehis or her quota.

Unlike proportional quota sampling, non-proportional quota sampling is less
restrictive. In this method,the researcherspecifiesthe minimum numberof sampled
units he or she wants in eachcategory. Here, the researcheris not concernedwith
having numbers that match the proportions in the population, instead, he or she
simply wants to have enough to ensurethat he or she will be able to talk about
smallergroupsin thepopulation. Thus,this methodis the non-probabilisticanalogue

' Israel,Glenn D. (22"dSeptember1998)Probability Sampling [WWW document].URL
html
http://trochim.human.comell.edu/kb/sampnon.
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of stratified random sampling in that it is typically used to ensure that such groups
are adequately representedin the sample.'

7.6.4

The Sampling Process Undertaken in this Study

Having reviewed the literature on sampling frames, sample size and sampling techniques,
this subsection deals with the aspect of sample selection in this study. First, the target
population is identified. Second, the target respondents are identified. Third, the sampling
frame is established. Fourth, sample size and sampling techniques used in the mail survey

are laid down andexplained. Finally, the samplesize for personalinterview is determined.

7.6.4.1 The population identified in this study

Insteadof concentratingon a particular size of company,we aimedat obtaining companies
of different sizes and structuredthe population accordingly(i. e. basedon the number of
employees). The reasonfor doing so was that we wanted to avoid drawing a conclusion
basedon the information received from one particular size of company. This is important
becausein one of the researchhypotheses,we intendedto find an association/relationship
betweenthe size of firms and firms implementingthe Japanese
model of management.

The companieschosenfor this study were from the manufacturingsector and came from
two major industrial growth areas(states)in West Malaysia andtwo from industrial growth
areas(states)in East Malaysia.' Theywere Penang and Kuala Lumpur/Selangorin the

° Ibid.
5Companiesrefer to both Malaysianand Foreign-owned(includejoint ventures)and the activities of these
companiesalso vary (seeChapter8 for moredetails).
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former; Sabah and Sarawak in the latter. There were two main reasons why these areas
were chosen. One was becauseas multinational companies (MNCs) dominate these areas,
it could be argued that in order to be competitive, firms in these industrial growth areas
were more likely to adopt Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic. The other was
becausewe were particularly keen to examine the situation which might be most conducive
to their adoption.

With regard to the reasonswhy the manufacturing sector was chosen, they were: firstly, the
shift in economic activities from agriculture to manufacturing has been prominent since the
late 1970s, and has increased in prominence since the launch of the Look East Policy

(LEP) in February 1982, in which the manufacturing sector was the most important
contributor to Malaysia's GDP and export earnings. As mentioned in Chapter 6, in 1994,

the manufacturingsector's contribution to GDP and gross export earningsamountedto
31.7 percent and 78.2 percent respectively, and despite being affected by the financial

turbulenceof 1997-98, the manufacturingsector's contribution to GDP has increasedto
35.5 percent.' It is obvious that the Malaysian government,through its LEP, has been
instrumental in promoting industrialisation to achieve economic development. In fact,
Kholo (1991: 158) argues that industrialisation remains a fundamental objective of
economic developmentfor a large majority of developing countries, including Malaysia.
In such economies,accordingto Kholo (1991: 158), industrial developmentis considered
necessary to achieve high rates of economic growth, and the expansion of the
manufacturing industry offers a much wider scope for the growth of output.

6 All figures were taken from Bank Negara Malaysia Annual Report (1994 & 1997)
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Secondly, the manufacturing sector is also the country's major employer, having employed
1.9 million people in 1994, i. e. about 25 percent of thetotal national workforce. Although
the employment situation remained tight in 1997, the manufacturing sector employed 2.3
million people, reflecting the sustained expansion in manufacturing activities during the
year.

Thirdly, because of the fact that firms in the manufacturing sector in Malaysia are
dominated by multinational corporations (MNCs) and operate in a very competitive

environmentwheredifferent technologyand managementstyle can be applied,by focusing
on a single sector (the manufacturingsector), the findings will be expectedto be more
focused and reliable for the sector studied. Nevertheless,the same study can also be
replicatedto other sectorsif neededin the future.

Finally, this study challengesthe concluding remarks made by the governmentthat the
Japanesemodel of managementis the "perfect" model for managementand workers, and
particularly in the manufacturingsector,to emulate(Mahathir's speechas cited in Soong,
1983:279). Thus, in light of theseargumentsthe manufacturingsectorrepresentsthe most
appropriatesector for this study to examine the impact of the Look East Policy or the
effectivenessof the Look East Policy in encouragingmanagementin Malaysia to adopt
Japanese
managementtechniquesandwork ethic.

' /bid.
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7.6.4.2 The respondents identified in this study
The respondents that were identified or requested to complete the questionnaires for this
study were managing directors, and there were a number of reasons for this choice. As
managing directors, their opinions are considered important to this study not only because
they are decision-makers, but also becausethey are responsible for major functions, such as
planning and perform other crucial roles (see Glover and Hughes, 1996). Becauseof their

important position,in our opinion, they arealso the oneswho decidedwhetherto adoptand
apply Japanesemanagement techniques. Moreover, it could be argued that it was they who

could give "good" views or opinionson whetherthe government,via its Look EastPolicy,
has been successfulin terms of encouragingmanagementin Malaysia to adopt Japanese
managementtechniques.

7.6.4.3 The sampling frame used in this study
The sampling frame for this study was derived from a manufacturingdirectory called
MalaysianManufacturersandExportersDirectory (MMED) which was publishedin 1997.8
The reasonfor using the MMED was that in terms of representativeness,
the MMED
provides an excellent cross-sectionalcoverage of firms pertaining to their location,
productsandindustry classificationand year of establishment/incorporation.

7.6.4.4 Determination of sample size and sampling technique for mail survey
In this study, 240 companiesfrom the manufacturingsectorwere identified basedon the
year of establishment/incorporation, i. e. companies had to be incorporated before 1982
(before the official launch of the Look East Policy in February of that year). Because these

8 Note: At the time of the field survey the 1998MMED directory had not beenpublishedyet.
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firms had been in operation for a number of years and were financially established, it could
be argued that such firms were more likely to adopt Japanesemanagement techniques and
work ethic in responseto the Look East Policy.

As leading authorities such as Fowler (1991); Manu (1988); Hoinville et al. (1983) and
Kent (1993) all agree there is seldom a definite answer about how big a sample should be
for any given research, to ensure a good response rate for this study, we decided to take
50% or 120 out of the total population of 240 identified as our target for the mail survey. It
should be noted that we did not carry out the classification of firms selected as the listing

of firms in the MMED was alreadyclassified and stratified accordingto states,basedon
the InternationalStandardof Industrial Code(ISIC).

The original distribution of samplesin the samplingframe is given in Column I of Table
7.2. The number of samplesfrom each stratum (states)is determinedaccordingto the
proportion it representsin the population in the sampling frame. After the number of
requiredsamplesfrom the selectedstatesis determined,simplerandomsamplingtechnique
is used to selectthe firms. For example,for the state of Penang,the original number of
firms in the sampling frame is 56 (Column 1) representing23.3% (Column 2) of the
population in the sampling frame. Since the required sampleis only 120, the numberof
firms to be selectedfrom the stateof Penangis 23.3%of 120, or 28 firms. These28 firms
arethen selectedat randomfrom the strataof 56 firms, giving a 50% chancefor eachfirm
to be selected. The same procedure is applied for the other three states (strata). The final
number of firms selected from each stratum is shown in column 3 of Table 7.2.
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The reason for using simple random sampling technique to select the firms from the strata
is that it is considered appropriate for this study. This is because by introducing the
randomness into the selection of elements for the sample, we minimise the biases and other
systematic factors that may make the sample different from the population from which it is
drawn (see Sproull, 1995). This is also in agreement with Fink (1995: 10), who points out
that because of the equality of opportunity as applied by simple random sampling, random
samples are considered relatively unbiased. However, it is important to note that although

randomsamplingtends to be representative,there is no guaranteeof this (see Berger and
Patchner,1988).
Table 7.2

SamplingFrameand SampleSize
Statesselected

No. of
firms in
Sampling frame
(Column 1)

Proportion
of total
(Column 2)

No. of
selected
samples
(Column 3)

Penang

56

0.233

28

No. of usable
Questionnaire
Returned &
Percentage
(Column 4)
18 (64.0%)

KL/Selangor

132

0.550

66

36 (54.5%)

Sarawak

32

0.133

16

11(68.7%)

Sabah

20

0.084

10

4 (40.0%)

Total

240

1.0

120

69 (57.5%)

Table 7.2 illustrates that a greaterproportion of firms selectedcame from the statesof
Penang and KL/Selangor, indicating that many of the manufacturing industries were
locatedin thesetwo industrial areas. However, looking at column 4 of the sametable, the
completedquestionnairesthat were returnedwere quite evenly distributed exceptfrom the
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state of Sabah where about 40% response rate is indicated.

The reason for the low

response rate from Sabahwas partly becausepotential respondents could not be contacted
and partly because a number of our respondents told us that they were too busy and
therefore failed to return the mail survey questionnaire.

7.6.4.5 Determination of sample size for personal interview
With regard to the interviewees and the sample size for personal interview, Peterson's
(1988) rule of thumb is always to have a minimum sample size of 30. For this study, the
sample size for personal interview consisted of 32 respondents. How these respondents

were selectedis explainedbelow.

Our aim in interviewing is to probe for more information only among those respondents

who stated that they have implemented some elements of Japanesemanagement
techniques. Having looked at all the 69 completed and usable questionnaires,only 32
respondentsmet the abovecriteria, andthus all of themwere immediately contactedfor the
interview. The other 37 respondentswere excludedsincethey did not meetour criteria.

7.7

Developmentof the Questionnaire

Having decidedon the sampling frame,samplesize and samplingtechnique,our next task
was to decide on the questionnairedesign,types and sourcesof questions and scalesof
measurementto be usedor appliedin this study. To facilitate this, the literature relatedto
theseissuesare reviewed.
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7.7.1 Questionnaire Design
As survey, especially mail survey, is generally well known for its low responserate, every
effort has to be made to ensure that the questionnaire is well-designed and attractive, and
the questions can be easily understood by the respondents. The question is how to do that?
Fowler (1991) points out that one of the prerequisites in designing a good questionnaire is
deciding what is to be measured. Also Hoinville et al. (1983) mention that a good
questionnaire should be designed to suit the aims of the study and the nature of its
respondents. Similarly, other leading authorities (for instance, Peterson, 1988; Aaker and
Day, 1986; Churchill, 1987; Howard and Sharp, 1983) suggest that a good questionnaire
should consider the flow of the questions, the length of the questionnaire, the size of the

page,layout, format and the colour of the paperused; respondentsanonymity; the use of
premiums or rewards; return envelopesand stamps; and a deadline for returning the
completed questionnaires.

In termsof the flow of the questions,Fowler (1991)points out that it is advisableto lay out
the questionsstarting with relatively easy and straightforwardquestions,as they help "get
the respondentsinto" the survey. After that, more in-depth questionswhich requiring a
good deal of thought, or those thought to be sensitive should follow (Fowler, 1991). In
terms of quality of paper,Aaker and Day (1986) suggestthat good quality colour paper
should be used. Also Churchill (1987) suggeststhat the paper to be used must be of a
bright colour and of goodquality while usingmimeographedor photocopiedpapershould
be avoided. In terms of the number of pages of the questionnaire, Peterson (1988) advises
that if a self-administered questionnaire is more than 4 pages long, it should be made into

booklet form as this looks more professional. Similarly, Churchill (1987) points out that
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by making the questionnaire into a booklet it not only facilitates handling but also
reinforces an image of quality.

Thus, overall the-design of the questionnaire must

incorporate all the above criteria in order to, as in the words of Peterson (1988), "facilitate
its completion. "

7.7.2 Types of Questions Used in the Survey

The typesof questionsusedin the survey (both mail survey andpersonalinterview) can be
either (i) unstructuredor opened-ended;or (ii) structuredor closed-ended(Chisnall, 1997;
Fowler, 1991; Fontana and Frey, 1994). What these refer to, particularly in the interview
survey, is the degree of structure, i. e. how deep the interview tries to go, and the degree to

which the interview is standardisedacross different respondentsand situations. For
example,in structuredinterviewing, questionsare plannedand standardisedin advanced,
pre-codedcategoriesare usedfor responses,and the interview itself doesnot attemptto go
into any great depth (Fontanaand Frey, 1994). In contrast,in unstructuredinterviewing,
the questions are not standardised, but instead there are general questions to get the

interview going and to keep it moving. Specific questions will then emerge as the
interview unfolds, andthe wording of thesewill dependupon direction the interview takes.
There are also no pre-establishedcategoriesfor responding (Fontana and Frey, 1994).
Both typesof questionshavetheir strengthsandweaknesses.

With regard to unstructured or opened-endedquestions; the advantagesare: (i) respondents
are not influenced by a predetermined set of response alternatives, and as such, they can
freely express their views, which may differ from the researcher's expectations; (ii) this

type of question can provide insightful data and valuablecomments(Kinnear and Taylor,
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1979); and (iii) this type of question can also describe or reflect more closely the real views
of the respondents and can elicit creative and original information (Fowler, 1991; Sproull,
1995). However, the disadvantages are: (i) the respondents have to spend more time
answering the questions; they may tend to write more briefly, and there may be a problem
of illegible handwriting (Kinnear and Taylor, 1979); (ii) it is time consuming especially for
analysis (coding and tabulation of data) (Sproull, 1995); (iii) by adopting this approach,

categorisationis quite difficult and might be arbitrary dependingon the researcher'sown
preposition; and (iv) this type of question has a high potential for interviewer bias since the
interviewer rarely records the respondents' answers in exactly the same words, especially

when time is a constraint(Peterson,1988).

With respect to structured or closed-endedquestions the advantagesare: (i) they are
convenientfor respondentsin terms of time and easeof responding(Parasuraman,1986);
(ii) answers are directly comparablefrom each respondent, assuming that each one
interprets the words in the same way (Aaker and Day, 1986); and (iii) it is normally
cheaper since interviewer time and skill levels required to record and interpret data are

usually lower than in unstructuredor opened-endedquestions. On the other hand, the
disadvantagesof structured or closed-endedquestions are: (i) more time is neededto
design structuredquestionsunlessthe researcherhas a clear idea of the questionsto ask
and the specific responsesto anticipate(Parasuraman,1986); and (ii) structuredquestions
are difficult to develop and good exploratory work is necessaryto ensure that all
potentially important response alternatives are included (Aaker and Day, 1986).
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7.7.3

Scale of Measurements

The scales or types of measurement that are commonly used in questionnaires are nominal,
ordinal, interval and ratio (Churchill, 1987; Peterson, 1988; Tull and Hawkins, 1990;
Fowler, 1991; Sproull, 1995).

A nominal scale is defined as numbers assigned to events which can be placed into
mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories (Sproull, 1995). Nominal scales can be

divided into two types. One is categorical- where objects sharingcertain characteristics
are assignedthe same identifying symbol and placed in the same category (Peterson,
1988). Theother is binary - whererespondentscan tick asmany answersasare applicable
to them. In termsof data/statisticalanalysis,while modes,frequency,percentages
and chisquarecanbe calculatedfrom nominal data,a meanor mediancannot(Peterson,1988).

An ordinal scale is defined as numbers assignedto events which can be placed into
mutually exclusive categoriesand can be ordered into a greaterthan or less than scale
(Sproull, 1995). According to Peterson(1988), only statementsof greaterthan or lessthan
are permitted in an ordinal scaleof measurements.With regardto data/statisticalanalysis,
modesor medianscan be usedor calculatedbut not amean. Besidesthat, the percentage
of the total appearingin eachrank can alsobe calculated(Tull and Hawkins, 1990).

An interval scale is defined as numbers assignedto events which can be categorised,
ordered and assumed to have an equal distance between scale values (Sproull, 1995). With
respect to data/statistical analysis, almost the entire range of statistical analysis or
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techniques such as mean, median, mode, range, standard deviation, t-test etc., can be
applied to interval scale data (Peterson, 1988; Tull and Hawkins, 1990).

A ratio scaleis defined asnumbersthat ranks items suchthat numerically equal distances
on the scale represent equal distances in the property being measured and that the number

zero hasan absoluteempirical meaning(Tull and Hawkins, 1990). According to Peterson
(1988), a ratio scale of measurement provides information about the equality of objects,
their rank order, and the absolute extent of differences between them. With regard to

statisticaltechniquesto be usedfor ratio scaledata,all descriptivemeasuresand inferential
techniques are applicable (Tull and Hawkins, 1990).

7.7.4 Questionnaire Design, Types and Sources of Questions, and Scale of
Measurementsfor Mail Survey
In this study, the design of a mail survey questionnaire was made following

the

recommendationof a numberof leading authoritiesin the field, including Fowler (1991);
Hoinville et al. (1983); Aaker and Day (1986); Peterson(1988); Churchill (1987) and
Dillman (1978). As suggestedby Peterson(1988), the mail survey questionnairein this
study was made into a booklet form with a step-by-stepinstruction. Also, following
Churchill's (1987) recommendation, light green, high-quality paper was used to print the

questionnaire. In addition, as advised by Fowler (1991), the questions were laid out in
order of difficulty, i. e. starting with the straightforward questions, followed by the
questions which are more "difficult"

and which required a good deal of thought.

As

suggestedby McGown (1979), the length of each individual question was kept as short as
possible in order to avoid confusion.
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The final questionnaire was divided into four sections and consisted of sixty-one questions,
and a blank space at the end of the last section for the respondents to write down some
suggestions or comments. Section A had twenty-two questions and the aim of this section

was to find out about the respondent'sprofile and his or her knowledge of the Japanese
language. Section B had three questions asking about the respondent's organisation.
Section C had six questions and this was where the questions pertaining to the Look East

Policy were asked,while SectionD had thirty questionsaskingabout the Japanesemodel
of managementor Japanesemanagementtechniques. All but four questionswere closedended and required the respondentto either tick or circle the appropriateboxes (see
Appendix 7.2 for a samplecopy of the mail survey questionnaire).

With regard to the types of question used for mail survey in this study, they were very
structured and mostly closed-ended. The reasonsfor using this type of question were
because,as mentionedearlier, they were convenientto respondentsin terms of time and
ease of responding.

Besides that, they were convenient for our analysis because the

answersweredirectly comparablefrom eachrespondentassumingthat eachone interpreted
thewords in the sameway.

With regardto the sourcesof questionsfor this study, they were adoptedand developed(i)
from earlier studiesthat had been conductedby other researchers(Yasin, 1990; Gill and
Wong, 1998); (ii) as a result of pretesting; and (iii) after rigorous discussion with the

supervisor to identify any further potential problems. Following the earlier studiesthe
wording of some questions had to be slightly changed to accommodate the research

objectives and also the different context (i. e. to accommodatethe Malaysian context).
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Some of the questions that were not relevant to this study were dropped, while as a result
of the discussion with the supervisor 12 new questions; numbers 26,28,29,30,31,43,44,
45,52,55,58 and 61, were added.

One of the advantages of using questions from previous studies was that the validity and
reliability of the questions had been measured. Validity refers to how well a survey item
measureswhat it sets out to measure(Litwin, 1995: 33). On the other hand, reliability is a
statistical measure of how reproducible the survey instrument's data are (Litwin, 1995: 6).
Gill and Wong (1998) tested the reliability of their questions using test-retest reliability and

it was reportedat 0.66, which accordingto Muchinsky (1983, as cited in Gill and Wong,
1998),may be accepted,while the contentvalidity was 0.74. To increasethe reliability of
the questions in this study, they were carefully developed through two pre-tests and
checkedrigorously by the supervisor.

In terms of the scale of measurement,the questionnaireis designedwith two scalesin
mind; nominal andordinal. However,severaldemographicquestionsare alsomadeup of a
continuousscale.

In this studyboth typesof nominal scalesare used. The categoricaltype is usedmostly in
SectionA of our mail survey questionnaireto extract answersregardingrace,religion and
category of jobs. The binary type is used mostly in Section D, although it is also used in
some parts of Section C. This type of scale allows the respondents to tick a number of
answers, and is thus deemed the most suitable because it does not restrict the respondents
to only one answer. As such, the results will give a better picture with regard to which
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elements of Japanesemanagement techniques have been implemented in the respondents'
firms.

In contrast, ordinal scales are used mostly in Section D. Finally, some continuous scales
are used throughout all the sections. For example, in Section A continuous scales are used
to extract answers regarding age, how long the respondent has been in the present and last
position (job), etc.

7.7.5

Questionnaire

Design, Types

and Sources of Questions,

and Scale of

Measurements for Personal Interview
Our aim in using personal interview in this study is basically to obtain an explanation from

the respondentsasto why they haveor have not donethings as they indicatedin the mail
' This explanation,we believe, will be better got through personal
survey questionnaires.
interview rather than mail survey,asthe respondentsare encouragedto expresstheir views
freely.

With regard to the design of the personalinterview questionnaire,types and sourcesof
questionsand scaleof measurements,
we do not adopt any formal design or any scalesof
measurement. This is becauseour objective is to gain a more in-depth insight, and
thereforea checklist approachis more appropriate,and within it there is a list of issuesto
be investigated. It is important to note that this checklist is fairly loosely-basedbecause
besidesallowing flexibility in terms of responses,its other function, asmentionedearlier is
to get the interview going and to keep it moving as this will allow us to cover key issues
' For example,we want to know why therespondentshavesaid that they have adoptedsuggestionsystembut
not lifetime employment,etc.
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that we want to investigate (see Fontana and Frey, 1994). A sample of an interview
checklist is shown in Appendix 7.3.

7.8

Administration

of Mail Questionnaire and Interview Checklist

Having the questions and the appropriate scales attached to them, our next task is to do a

pretestor a pilot study. Beforewe presentthe mannerin which the pilot studyis conducted
and its advantagesfor this study,it is usefulto review someof the literaturein this area.

7.8.1 A Pilot Study
A pilot study is a small-scaletrial before the main investigationor study. According to
Fowler (1991), every questionnaire(mail survey as well as personalinterview) should be
pretestedin order to assessthe adequacyof the researchdesignsand the instrumentsto be
usedfor data collection. Wilson (1996: 103)points out that a pilot studyis both important
and highly recommended,even if it is only a small one becauseof time and money
constraints. However, it is importantto point out that the pilot study doesnot attemptto
represent,in the statistical sense,the correctproportionsof different typesof individuals in
the population. This is becausethe purposeis not to estimatethe true proportionsof such
types, but to cover the entire rangeof replies which might be given to any of the possible
questionsin the first draft of a questionnaire(Wilson, 1996: 103). Wilson further suggests
that by covering the full rangeof replies,the researcheris then in a position to work out a
set of codesor responsecategorieswhich embracethe entire rangeof responsesthat might
be given. This is a counsel of perfection and no matter how good the pilot, responsesmay
turn up in the main study that have not been anticipated in the pilot results (Wilson, 1996:

103). Thus, in addition to the abovereasonswe intend to use the pilot study to ascertain
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the likelihood of certain unanticipated constraints or events which, if not eliminated early
on, could pose greater problems when the actual research survey is carried out.

7.8.2 Advantages of Conducting the Pilot Study
There are a number of valid reasons why piloting is important.

According to Wilson

(1996: 103-014),theyare:

(i)

To find out roughly how long the questionnairetakesto answerand if there are any
featuresof it that are likely to put peopleoff and so reducethe likely responserates.
It is important to note that the law of diminishing returns appearsto operatewith
questionnairesafter a certainamountof time and effort hasbeenexpended.Thus, by
conductingthe pilot study,the lengthof the questionnairescan be checkedbefore the
final version is sent out in order to avoid fatigue among respondents;

(ii)

To "de-bug" the questions,i. e. is the wording clear? Do people seethe questionsas
important and interpret them as expected;

(iii)

To ensure that it is easy for the respondents to express their answers to their

satisfaction,andfor the researcherto interpretthem correctly.

Wilson (1996: 103) also stresses that the other important purpose of a pilot study is to
devise a set of codes or response categories for each question that will

cover, as

comprehensively as possible, the full range of responseswhich may be given in reply to the
questions in the main investigation.
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7.8.3 How the Pilot Study was Conducted and its Advantages for this Study

Before the pilot study was conductedin Malaysia, the drafts of both mail and personal
interview questionnaires were pretested with the help of some senior Malaysian Ph.D.
students at Stirling University. These students were asked to complete the questionnaires
and to return them with some comments, especially with regard to the questions and the
structure of the mail survey questionnaire. Based on the comments received, some changes
were made1° before the amended copy was extended to the supervisor for further
discussion. Later, when everything had been finalised, i. e. the questions and the structure,
the researcher was ready to conduct the pilot study in Malaysia using mail survey
questionnaires and actual respondents from the private sector. Pretesting of the interview
checklist was not carried out with

actual respondents because it was considered

unnecessary since we had full control of obtaining the responses during the interviewing
process.

For the purpose of the pilot study, 20 mail survey questionnaires were sent out to managing
directors of 20 private companies in Malaysia in February 1998. Of these 10 mail survey
questionnaires were sent to managing directors of banks and finance companies and the

other 10 were sentout to managingdirectorsof manufacturingcompanies. The namesof
companies were taken randomly from the list of companies listed in the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange First Board (KLSE). This was because it is a rule in the conduct of a pilot

study that the respondentswho fill in the questionnaireforms for the pilot studymust not

1°For example,the researcherhad to redraft the structurein the mail survey questionnaireby putting a "box"
for eachanswer. Ambiguous and difficult terms and words were clarified and rewordedand questionsthat
were inadvertently omittedwere added.
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be included in the final survey (Black and Champion, 1976). By the end of February 1998,
eight managing directors replied, giving a response rates of 40%. Three completed mail

survey questionnaireswere received from bank and finance companiesand five from
manufacturing companies. A further investigation revealed that the main reason why there
was a poor response from the banking and finance companies was because during the time
of the pilot study, such companies were under enormous pressure from the government and

central bank (Bank NegaraMalaysia)to either mergeor ceaseoperationsdue to high nonperforming loansandother financial issuesarising from the economicdownturn."

Again, in early March 1998andwith the help of the researcher'sbrother who is the Senior
Assistant Secretary for the Kuching Council, the same questionnaires were distributed to

15 managing directors who are very "close" to the researcher'sbrother and whose
companiesare mainly basedin Sarawak. By the middle of March, 5 questionnaireswere
receivedafter numerousreminders12
-a responserateof 33.3%.

Whatever the reasons were, as mentioned by Wilson (1-996), the main objective of the pilot

study being undertakenfor this researchwas to ensurethat the actual survey to be carried
out later would be as smoothasit could be. Indeedthe advantagesreferredto in the books
and cited abovewere reflectedin the pilot studyconductedfor this research.First, the pilot
study proved that the responserateswere very low when the respondentshad no direct
interest in the research itself (see Gardner, 1987: 98). Second, sensitive questions should
be avoided, i. e. questions that have political connotations or are too personal to some
people.

"Slippery Slope:Malaysianbanks", The Economist,7`hMarch 1998,Vol. 346, pp. 81.
'ZAverageof four remindersbeforerespondentsreturnedthe questionnaires.
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The feedback from the pilot study also provided some constructive insight regarding the
usageof words, the structure of the questions and their sensitivity, leading to small changes
to some questions.

To make the mail survey questionnaire look more official and

professional, we designed the cover by putting the University of Stirling Department of

Managementand Organisation's logo and, as mentioned earlier, presentedthe final
questionnaire in booklet form.

From the responses received, it was indeed very difficult to encourage the managing

directors to co-operatein the mail survey, especiallywhen most of the companieswere
facing seriousfinancial problemsin the aftermathof East Asia's financial crisis. It seems
that inducementslike a stamped,addressedenvelope,a Stirling University pen or even
close personalcontact,in this casethe researcher'sbrother who was very "close" to some
managing directors, could not guarantee that the respondents would return the completed

questionnaires. The pilot study proved that obtaining the co-operation of managing
directors in Malaysia was not only exceedingly difficult

but also expensive13 as an

enormousamountof effort had to be madein order to get the respondentsto reply.

7.8.4

The Actual Survey

This subsection deals with how the actual mail survey as well as personal interview survey
were conducted. With regard to the mail survey, first, we explained the process involved

in carrying it out; and second,we discussedthe problem of non-responseand highlighted
how we had dealt with it.

With respect to personal interview, first, we highlighted the

steps required to overcome its drawbacks. Second, we reviewed the literature on managing

" Cost hasbeenrelatively high becauseof telephonecalls and fax chargesto remind the respondents.
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the interviews and shortly after that we mentioned the steps taken in conducting the
interviews for this study. Finally, we highlighted how the interview data were recorded.

7.8.4.1

The Mail Survey

7.8.4.1.1

The process involved in conducting mail survey

The actual fieldwork was undertakenin Malaysia for a period of three months starting on
V April

1998 and ending 30"' June 1998.

All 120 mail survey questionnaires and

interview checklists were sent on the 1t April 1998 and the closing date was the 15`hApril

1998. The first reminder to the respondentswho had not returned the completedmail
survey questionnaires was sent by fax immediately after the closing date and the
respondents were asked to return the completed mail survey questionnaires before the 30`h

April 1998 (seeAppendix 7.4 for the sampleof the first reminder letter). Soon after this
closing date,a secondreminderwas faxed to the respondents.By the 30`hMay 1998there
were 69 fully completed and usable mail survey questionnairesreceived (this excluded
questionnaires that were returned uncompleted due to unreachable address). We had made

further efforts to contact somerespondentsby telephoneas well as fax, but there was no
sign of any more questionnairescoming. Hence, the total of completedand usablemail
surveyquestionnairesreceivedwas 69, giving aresponserateof 57.5%(Table 7.3).
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Table 7.3
Fieldwork Response
Frequency

Percent

Total number of questionnaire sent out

120

100.0

Total number of questionnaire returned

86

71.7

Total number of questionnaires not returned (non-response)

34

28.3

Total number of questionnaires returned uncompleted*

17

14.2

Total number of completed/usable questionnaires received

69

57.5

Items

Note: * Due to unreachable address or have recently moved location. Returned envelopes were stamped
with instructions such as "sudah pindah" or moved; or "tidak dapat dihubungi" or could not be
reached.

Looking at Table 7.3, it is quite clear that one of the major problems encountered during
the fieldwork was the unreliability of the addressesin the directory being used. As shown

in the table, there were 17 uncompletedquestionnairesreturnedwhich had been stamped
"Sudah Pindah" (moved) by the postal authority, clearly indicating that the directory had
not beenupdatedbeforeits publication.

7.8.4.1.2 The problem of non-responseand how it was dealt with
Basedon the experiencegainedfrom the fieldwork and the reviewed literature,one major
problem with mail questionnairesis the issueof non-response.Moser and Kalton (1979;
166) point out that non-responseis a universal problem that no human investigator can
avoid. Black andChampion(1976: 389) also statethat althoughestimatesof non-response
to a mailed questionnairevary, it appearsto be a normal expectationthat nearly 70% of the
questionnairesmailed will not be returned. Generally,there are two typesof non-response.
The first type relatesto the incompletenessof the returnedmail questionnaires,which this
study did not have any problem with. The secondtype of non-responserelates to the
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inability of the researcher to get any response at all from the sampled population (even
though questionnaires and follow-up letters have been sent out) due to a number of
reasons, such as respondents have declined to answer the questions in the mail

questionnairesor simply did not botherto return the mail questionnaires.This typeof nonresponse concerns the researcher as it usually createsbiased estimates in any study because

the characteristicsof non-responsestratum could be different from those who have
responded to the survey. Black and Champion (1976) suggest that the best way to reduce
the non-response bias is to increase the response rate by sending a follow-up letter to nonrespondents. However, it could be argued that this could never guarantee any reply and
moreover certain constraints, such as time and finapcial resources, might prevent the
researcherfrom doing so.

Because the problem of non-response cannot be avoided, we have to deal with it and to
find out whether the non-response did create a significant bias to render the sample
estimate inadequate.

One commonly used method of dealing with non-response, as

recommended by leading authorities (Fowler, 1991; Hoinville et al., 1978; Moser and
Kalton, 1979), is to try to get some information pertaining to the characteristics of the non-

responsestratum. By applying this method and to ensurea good response,we randomly
selected twenty-five out of thirty-four non-respondents to participate in the telephone
interview. Rather than using the original version of the mail survey questionnaire, which is

very lengthy and detailed, we came up with a simplified version designedfor telephone
interview purposes and specifically geared to find out about the profile of the nonrespondentsand their opinions pertainingto the Look East Policy as well as the Japanese
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model of management or Japanesemanagement techniques (Appendix 7.5 shows a sample
of the simplified version of the interview schedule).

The ten key questions in the simplified version of the interview schedule are as follows: Q1

- asksaboutthe backgroundof respondents(race,age,religion and level of education);Q2
firms and number of employees; Q3 - asks
- asks about the characteristics/ownership of
about the respondents' knowledge of the Japanese language; Q4 - asks about the
respondents' opinions pertaining to the Look East Policy; Q5 - asks about the respondents'

familiarity with the Japanesemodel of management;Q6 - asks whether respondents
implement the Japanese model of management or not; Q7 - asks about the problems
respondents faced (if any) pertaining to the elements of the Japanesemodel of management
they had implemented; Q8 - asks about the respondents' opinions pertaining to the
Japanese' willingness to transfer their technological know-how and expertise to the
Malaysians; Q9 - asks whether respondents recognise trade unions and the types of union
they choose to recognise; and Q10 - asks the respondents' opinions as to whether the

government via its Look East Policy has been successfulor effective in encouraging
model of management.
managementin Malaysia to adopttheJapanese

Out of the twenty-five non-respondents,we managedto interview fifteen, a responserate
of 60% (the high response rate could be due to simple and brief questions being asked as

well as continuousand direct contactby telephone). The responseswere then analysedand
compared with the original replies from the 69 respondents. From the findings, it was

found that the characteristicsof the non-respondents(e.g. race, religion, education,
knowledge of the Look East Policy, been to Japan, and familiarity with Japanese
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management practices) and the characteristics of their company (e.g. size of firms/the
number of employees they employed, and ownership structure) do not differ significantly
from those of the original respondents. All fifteen respondents were familiar with the
Japanese model of management, and of these, only six firms had adopted Japanese
management techniques and all of them said that they had faced a number of problems
when implementing them.14

Although by making such a comparison, we could never guarantee the absenceof bias, the

findings from non-respondents
certainly boostedour confidenceand reassuredus that the
final samplewas valid for further analysis.

7.8.4.2

Personal Interview

7.8.4.2.1 Stepsto overcomethe drawbacks of personal interview
As mentioned earlier, personal interview also has its strengths as well as weaknesses. One

of the major drawbacksthat we were concernedwith in this study was the cancellationof
interview appointments,as we did not have ample time left to carry out the fieldwork.
Thereforeto overcomethis drawbackthe following stepsweretaken.

(i)

In order to facilitate the setting up of appointments and to avoid interrupted

interviews or the cancellationof interview appointments,letters requestingaccess
and co-operation were sent in advance,i. e. sent together with the mail survey
questionnaire.

14Elementsthat were said to have beenimplementedby 6 respondentswere identical with the elementsthat
were said to have beenimplementedby the 32 respondents.
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(ii)

Telephone calls were then made to all 32 respondents to set up a tentative
appointment date for the interview to be held in the respondent's office. After that,
a copy of the interview checklist was sent by fax to all 32 respondents (although
this was sent earlier together with the questionnaires) not only to make sure that
they had a copy of the interview checklist but also to remind them of the interview
appointment as well as to give them ample time to prepare some answers before the
actual interview was held.

(iii)

Finally, telephone calls were made to reconfirm the interview date.

It is important to note that all 32 respondentswere successfullyinterviewed. The main
reason could be becausethese were the respondentsthat had already indicated their
willingness to takepart in the researchwhenthey originally filled in the questionnaires.

7.8.4.2.2 Managing the interview
After arrangementshad beenmade,i.e. the appointmentdate and the interviewees(in this
case- 32 managingdirectors) the next task was managingthe interview. A number of
authors (for instance, Punch, 1998: 180-181) mention that managing an interview involves

a number of stepswhich include establishingrapport (beginning the interview); asking
questions- the sequenceandtypesof questions;andclosing the interview. Thesestepsare
discussedbelow.

In the first step, i. e. establishing rapport, Punch (1998) argues that to interview
successfully, it is important to establish rapport at the beginning of the interview.
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Similarly, Chisnall (1997: 168) warns that people's co-operation should not be taken for
granted and it is very important to formally introduce ourselves. He then adds that
interviewers should endeavour to build up empathy, i. e. the ability of one individual to
respond sensitively and imaginatively to another's feelings.

The second step involves asking questions. Punch (1998) argues that question-asking is at
the centre of interviewing and is important in deciding how successful the interview will
be.

Therefore, he warns, as far as possible, a researcher should try to avoid asking

sensitive questions or questions that have political connotations.

The final stepinvolves closing the interview. Minichiello et al. (1990) statethat ways of
closing the interview may also require attention. Similarly, Punch(1998: 181) maintains
that closing the interview may involve certain strategies such as giving an
acknowledgementletter at the end of the interview process, giving a souvenir, etc.
However,Punch also points out that the applicability of the strategiesuseddependsvery
much on the perspective,on the approachtaken to interviewing in a particular subject,and
on the type of interview selected.

In managingthe interviews for this study,the following stepswere taken:

(i)

In establishingrapport for the interviews in this study, the researcherformally and
briefly introduced himself by showing a letter from the supervisor asking for the
respondents' co-operation. Then the researcher outlined the nature of the survey,
the reasons why it was being conducted, and the reason why the respondents had
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been selected. This is particularly important because very often people are curious
to know why they, in particular, have been selected for interview (see Chisnall,
1997). The researcher also assuredthe respondentsthat their personal details would
remain confidential in the final analysis.

(ii)

As far as step two was concerned, i. e. question-asking we tried to avoid asking
sensitive questions or questions that had political connotations. In doing so, we
used a checklist, which was a fairly loosely-based discussion approach, whereby

not only were we giving the respondentsa chanceto amplify or qualify his or her
responses,but most importantly, we were also encouragingthe respondentsto
explain in some detail certain issues that were raised as very often such

explanationswere unobtainablefrom the mail surveyquestionnaire. Also, by using
this approach, we encouraged the respondents to give their valued opinions on

issuesthat wereimportantto this study.

(iii)

Finally, in closing the interview, we expressedour gratitude to the participants or

respondentsfor their involvement, time, the use of their office facilities, and the
information that they had given us. Besidesthat, we also gave them a souvenir
which, we believed,they could treasureand remember.

7.8.4.2.3 Recording
How the interview data are recorded needs to be considered in planning the research. For
structured interviews, which normally use pre-coded response categories, recording of
responses is probably a simple matter of checkmarks on a response sheet (Richardson et
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al., 1965). For more opened-ended interviews, however, the possibilities include taperecording, video-recording, and/or note-taking (Punch, 1998). However, there is a problem
with tape-recording resulting from the reluctance of some people to be recorded.

Moreover, becausesome company's information is very confidential, the respondents
might be less candid and unforthcoming.

Since the interviews for this study were conducted using an opened-endeddiscussion
approach,the bestmeansof recordinginterview datais by tape-recordingwherebyaccurate
information can be recorded as opposed to recording the responsesby note-taking. All the
32 respondents had agreed to be tape-recorded after we assured them that their names and

the namesof their companywere not going to be mentionedin the data analysis. With
regardto languagesusedin the interview,both BahasaMalaysia and English were spoken.
Where the responseswere in Bahasa Malaysia, we made the best effort to translate it into

English without losing its intendedmeaning.

7.9

Data Analysis

Our final task is the analysis of data. The main purposeof data analysis is to produce
meaningfrom the primary datathat were collected. According to Robson(1995),there are
two types of data analysis. One is qualitative analysis- which is normally usedfor words
or data which come in a non-numerical form. The other is quantitative analysis - which is
normally used for numbers or data that can be transformed into numbers.
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7.9.1 Methods of Data Analysis in this Study
Both methods, i. e. qualitative and quantitative analyses were employed in this study to
analyse the data collected from the personal interviews and that collected from the mail

survey. In qualitative analysis,data were extractedand interpretedfrom tape-recordings
made during the interviews. Most of these data are presented in the form of quotations.

On the other hand, for the mail survey,the immediatetask was to organiseandprocessthe
raw data. The purposeof organising this was to reduceits massto a form suitable for
statistical analysis. When this was done, the raw data were coded and were ready to be fed

into the computer. After consultationwith somecolleaguesaswell ascomputerpersonnel
regardingwhich statistical packageis advisablefor use to computeand analysethe data,
the researchersettled on the Statistical Packagefor Social Science (SPSS®)which is
availablethrough the University network. The SPSS®usedfor this analysisis version 8.0
for windows TM(SPSS®WIN8M). However, there was one major problem to be overcome:
the researcher had no previous knowledge of SPSS®. Moreover, SPSS® is difficult to

masterand needsa considerableamountof time to learn the whole procedureof running
the software. To solve this problem,the researcherwas determinedto learn SPSS®and at
the same time had approachedthe University of Stirling's statistical consultant15
to seek
advice.

Following the recommendationsmade by both the University of Stirling's statistical
consultantand the supervisor,data were testedusing non-parametrictest, as most of the

15Kate Howie, Departmentof ComputingScienceand MathematicsUniversity of Stirling.
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data were nominal data.16 This is also in agreement with the recommendation given by
Wimmer and Dominick's (1987: 261), who assert that non-parametric tests are more
appropriate for nominal or ordinal data, whereas parametric tests are appropriate for
interval and ratio data. Other authors such as Roscoe (1975, as cited in Wimmer and
Dominick, 1987: 261), however, no longer consider the two categories to be distinctly

different andboth methodscan be usedsuccessfullywith any type of data.

In the dataanalysis,cross-tabulation,chi-squareand frequencyanalyseswere usedbecause
(i) they are the techniquesmost frequentlyused in previous studies,for example,Imoaka
(1985), Ito (1985), Thong and Jain (1988), Tamara et al. (1990), and Yasin (1990) (see
Table 7.4 at the end of this chapter);(ii) they were recommendedby both the supervisor
and the University of Stirling's statistical consultant; and (iii) they were the most
appropriate methods given the type of data in this study.

7.10 Limitations to the Research Survey

Despite the best possible efforts made by the researcher,this study is constrainedby a
number of shortcomingswhich include the sample size, a limited amount of time and
resourcesavailable,economicproblemsand respondentbias. Besidesthat, the attitude of
Malaysian managersalso poseda barrier, as some of them were reluctant to respondto
academicquestionnaires.Mansor and Ali (1998)warn that it hasbecomea major obstacle
for researchersto carry out studiesin Malaysiabecauseof the unwillingness of somesenior
managersto participate. The limitations faced by this study are discussedbelow.

16Nominal data are also called categoricaldatabecausethe questionsusedin nominal datacategorisedthe
responses,for example,male or female(Fink, 1995:5).
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7.10.1 Sample Size - In terms of sample size, it was relatively small and only four states
were covered, which clearly indicated that this was not a representative sample of all of the
private firms in Malaysia. As such, the findings and conclusion of this study must be
interpreted with caution. Although at the early stage of the fieldwork we intended to
increase the sample size and cover more states, after taking into consideration the financial
limitations we had to be satisfied with the sample of 120 companies from four states, i. e.
two states from West Malaysia or Peninsula Malaysia and the other two states from East

Malaysia. Eventhen, the costof conductingand administeringthe personalinterviews and
mail survey questionnaireswas exceeding the allocated budget and some financial
borrowings were made to solve the problem.

7.10.2 Time - This was anotherlimitation. Even though three years seemedto be a
considerablelength of time doing a pieceof research,for a researcherworking alone there
is a limit to what he or she can actually do or achieve. Indeed, practical considerations
certainly madeit difficult to do anymorethan has beendone. But asfar as this researchis
concernedand given the fact that it was indeedvery difficult to get the managingdirectors
to completethe mail survey questionnaires,the numberof responseswas reasonablyhigh.
This could be becauseof our persistencein contactingthe respondents.In fact, Lin (1976:
241) points out that for a survey of the generalpublic, a responserate of 50% or higher is
reasonablygood, while a responserateof more than 70% is very good.

7.10.3

Research Expenses - is one of the major limitations to this study, and has greatly

affected the selection of sample size. As the field research adopted by the researcher
required extensive travelling or the heavy use of the telephone in order to reach the
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respondents, lack of funding, personal transport facilities, and telephone facilities posed a
major problem. The only source of funding was from a scholarship. However, the limited
allowance was used to cover monthly expenses,books and clothing and nothing was spared
for research expenses. As far as the scholarship was concerned, there were no funds
available for travelling, postage, etc., and the only source was a loan. To solve the problem
the researcher had to rely on the goodwill of a close friend who lent his car, and the
researcher's brother who allowed accessto his office telephone to make telephone contact.
This, however, made it problematic to carry out research when the target samples were

from both Eastand West Malaysia.

7.10.4 Economic Problems - Another limitation to this study is the problem of the
economiccrisis. It was quite unfortunatethat the researcherhad to conductthe fieldwork
in a time of economic crisis. The businessenvironmentduring this time was different
compared to when Malaysia was proclaiming itself as the next "Asian Tiger".

The

economic crisis causeda number of problems, such as political instability, massive
unemployment,low purchasingpower, bankruptcy of companiesand banks as well as
escalatinginflation (SundayTribune 7"' June 1998). Theseproblems had a direct impact
on this studybecausemost of managingdirectorswere too busy dealingwith their internal
problems and had very little time to sparefor mattersof academicinterest like the one
carriedout by the researcher.

7.10.5

Respondent Bias - This is another limitation as the names of respondents cannot

be mentioned in order to maintain confidentiality, as agreed upon earlier. In light of this,
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the researcher made no attempt to mention the respondent's company name and neither did
the researchermention specifically whose comments were included in the analysis.

Despite the above limitations, the findings from this study will certainly contribute to the
body of knowledge, particularly in the role of the state and also in the field of management
in Malaysia, and will shed some new insights as to the direction of future research in this
particular area.

7.11 Conclusion

In this chapterwe havedescribedthe researchmethodsadoptedfor this study,which were
mail survey questionnaireand personalinterview. We have also discusseda number of
related issues, such as the sampling process (sampling frame, size and techniques), questionnaire

design,types of questions,scaleof measurements,
the advantagesof doing the pilot study andhow
the actual survey was conducted. In addition, we have presentedthe reasons and arguments for

choosingcompaniesfrom the manufacturingsectorasa sample. Looking at what we have
discussed in this chapter, it can be said that the choice of the research methods and other

proceduresselectedfor this study were made for their appropriatenessand the easethat
they provided the researcherin order to meet the objectives of this study, as spelled out
earlier.

There are, however, a few things to be noted from our discussion.

One is that it is

important to remember that we took the sample from only 4 geographical areas in Malaysia
and we covered only the manufacturing industry. Since the sample size was rather small
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and confined to a single industry, the findings of this study must be interpreted with
caution and not be generalised to all the private sectors in Malaysia.

The other thing to note is that we had someproblemswith non-response,though, in fact,
less than one might expect in this area. Nevertheless, they still have to be taken into

accountwhenevaluatingthe data.

In Chapter 8, descriptive statistics (frequencyanalysis) as well as the test on research
hypothesisarepresented.
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Table 7.1
Summary of the Advantages and Disadvantagesof Different Data Collection Methods in
Data collection
method
Personal interview

the Survey Appr(
Potential advantages

Potential disadvantages

(1) There are some sample designs that
can be implemented best by
personal interview (e. g., area
probability samples)
(2) Probably the most effective way of
enlisting cooperation for most
populations
(3) Advantages of interviewer
administration - answering
respondent questions, probing for
adequate answers, accurately
following complex instructions or
sequences- are realised
(4) Multimethod data collection including observations, visual cues,
and self-administered sections - are
feasible

(1) It is likely to be more costly
than the alternatives
(2) A trained staff of interviewers
that is geographically near the
sample is needed
(3) Total data collection period is
likely to be longer than
telephone procedures
(4) Some samples (those in highrise buildings or high-crime
areas, elites, employees,
students) may be more
accessible by some other mode

(5) Rapport and confidencebuilding
are possible
Telephone interview

(1) Lower cost (compare to personal
interviews)
(2) Random-digit dialling sampling of
general populations
(3) Access to certain populations
(compare especially personal
interviews)

-

(4) Potentialfor shortdata collection
period

(5) Likelihood of better response rate
from a list sample (compare mail
only)

(1) Sampling limitations, especially
problem of omitting those
without telephones
(2) Non-response associated with
random-digit dialling sampling
(compare personal)
(3) Questionnaire or measurement
constraints, including limits on
response alternatives,
impossibility of visual aids, and
interviewer observations
(4) Possibly less appropriate for
personal or sensitive questions
if no prior contact

Mail questionnaire

(1) Relatively low cost
(2) Can be accomplished with minimal
staff and facilities
(3) Provides accessto widely
dispersed samples and samples that
are difficult to reach by telephone
or in person for other reasons
(4) Respondents have time to give
thoughtful answers, to look up

(1) Ineffectiveness of mail as way
of enlisting cooperation
(depending on group to be
studied)

(2) Various disadvantagesof not
having interviewer involved in
data collections
(3) Need for good mailing
addressesfor sample

records, or consult with others

Source:Fowler, F. J. (1991) SurveyResearchMethods,SagePublications,Inc. Newbury Park,
pp. 70-72.
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Table 7.4
Some Previous Studies that Used Frequency Analysis to Analyse Data
Researcher (s)

Research Topic

Respondents & No.
Of Questionnaire

Response
Rate (%)

Data
Analysis
Technique

Imaoka, H. (1985)

JapaneseManagement in
Malaysia

Japanesetop managers
and Malaysian middle

Not stated

Frequency
analysis

managers
(no. of questionnaires

- not stated)
Ito, S. (1985)

JapaneseManagement in
Taiwan

Japanesetop managers
and local middle
managers
(300 questionnaires)

28.3% and
24.0%

Frequency
analysis

respectively

Thong and Jain
(1988)

Human Resource
Practices of Japaneseand
Malaysian Companies

Senior managers from
fifteen companies"

Not stated

Frequency

Taman et al.

Management Vogue,

Managers/supervisors

67.0% and

Descriptive

(1990)

Job Satisfactionand
Correlatesof

and workersof 23
companies

40.0%
respectively

And
inferential

Organisational Loyalty
in Bumiputra, Western
and Japanese

(231 questionnaires for
managers/supervisors
and 464 questionnaires

Manufacturing

for workers)

analysis

statistics

Companies in Malaysia
Yasin, M. T.
(1990)

The Transferability of
Japanese-Style
Management Practices:
A Case Study of the

Senior managers and
employees
(150 for senior
managers and 112 for

MalaysianPublic

employees)

69.0% and
74.7%

Frequency
analysis

respectively

Enterprise Sector
Source: Complied from various sources, i. e. Imaoka, H. (1985); Ito, S. (1985); Thong, T. S. G. and Jain, H.
C. (1988); Tamam, E., Yassin, S. M. and Kamsah. M. F. (1990); and Yasin, M. T. (1990).

" Five sets of company (comprising in each set the Japaneseparent company, the Japanesesubsidiary
company in Malaysia and the local company).
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE SURVEY FINDINGS

8.1

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to presentthe survey findings. As outlined earlier in
Chapter 5, the general hypothesis of this study would be: "The Look East Policy might
have had some success in promoting Japanesemanagement techniques to manufacturing
firms in Malaysia, despite the difficulties of transferring management practices between

different countries,becauseof the strengthof the statein Malaysia and its commitmentto
such a policy." To be able to test this hypothesis,we needto addresstwo key issues:(i)
the extent to which Japanesemanagement techniques have been transferred to
manufacturing firms in Malaysia; and (ii) the reasons why manufacturing firms in Malaysia

implementedthesetechniques.

It is important to remember that this chapter only presents the findings from the mail

in
survey questionnaire,while the findings from personalinterview are discussed/presented
more detail in Chapter 9. This chapter is divided into two parts. In the first, which is
relatively descriptive, the aim is to identify the extent to which Japanesemanagement
techniques have been adopted by manufacturing firms in Malaysia, and to discuss the

proportion of the respondentswho saythat they have adoptedthe techniquesbecausethey
have beeninfluencedby the Look East Policy. In the secondpart, we will deal with the
testing of the research hypotheses. The reason why the hypotheses came about is because
it is believed that they will produce findings that will support the objectives of the study, as

outlined in Chapter 1. In order to do this, we will cross-tabulatefive independent
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variables, three of

which

are associated with

the characteristics of managing

directors/respondentsand they are knowledge of the Look East Policy, familiarity with the
Japanesemodel of management and visit to Japan. The other two are associated with the
characteristics of firms and they are size of firms (in terms of the number of employees)
and ownership of firms. We will then investigate the possibility of a relationship between
these variables and firms' implementing the Japanesemanagement techniques. Following
this, we will draw inferences from the test results.

As mentioned in Chapter 7, data for this study were collected using both mail survey
questionnairesandpersonalinterviews. The mail survey questionnaireswerepostedto 120
manufacturingcompaniesoperatingin Malaysia, the namesand addressesof which were
obtained from the Malaysian Manufacturers and Exports Directory (MMED), published in

1997. The cover letter accompanyingthe questionnairewas addressedto the managing
director of eachcompany. The objectiveswere to obtainhis/her opinionspertainingto the
researchquestions. A total of sixty-nine companiestook part in the survey, giving a
responserate of 57.5%. All questionnairesreceivedwere correctly and fully completed.
This could be attributed firstly, to the comprehensibility of the questionnaires,and
secondlyto the fact that the respondentswere managingdirectorsand thereforethoroughly
familiar with the questionnairetopics which concernproblems faced by their companies.
Although every effort was madeto ensurethat the maximum numberof companiescould
participate in this research, experience revealed that this was not possible, especially in
Malaysia, where the fieldwork

was conducted.

Hence, the total percentage of

questionnaires returned uncompleted due to unreachable address was 14.2%, while the
non-response rate was 28.3%. With regard to personal interviews, all 32 respondents who
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said that they had implemented some elements of the Japanesemodel of management were
contacted and successfully interviewed.

Part I
The discussion in this part starts from the profile of respondents (Section 8.2) and ends
with the management style preferred by them (Section 8.10).

8.2

Profile of Respondents

This section presents the characteristics of the respondents. The respondents in this study
are managing directors of manufacturing companies Operating in four Malaysian states:
Penang and KL/Selangor in the West Malaysia and Sabah and Sarawak in East Malaysia.

As statedin Chapter7 (seeTable 7.2), the numberof completedand usablequestionnaires
that were returnedare(18) 64.0%from Penang;(36) 54.5%from KL/Selangor; (11) 68.7%
from Sarawak;and (4) 40.0% from Sabah. In terms of percentage,the questionnairesthat
were received from the first three statesare quite evenly distributed; except for Sabah
wherethe responserate is comparativelyquite low. ' The managingdirectors were chosen
becausebeing the key informants in their organisations,we believed that they would be
ableto provide the information on firms that was requiredby this study.

We acknowledgethat in the case of mail questionnairesthere is a possibility that the
respondentsmight havepassedthe questionnaireson to othersto fill-in, but asfar aswe are
aware, the responsesrelate to the characteristics of managing directors.

' The respondentshave beencontactedbut they declinedto participatein our survey.
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8.2.1

The Respondents' Race

The respondentswere asked to state their race. Table 8.1 shows the breakdown of
respondents by race. The results indicate that a relatively large percentage of respondents
in this survey are Chinese (31) 45%, while the respofidents who are Bumiputra are (25)
36%; Indian (4) 6%; and "others" (9) 13%. This latter category comprise Japanese,
American and British nationalities. When the two largest race groups in our survey, i. e.
Chinese and Bumiputra, are compared the results show that the Chinese are predominant.
It could therefore be argued that the majority of the Chinese still dominate the private
sector. In fact, according to Kheng (1994), a large number of Chinese have been involved

in the private sector since the late 1960s,while the Bumiputra only became actively
involved in theprivate sector,particularly the manufacturingsector,in the late 1970swhen
the New Economic Policy (NEP) was introduced. Before the introduction of the NEP, the
Bumputra were highly concentrated in the public sector, traditional agriculture sector and
in low-income job categories, while the non-Bumiputra, particularly the Chinese, were
more favourably representedin the manufacturing sector, as well as in the professional and
technical fields where productivity and incomes were higher (SOPL, 1991-2000: 32).

With the NEP, the governmenthasmadenumerousefforts to help the Bumiputra engagein
the manufacturing sector. The first of such efforts was the creation of the Bumiputra
Commercial and Industrial Community (BCIC).

Through BCIC the government has

allocatedmore contracts,quotasand licensesto Bumiputra businessesandjoint ventures.
In addition, government agencies, such as Majlis Amanah Rakyat (MARA), Perbadanan

NasionalBerhad(PERNAS) andthe StateEconomicDevelopmentCorporations(SEDCs)
were actively involved in settingup commercialenterprisesto assistthe Bumiputra. Other
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efforts included the provision of education and training scholarships, credit facilities and
advisory assistance.

These measures have led to an increase in the number of

establishments owned and operated by Bumiputra and the creation of a new pool of
Bumiputra entrepreneurs, especially the Malays.

However, relative to the Chinese

communities, the Bumiputra share is still small, particularly in the manufacturing sector.

Table 8.1

_

Breakdownof Respondentsby Race
No.
%
Race

8.2.2

Bumiputra

25

36.0

Chinese

31

45.0

Indian

4

6.0

Others

9

13.0

Total

69

100.0

The Respondents' Religion

The respondents were asked to state their religion. Our survey reveals that (25) 36% are

Muslim, (18) 26% Buddhist, (17) 25% Christian,(5) 7% Hindu and (4) 6% "Other" (Table
8.2). This study also revealedthat all Bumiputra are of the Muslim faith, which probably
means that they are all Malays. Being Malay, their religion, by birth, is Islam. Buddhism,

on the other hand, is largely identified with the Chinese,and in this study about 26% of
respondentsare Buddhistwhile 19%are Christian. All the Indiansin this studyare Hindu.
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Table 8.2
Breakdown of Respondentsby Religion
Religion
No.
%

Islam

25

36.0

Christian

17

25.0

Buddhism

18

26.0

Hinduism

5

7.0

Others

4

6.0

Total

69

100.0

8.2.3 The Respondents'Age
The respondents were asked to state their age. As seen in Table 8.3, the majority of the

respondents(42) 60.8% in this researcharerelatively young,i. e. betweenthe ageof 30-45.
Out of 42 respondentswithin the 30-45 year old agebracket,(35) 50.7% are agedbetween
36-45yearsold. The respondentsin the 46-55year old agebracket are (26) 37.7%. On the
contrary,only about(1) 1.4%of the respondentsare olderthan 55.

Table 8.3
Breakdownof Respondentsby Age Group
Age Group
No.
%
30-35 years

7

10.1

36-45years

35

50.7

46-55years

26

37.7

1

1.4

69

100.0

Above 55 years
Total

356

8.2.4

The Respondents' Level of Education

The respondents were asked to indicate their level of education. Our findings show that
(59) 85.5% of the respondents have completed either a college or university education,
while (10) 14.5% indicated that they have completed their secondary education. Those
with a university degree are substantially higher, i. e. (48) 69.6% (Table 8.4). This suggests
that the majority of the respondents are well-educated compared to the rest of the
population.

This is not surprising, firstly, because they are the key personnel in their

respective organisations, and secondly, because in Malaysia, it is quite common for key

personnelto be well-educated,asthis hasbeenthetrend for many years.

Table 8.4
Breakdownof Respondentsby EducationalBackground
Educational Background
No.
%
Completed secondary education

10

14.5

Completed technical/commercial
College education
Completed university education

11

15.9

48

69.6

Total

69

100.0

The respondents were also asked to indicate whether they have undertaken any
postgraduate training/education. Table 8.5 shows that out of the 48 respondents who have

completeda university degree,(24) 50% indicatedthat they have completeda postgraduate
degree. In terms of their postgraduatequalifications, our findings reveal that of the 24
respondentswho saidthat they havecompletedpostgraduatedegree,(14) 58.3%statedthat
they have undertakenpostgraduatetraining in the field of management,i.e. a Mastersin
BusinessAdministration (MBA); (2) 8.3% statedthat they have both an MBA and a Ph.D.;
(1) 4.2% indicated that they have a postgraduatedegreein science(MSc); and (7) 29.2%
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said that they have a different postgraduate degree with specialisation in finance,
accounting or law.

Table 8.5
Breakdown of Respondents' Type of Postgraduate Degree
Type of Degree
No.
%

MBA

14

58.3

M. Sc.

1

4.2

MBA & Ph.D.

2

8.3

Others

7

29.2

Total

24

100.0

In terms of place of study, of the 48 respondents who completed a university education,
48% received their tertiary education in Western institutions. This conforms to a tradition
in Malaysia, whereby many people study outside the country, and particularly at Western
institutions. In fact, with the exception of Mahathir, all the former Prime Ministers studied
at Western institutions, and especially in the UK. The remaining respondents stated that

they have studiedeither in local institutions(39.6%), or in Japanand Korea (8.3%), or in
Singaporeand India (4.1%). Basedon these findings, one of the issuesthat we want to
examinein the latter part of the discussionis whetheror not the respondents'placeof study
and the educationalsystemthat they have received influenced their preferenceregarding
managementstyle.

8.2.5 The Respondents' Knowledge of JapaneseLanguage and Visits to Japan
The respondentswere asked to indicate whether they could speak, read or write in
Japanese.Our findings reveal that of the 69 respondentswho participated in our study,
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only 6% can speak Japanese,while only 4% can read and write in it.

With regard to

whetheror not they have visited Japan,our findings show that of the 69 respondents,(29)
42% said that they have visited the country. As to the purpose of visit, of the 29
respondents, more than 50% stated that they went there for business purposes, while only
3% mentioned that they went for the purpose of obtaining qualifications (Table 8.6).
Regarding their stay in Japan, of the 29 respondents who stated that they have visited
Japan, more than one-third (42%) said they stayed there between 1 and 4 weeks. This is
not entirely surprising given the fact that, as indicated earlier, the majority of them went to
Japan for business purposes and normally each trip seldom lasts for more than a month.
On the contrary, only about 7% of our respondents indicated that they stayed in Japan for

more than 25 weeks and this would account for the relatively small number of our
respondentswho said they went there for the purposeof obtaining qualifications. The fact
that our findings show that about7% of therespondentsstatedthat they stayedin Japanfor
more than 25 weeks could also suggest that they are Japanese nationals who have
participated in this study.

Table 8.6
Visits to Japan
Purpose of Visit
No.

%

Businesstrip

15

52.0

Undergoing training/work
attachment
Attending conference/
seminar
Holiday

-5

17.0

4

14.0

4

14.0

Obtainingqualifications

1

3.0

29

100.0

Total

359

8.3

The Characteristics of the Respondents' Firms

This section presents the characteristics of the firms of the respondents who participated in
this study. The two main characteristics discussed here are (i) the ownership of the firms;

and (ii) the size of the firms (numberof employees).

8.3.1

The Ownership of the Firms

The respondents were asked to give details of both the ownership and the activities of their
firms. Table 8.7 shows that the majority of the respondents' firms that participated in our

study are locally-owned. In contrast,of the 17.4%of the firms that are classifiedasjoint
ventures,only (2) 2.9% are British joint ventures. This suggeststhat locally-ownedfirms
dominatethis study. This reflectsthe fact that a largenumberof foreign-ownedfirms and
joint ventures did not want to participate in our study. Upon investigation, one of the
reasons why they failed to return our survey questionnaire was that their managing

directors were not available at the time this study was conducted. In terms of business
activity, locally-owned firms' activities vary from timber production, to electrical and

electronics,to steel manufacturing,while both the Japaneseand Americanjoint ventures
are in electrical and electronics products, which could indicate that the Malaysian
governmenthas paid greaterattentionto the developmentof the electrical and electronics
industries. On the other hand, the businessactivities of the British joint venturesrevolve
around consumerproducts,while the respondents'firms that fall under "others" category
areconcernedwith food-processingand varioustypesof consumerproducts.
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Table 8.7
Ownership of Firms
Ownership
No.

%

Locally-owned

44

63.8

JV with Japanese

6

8.7

JV with British

2

2.9

JV with American

4

5.8

Others

13

18.8

Total

69

100.0

8.3.2 The Size of Respondents'Firms by the Number of Employees
The respondentswere also askedto indicatethe numberof employeeswith the firm. Our
survey revealstwo interesting findings. The first is that almost the samenumber of the
respondents'firms employed 100 or fewer as employed 500 or more workers. The other
interestingfinding is that only 2.9% of our respondents'firms employedmore than 400 but
fewer than 500 employees (Table 8.8).

In terms of the number of workersemployedby locally-owned firms, of the 44 firms that
are classified as such, 50% employed fewer than 100 employees;9.1% employedmore
than 100but fewer than 200 employees;4.5% employedmore than 200 but fewer than 300
employees;9.1% employedmore than 300 but fewer than 400 employees;2.3% employed
more than 400 but fewer than 500 employees; and 25% employed more than 500
employees. The findings show that the majority of locally-owned firms employed not
more than 100 employees.

An explanation for this might be that the Malaysian

government has encouragedthe development of small and medium-sized industries
(SMIs). For example, under the Sixth Malaysian Plan (1990-95), the government allocated
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RM54.9 million for this purpose and the money was channelled to the Malaysian Industrial
EstatesSdn Bhd (MIEL) to implement the SMI infrastructure development programme and

to help boost the developmentof the SMIs (MITI, 1998).

Pertaining to the joint ventures, the majority of the Japanese joint ventures (67%)

employedmore than 500 employees;half (50%) of the Americanjoint venturesemployed
more than 300 but fewer than 400 employees; and half (50%) of the British joint ventures

employed more than 400 but fewer than 500 employees, while another half (50%)
employedmore than 500 employees. One interestingfinding from this study is that joint
venturesemployeda largernumberof employeescomparedto locally-ownedfirms.

Table 8.8
Number of Employees Employed by Firms
Number of Employees
No.
%

8.4

100 employeesor less

25

36.2

More than 100but lessthan 200

7

10.1

More than 200 but lessthan 300

4

5.8

More than 300 but lessthan 400

7

10.1

More than 400 but lessthan 500

2

2.9

More than 500

24

34.8

Total

69

100.0

The Look East Policy (LEP)

This sectionpresentsthe findings from the researchinto the Look East Policy (LEP). In
this section the respondentswere askedwhether they have heard of the LEP, and if so,
what do they know about it. The respondentswere also askedwhetherthey believedthat
the LEP has resulted in changesin attitudes and behaviour among their employees.
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Finally, the respondents were asked whether they believe the policy has had any effect on
their firms, particularly in encouraging them to adopt the Japanesemanagement techniques

andwork ethic.

8.4.1

Respondents' Awareness and Knowledge of the Look East Policy

The survey findings show that of the 69 respondents who participated in this study, (67)

97% said that they had heardof the LEP, while only (2) 3% said that they had not. Of the
67 respondents,(50) 74% indicated that they knew what the policy was all about, while
(17) 26% said that they knew nothing about the policy. A larger number of respondents
who said that they knew about the LEP suggest that they are aware of what the Malaysian

governmenthas beentrying to promote through its LEP. Looking at Table 8.9, it seems
that the majority of the respondentswho said they knew about the LEP, and those who
indicatedthat they did not know anything about such policy, are local managingdirectors.
This, however, is not entirely surprising because of the fact that a high proportion of the
respondents are Malaysian.

Table 8.9

Respondents'Awarenessof the Look EastPolicy
Nationality

Knew about
the LEP

Did not know
about the LEP

Malaysians

45

15

Japanese

4

1

American

-

1

British

I

-

Total

50

17
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The respondents were also asked to state their opinions pertaining to the LEP. Of the 69
respondents, 56.6% stated that the LEP is just a "window-dressing" policy; 26.1% said that
it is the kind of policy that they need; 7.2 % stated that it is not the kind of policy they

need; and 4.3% indicated that the policy favours only the Japaneseand Koreans. The
remaining 5.8% of the respondentshave expresseddifferent opinions pertaining to the
LEP, for example, that it is politically motivated and that it is nothing more than a political
strategy to strengthen the Mahathir administration.

From these responses, one may

presume that there are more people who think that the policy is not really intended to
promote the Japanesemanagement techniques but is rather a form of political rhetoric.

8.4.2 Respondents' Opinions as to whether the Look East Policy has Resulted in
Changesin Attitudes and Behaviour
The respondentswere askedto state their opinions as to whetherthe LEP has resultedin
changes in attitudes and behaviour in terms of loyalty and hard work among their
employees. Our findings show that of the 69 respondents,(29) 42.0% statedthat they do
not agreethat the LEP hasresultedin changesin attitudesandbehaviourin termsof loyalty
and hard work amongtheir employees. The others(26) 37.7% indicated that they neither
agreenor disagree,while the remaining(14) 20.3% statedthat they agreethat the LEP has
madetheir employeesmore hard-working andloyal (Table 8.10). Therecould be two main
reasonswhy there is a higher percentageof respondentswho stated that they "do not
agree". The first reasoncould be becausethe government has popularised the policy
among the public sector rather than the private sector (see Yasin, 1990), while the other

reasoncould be becausethe majority of the respondentsbelieve that the LEP is just a
"window-dressing"policy.
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Table 8.10
Breakdown of Respondents' Opinions Pertaining to Whether the LEP
has Resulted in Changesin Attitudes and Behaviour in Terms of
Loyalty and Hard Work among their Employees
No.
%
Response category

8.4.3

Yes, I agree

14

20.3

No, I don't agree

29

42.0

Neither agreenor disagree

26

37.7

Total

69

100.0

Opinion Pertaining to the Look East Policy's Effect on Manufacturing

Firms

The respondents were asked to state their opinions pertaining to the LEP's effect on their
organisations. Table 8.11 shows that more than half (42) 60.9% of the respondents (mainly

Malaysian,American and British) statedthat the policy has had no effect on their firms in
terms of encouragingthe transfer of the Japanesemanagementtechniques. On the other
indicatedthat the policy has madeit
hand,(8) 11.6%of the respondents(mainly Japanese)
model of managementin their firms (seeAppendix 8.1).
easierto implement the Japanese
This suggeststhat the respondentswho are of Japanesenationality are more likely to claim
that the LEP has had some effect on them, while the respondentsof other nationalities
seemto saythe LEP did not affect them at all.

As illustrated in Table 8.11, althoughwe cannotdeny that the LEP has had someeffect on
some firms, looking at the higher percentageof the respondents(60.9%) who said that the
policy has had no effect on their organisationsin terms of encouragingthe transfer of
Japanesemanagementtechniques,it could be arguedthat the governmenthas not beenvery
successfulin this area. Perhapsthere could be a numberof actions that the government
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could have taken to ensure that its policy worked. This will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter9.

Table 8.11
Breakdown of the Effect the LEP has had on Manufacturing
Companies in Malaysia

Effect of the LEP
Facilitated business deals between the Japanese
and the Koreans
Helped to promote our firm and its product in
Malaysia and in the international market
Facilitated the implementation of the Japanese
model of management in our firm
Helped our firm to acquire technological know-

how from Japan
The policy has hadno effect on our firm in terms

No.'

%

14

20.3

2

2.9

8

11.6

10

14.5

42

60.9

of encouraging the transfer of the Japanese
model of management
Note: '- Since the multiple answer system is used in the questionnaire, total answers
are more than the number of respondents.

8.5

The JapaneseModel of Management or JapaneseManagement Techniques

This sectionreportsthe findings on the respondents'familiarity with the Japanese
model of
managementtechniques;the sourceof acquiringtheir knowledge;
managementor Japanese
their comments;andthe possibility of implementingthetechniques.

8.5.1 Familiarity with the Elements of the JapaneseModel of Management
The respondentswere askedto indicate their degreeof familiarity with the elementsof the
Japanesemodel of management.Our findings revealthat the majority of the respondents
are familiar with practicessuch as quality control circles, total quality control, on-the-job
training and suggestionsystems,while a relatively small numberof them are familiar with
the ringgi systemand in-houseunionism (Table 8.12). Theseresults suggestthat most of
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our respondents seem to be familiar with the Japanesemanagement techniques that are

consideredeasyto implementand/orlow-costpractices,andthat havebeenwidely-adopted
by firms in other countries, particularly Western firms.

This also suggests that the

respondents' familiarity with these techniques could be due to the fact that they have been

influencedby the multinational companiesin Malaysiathat haveadoptedthesetechniques.

Table 8.12
Breakdown of Respondents' Familiarity with Elements of JMM

No. '

%

Lifetime employment

31

44.9

Seniority-wage system

24

34.8

Seniority-promotion system

25

36.2

Quality control circles

43

62.3

Total quality control

41

59.4

Job-rotation

31

44.9

On-the-jobtraining (OJT)

40

58.0

Just-in-time(JIT)

32

46.4

Suggestion systems

41

59.4

Openoffice system

32

46.4

Group responsibility

34

49.3

Loyalty to company

39

56.5

- 30

43.5

Elements of JMM

Paternalleadershipstyle
Ringgi system

9

13.0

Hiring of freshgraduates

19

27.5

In-houseunionism

17

24.6

Note: - Since the multiple answer system is used in the questionnaire, total
answers are more than the number of respondents.
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8.5.2

Source of Knowledge of the Japanese Model of Management

The respondents
were also askedto indicatethe sourcesof their knowledgeof the elements
of the Japanesemodel of management with which they were familiar.

Among the most

popular sources of knowledge are books and journals, while the least popular is from the
Look East Policy (Table 8.13). These responsessuggest two interesting points. The first is
that the majority of our respondents have not had the opportunity to attend industrial
training with Japanesefirms in Japan. The other point is that, clearly, the LEP is not a
major source of knowledge of the Japanese management techniques. However, it is
important to note that although this might be the case, the LEP might have some indirect
effect. For example, the policy has influenced the organisation of workshops and seminars
on Japanese management techniques through which, as some respondents claimed,
knowledge of the JMM has been disseminated. It could also be argued that partly because
of the LEP, some respondents have been to Japan for industrial training. Clearly, this can
be considered as one of the indirect effects of the policy.
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Table 8.13
Breakdownof the Sourcesof Knowledgeof JMM
Source of Knowledge
%'
From workshop/seminar/course

34.7

From supervisor/mentor/colleagues

9.5

From previous employer

29.9

From attachment/industrial training in
Japanesefirms in Japan
From books/journals

11.4

From workshop/attachment/books

7.1

From the Look East Policy

5.9

From other sources

13.7

Note: '- the multiple

88.0

answer method is used in the questionnaire.

8.5.3 Respondents' Comments Pertaining to the JapaneseModel of Management
The respondents were asked to state their comments pertaining to the elements of the
Japanesemodel of management with which they claimed to be familiar. Table 8.14 shows
three categories of responses. First, it shows that the majority of the respondents said that
they would recommend certain techniques such as on-the-job training, total quality control,

quality control circles, suggestionsystems,group responsibility andjob rotation. Second,
it revealsthat a largepercentageof the respondentswould not recommendother practices
such as seniority-wage and promotion systems and lifetime employment.

Finally, it

highlights that the majority of our respondentshave no commentregardingpracticessuch
as the ringgi system,the hiring of freshgraduatesand in-houseunionism. Basedon these
responses, one may say that the respondents in this study are more likely to recommend
techniques that are considered low-cost or easy to implement, while the ones which are
expensive or difficult to implement are less likely to be recommended.
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Table 8.14
Breakdown of Respondents' Comments Regarding the JMM
(N = 68), Missing Cases=I
Would
Would not
No
Elements of JMM
Recommend
(%)

Recommend
(%)

Comment
(%)

Lifetime employment

22.1

50.0

27.9

Seniority-wage system

7.4

66.2

26.4

Seniority-promotion

7.4

61.8

30.8

Quality control circle

80.9

2.9

16.2

Total quality control

82.4

1.5

16.1

Job-rotation

66.2

1.5

32.3

On-the-job training (OJT)

82.4

Just-in-time(JIT)

47.1

7.4

45.5

Suggestion systems

70.6

2.9

26.5

Openoffice system

38.2

5.9

55.9

Group responsibility

67.6

1.5

30.9

Loyalty to company

61.8

4.4

33.8

Paternalleadershipstyle

20.6

11.8

67.6

Ringgi system

5.9

11.9

82.2

Hiring of fresh graduates

23.5

2.9

73.6

In-houseunionism

14.7

10.3

75.0

17.6

--

8.5.4 The Possibility of Implementing the JMM

and the Reasons for its

Implementation
Having enquired into their familiarity with and comments pertaining to the JMM, the
respondentswere then askedwhetherthe JMM has beenimplementedin their respective
organisations,and if so, what were the reasonsfor implementing it. The survey findings
show that of the 69 respondents who participated in the survey, (32) 46.4% stated that
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some elements of the JMM have been implemented in their firms, while (37) 53.6% stated
that no element of the JMM has been implemented in their firms.

The important question here is which category of firm is more likely to implement
Japanesemanagement techniques? Looking at Table 8.15, it is obvious that the Japanese
joint ventures are more likely, i. e. 5 or 83% out of 6, to implement Japanesemanagement
techniques when compared to firms owned by other nationalities, including Malaysian
ones. But this is not entirely surprising given the fact that a Japanesenational heads almost
all of the Japanesejoint ventures that have participated in our study. In fact, our findings
are consistent with an earlier study by Imaoka (1985) which states that Japanese top
executives seem to consciously apply the Japanesestyle of management to their Malaysian
subsidiaries or joint ventures within the sphere of their authority.

Table 8.15
Implementation of JMM by Respondents' Firms
Types of Ownership
Implementing
Not Implementing

Total

No.

%

No.

%

No.

25

56.0

19

44.0

44

Joint venture with Japanese

5

83.0

1

17.0

6

Joint venturewith British

-

-

2

100.0

2

Joint venture with American

1

25.0

3

75.0

4

Others

3

23.0

10

77.0

13

Locally-ownedFirms

Total

32

37
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The breakdown of reasons for implementing the JMM is shown in Table 8.16, which
illustrates that out of 32 respondents who said that they have implemented some elements
of the JMM, (14) 43.7% stated that they were implemented in their firms because they are
considered less expensive and could be implemented piecemeal; (6) 18.8% stated that they
were implemented in their firms because of economic consideration; (7) 21.9% said that it
was because of management's response to specific problems; and (2) 6.3% indicated that
there were other reasons, including: (i) the fact that some elements of the JMM are
practical to use; and (ii) such elements do not conflict with the local cultural, traditional
and religious beliefs. On the contrary, only (3) 9.3% of the respondents stated that some
elements of the JMM were implemented in their firms because of the LEP.

These

responsessuggest that the direct effect of the LEP is minimal. However, despite this, one
may argue that the LEP has had some indirect effect. For example, some respondents said
that they have implemented certain elements of the JMM

because of economic

considerations(in fact, the economic impact of the LEP as discussedearlier has been
strongly emphasisedby the Malaysian government).

Table8.16
Breakdown of Reasons for Implementing the
JapaneseModel of Management (JMM)

Reasons

No.

%

Becauseof the Look EastPolicy

3

9.3

Becausethey are less expensive
and can be implemented piecemeal
Because of economic considerations

14

43.7

6

18.8

Becauseof management'sresponse
to specific problems
Other

7

21.9

2

6.3

Total

32

100.0
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8.6

Respondents who said they have Implemented the JMM

This section reports the findings from research into which elements of the JMM are said to
have been implemented by 32 respondents. It also reports the problems and the nature of
the problems that these respondents faced while trying to implement the JMM.

8.6.1 Elementsof the JMM that are Said to have been Implemented by Respondents
The respondents were asked to indicate which elements of the JMM
implemented in their firms.

have been

Of the 32 respondents, the majority stated that they have

implemented certain techniques such as quality control circles, on-the-job training,

suggestionsystemsand total quality control. On the other hand, a substantially large
percentageof the same respondentsindicated that they have not implemented certain
practices such as in-house unionism, the ringgi system, lifetime employment and seniority-

wageandpromotion systems(Table 8.17).

On the whole, the survey results show that the elementsthat the respondentshave rated
highly and have said that they would recommend have been implemented in their
respectiveorganisations.On the other hand,the elementsthat they believe arenot practical
or are less transferable have been rated lower and, consequently, have not been
implementedby the majority of our respondents. This finding is consistentwith that of
Abdullah (1995), who found that most of the Malaysian firms in his study have favoured
certain practices, such as QCCs, TQC, suggestion systems and job-rotation more highly

andasa result,haveimplementedthem.
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Table 8.17
Breakdown of the Elements of JMM that have
been Implemented by Respondents
(N=32),
No
Elements of JMM
Yes
(%)
- (%)
Lifetime employment
9.4
90.6
Seniority-wage system

9.4

90.6

Seniority-promotion system

9.4

90.6

Quality control circles

87.5

12.5

Total quality control

75.0

25.0

Job-rotation

59.4

40.6

On-the-jobtraining (OJT)

87.5

12.5

Just-in-time(JIT)

34.4

65.6

Suggestion systems

84.4

15.6

Openoffice system

56.3

43.7

Group responsibility

68.8

31.2

Loyalty to company

59.4

40.6

Paternalleadershipstyle

21.9

78.1

Ringgi system

9.4

90.6

Hiring of fresh graduates

18.8

81.2

In-houseunionism

3.1

96.9

Note: '- Sincethe multiple answersystemis used in the questionnaire,
total answers(%) are morethan the numberof respondents.

8.6.2 The Problem and the Nature of Problem Faced by Respondents
The survey findings reveal that out of 32 respondents,78.3% said that they have faced
some problems in the implementation of the JMM. The nature of the problems vary
among respondents(Table 8.18). There are two interesting points emerging from this
table. One is that a large number of our respondentsstate that their workers prefer the
existing managementpractices. The other interesting point is that more than 70% of our
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respondents indicate that certain elements of the JMM are not compatible with their

workers' cultural and religious beliefs. These responsessuggestthat not only are the
majority of workers in Malaysia comfortablewith the existing managementpractices,but,
at the same time, they seemto avoid new practicesthat they believe conflict with their
cultural and religious beliefs. The higher percentage of respondents who state that some

elementsof the JMM are not compatiblewith their workers' cultural and religious beliefs
may further suggestthat theseelementsare deeply embeddedin the Japaneseculture and,
as a result, are difficult to transfer to the manufacturing firms in Malaysia.

Table 8.18
Breakdown of the Nature of Problems

Nature of problems
Workers' preference for existing
management practices
Resistance or impact of Westerneducated managers
Lack of commitment from top
management
Some elements of the JMM are not
compatible with workers' cultural

andreligious beliefs
Otherproblems

No.

%'

12

48.0

5

20.0

4

16.0

18

72.0

2

8.0

Note: '- Sincethe multiple answersystemis usedin the questionnaire,
total answers(%) aremore than the numberof respondents.

8.7

Respondents who have Indicated that they have not Implemented any
Elements of the JMM

This section presents the findings from our 37 respondents who have indicated that they
have not implemented any elements of the JMM at all.

Unlike the 32 respondents

mentioned earlier, these are the respondents that did not tick any elements of the JMM

when they are askedto do so in the surveyquestionnaire.However,when they were asked
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whether they believed some elements of the JMM could be implemented in their firms, the
majority of them said that in their opinion, it could be possible to do so. The discussions in
this section are presentedin the following sequence:-

(i)

The respondents who believed that some elements of the JMM could be
implemented in their firms;

(ii)

The elements the respondents believed could be implemented in their firms;

(iii)

The reasons why the respondents believed these elements could be

implementedin their firms; and
(iv)

The elements of the JMM the respondents believed could not be
implemented in their firms

8.7.1 The Respondents who Believed that some Elements of the JMM could be
Implemented in their Firms
The respondents were asked whether the JMM could be implemented in their firms (as
mentioned earlier, these are the 37 respondents that did not tick any elements of Japanese

managementtechniquesat all). The researchfindings, as shown in Table 8.19, revealthat
of the 37 respondents,(26) 70.3% indicated that they believed that some elementsof the
JMM could be implementedin their firms, while (11) 29.7% said that they did not believe
so. One interesting point revealedhere is that of the 26 respondents,65.4% indicated
earlier that they are quite familiar, and indeed,havesomeknowledgeof the JMM, andthis
may underpin their belief that some elementsof the JMM could be implementedin their
firms. More detaileddiscussionsarepresentedin sub-section8.7.3.
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Table 8.19
Breakdown of Respondents' Opinion on Whether
JMM could be Implemented
Implementing JMM
No.
%
No elements can be
Implemented
Yes, but only some elements
can be implemented
Total

8.7.2

The

Elements

of the JMM

that

11

29.7

26

70.3

37

100.0

the Respondents

Believed could

be

Implemented in their Firms
The respondents were asked to indicate which elements of the JMM they believed could be
implemented in their firms.

Our findings reveal that the majority of the respondents

indicatedthat they believedthey could implementpracticessuchas quality control circles,
total quality control, on-the-job training, suggestion systems, loyalty to company and group

responsibility. On the other hand,the majority of the samerespondentsdid not believe that
they could implement techniques such as lifetime employment, seniority promotion
system,paternal leadershipstyle, seniority-wagesystemand the hiring of fresh graduates.
Moreover, none of them believed that they could implement the ringgi system (Table
8.20).
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Table 8.20
Breakdown of the Elements of JMM that the
RespondentsBelieved could be Implemented
(N = 26)
Yes
No
Elements of JMM
(%)

(%)

Lifetime employment

3.8

96.2

Seniority-wage system

7.7

92.3

Seniority-promotion system

3.8

96.2

Quality control circles

76.9

23.1

Total quality control

76.9

23.1

Job-rotation

42.3

57.7

On-the-jobtraining (OJT)

61.5

38.5

Just-in-time(JIT)

30.8

69.2

Suggestion systems

61.5

38.5

Openoffice system

42.3

57.7

Group responsibility

57.7

42.3

Loyalty to company

61.5

38.5

Paternalleadershipstyle

3.8

96.2

-

100.0

7.7

92.3

-

100.0

Ringgi system
Hiring of fresh graduates

Others

Over all, the above findings show that the elements adopted by the 32 respondents
(respondentswho said that they have implementedsome elementsof the JMM) are also
highly-favoured by the 26 respondents who believe that some elements of the JMM could
be implemented in their firms, although they did not indicate that they have actually done
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so. This suggests that there are no significant differences between these 2 groups of
respondents' with regard to which elements they favoured.

8.7.3

The Reasons why the Respondents Believe that some Elements of the JMM
could be Implemented in their Firms

The respondents were asked to state the reasons why they believe some elements of the
JMM (as already shown in Table 8.20) could be implemented in their firms, although they
have not done so. Table 8.21 shows the breakdown of their reasons, and illustrates that 23
out of the 26 respondents believe that some elements of the JMM could be implemented

becausethey do not conflict with their workers' cultural, traditional and religious beliefs.
This table also shows that the majority of the samejespondents stated that they could
implement some elementsof the JMM becausethey are practical to use, and moreover,
they believe that both their managementand workersalso accepttheseelements.Basedon
these responses,it is obvious that the Japanesemanagement techniques that the
respondentsbelieve could be implementedin their firms are the easy to implement and
useful onesandthosethat aremore likely to be acceptedby most of their workers.

Although in the beginning we expectedthat some respondentswould mention the Look
East Policy as one of the main reasonswhy they believe that someelementsof the JMM
could be implemented in their firms, clearly that is not the case here. In fact, looking at the
responsesgiven in "other reasons", none of the 26 respondents have mentioned the LEP as

Z One group consists of 32 respondents who have actually implemented the JMM,
while the other group is
26
have
implemented
JMM
but
believe
it
made up of
respondents who
not
the
could be implemented in their
firms.
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one of the reasons. We believe that this is another interesting point to discuss in the
analysis of the survey findings (Chapter 9).

Table8.21
Breakdown of Reasonswhy the RespondentsBelieve that some
Elements of the JMM could be Implemented

No.

%

12

46.2

They are practical to use and easy to implement

22

84.6

They do not conflict with the cultural, traditional

23

88.5

and religious beliefs of the majority of the
workers
They are readily acceptedby both management
andworkers
Other reasons

22

84.6

2

7.7

Reasons
They can be easily adapted into the existing

system

8.7.4 The Elements of the JMM that the Respondents Believe could not be
Implemented in their Firms
The respondentswere askedto statewhich elementsof the JMM they believe could not be
implementedin their firms andthe reasonswhy they believe this. Our findings revealthat
all 26 respondentsbelieve that they could not implement the ringgi system,while more
than 90% believe that they could not implement lifetime employment, seniority-based
wage and promotion systems,paternal leadershipstyle and the hiring of fresh graduates
(see Table 8.20 on previous page). These responsesshow that there are, indeed, no
significant differencesbetweenthe two groupsof respondentsin terms of which elements
of the JMM they believethey could not implement.
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With regard to the reasons, of the 26 respondents', 85% stated that their existing
management system is not compatible with certain practices such as the ringgi system and
just-in-time; 58% indicated that they are keen to promote employees based on merit and
performance rather than on a seniority-based system; 88% mentioned that their employees
value job-mobility

more than lifetime employment; and 55% indicated that they have

insufficient financial resources to train new recruits if they are to hire fresh graduates.

8.8

Trade Union

This section presentsthe findings pertaining to the 23 respondentswho said that they
recognisedtrade union, the type of trade union they said they choseto recogniseand the
reasonfor recognisinga particulartradeunion.

8.8.1 Respondents'Recognition of Trade Union
The respondentswere askedwhetheror not they recognisedtrade union and, if so, the type
of trade union they chose to recognise. Of the 69 respondentsthat participated in the
survey, a little over 33% (23) said that they recognisedtrade unions, and about 66% (46)
mentioned that they do not recognisetrade unions. Out of 23 respondents,(13) 56%
indicated that they recognisedindustry-wide union,. while (10) 44% stated that they
recognisedin-houseunion. Our findings show that none of the 23 respondentsindicated
that they recognisecraft union, perhapsbecausecraft union is not recognisedin Malaysia.

' Sincethe multiple answersystemis used,total answers(%) are morethan the numberof respondents.
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8.8.2

Respondents' Reasons for Recognising a Particular Union

The respondents were asked to state the reasonswhy they chose to recognise industry-wide
union. The two main reasonsthat the majority of the respondents have given are: (i) most
firms in Malaysia recognise this type of union, and so they follow it; and (ii) it is the trade
union policy that they should recognise this type of union (Table 8.22). The reasons
indicated by the respondents suggest that they are more likely to follow what their

counterpartsdo andaremore likely to abideby thetrade union policy.

Table 8.22
Breakdownof Respondents'Reasonsfor Choosing
to RecogniseIndustry-wideUnion
Reasons
No.
%
Most firms in Malaysia recognise this.

6

46.2

type of union, so we followed
Managementand employeesfavour this

1

7.7

5

38.5

1

7.7

13

100.0

type of union

It is the trade union policy that we should
recognise this type of union

We recognisethis type of union
becausewe follow what the
governmenthas instructedus to do
Total

The respondents'reasonsfor choosingto recognisein-houseunion differ from thosegiven
by respondentswho choseto recogniseindustry-wideunion. Of the 10 respondentswho
said that they havechosento recognisein-houseunion, (5) 50.0% have statedthe fact that
managementand employeesfavour in-house union ässthe main reasonwhy they have
chosento recogniseit; (3) 30.0% statedthat the reasonis becauseof trade union policy;
and (2) 20.0% mentioned other reasons. Based on the survey findings, none of the
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respondents specifically mentioned that their recognition of in-house union is a result of
being directly influenced by the Look East Policy.

8.9

Transferability

of the Japanese Model of Management (JMM)

This section presents the findings on the following issues: (i) respondents' opinions
pertaining to the transferability of the JMM to Malaysia; (ii) the reasons why the
respondents believe that only some elements of the JMM could be transferred to Malaysia;

(iii) respondents'opinions regarding the willingness of the Japaneseto transfer their
technologicalknow-how andexpertiseto the Malaysians;and (iv) respondents'opinionsas
to whether the LEP has been effective or successful in encouraging management in

Malaysia, particularly in the manufacturing firms in this study, to adopt Japanese
managementtechniquesandwork ethic.

8.9.1 Respondents' Opinions Pertaining to the Transferability of the JMM
The respondentswere askedto statetheir opinions pertainingto the transferability of the
JMM to Malaysia. In Table 8.23, the responsesare broken down into three categories:(i)
all elements;(ii) only someelements;and (iii) no elements. Looking at the responses,it is
clear that the majority of our respondentsare of the opinion that only certain elementsof
the JMM can be transferredto Malaysia. However, before such elementscan be used or
implemented in their respective organisations,they have to be modified to suit the
Malaysianenvironment. This suggeststhat the Japanese
managementtechniquesthat have
been adopted by firms in Malaysia are of a hybrid type.
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Table 8.23
Breakdown of the Respondents' Opinions on the Transferability of the JMM
Transferability of the JMM
%
No.

8.9.2

All elements can be transferred in their pure form

2

2.9

Only some or certain elements can be transferred but
have to be modified to suit the local environment
No elements can be transferred either in a pure or
a modified form
Total

64

92.8

3

4.3

69

100.0

The Reasons why the Respondents Believe that only some or certain Elements
of the JMM could be Transferred to Malaysia

The respondents were then asked to state the reasons why they believe that only some or
certain elements of the JMM could be transferred to Malaysia. The major point emerging
from this question is that more than two-thirds or 79.7% of the respondents believe that
only certain elements of the JMM could be transferred to Malaysia because of the fact that
some Japanesepractices are culture-bound, and therefore are not compatible with local
cultural, traditional and religious beliefs. The other important point is that most of our
respondents seem to agree that only certain elements of the JMM are easy to adopt and

practical in use. Besidesthesetwo major reasons,most of the respondentsseemto agree
that only someJapanese
practicescould be transferredbecauseof the fact that not only are
Malaysia and Japanat different stagesof technologicaldevelopment,but also many firms
in Malaysia have been structured accordingto the Western style of management(Table
8.24).

Based on our findings, it is believed that it would not be possible to transfer all the
elements of the JMM, and in particular the culture-bound policies or ideas, to a
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heterogeneous society like Malaysia, not only because Malaysia has different cultural and
religious beliefs compared to Japan, but also, clearly, the majority of the firms and workers

in Malaysia have operatedalongsidethe Western style of management,and therefore it
might be difficult to change their hearts and minds. to accept Japanese practices and
ideology.

Table 8.24

The Reasonswhy the RespondentsBelieve that only someor certainElements
of the JMM canbe Transferredto Malaysia
No.
%'
Reasons
Malaysia andJapanare at different stagesof technological
development
Many firms havebeenstructuredaccordingto the Westernstyle
of management
The top managementin many firms are Western-trainedand

42

60.9

42

60.9

37

53.6

Not all workers arein favour of all the elementsof the JMM

45

65.2

Tradeunions in many firms do not favour someelementsof the
JMM
Someelementsof the JMM areculture-boundand arenot
compatiblewith local cultural,traditional andreligiousbeliefs
Someelementsof theJMM bring more problemsthan benefits

12

17.4

55

79.7

18

26.1

45

65.2

therefore are not in favour of all the elements of the JMM

Only someelementsof the JMM are practicalto use andeasyto
implement

Note: '- Since the multiple answer system is used in the questionnaire, total answers ("/o) are more
than the number of respondents.

8.9.3 Respondents' Opinions Pertaining to the Japanese Willingness to Transfer
their Technological Know-how and Expertise to the Malaysians
The respondents were asked to state their opinions pertaining to the Japanesewillingness to
transfer their technological know-how and expertise to the Malaysians. Our findings reveal
that of the 69 respondents, (31) 44.9% thought that only some Japaneseare willing to
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transfer their technological know-how and expertise to the Malaysians, while others teach
only what the Malaysians already know. The other (29) 42% are of the opinion that the

Japaneseare not willing to transfer their technologicalknow-how and expertiseto the
Malaysians at all. On the contrary, only (9) 13% of our respondentsthought that the
Japaneseare willing to transfer their expertise to the Malaysians.

There are a number of interesting points that have emerged from our findings. One, is that
of the 29 respondents who said that the Japanese are not willing

to transfer their

technological know-how and expertise to the Malaysians, the majority are local managing
directors. The next interesting point is that 5 out of the 9 respondents who thought the
Japaneseare willing to transfer their technology and expertise to the Malaysians are of
Japanesenationality (Table 8.25). These responsesshow that the respondents who are of
Malaysian nationality tend to believe that the Japaneseare not willing to transfer their
technology and skills to the Malaysians, while the respondents who are of Japanese

nationality tend to think that the Japaneseare willing to do so. Our finding is consistent
with an earlier study by Yasin (1990) whose research suggests that most of the Japanese
are not willing to transfer their technological know-how and expertise to the Malaysians.
A possible explanation for this could be because the Japanese are looking for markets,

prefer to take advantageof the investmentbenefitsgiven to them under the auspicesof the
Look East Policy rather than transferring their technology and expertise to the Malaysians.

After all, asexplainedin Chapter5, thereis nothing written into any of the contractsof the
Japanesecompaniesto indicate that there must be a transfer of technology and that
Malaysianpersonnelmustbe formally trained.
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Table 8.25

-

The Breakdown of the Respondents' Opinion based on Nationalities
No, they are
Only some are
Yes, they are
not willing
willing to
willing to
Nationality
to transfer
transfer
transfer
Malaysians
28
29
3
British

1

1

-

American

-

I

I

Japanese

-

-

5

29

31

9

Total

8.9.4

Respondents' Opinions Regarding the Succe$s of the LEP in Encouraging the
Adoption of the Japanese Management Techniques and Work Ethic.

With regard to this question,our findings reveal that of the 69 respondents,(45) 65.2%
thought that the LEP has not been very effective or successful in encouraging management

in Malaysia, particularly in this study,to adopt the Japanesemanagementtechniquesand
work ethic,while only (2) 2.9% think that the policy has beenvery successful(Table 8.26).
An explanation for this may be becauseof the fact that the majority of our respondents
thoughtthat the LEP is just a "window-dressing"policy.
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Table 8.26
Breakdown of Respondents' Opinion on Whether the LEP has been
Successful in Terms of Encouraging Management in Malaysia
to Adopt JapaneseManagement Techniques and Work Ethic

Responsecategory

8.10

No.

%

Yes, the LEP has been very successful

2

2.9

No, the LEP has not been very successful

45

65.2

Not sure

22

31.9

Total

69

100.0

Management Style

This sectionpresentsthe findings relating to the respondents'preferencefor management
styles. The respondentswere askedto statetheir preferencepertainingto the management
style they chose in running their organisations. Our findings show that of the 69
respondents,over 72% indicatedthat they would prefer a mixture of variousmanagement
styleswhich is pro-West,while only about 3% statedthat they would prefer the Japanese
styleof management(Table 8.27).

A number of interesting points can be seen in Table 8.27. For example, although, as
revealedearlier,46.4%of the respondentshave actuallyimplementedsomeelementsof the
JMM, only 2.9% of the 69 respondentsactually statedthat they would prefer the Japanese
style of managementin running their organisations. In addition, even though the
governmentrigorously promotesIslamic principles,again of the 69 respondents,only 2.9%
indicatedthat they would prefer the Islamic style of management.
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Thus, referring to the question raised earlier in Section 8.2.4, i. e. whether or not the
respondents' place of study and the educational system that they have been through have

influencedthe managementstyle that they claimed to prefer,basedon the survey findings,
they do, indeed,have some influence. But it could also be argued that there are other
influences, such as the firms' internal policies. However, it is beyond the scopeof this
study to discussthis in further detail.

Table 8.27
Breakdown of Management Style
Management style

No.

%

Japanese-style
management

2

2.9

American-style management

4

5.8

A mixture of various styles which is pro-West

50

72.5

Islamic-style management

2

2.9

No preference

11

15.9

Total

69

100.0
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Part II
8.11

Testing of Research Hypotheses

This section deals with hypotheses testing.

Hypothesis testing, alternatively called

significance testing (Lucey, 1979: 65), is the process by which a hypothesis is tested by
statistical means. In order to avoid a mountain of computer print-out, much of which
would yield little useful information, McCormack and Hill (1997: 131) suggest that the
researcher should only test and cross-tabulate variables that he or she believes could (i)
produce findings that support the objective(s) of his or her study; and (ii) if the frequency

tablesfor somevariablesshowinterestingor unexpectedprofiles.

For the purposeof this study, a chi-squaretest is performedto determinethe relationship
between 5 independentvariables (3 of which are associatedwith the characteristicsof
while the other 2 are associatedwith the characteristicsof
managingdirectors/respondents
firms) and firms' implementingthe Japanesemodel of management. In summary,these
variablesare asfollows:

A. Variablesassociatedwith the characteristicsof managingdirectors(respondents)are:
(i)

knowledgeof the Look EastPolicy

(ii)

familiarity with the Japanese
modelof management

(iii)

visits to Japan

B. Variables associated with the characteristics of firms are:

(i)

sizeof firms

(ii)

ownershipof firms
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Although there are a number of variables that can be tested, one might ask why these
particular variables have been chosen. The reason is becausethey are directly related to the
objectives of this study as outlined earlier. By testing them, we believe that they could

produceuseful information that could supportthoseobjectives.

The reasonwhy a chi-squaretest is usedis becauseour variablesare of a nominal type.
Following the recommendations of leading authorities (for example, Reynolds, 1984) a

chi-square test is one of the most recommendedstatistical measuresfor this type of
variable. If a relationship is found to exist and to be significant, further tests using phi
coefficient (for variables with two categories)and Cramer's V (for variables with more
than two categories)are among the non-parametrictests used in this study. Again, the
reason for choosing these tests is becausethey are the most recommendedstatistical
measuresof strengthof associationfor nominal data (Kinnear and Gray, 1995;Reynolds,
1984). The chosenlevel of significanceis 0.05, following a recommendationby Everitt
(1977). For a chi-square test to be effective, leading authorities have proscribed its use

when: (i) in 2X2 tables,any of the expectedfrequenciesis less than 5; and (ii) in larger
tables, any of the expectedfrequenciesis less than 1, or more than 20% are less than 5
(McCormack and Hill, 1997). Although, it has been recommendedthat all expected
frequenciesare at least 5 (Bailey, 1978),someearlier studiesindicate that this requirement
is probably too stringent and can be relaxed (Everitt, 1977).

Each of the research hypotheses is tested independently and structured according to the

following sections:
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A. Statement of the hypothesis: where the description of the null hypothesis (Ho) and
alternative hypothesis (H, ) are stated.

B. Test results: where the test results are reported and whether or not the null hypotheses

arerejected.

C. Discussionof the test results:where the test results are elaborated. It is important to
note that our explanationoften extendsbeyond the context of the original hypothesis,
but this is necessaryin orderto provide clarity.

8.11.1 Hypothesis 1.1

Hypothesis 1.1 looks into the possibility of a relationship between the respondents'
knowledgeof the Look EastPolicy (LEP) and their firms' implementationof the Japanese
model of management(JMM). It is hypothesisedthat thoserespondentswho havesaid that
they haveknowledgeof the LEP will be more likely to implementthe JMM. We will now
seewhetherthere is a relationship(positive)betweenthesevariables. But if there is none,
we will explain why that is the case.

A) Statement of Hypothesis 1.1
Ho- There is no relationshipbetweenrespondents'knowledge of the Look East
Policy and their firms' implementation of the Japanese model of
management
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H, - There is a relationship between respondents' knowledge of the Look East
Policy

and their firms'

implementation of the Japanese model of

management

B) Test Results

To determinewhetherthereis sufficient information to reject H. and concludethat there is
a relationship between the respondents' knowledge of the LEP and their firms'
implementationof the JMM, a chi-squaretest is carriedout. The result of the chi-square
test (Table 8.28) showsthat thereis no relationshipbetweenthe respondents'knowledgeof
the LEP and their firms' implementationof the JMM, asthe calculatedvalueof chi-square
(2.611)is lessthan the critical value(x2,10,0.05= 3.84). Basedon this test at the 5% level
of significance,we cannotreject thenull hypothesis(H0).

C) Discussion of the Test Results
As the chi-square is not statistically significant, we cannot conclude that there is a
relationship

between the respondents' knowledge of the LEP

and their

firms'

implementationof the JMM. Why that is the case? Onepossiblereasoncould be because
the LEP and the JMM are two different things altogether. We describedearlier how the
LEP was launchedby the Malaysian governmentto promote the JMM in Malaysia, but
clearly, this has nothing to do with the origin and/or the successof the JMM. Becauseof
this, the LEP per se might be able to introduce the JMM to the Malaysians,but for the
successful implementation of the JMM, clearly it is not sufficient just to have knowledge
of the LEP. It could be argued that something more is needed, such as classroom and onthe-job-training in the JMM. Indeed, we have learnt from the earlier literature that among
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some Western firms that have successfully implemented Japanesemanagement techniques
are those whose top management have been trained in these areas, or have worked side-byside with Japanesemanagers (see Chapter 3).

Another possible reason could be because the majority of our respondents perceived the

Look East Policy asnothing more than a "window-dressing"policy. It can be arguedthat
becauseof this perception,it could be very difficult for the governmentto persuadethe
respondents to implement Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic.

8.11.2 Hypothesis 1.2

Hypothesis 1.2 looks into the possibility of a relationship between the respondents'
familiarity with the JMM and their firms' implementation of the JMM.

We hypothesise

here that those respondentswho have said that they are familiar with the JMM will
strongly favour implementing it in their firms.

A) Statementof Hypothesis 1.2
Ha- There is no relationship between the respondents' familiarity with the Japanese
model of management and their firms' implementation of the Japanesemodel

of management

H, - There is a relationship between the respondents' familiarity with the Japanese

model of managementand their firms' implementationof the Japanesemodel
of management
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B) Test Results
To determine whether there is sufficient information to reject H. and to conclude that there
is a relationship between the respondents' familiarity with the JMM and their firms'
implementing it, a chi-square test is performed. The result of the chi-square test (Table
8.28) reveals that there is no relationship between the respondents' familiarity with the
JMM and their firms' implementation of the Japanese management techniques as the
calculated value of chi-square (1.051) is less than the critical value (x2,1°, 0.05 = 3.84).
Thus, based on this test at the 5% level of significance, we cannot reject the null hypothesis

(H0)"

C) Discussionof the Test Results
As the chi-square is not statistically significant, we cannot conclude that there is a
relationship between the respondents' familiarity with the JMM and their firms'
implementationof the Japanese
managementtechniques.Onepossibleexplanationfor this
is that eventhough the majority of our respondentshave statedthat they are familiar with
the JMM, we might arguethat it does not necessarilymean that they know all about the
Japanesemanagementpracticesbecausethe term "familiar" is a broad category and it
could mean different things to different respondents.- We might further arguethat, as a
result,their familiarity doesnot necessarilyleadto the implementationof the JMM.

Another possible explanation for this is that although the majority of our respondents have

indicated that they are familiar with the JMM, it could be argued that they do not
necessarilyhave in-depth knowledge of it as most of them have not been trained in this
area. In fact, our findings show that the majority of our respondents have become familiar
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with the JMM not through industrial training in Japan but by reading books and journals
that are related to this area (Table 8.13).

While, on the one hand, there are obvious benefits to be gained from extracting information
in this way, it could also be assertedthat it is not as effective when compared to acquiring
knowledge from the experts or "gurus". In fact, some earlier studies have revealed that to
successfully implement the JMM outside the Japanese cultural setting experienced
managers who have been rigorously trained by experts in the Japanese practices are
required. A number of earlier studies (see Chapter 3) also claim that some Western firms

have, in fact, hired Japaneseexperts to train their managerswhile helping them to
implementthe Japanesetechniques. Even then, there is no guaranteethat thesefirms are
100 percentsuccessful. Thus, we can saythat becaus&ofa lack of exposureor training in
this area, managementin manufacturing firms in Malaysia are less inclined to adopt
Japanesemanagementtechniques. However, we may argue that in order to effectively
transferJapanese
managementtechniquesto the manufacturingfirms in Malaysia, it is not
sufficient just to be familiar with thesetechniques. Perhapswhat thesemanagersneedis
an in-depth knowledgeof Japanesemanagementtechniquesand we believe that this could
be gainedthroughindustrial training in largeJapanesefirms in Japan.

8.11.3 Hypothesis 1.3
Hypothesis 1.3 looks into the possibility of a relationship between the respondents' visits
to Japan and their firms' implementation of the JMM.

It is hypothesised that those

respondents who said that they have visited Japan are more likely to have implemented the
JMM in their firms.
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A) Statement of Hypothesis 1.3
Ho- There is no relationship between the respondents' visits to Japan and their
firms' implementation of the Japanesemodel of management

H,

-

There is a relationship between the respondents' visits to Japan and their
firms' implementation of the Japanesemodel of management

B) Test Results
In order to determinewhetherthereis sufficient information to reject H. and concludethat
there is a relationship between the respondents' visits to Japan and their firms'
implementationof the JMM, chi-squaretest is done. The result of the chi-squaretest, as
shownin Table 8.28,revealsthat there is a relationshipbetweenthe respondents'visits to
Japanand their firms' implementationof the JMM as the calculatedvalue of chi-square
(4.953) is greaterthan the critical value (x2,1°,0.05 = 3.84). Basedon this test at the 5%
level of significance,we can reject the null hypothesis-(H0).To determinethe strengthof
the relationship,a further testusingphi coefficientis done. The test result showsthat there
is a weak correlation asthe phi coefficientvalue is only 0.268. According to Kinnear and
Gray (1995), a valueof 1 would be a perfectassociation.

C) Discussionof the Test Results
Although there is a relationship between the respondents' visits to Japan and their firms'

implementationof the JMM, one may arguethat it is not sufficient to supporta conclusion
that the JMM has been implemented in some firms as a result of their managing directors
or top management having visited Japan. In fact, the phi coefficient test shows that the
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relationship is fairly weak. However, given the opposite, i. e. the relationship is very
strong, one may also argue that it will never be possible to adopt certain elements of the
JMM, particularly those elements which are culture-bond, solely on the basis of having
visited Japan.

Not only is it difficult to transfersome elementsof the JMM to a heterogeneous
society
like Malaysia, but it can also be argued that the respondents' visits to Japan have not
significantly

helped firms in this study to adopt all the elements of the Japanese

management techniques because:(i) the majority of the respondents (52%) who stated that

they have visited Japan said that it was not for the purpose of undergoingtraining in
Japanesemanagementtechniques,but for businesspurposes;(ii) their stay in Japanwas
also rather short, i. e. between I and 4 weeks; (iii) they have little or no knowledge of the
Japaneselanguage, i. e. out of the 69 respondents that participated in our survey, only 6%

can speakand4% can write in Japanese.Hence,it might be arguedthat becausetheir stay
was relatively short and as a result of their lack of knowledge of the Japaneselanguage, it
is understandable that they did not pick up sufficient information or knowledge pertaining

to the JMM, or they might have difficulties in understandingthe idea of the Japanese
practicesbeing communicatedto them. One may arguethat it could be becauseof these
"handicaps"that theserespondentshave not had the confidenceto implement most of the
elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniques,even after they have completed their
training in Japan.
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Table 8.28

Independent

Hypo.

No.
1.1

Chi-Square Test Results
(N = 69)
Chi-square
DF

Variables
Knowledge of the

P-Value

Results

Value
2.611

1

0.106

NR

Familiarity with
the Japanesemodel

1.051

1

0.305

NR

of management
Visits to Japan

4.953

1

0.026

R*

Look EastPolicy
1.2

1.3

Note: * Significant at 5% level
R- There is relationship (Reject Null Hypothesis)
NR - There is no relationship (Cannot Reject Null Hypothesis)

8.11.4 Hypothesis 2.1

Hypothesis2.1 looks at the possibility of a relationshipbetweenthe size of a firm and its
implementationof the JMM. It is hypothesisedhere ! hat firms of a larger size are more
likely to implement the Japanesemodel of management.

A) Statement of Hypothesis 2.1
Ho - There is no relationship between the size of a firm and its implementation of the
Japanesemodel of management

H, - There is a relationship between the size of a firm and its implementation of the
Japanesemodel of management

B) Test Results
To determinewhetherthere is sufficient information to reject H. andconcludethat thereis
a relationshipbetweenthe size of a firm and its implementationof the JMM, a chi-square
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test is performed. The result of the test, as shown in Table 8.29, shows that there is no
relationship between the size of a firm and its implementation of the JMM as the calculated
value of chi-square (3.563) is less than the critical value (x2.2°, 0.05 = 5.99). As a result,
we cannot reject the null hypothesis (Ho) because chi-square is not statistically significant
at 5% level of significance. Therefore, we cannot conclude a relationship between the size
of a firm and its implementation of the JMM.

-

C) Discussion of the Test Results
In hypothesis 2.1, there were a number of reasons to believe that firms of larger size are
more likely to implement the Japanesemodel of management. However, it has not shown
to be the case. The explanation for this may be because larger firms do not necessarily
have their top management trained in the Japanesemanagement techniques. As a result,
they might not have the confidence to implement the JMM because to successfully do so
requires someone who has been trained in this area. Another possibility may be due to the
fact that top management favour a Western style of management as the majority have had
their earlier training in Western institutions. The other possible reason may be because
most of their employees oppose the adoption of the JMM.

We believe that when this

happens, there is little that top management can do. As a result of all these factors it

appearsthat the hypothesisdoesnot seemto be supported.

8.11.5 Hypothesis 2.2
Hypothesis2.2 looks at the possibility of a relationshipbetweenthe ownershipof the firms
and their implementation of the JMM. What we expect here is that the Japanesejoint
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ventures are more likely to implement the JMM, while firms that are owned by other
nationalities, including Malaysians, are unlikely to implement it.

A) Statementof Hypothesis 2.2
Ho -

There is no relationship between the ownership of the firms and their
implementation of the Japanesemodel of management

H, - There is a relationship between the ownership of firms and their
implementation the Japanesemodel of management

B) Test Results
To determine whether there is sufficient information to reject Ho and conclude that there is
a relationship between the ownership of the firms and their implementation of the JMM, a
chi-square test is carried out. The result of the chi-square test (Table 8.29) reveals that
there is no relationship between the ownership of firms and their implementation of the
JMM as the calculated value of chi-square (1.722) is less than the critical value (x2,1°, 0.05
= 3.84). As a result, we cannot reject the null hypothesis (Ho) because chi-square is not

statistically significant at 5% level of significance. We therefore cannot conclude a
relationshipbetweenthe ownershipof the firms and their implementationof the JMM.

C) Discussionof the Test Results
Although the statistical tests did not show that there is a relationship between the
ownership of the firms and their implementationof the JMM, looking at the individual
firms or joint ventures, out of 6 Japanesejoint
firms, particularly the Japanese-owned
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ventures, (5) 83% indicated that they have implemented some elements of the JMM,
although in a modified form.

This suggests that there is a relationship between the

ownership of the firms and their implementation of the JMM.

The question here is why did the chi-square test not show that there is a relationship

between the ownershipof the firms and their implementationof the JMM? The reason
joint venturescompared
may be becauseof the small numberinvolved, i. e. only 6 Japanese
to 44 locally-owned firms.

Because of that, it does not significantly

influence the

statisticaltest.

Table 8.29
Chi-Square Test Results
(N = 69)
-

Hypo.

Independent

Chi-square

No.

Variables

Value

2.1

Sizeof firms

2.2

Ownership of
Firms

DF

P-Value

Results

3.563

2

0.168

NR

1.722

1

0.189

NR

Note: K -There is relationship (Reject Null Hypothesis)
NR - There is no relationship (Cannot Reject Null Hypothesis)

To sum up, did the 5 independentvariableshave any influence on the firms to implement
the Japanese
model of management?Basedon the statisticaltests,we can statistically say
that 4 out of 5 independentvariables have no significant influence on the firms to
implement the JMM. However,we must recognisethat a variable, such asthe ownership
of the firms has some kind of relationship with the firms' implementation of the JMM,
although it did not show up in the statistical test. As mentioned earlier, the reasonis
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probably because the number of Japanese joint ventures is relatively small to be
statistically significant.

Although the statistical tests did not show that there is a relationship between respondents'
knowledge of the LEP and their firms' implementation of the JMM, we could not deny the
indirect effect of the LEP. In fact, our survey finding shows that out of the 69 respondents
who participated in our study, (52) 75.4% indicated that they knew what the Look East

Policy was all about. It could thenbe hypothesisedthat perhapsthis knowledgeof the LEP
has encouragedsomeof them (i) to attend seminarson the JMM in order to further their
knowledge in that area; (ii) to be sentfor industrial training/attachmentto Japan;and (iii)
to selectivelyimplement someelementsof the JMM which they believedsuitable for their
firm's use. Hence, it could be further argued that all these have taken place possibly
becausethe respondents'awarenessis raisedby the government'sLEP. Perhaps,if there
were no LEP and no governmentencouragement,it could be doubtful that a firm would
send its top managementfor industrial training in Japan,but becauseof the LEP, the
r

oppositehashappened.

With regard to the respondents'visits to Japanand their firms' implementation of the
JMM, the test shows that there is a relatively weak relationship. In statistical terms, this
means that visits to Japanhave no significant influence on the firms to implement the
JMM. Although, that may be the casewe cannotrule out absolutely that visits to Japan
will not influence the firms to implement the JMM. In fact, some respondents that we have
interviewed claim that subsequent to a visit to Japan, particularly for training purposes,
they have implemented some elements of the JMM.
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This suggests that there is a

relationship between respondents who have visited Japan for training purposes and their
firms' implementation of the JMM.

Since there is a clear indication that there exists a positive relationshipbetweenvisits to
Japan, particularly among our respondentswho did so for training purposes,and their
firms' implementation of the JMM, it could be argued that in order to successfully promote
the Japanesemanagement system in the manufacturing firms in Malaysia, the Malaysian

governmentshouldsendmore people(both managementandworkers)to Japanfor a longer
duration to learn, at first hand,Japanese
managementtechniques. At this stagewe can say
that the government has not done enough to successfully encouragemanagement,in
Malaysia in general and in this study in particular, to adopt even the low-cost Japanese
practices (see Chapter 9 for the definition of low-cost practices).

8.12

Conclusion

This chapterhas presentedboth the surveyfindings and the resultsfrom the statisticaltests.
The findings reportedaboveare generallyconsistentwith thosereportedearlier in previous
studies. Given the usualreservationsaboutgeneralisingfrom surveydata,it is possibleto
draw the following conclusions.

First, the survey findings indicate that some elements of the Japanesemodel of
management or Japanesemanagement techniques can be implemented in manufacturing

firms operatingin Malaysia. However,it is not the whole systembeing implementedbut
only the easy or low-cost practices. Even then, these have to be modified to suit the
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Malaysian heterogeneous society.

This suggests that what has been transferred are

significantly diluted/partial or easy versions of the Japanesemodel of management.

Second,our findings reveal that most respondents/firmsin this study have encountered
problems while implementing the JMM.

These problems arise partly because Japan and

Malaysia are two different countries with many differences in terms of culture, religion,
economy, politics, educational systems and management systems. Thus, the socio-cultural

valuesin Malaysia seemto play a far more significant role in managementpracticepolicy
choicesthan the political will of the government. Perhapsbecauseof that, the survey
findings reveal that the Japanesetechniquesthat are deeply embeddedin its culture, for
example, lifetime employment, seniority-based systems and the ringgi system have not
been implemented by the majority of the respondents in this study. Although in-house
union is the model held out for workers in Malaysia, our findings show that the majority of
the respondents in this study did not indicate that they recognise it. Instead, most of our
respondents stated that they recognised industry-wide union. This suggests that the LEP
has not been successful in influencing the respondents in this study to recognise in-house
union.

Third, the survey results reveal that the majority of the respondentshave implemented
techniques, such as QCCs, TQC, job-rotation, on-the-job training, suggestion systems,

group responsibility and loyalty to the company. However, there is little evidence to
suggestthat these have been implementedbecauseof_the Look East Policy. As already
mentioned,althoughwe can statistically arguethat the respondents'knowledgeof the LEP
has no direct influence on the firms to implement the JMM, we cannotdeny the fact that
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the LEP has some indirect effect. For example, it could be argued that if there had not

been a LEP, perhapsthere would not have been as much use of the JMM among the
manufacturing firms in Malaysia. It could also be argued that without a LEP, visits to
Japan, technology transfers, the establishment of the first Malaysian car company, Proton,
and student exchangesbetween Malaysia and Japan, etc. would not have happened.

Fourth, our findings show that the majority of the respondents are of the opinion that the
LEP has not been very successful in changing the attitudes and behaviour of Malaysian
workers in terms of loyalty and hard work in accordance with Japanesephilosophy. This
suggests that the socio-cultural values in Malaysia, which are pro-West, play a far more
significant role than the LEP.

Finally, based on our survey findings it is argued that the LEP has not been very effective
in encouraging management in Malaysia, particularly in the manufacturing firms in this
study, to adopt Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic. However, it could also
be maintained that if there had not been a LEP, some respondents might have been less
keen to attend industrial training in Japan as they said they did when answering our survey
questions; or perhaps the majority of the respondents would not have been interested in

learning more about Japanesemanagementtechniquesat all. But, in fact, there is some
evidence to show that some respondents have attended seminars on Japanesemanagement

techniquesto further their understandingin that area- suggestingthat the LEP has had
some indirect effect. Also, there is statistical evidenceto show that visits to Japanhave
actuallyhad a direct effect on firms to implementtheJMM.
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It could be suggested that if the government set aside adequate funding to sponsor more
Malaysians, particularly from the manufacturing sector, to go to Japan, and allowed these
people to spend a longer time there to learn more about Japanesemanagement techniques,
culture and so on, it might be able to overcome the cultural barriers that have impeded the
transfer of certain elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques to Malaysia.

Chapter9 presentsthe analysisof the survey findings.
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CHAPTER NINE
ANALYSIS OF THE SURVEY FINDINGS

9.1

Introduction

The objectivesof this chapterare twofold. First, it providesan analysisof the mail survey
questionnairefindings, astabulatedearlier in Chapter8, and discussesthe findings gained
from the interview. The main reason for doing this is to determine the extent of the Look
East Policy's influence on the management of the manufacturing firms in this study to

adopt Japanesemanagementtechniquesand work ethic. To facilitate this we needto (i)
examine the elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniquesthat the respondentssaid
they have adopted;(ii) comparethose elementswith the elementsthat have beenadopted
by firms in other countries as covered in our study; (iii) analyse the reasons why the

respondentshave implementedthe Japanesemanagementtechniques;and (iv) discussthe
problems that the respondents said they have encountered while implementing Japanese
management practices. Second, it provides more detailed discussion on whether or not the
Look East Policy has been effective in encouraging management in Malaysia in general,
and in this study in particular, to adopt Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic.

9.2

Analysis and Discussion of the Findings from the Mail Survey Questionnaire
and Personal Interview

In this section,a detaileddiscussionof the findings from the mail surveyquestionnaire(see
Chapter 8) is presented. In addition, the findings gained from the interview are also
discussed. As mentioned earlier, we interviewed 32 respondentswho said they have
implementedsome elementsof the Japanesemodel of management(JMM) or Japanese
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managementtechniques. The aim of conductingthe interview was to find out someof the
reasons behind the respondents' replies in the mail survey questionnaire. As a result, at
this point we are going to apply that information to exemplify points, or to try to

understandin more depth someof the issuesto be discussed. For this reason,sometimes
we will summarisewhat our respondentssaid, and occasionally,we will quote verbatim
from theseinterviews/discussions,
thoughwe should be clear that someof thesematerials
have been translated from Bahasa Malaysia.

As stated in Chapter 1, one of the aims of this study is to examine the impact or

effectivenessof the Look East Policy in encouraging managementin Malaysia, and
particularly in the manufacturing firms in this study, to adopt Japanesemanagement
techniquesand work ethic. Therefore,to enablethis, first, we will determinethe extentof
Japanisationeffects in Malaysia,which is important becauseJapanisationis a key part of
the Look East Policy.

That being the case, most of the discussion in this section is in

accordance with some earlier studies, but we must point out that this is not a replication of
other studies on Japanisation. Instead, in Section 9.3 we will discuss more specifically the

Look EastPolicy. The discussionsin this sectionare presentedin the following sequence:

9.2.1

What has been transferred/adopted?

9.2.2

Reasons for implementing Japanesemanagement techniques.

9.2.3 Why problems have been encounteredin the application of the Japanese
managementtechniques.
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9.2.1

What has been Transferred/Adopted?

In order to answerthis question,it is necessaryto take a step back in our discussionto
remind ourselves why the transferability of the Japanesemanagementtechniquesis a
matter of importancein the first place. As highlighted in this study, the transferability of
Japanese management techniques is important to the government of Malaysia, and in

particular to Mahathir, becausehe aims to changepeople's attitudesas well asthe way in
which the Malaysian industry operates in order to further the nation's industrial
development. As mentioned in Chapter 5, towards this goal, in February 1982, Mahathir

officially launched the Look East Policy, through which he aimed to encourage
management in Malaysia to adopt Japanesemanagement systems by specifically
work ethic andmanagerialtechniques.
campaigningto promotethe Japanese

However,despitethe strong "push" by the governmentto promote Japanesemanagement
techniques in Malaysia, our survey findings reveal three interesting results. First, less than
50% of the respondents who participated in our survey indicated that they have
implemented certain elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques. Second, of those
respondents, the techniques that they said they have implemented are limited to what
Dedoussis (1995) calls low-cost techniques or practices.' Core or high-cost techniques or

practiceshave generally not been implementedby most of the respondents'in this study
(see Table 9.1).

' Dedoussis (1995) defines low-cost techniques or practices as those that can be adopted piecemeal by firms
in other countries because of economic considerations. On the other hand, he defines high-cost techniques or
practices as those that have to be adopted as a package.
Z Out of the 69 respondents that participated in the survey, 32 said that they have implemented some
elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques.
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Table 9.1
JavaneseManagement Techniques Implemented by Respondents'
Types

Management Techniques

Remarks

Low-cost practices

QCC, TQC, Suggestion system, Group
Responsibility, Job rotation, On-the-job
training, Loyalty to company, Openoffice system, Paternal leadership style,
Just-in-time

Highly favoured and
implemented by most of
the respondents

High-cost practices

Lifetime employment, seniority systems,
Hiring of fresh graduates, Enterprise
Unionism, Ringgi system

Less favoured by most
respondents and
generally not
implemented by

respondents
Note:

refers to the 32 out of the 69 respondents that said that they have implemented the
Japanesemanagement techniques.

Finally, looking at the techniques that the respondents said they have implemented, they

are not all that different to thosetechniquesadoptedby firms in other countries,suchasthe
UK, the USA, Singapore,Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea (see, for example,Putti
and Chong, 1985;Fukuda, 1988;Rodgersand Wong, 1996;Oliver and Wilkinson, 1992).
Hence, evenat this stage,this kind of evidencesuggeststhat the Look East Policy might
have a limited impact or influencein termsof encouragingthe respondentsin this studyto
implementthe Japanesemanagementtechniques. The discussionsin the next sectionwill
reveal some of the reasonsas to why the respondentsin this study said that they have
adoptedsomeelementsof theJapanese
managementtechniques.

9.2.2 Reasonsfor Implementing JapaneseManagement Techniques
Basedon the findings presentedin Chapter8, in this sectionwe will discussin more detail
the reasonswhy the respondents'in this study said that they have adoptedsomeelements

' Refersto the 32 respondentswho said that they have implementedsomeelementsof the Japanese
managementtechniques.
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of the Japanesemanagement techniques. The three most important reasons that have been

identified, accordingto our surveyare:

1. Some elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques are less expensive to

implement;
2. Some elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniquesare adoptedbecauseof
economicconsiderations;and
3. Someelementsof the Japanese
managementtechniquesare adoptedbecauseof
management'sresponseto specificproblems.

9.2.2.1

Implementation of Less Expensive Elements

As shown in Table 9.1 on the previous page, out of the 69 respondents who participated in

this study, 32 saidthat they haveimplementedsomeelementsof the Japanesemanagement
techniques. Of these 32 respondents,more than 80% said that they have implemented
techniques such as quality control circle, on-the-job training and suggestionsystems.
When theserespondentswere askedwhy they had chosento implement thesetechniques,
their responseswere: "Becausethey are practical, not interrelated,less expensiveand can
be implementedpiecemeal." On the other hand, when the samerespondentswere asked
why the Japanesemanagementtechniques,such as lifetime employment,seniority-based
wage and promotion systems,the ringgi system,hiring of fresh graduatesand enterprise
unionism had not been implemented in their firms, their explanations were: "These
techniquesare not practical for our use given the fact that our managementsystemis quite
different from Japan's. In fact, we believe that techniquessuch as lifetime employment,
seniority-basedsystems,the ringgi systemandenterpriseunionism are strongly attachedto
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Japaneseculture, thus, to transfer such techniques to Malaysia, where there exists different

cultural values,will be quite difficult. " To illustratethis point, let us examinethe situation
in some large Japanesefirms in Japan. When one looks at these firms, it is obvious that
lifetime employment is highly-favoured where seniority systems and ringgi or consensual

decision-makingare present. This could be explained by the fact that there exist two
psychological needsthat can be met through this association. First, seniority systemsin
the context of lifetime employmentprovide a high degreeof structureand certainty; and
second,consensualdecision-makingmay symbolisea company'srespectfor employees,as
well as trust and a senseof communal responsibility,which in turn lead to a desire for
lifetime employmentwith the company. This suggeststhat there is an interrelationship
betweensome of these techniques,and it could be possible that it has existed for many
decades. Perhaps,the absenceof this kind of interrelationship in Malaysia makes it
difficult for the country's firms to successfully implement Japanesemanagement
techniques.

Thus, basedon the abovearguments,it could be posited that no matter how strong the
government"push" to encouragemanagementin Malaysia to adopt Japanesemanagement
techniques,particularly the high-cost or "hard" practices,most of the respondentsare not
keen to do so. As one respondentexplains:"It is difficult to implement the Japanesehard
practicesnot only becausethey are expensiveto implement as a package,but also they
impracticable and inapplicable in Malaysia as we have different cultural and religious
beliefscomparedto Japan."
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9.2.2.2

Economic Considerations

Out of 32 respondents who indicated that they have adopted some elements of the Japanese
management techniques, 65.2% said that they did so because some elements of the
Japanesemanagement techniques are practical and economically beneficial for their use.
As one respondent explains: "Being a manufacturing concern, we have to be productive

and competitive, not only in terms of workers' productivity but also in terms of product
and service quality.

As such, we believe that we can achieve all of these not only by

working very hard but also by systematicallyincorporating some Japanesemanagement
techniques,such as QCCs,TQC, and suggestionsystemsinto our existing systembecause
thesetechniquesareeconomicallybeneficialto us."

Experiencesmight have taught top managementsthat maximum quality services and
productscan be achievedthroughwell-plannedQCC implementation. Hence,it might be
arguedthat becauseof the concernfor product and servicequality, it is necessaryfor the
respondentsto adopt techniquessuch asQCCs andTQC. Furthermore,it could be argued
that the LEP is probably not the main reasonwhy our respondentssaid that they have
implementedsome elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniques,but it could be an
important factor that reinforcessomeof the techniques. What the LEP does, is therefore,
highlight some of these issues. Of course,there are other ways to learn about Japanese
businesspractices,but the LEP givesthem an addedimpetus.

9.2.2.3 Management's Responseto Specific Problems
Besides the two reasons mentioned above, the other reason given by some of the 32
respondents is that certain elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques are adopted
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because of management's response to specific problems. With regard to this reason, three
specific problems have been identified in this study, as discussed below.

With regardto the problem of competition for market and raw materials,the information
gathered from both the interview and mail survey questionnaire reveals that some
respondentsstated that they have implementedelementsof the Japanesemanagement
techniques,such as QCCs,TQC, suggestionsystemsand on-the-jobtraining becausethey
strongly believe that thesetechniquescan help them to be competitive. In fact, according
to the interviewees,it is partly becauseof the needto be competitivethat they find it less
difficult to persuadetheir workersto acceptthe techniquesmentionedabove.

Basedon the information from both the interview and mail survey questionnaire,it can be
arguedthat the role of top managementis morepowerful when comparedto the role played
by state in persuadingmanagementas well as workers to accept Japanesemanagement
techniques,such as QCCs, TQC, suggestionsystemsand on-the-job training. In fact,
accordingto Abdullah (1995), local managementhasplayed a strongerrole in persuading
workers to accept such techniques because they have been partly influenced by
multinational firms in Malaysia. In addition, by adopting QCCs, TQC, and suggestion
systemslocal managementor firms believe that they could become more competitive
(Abdullah, 1995).

The important questions here are how could multinational corporations (MNCs), and
particularly JapaneseMNCs, influence local managementto adopt some of their
managementtechniques and how could they indirectly influence local firms to be
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competitive? In order to answer these questions, it is necessary to take a step back and
recall the events of the late 1970s. In Chapters 5 and 6 we learnt that Japaneseinvestors
are motivated to invest in Malaysia partly because of the availability of local markets,

cheaplabour, and the abundanceof raw materials,and also partly becauseof investment
incentivesoffered by the Malaysiangovernmentunderthe premiersTun Abdul Razakand
Tun Hussein Onn (second and third Prime Ministers, respectively).

For instance, since 1972 the production of manufactured products in Malaysia, and
particularly from the electronicsindustry, has grown at an averageof 46.9% per year, and
by 1989 Malaysia had becomethe world's largest producer of semiconductorsand the
world's largest exporter of electronic products. This performancewas achievedby 115
multinational electronics companies, the majority of which were Japanese who were

attractedto Malaysia following the introduction of the 1968 InvestmentIncentive Act.
TheseJapaneseinvestorshavenot only usedup the raw materialsand taken advantageof
the cheap labour but also their productshave also flooded local markets. Moreover, the
strong performance of multinational companies(MNCs), and particularly the Japanese
companies,have indirectly forced local firms to compete for raw materials as well as
markets. Thus, arguablythe experiencegained from observing the performanceof these
MNCs has in someway influencedlocal managersto adoptsomeelementsof the Japanese
management techniques that are deemed suitable for local firms to overcome
management's problems.

Bearing the abovein mind, it is thereforereasonableto suggestthat the implementationof
techniques,suchasTQC, QCCsand suggestionsystemsby respondentsin this studymight
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be the result of their concern to produce high quality products and to build up a team spirit

with the intention to be competitive. It might also be maintainedthat if local firms did not
adopt suchtechniques,they would be probably left behind and the government'sintention
to encouragethe establishmentof local manufacturingcompanieswould be undermined.

The secondproblem faced by managementis the shortageof skilled labour and workers'
mobility. Previousstudiesreport that the shortageof skilled labour in the manufacturing
sector in the mid 1980s forced employers to provide not only better terms of employment
and better working conditions for workers but also internal training programmes, such as
job rotation and on-the-job training for the existing workers (Abdullah, 1995). Besides the

shortageof skilled labour,job-hopping is also a major problem in Malaysia (Thong, 1991).
Becausejob-mobility is highly valued by the majority-of Malaysian workers, a number of
respondents have raised doubts as to whether there is any sense of loyalty left among their
workers. As one respondent says: "In our company, to discourage job-mobility

among

workers we have provided them with better working conditions, better pay schemes,

encouragedteam work and elicited new ideas from workers. We have also encouraged
managementand workers to socialisein order to narrow the management-workergap, but
suffice to say, there is very little senseof loyalty amongsome of our workers....some of
them are more motivated by money than anything else and if they can get a better offer
somewhere else, they will move."

Therefore,to solve the problem of the shortageof skilled workers and worker mobility, a
numberof policies are said to havebeenadoptedby the respondentsin this study. Based
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on our survey findings, of the 324 respondents that indicated that they have adopted

Japanesemanagementtechniques,90.6% statedthat they have introducedincentivessuch
as continuous training schemes;78.1% said that they have introduced awards for long
service; 71.9% indicated that they have introduced internal promotion schemes; 59.4%

statedthat they have introducedworkers' welfare facilities and wage incentive schemes;
and 56.3% said that they have introducedmeasuressuch as the reconciliation of human
relations between management and workers. When our respondents were asked why they
had introduced these techniques, they explained that it was partly because of the shortage
of skilled workers and partly to reduce worker mobility. Thus, looking at these responses,

it is possible to argue that the abovetechniqueshave not necessarilybeenimplemented
becauseof the strong "push" from the Malaysian government.

A third problem faced by management is the self-centred and individualistic nature of the
Malaysians. Previous studies (for instance, Kawabe, 1991) report that some Malaysians,
regardless of whether they are managers or ordinary workers, are self-centred and too
individualistic

when compared to their Asian counterparts such as the Koreans, the

Taiwanese, and, in particular, the Japanese. Kawabe (1991) also argues that individualism
and self-centredness among some Malaysians could have been a legacy of their colonial
master.

As mentionedin Chapter6, even in the economy,the British "divide and rule" policy, in
which the Malays stayed in rural agriculture while the Chineseworked in tin mines and
urban service sectorsand the Indiansworked in rubber estatesremainedprominent. This
° Sincethemultiple answersystemis used in the questionnaire,total percentages(answers)are more than the
numberof respondents.
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may have contributed to the individualistic nature of the Malaysians, where the Malays,
Chinese, and Indians were confined to their own communities.

Even the educational

system in the country's higher institutions is still patterned along the Western curriculum,
as are most of the educational backgrounds of the majority of the respondents in this study.
This could explain why the present organisation structures in most Malaysian firms are still

very westernised.

However,a numberof respondentsin this study have indicatedthat they have tried very
hard to solve the problem of self-centredness
and individualism amongtheir workers. In
fact, one respondentstatedduring the interview: "In our firm we implementedtechniques
such as group responsibility,companyloyalty, suggestionsystemsand the reconciling of
human relations between managementand workers and all these were aimed at
encouragingworkers to mix freely with managementand make them feel that they were
part of a team."

Our findings (interview data) show that even before the launch of the LEP in February
1982, certain elements of the Japanesemanagementtechniques, such as QCCs, TQC,
suggestion systems, job-rotation,

on-the-job training, company loyalty

and group

' Although it is not
responsibility had beenimplementedby a numberof our respondents.
possibleto generalisethe whole population basedon the information collected from the
interview, we can infer from what has been reported to us that some elementsof the
Japanese management techniques were implemented by firms in Malaysia prior to the
launch of the LEP (see Lim and Ping, 1979). It could therefore be suggested that it is

'Interviews with somerespondentsrevealedthat theyhad implementedsomeelementsof the Japanese
practiceslong before the LEP.
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unlikely that the respondents implemented some elements of the Japanesemanagement
techniques solely becauseof the strong "push" from the government via its LEP.

Although, we are not arguing that the LEP alone led to the introduction of the Japanese

managementtechniquesin many firms, that in itself doesnot imply that the LEP has had
no effect, but it may have had an indirect influence. In fact, accordingto a number of
respondentsthat we talked to, the LEP has had a number of indirect effects and in some
areasit hasactually achievedsomesuccess.For example,one respondentsays:"I believe
we needthe Look East Policy becausewith this policy it is much easierto changeour
employees'work attitude."

Another respondentexplains:"With the Look EastPolicy, it

is much easier to do business with the Japanese because this policy gives us
ideas/perceptions to understand how the Japanesesystems work. " Looking at the above

claims, it is thereforepossibleto arguethat to someextent the LEP hashad someindirect
effects.

9.2.3

Reasons for

Problems Encountered

in the Application

of the Japanese

Management Techniques
Basedon the earlier discussion,thereis no doubtthat a numberof elementsof the Japanese
management techniques have been implemented in manufacturing firms operating in

Malaysia as far asthe respondentsin this study are concerned. However,when compared
to other countries, for example, the UK, the USA, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea or
Taiwan, it seems that Malaysia has never been more successful than any of the above

countries,despitethe fact that the Malaysian governmenthas strongly "pushed" towards
this direction. This is reflectedby the fact that of the 32 respondentswho statedthey have
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adopted some elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques, more than 78% said that

they haveencounteredsomeproblems. Theseproblemscan be categorisedasfollows:

1. Differences in culture, tradition, religious beliefs and management systems;
2. Impact of Western-educatedmanagers;
3. Respondents/Management's lack enthusiasm, and workers'

preference for

practices;and
existingmanagement
4. Lack of commitment from top management.

9.2.3.1 Differencesin Culture, Tradition, Religious Beliefs and Management Systems
As described in Chapter 6, Malaysia is a unique mix of two main ethnic categories,
Bumiputra and non-Bumiputra. Under the former we have Malays and many other ethnic
groups, whereas under the latter we have Chinese and Indians. Because of the diversity in
terms of race in Malaysia there exist different religions, customs, cultures, languages,
values, etc. In contrast, because of Japan's unity and relative homogeneity the existence of
different customs, religions, values, etc. may not be very obvious. Moreover, when the
different religions, customs, cultures, etc. that are found in Malaysia are compared with
those found in Japan, they are quite different.

Therefore, it could be argued that such

differencesbetweenMalaysia and Japanhavemadeit difficult to transfercertainelements
of the Japanesemanagement techniques to Malaysia.

Indeed,our survey findings do seemto supportthis conjecture,since,of the 32 respondents
who statedthey haveimplementedsomeelementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniques,
more than 70% said that it is very difficult to transfer techniques, such as lifetime
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employment, consensus decision making, seniority-based wage system, paternalism and
company loyalty becausethey are not compatible with the existing Malaysian management

system,nor with the country's prevailing culture,values,traditions andreligiousbeliefs.

Basedon this information and from our findings,we might arguethat sincethe majority of
Malaysian workers are Muslim, ' this could have made it even more difficult to transfer the

Japanesemanagementtechniquesmentioned above (each of these and their associated
problem(s) will be discussed shortly). It could also be suggestedthat since the majority of

the respondentsin this study are Muslim, and the fact that the present governmenthas
strongly encouragedMuslim managersto incorporateIslamic values in their firms, it is
therefore natural for them to make every effort to promote Islamic values when and where

possible and at the sametime, implement only the elementsof the Japanesemanagement
techniques that they believe are acceptableto the majority of their workers who are
Muslim. It could also be arguedthat even if the respondentsare not themselvesMuslims,
elements of the Japanese management techniques that are deemed contrary to Islamic
religion would be avoided as the majority of workers who are of Bumiputra origin practise

the Islamic faith. Hence,it can be inferredthat certainaspectsof culture and religion seem
to play an important role in determiningwhich elementsof the Japanesemanagement
techniques are transferable and which are not transferableto manufacturing firms in
Malaysia.

Below, we present a brief discussion on certain elements of the Japanese management

techniques, including lifetime employment, seniority-basedwage system, paternalism,

6 Labour DepartmentMalaysia - Statisticaldata, 1997.
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company loyalty and quality control circles, and the problem(s) associated with each of
them.

Lifetime Employment

We have learnt from earlier studies that lifetime employment in Japanis developedto
encouragea worker to stay where he or she is trained, thus, ensuringthat a company's
investmentin training a worker will not be lost or wasted. The companycould feel secure
in the knowledgethat workerstrainedat its expensewill remain to repaytheseinvestment
costs (Alston, 1986). In this study, however, the interviewees argue that the average

Malaysianworker prefersa high salaryand quick promotion to thejob security offered by
a lifetime employment system. They also state that many good, skilled employeesleft
their companies for more highly paid jobs after acquiring the necessary skills. In fact, one
respondent stated: "Since many of our skilled employees left our company for a better

salary,this makeslifetime employmentunrealisticandwastesthe company'sinvestmentin
training employees." In Japan, however, it is argued that many large organisations do, in

fact, operate the system or, in other words, the reason for the success of lifetime
employmentin Japanis becauseof widespreadadoption,andbecauseof this, a worker who
leaveshis or her companyhasto settlefor ajob with a lower salaryand statusandpossibly
in a smaller company (Alston, 1986).

In contrast,aseach individual companyin Malaysia has its own system,a skilled worker
will normally obtain a betterjob with a higher salaryand better fringe benefitson leaving
his or her company. This might suggestthat it can be difficult for an individual company
in Malaysia to implement the Japanesemanagementsystems,and particularly the lifetime
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employment system unless other companiesdo the same. Moreover, with the present
performance-based reward system in Malaysia, indigenous workers are less likely to see

how lifetime employmentwill benefit them. On the other hand,it canbe maintainedthat it
would be expensivefor an employerto retain a so-called"unproductive" worker underthe
lifetime employmentsystem(a recentlocal newspaperreportsthat there is strong evidence
to show that the Malaysian employment system is based on principles of "hiring and
firing"). ' Thus, it can be concluded that as long as the government fails to address this

issue (hiring and firing) and as long as there is no developmentof the kind of structural
factors similar to those in Japan, for instance, reward systems that sustain lifetime
employment or other Japanesemanagementtechniquesthat the government hopes to
transfer to Malaysia, it will be difficult for the government to see its LEP achieve any
significant successin this area.

Seniority-based Wage System
We have learnt from Chapter 2 that under the seniority-based wage system that is being
practised in Japan, the remuneration of a worker is determined primarily on the basis of the
number of years he has spent with the company, subject to age and level of education at the

time of entry. However, accordingto a numberof respondentsthat we havetalked to, the
average Malaysian worker would not work hard if remuneration and promotion were to be
based on seniority. This suggests that this feature of the Japanesemanagement techniques

would not be very popular in Malaysia (most of the respondentsinterviewedclaimed that
remunerationand promotion in their firms are basedon performance). But even if there
are firms that have adopted this technique, it is possible that they have faced some

' Berita Harian Online, 13`hJuly 1998.
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difficulties. In fact, of the 69 respondentsthat participatedin our survey,more than 60%
would not recommenda seniority-basedwagesystemasthey perceivethat it could be very
difficult to transfer to Malaysia where the current practice is basedon performanceand
merits.

Paternalism
The paternalistic treatment given to employees by managers in Japan has its origin in the

feudalmaster-servant
Stateis a self-sufficient
relationship. Although the modernJapanese
feudalistic society, some roots still remain from the distant past (Adams and Kobayashi,
1969). It is common for a Japanesemanager to feel obliged to know every employee's
name, to greet him or her every morning, and to protect him or her.

In return, the

employee is expected to respect his or her manager, work hard for him, and give him his or
her complete loyalty. The information gathered from the interviews, however, reveals that
this feature is not well accepted by the majority of Malaysian workers because it is
believed that they have nothing to gain from being loyal to their employer. In fact, one
respondent explains: "It is difficult for us as management to ask our workers to be loyal to

our companybecauseif it is found that a worker hastried to be loyal and do his or her best
to please his or her manager his or her colleagues will dub him or her as playing a `dirty
game' ""

-

Another respondentthat we talked to stated: "Although we believe that paternalism
requiresthat managersor supervisorsshould socialise,since the majority of our workers
are Muslim, it is very difficult to encouragethem to socialisebecausethe majority of them
do not mix work with family life." In fact, in some statesin Malaysia, for example,
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Kelantan and Trengganuthere are office rules that forbid Muslim men and women from
sharing canteen facilities, and in most premises, such as banks and post-offices, there are

different queuesfor men and women. This suggeststhat the working environmentthat
exists in some states in Malaysia is totally different when compared to that in Japan. In

this kind of working environment,where the majority of workers do not mix work with
family life and where men and women are not encouraged to socialise, it would be difficult
to envisage a higher degree of job involvement between supervisor and workers in and
after work being successfully implemented in Malaysia.

Company Lo aýlty_
As mentioned earlier, in Japan, company loyalty requires an employee to work for the firm

for a lifetime, andhis or her priority is his or her companyrather than his or her family. In
return for his or her loyalty, the company will provide Prim or her with good fringe benefits,
it will guarantee his or her promotion to a senior post after he or she has served the
company for some time and it will look after his or her family.

However, despite the

Malaysian government's drive to promote diligence and discipline in the work place,
loyalty to the business enterprise where the worker is employed, and to emphasise priority
to group over individual interests, etc., our findings suggest that company loyalty is a

difficult concept to try to advancein Malaysia. This could be due to the fact that the
majority of Malaysiansare believedto be self-centredand individualistic, and are said to
valuejob-mobility.

In addition, as the majority of Malaysianworkers areBumiputra and of the Islamic faith, it
might be argued that as Muslims, their family comes first, rather than their company.
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Therefore, it might be argued that to introduce company loyalty among Malaysian workers,

the majority of whom are Muslim, could be very difficult.

Moreover, in Malaysia,

remainingin the samejob for a long time can be perceivedas the result of an employee's
inefficiency or incapability. It might be argued, therefore, that pledging one's loyalty to a

single companyfor life is inconceivablefor most Malaysianworkers, as no one wants to
losefaceby being labelledan inefficient employee. It is also possiblethat he or shewould
rather resign or apply for another position in different company than be seen as inefficient
or lazy. This is consistent with our respondents' view that the LEP has not been very
successful in changing workers' attitudes in terms of loyalty and hard work based on the

Japanesephilosophy. For example,of the 69 respondentsthat participatedin the survey,
29 or 42% did not agreethat the LEP hasresultedin changesin attitudesandbehaviourin
terms of loyalty and hard work among their workers, while 26 or 37.7% stated that they
neither agree nor disagree compared to 14 or 20.3% of respondents who indicated that the
LEP has been responsible for changing the attitude and behaviour of their workers in this
respect.

Quality Control Circles
As discussed in Japan, since most raw materials are imported and paid for by hard-earned

exports, the Japanesecannot afford to waste these imported resources. It is therefore
necessaryfor every worker to ensurequality by having each operatorhim/herself inspect
the output and devise methods for preventing errors. Hence, QCCs are implemented,
whereevery circle memberis requiredto applyhis or her creativity andexperienceto solve
common problems. BecauseQCCs have to be carried out togetherwith their peers,this
directly providesan opportunity for socialisingin a constructiveway (Ishikawa, 1990).
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Our findings reveal that of the 69 respondents who participated in the survey, 32 statedthat
their firms have QCC activities. However, at this point we cannot statistically prove how

successfulthey have beenwith their QCCs and to assessthis, further researchneedsto be
conducted. Nevertheless, what is clear is that, according to some respondents that we have
interviewed, a number of problems have been encountered while implementing QCCs (see
the discussion below for details of some of these problems).

One of the barriers to the implementation of QCCs, as mentioned earlier, is that unlike the
Japanese, the majority

of Malaysian workers tend to be more self-centred and

individualistic and it could be these characteristics that have influenced the interview's
respondents to reply this way (see below) when they were asked to describe some of the
problems they had faced when introducing QCCs.

"Since we normally have QCC activities after office hours, we have attendance problems
because most of our workers decline to participate in it as they would prefer to go straight

back home to their families or do other activities that are more economicallybeneficial to
them. "

The fact that more than 60% of the 32 respondents' indicated that they believed their
workers are not keen to participate in QCC activities suggests that many Malaysian

workers give priority to their family, or do somethingthat earnsthem an income, rather
than staying late in the office andparticipatingin unpaidcompanyactivities suchasQCCs.
In fact, our findings seemto concur with the findings of Smith (1994) who suggeststhat

$ Respondentsthat have indicatedthat they have implementedthe JMM including QCC.
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most Malaysian workers are less enthusiastic to participate in QCC activities as they have

little to gain in monetary terms. According to Smith (1994), he or she can make more
money by leaving work at the end of the shift, for instance, to help a relative run a small
street stall, instead of participating in unpaid QCC activities after office hours.

Although it is found that QCCs are overwhelmingly recommended by our respondents, it

could be arguedherethat becauseof the failure of many Malaysianworkers to voluntarily
involve themselves in QCC activities, this has not only eliminated the advantagesoffered
by QCCs, but has also undermined the Look East Policy's campaign for "quality"
employees.

9.2.3.2 Impact of Western-educated Managers
Besides the differences in culture, tradition, religious beliefs and management systems, the
impact of Western-educated managers is also believed to have posed problems to the
implementation of certain Japanesemanagement techniques.

For example, out of 32

respondents who said they have implemented Japanese management techniques, 20%

managers.
statedthat they havefacedproblemsbecauseof the impact of Western-educated
It is important to note that although this is not a very high percentage, its impact is quite

significant. This is because,accordingto our questionnairesurvey,attemptsto introduce
techniques,such as in-house unions, the ringgi systemand open-office system(each of
thesewill be discussedshortly) often fail asa result of a resistancefrom Western-educated
managers. This suggests that the impact of Western influence may still be very strong

amongsomerespondentsin this study. This could be due to their educationalbackground,
whereby out of 48 respondentswho indicated they have degree,48% said they were
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educated at Western institutions compared to only 8.3% who mentioned they were
educated in Japan or South Korea.

Hence, it might be argued that because their earlier education and subsequent training are

based on a Western curriculum, the majority of the respondentscannot easily accept
Japanesemanagement techniques, such as in-house unions, the ringgi system and open-

office systems even though they are being formally instructed by the Malaysian
governmentvia the Look EastPolicy to do things "the Japanese
way".

Moreover, even if the respondentschoose to adopt some elements of the Japanese
managementtechniques,they are in fact indirectly looking to the West. This is because
even before the governmentof Malaysia decidedto take a strong lead to Japanise,some
companiesin the West had actually adoptedmanagementideas from Japan- albeit a
slightly weakerversionof Japanisation(seeChapter3). In fact, Jomo (1994: 4) was right
in saying, "In geographicalterms, the very idea of `Looking East' is necessarilydefined
from a Western perspective. In this sensethen, `Looking East' during this historical
conjuncture has ironically become quite fashionably Western."

Below is a brief discussionon in-houseunions,the ringgi systemandopen-office systems,
andthe problem(s)associatedwith eachof them.

In-house Unions
Despite the government's Look East Policy, which encourages the recognition of in-house

unions (Smith, 1994), it might be argued that becauseof the strong impact of Western
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influence, out of 23 respondents who indicated that they recognised trade union, only
43.5% stated that they have chosen to recognise in-house unions. Even then, according to
some respondents that we have interviewed, a number of problems have been encountered
while implementing in-house union. One respondent claims that the formation of such a

union in his firm has been strongly opposedby certain quartersin industrial relations as
they fear that the workers will be exploited by an unscrupulousemployer. Some other
respondentsalso claim that the industrial scenein Malaysia is still pro-British and therefore
it is difficult to introduce in-houseunion. Thus, basedon the above claims, it might be
argued that the effort by the British could have continuedto exert a profound and direct
influence on trade unionism in Malaysia, where most workers have chosento recognise
industry-wideunion. This might suggestthat the governmenthas also failed to recognise
the extentof the British influence. It could alsobe suggesteduntil the "Westernmentality"
among Malaysians is "wiped out" completely, it is unlikely that the LEP will be successful
in its endeavours to promote work attitudes and discipline based on the Japanese

philosophy.

The Ringo System (ConsensusDecision Making)

Japanesemanagementvalues highly the spirit of harmony for goal achievement. The
Japanesemethod of reachingdecisionsis designedto avoid pinpointing responsibility for
mistakes(Matsudaand Morohoshi, 1973-74). In the ringgi system,consensusis stressed
as the way of making decisions,while closeattention is paid to the personalwell-being of
employees (Sethi et al., 1984; Yoshino, 1979). A number of respondents that we talked to

said: "The more capable Malaysian worker prefers to be given the authority to make
" This
decisionsinsteadof following the Japaneseway of decision-makingby consensus.
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could explain why a number of our respondents claim that this feature of the Japanese
management system is not popular, particularly among Western-educated Malaysian
workers as well as managers.

Thus, despite the government's efforts to narrow differentials and gaps between executives

and workers through consensusbuilding (the ringgi system), it seemsthat attemptsto
adopt this systemby 9.4% of the respondents'have been accompaniedby a number of
problems. Our findings revealthat problemsarisenot only becausethe social andcultural
environmentin Malaysia is not conducivetowardsthe application of this system,but also
becauseof the impact of Westerninfluence. For example,somerespondentsexplain it this
way: "Since the majority of our top managementare Westerntrainedor havebeenworking
for Westerncompaniesbefore, they are more comfortablemaking decisionsalone,rather
"
than throughconsensus.

Indeed, our findings concur with those of Abdullah (1995) who suggeststhat since the
majority of top managementin Malaysia have beeneducatedin Westerninstitutions, like
most Westernmanagersthey prefer to make decisionsalone. Becauseof that, the ringgi
system is, in fact, not being practised among most Malaysian companieswhose top
managementare Western-trained.

Our findings also agree with those of Thong and Jain (1988), who report that the Malaysian
companies in their study have not adopted the ringgi system, but it has been adopted by the
Japanesesubsidiary companies in Malaysia. However, the application is not as elaborate

9 Out of 32 respondentsthat have implementedJapanesemanagementpracticesonly 9.4% have adopted
ringgi system.
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as that practised in the parent company in Japan because of the incompatible social and
cultural environment in Malaysia, which still has a strong Western influence.

OpenOffice System
Despitethe strong governmentdrive to promoteopen office systemswith the intention of
narrowing the gap between managers and ordinary workers, it is very clear that not many

respondentsin this study have adoptedthe open-planoffice concept,which might suggest
that most of them are not strongly in favour of such a system. This is shown by the

feedback from the survey whereby out of 32 respondentswho indicated they have
implementedsome elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniques,slightly more than
50% said that they have adoptedthe open-planoffice concept. Even then, an open-plan
office often meansopen-planfor only the non-managerialworkers.

Having this conceptof an open-planoffice also meansthat managerialstaff are isolated
from non-managerialstaff. It could thereforebe arguedthat the governmentcannotexpect
to narrow the gap between managers and ordinary workers when the managerial staff are
cut off from non-managerial staff. The findings from the interview also reveal that most of

the latter have complainedto their superiorsabout the open office system. For example,
one respondentsays: "One of the common complaints we receive from non-managerial
staff with respect to an open-plan office is that the non-managerialstaff often feel
distracted by their colleagues and by the office noise."

This might suggest that the

adoption of the conceptof an open-office plan by some of our respondentshas not only
failed to narrow the gap betweenmanagersand ordinary workers but has alsodisruptedthe
workers' performance.
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Our findings are consistent with some earlier studies (Boyce, 1974; Keighley and Parkin,
1981; Klitzman and Stellman, 1989, Banbury and Berry, 1998) suggesting that an open

office systembrings more problemsthan it solvesbecausebackgroundnoise can, in fact,
disrupt workers' performance.It is clear that many people in Malaysia conceivethis as a
problem probably becauseof the fact that people are being too individualistic. It could
then be maintained that by being individualistic there is no element of community among

them and that could be the reasonwhy they do not like this system. Moreover, sincethe
majority of our respondents have been educated in Western institutions or have worked for

Westerncompanies(asmentionedduring the interview) they are more comfortablehaving
private offices and the idea of losing such a privilege is unimaginable. The Japanese,on
the other hand, focus on the community elements of the open office system and therefore

are willing to not only tolerateit, but, in fact, to seeit as a benefit to both individual and
organisational growth and achievement.

9.2.3.3

Respondents/Management's

Lack of Enthusiasm, and Workers'

Preference

for Existing Management Practices
The lack of enthusiasm on the part of respondents towards Japanese management

techniques,and the workers' preferencefor existing managementtechniquesor practicesis
believed to be another cause of the problems encountered in implementing the JMM.

It

could be argued that the former problem could be due to: (i) the lack of training in Japanese

managementtechniques;(ii) the inability of the vast majority of respondentsto converseor
write in the Japaneselanguage;and (iii) their limited exposureto the Japaneseculture, as
indicatedby the small numberof visits to Japan. The weaknessis obvious for only 6% of
our respondentscan speakJapanese;4% can read and write in Japaneseand slightly more
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than 40% have been to Japan. Of those who have been to Japan, only about 17% were
there for training purposes. Such a background on the part of our respondents would
certainly not help to boost their interest in the JMM and certainly would not help much
towards the realisation of adopting the Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic.

As mentionedearlier, of the 42% of the respondentswho indicatedthat they have visited
Japan,more than one-third or 42% saidthat they stayedthere for more than one week but
less than a month. Therefore,it is reasonableto arguethat these respondentswould not
absorbmuch of the Japaneseculture and valuesin general,and the Japanesemanagement
techniquesin particular, given the type of exposureand short duration of their stay in
Japan.

Although some elementsof the Japanese
managementtechniqueshave beenintroducedin
our respondents'firms, 12 or 48% of our respondentsstatedthat they have facedproblems
because their workers prefer the existing management practices, which are pro-West (see

Chapter8). This could be explainedby looking back at the historical developmentof the
managementsystemin Malaysia. History tells us that it is the by-productof four different
eras;British, American, Japanese,and finally Islamic. Comparingthe four different eras,
the longestwas the British andthis obviouslyhad a strongerinfluenceon mostMalaysians.

As discussed in Chapter 6, the British influence in Malaya started in 1786. From then on
administration in Malaysia (during that time known as Malaya and Northern Borneo) was

basedon the British system,and encompassed
not only one areabut spreadto include the
school curriculum, information networks, academictraining, books, architecture,leisure,
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business culture and consumer culture. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that doing
things the "British way" is deeply entrenched in most Malaysians' minds because this is
not just an overnight transformation but the result of 161 years of being told to do things in
this manner.

Thus, in one way or another, even after the British had left, their influence is still strongly

reinforcedby local managerswho havebeeneducatedin British universities. This became
apparent when, under premiers Tun Abdul Razak and Tun Hussein Onn, large numbers of

Malaysian studentswere sent to Westerninstitutions of higher education,and notably to
the UK. The fact that thesetwo premierspreferredto sendstudentsto Westerninstitutions
was becausethey themselveswere educatedat British universities. It thereforefollows that
when thesestudentscameback to Malaysia to work as executivesand managersin local
firms, it was naturalfor themto favour the Westernstyle of management.

Having said that and looking at our findings from the mail survey questionnaire,it can be
arguedthat becauseof their inclination towards the Westernmanagementstyle coupled
with their other experiences,the majority of our respondents,i.e. 37 out 69, indicatedthat
they have not implementedany elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniquesin their
firms.

Based on the evidence presented above, one might ask how the government via its Look
East Policy could expect to see a great deal of success in its transformation of the
management system in Malaysia overnight when it is so difficult to change the hearts and

minds of people who have been influencedby the West, and particularly the British, for
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161 years. Our findings, to some extent, have provided evidence that it is indeed difficult,
but not impossible, to encourage management in Malaysia in general and in this study in
particular, to adopt the Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic, partly because of
the strong influence of the West, and the British in particular.

9.2.3.4 Lack of Commitment from Top Management
It is revealed that the majority of the respondents we interviewed thought that top

management(including themselves)lack commitment in terms of adopting Japanese
managementtechniques,despitebeing told by the governmentvia the Look EastPolicy to
do so. The important question here is why is top management not committed to adopting

certain elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniques?There are a numberof possible
explanationsfor this. Oneis that top managementdo not believe that the Look EastPolicy
is intended purely for the purpose of promoting Japanesemanagement techniques. This is

shown by the fact that out of the 69 respondentswho participated in the survey, 56.6%
statedthat the Look East Policy is just a "window-dressing" policy comparedto 26.1%
who said that it is the kind of policy they need. Even then, there is no statistical evidence
to supportthe notion that the Look EastPolicy hasbeenvery successfulin encouragingour
respondentsto adopt Japanesemanagementtechniquesbecausethere is no association
betweenthe respondents'knowledgeof the Look EastPolicy andtheir firms implementing
Japanesemanagement techniques as revealed by the chi-square test (see Chapter 8, Section

r

8.11.1)

The other possibleexplanationcould be the fact that the majority of top managementare
Chinese. The survey findings show that of the 69 respondentswho participated in the
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survey,33 or 47.8% are Chinese. Thus,it might be arguedthat being Chinesethey are less
committed to the governmentpolicy which they think is not beneficial to them. It is
important to note that this doesnot imply that the Chineseare againstthe government's
policy, but the truth of the mattercan be tracedback to shortly after the launchof the Look
East Policy. A study by Lim (1984) reportsthat sincethe LEP has encouragedJapanese
investors to co-operate with the Bumiputras in the implementation of the New Economic
Policy, this has altered the existing structure of ownership and control of certain sectors of
the Malaysian economy.

For instance, in the construction sector, large construction

companies that were being overwhelmingly controlled by Chinese have been rapidly taken

over by the Japanese.Therefore,it is understandablethat the Chinesecommunity doesnot
support the Look East Policy (Lim, 1984).

Besides the four main causes of the problems encountered in the implementation of the

JMM mentionedabove,this study also reportsother problems that we believe could have
made it more difficult to promote or transfer some elements of the Japanesemanagement

techniquesto Malaysia, and particularly to manufacturingfirms in this study, despitethe
government's drive in this direction. These include the fact that Malaysia and Japan are at

different stagesof technologicaldevelopment. In addition, trade unions in many firms do
not favour certain elements of the Japanese management techniques.

Moreover, the

unwillingness of the Japanese to assist their Malaysian counterparts in the process of

transferring/implementingthe Japanesemanagement
techniquesconstitutesanotherbarrier.
Finally, some elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniquesare perceivedas bringing
more problemsthanbenefitsto therespondents'firms (seeChapter8, Table 8.24).
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Thus, to this point we might argue that despite the strong "push" from a powerful
government to encourage management in Malaysia, particularly in manufacturing firms in
this study, to adopt Japanesemanagement techniques, it is clear that the Look East Policy

has not beenvery successful. This perceptionof its lack of achievementis reinforcedby
the fact that of the 69 respondentswho participatedin the survey, only 2 or 2.9% stated
that strict enforcementof the Look East Policy is one of the best ways to ensurethat the
Japanesemanagementtechniqueswill be successfullytransferredto firms in Malaysia.
Even then, the results of the chi-square test show that there is no association between the

respondents'knowledgeof the Look EastPolicy andtheir firms implementingthe Japanese
model of management- suggestingthat the Look East Policy has had no direct influence
managementtechniques.
on our respondentsto adoptJapanese

The following discussionis intendedto assessin more detail the impact or effectivenessof
the Look EastPolicy in encouragingmanagementin Malaysia in general,and in this study
in particular, to adopt the Japanesemanagement techniques and work ethic.

9.3

The Look East Policy - How Effective it is?

Following the above discussion, our main objective in this section is to examine the impact
or effectiveness of the Look East Policy in more detail in terms of encouraging
management in Malaysia, and particularly in manufacturing firms in this study, to adopt

the Japanesemanagementtechniquesand work ethic. In order to do so, we will discuss
someof the "weapons"that the Malaysiangovernmenthave usedand assesswhetherthese
weaponsare effectiveor not. Towardsthe end of this section,we will look at the area(s)to
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which the Malaysian government should pay attention if the "weapons" they use or if the

Look EastPolicy arenot effectivein achievingits objective.

As pointed out, the Malaysian government arguably has displayed strong initiative in
attempting to enforce its policy, and this has manifested in a number of ways. For
example, the government has taken a very strong lead in economic development and there

is a much more co-operative feel about it than in many Westernnations, for example,
Britain, America, Germany,etc. When we look at thesenations, it appearsthat to some
extenttheir developmentis the result of companies"looking East" themselvesand picking
up managementideas, to another extent it has been a result of emulation. While
governmentencouragement
can be seento haveplayed a role, it has not in any way had as
strong a role in the economy,particularly in promoting new managementideas,asit has in
Malaysia. This is partly becauseof the relative political situationsand also becauseof the
differences in stages of economic development. But, as mentioned, in the case of
Malaysia, the policy has been reinforced by a powerful government that took a number of

measuresto ensure that its policy would work, such as employ the use of certain
"weapons". The following discussionlooks at some of these "weapons" and assesses
whetheror not these"weapons"havebeeneffective.

The first of these "weapons" has taken the form of a nation-wide campaign, which has
been used to promote the Japanesemanagementtechniques and work ethic. In this
campaign,Mahathir himself hasmade severalimportant speechesrelatedto the Look East
Policy. In these speeches,which are usually broadcastedthrough massmedia (television
and newspapers),Mahathir emphasisesEast Asian values, and in particular the Japanese
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values, and has called upon all Malaysians to adopt the Japanesemanagement techniques

and work ethic. Although, on the one hand, Mahathir has been effective in terms of
promoting his "punch-card" ideas (see discussion in Chapter 5), on the other hand, he has
failed to assure Malaysians workers that they would have a reward system similar to the

Japanese. Not surprisingly, one consequenceof his LEP has been the stimulation of a
variety of critiques in Malaysia.

Some criticise the notion of hard work. For example,Muzaffar (1983) arguesthat "hard
work is not everything. Neither is discipline, nor is efficiency. It is wrong to suggest that

hard work is a cure-all, a panacea,for all our ills. No nation will be able to resolveall its
economic problems through hard work and discipline alone. This is why it is fallacious to

arguethat Japan'seconomicprosperityis due entirely to thehard work and discipline of its
work ethics,we will not be ableto guarantee
people. It follows that by emulatingJapanese
the successof our nation."

Othersraise somewhatnarrowerbut nonethelessfundamentalissues,such as, "more hardworking in whoseinterest?"" With respectto valuesand behaviouralchanges,it has been
askedwhetheror not the Bumiputrawill or shouldbe willing and able to behavemore like
the Japaneseand Koreans,or subject themselvesto the kind of industrial discipline that
South Koreans have had to in recent years (Machado, 1987).

Some British-educated

politicians in Mahathir's government(as quotedin Jomo, 1994)also ask"why are Islamic
valuesnot emphasisedinsteadof East Asian ones, even though Mahathir has consistently
stressed the connections between discipline, industriousness,and Islamic values?"

"Tan CheeBeng (1983) "Work Productivity and Ethics", Aliran, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 23.
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According to Machando (1987), "such criticism takes place within narrow confines in
Malaysia. Nevertheless, dislocating consequencesof economic policies said to be inspired
by the Japanese`model' might, at some point, provoke sharper protests, perhaps cast in

Islamic terms."

The above accounts suggest that the way in which the first "weapon" has been used by

Mahathir is indeednot entirely effective in changingthe attitudesof the people,nor doesit
encourage management in Malaysia to adopt the Japanese management techniques and

work ethic.

Instead, Mahathir has surrounded himself with criticisms from both

academicians and British-educated politicians in his government.

The second"weapon" takesthe form of a policy to sendpeople to Japan. We have learnt
from the literature on the Look East Policy that only Malays have beensent to Japanfor
training. For example, according to one report," the Malaysian government sent 135
Malay technical trainees to Japan in September 1982, followed by 238 more in April 1983.
It is also reported that the majority of these trainees were from government agencies. From

the information given in this report anda numberof others,it is reasonableto suggestthat
the Look East Policy is racially motivated where higher priority is given to the Malays,
while the Chinese, Indian, and other indigenousgroups from the statesof Sarawakand
Sabah,which include Bidayuh, Iban, Kelabit, Kayan, Kadazan,etc., are not given equal
chanceto go for training in Japan(seeLim, 1984).

" PerbadananPersatuanJepun/Malaysia,April 1983.
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Based on the above accounts, the way in which the second "weapon" has been used by
Mahathir also seems to be ineffective for a number of reasons: (i) it seems that the Look
East Policy contains racial sentiments, which might make non-Malays, particularly the

Chinese,lessenthusiastictowardsthe policy. Sincethe Chineseare particularly important
in the businesscommunity,their resistanceto the LEP could be a significant problem if the
governmenttries to influence the businesscommunity by excluding non-Malays, and in
particular the Chinese;(ii) the duration of training in Japanis normally very short, i.e.,
between one week and a few months (see Chapter8). It is highly likely that this is not
enough time to provide the trainees with sufficient exposure to Japaneseculture and
managerialpractices. This could presentproblems if the governmenttry to persuadethese
traineesto adoptJapanese
managementtechniqueswhenthey (the trainees)are not readyto
do so becauseof their limited knowledge of both- Japaneseculture and managerial
practices;(iii) most traineeshave no prior knowledge of the Japaneselanguageand this
could make it difficult for them to communicate effectively with their Japanese
counterparts; (iv) courses undertaken by the trainees are normally related to the general
background of Japan rather than to specific management techniques (Jomo, 1983); (v) most
of the trainees are from government agencies rather than from the private sector (Lim,

1984). Moreover, according to Lim, being the government employees, there is little
initiative on their part to implement Japanesemanagementtechniques;and (vi) most
importantly, Malaysia's businessesand people in general have already been strongly
influencedby the West,which could make it difficult for Malaysia to follow effectively the
Japanese
modelof management(Jomo, 1994).
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Thus, based on the above arguments it is understandable that it would be difficult to
persuade/influence the Malaysians, and particularly the non-Malays, to believe that they
should change their approach and adopt the Japaneseapproach instead. In fact, from the

above discussionit can clearly be argued that it is a difficult task to perform because
people's views vary according to the educational background and other experiences
derived from exposure to Western approaches. Therefore, perhaps the only area in which

the policy works is actually wheremanagementitself is "looking West" and adoptingthe
Japanese
techniquesthat are alreadybeing practisedby Westerncompanies. Eventhen,the
techniquesthat managementdecidesto adoptare only the minor or low-cost ones,asthey
could be implementedpiecemealandhaveto be further modified to suit Malaysiancultural
settings.

The third and last "weapon" that the governmenthasusedis its encouragement
of Japanese
companiesto invest in Malaysia. As already discussedin Chapter 5, the Malaysian
government's attitude towards Japanese investment became more indulgent with
Mahathir's Look East Policy. As a result, Japaneseinvestmentin Malaysia increasedin
larger numbersthan ever seenbefore (seeChapter5). The governmenthas arguedthat by
encouragingthe Japaneseto invest in Malaysia, they would transfer their management
techniquesand technology, and at the sametime, would reduceregional differencesand
locational poverty in Malaysia. However, a more detailed examination of Japanese
investment in Malaysia in the 1980s indicates that the Japaneseinterests lie in wood and
wood products and in basic metal products (Saravanamuttu, 1983). According to the same
author, this shows that in the former case they are interested not in transferring their
management techniques and technology but in taking advantage of Malaysia's abundant
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timber resources, while in the latter case it shows that their intention is to shift a highly
polluting steel industry from Japanto Malaysia.

On the other hand, a detailed examinationof Japaneseinvestment locations in Malaysia
further indicates that most companiesare establishedin free trade zones (FTZs) and
industrial estates,such as Penang and Selangor, where well-developed infrastructures
already exist (Saravanamuttu,1983). Since Japaneseenterprisesare concentratedin the
industrialised areas they could have spread their management ideas, but our findings show

that they have not done so. Thus, basedon the above-accountsit can be claimed that the
useof this "weapon" has hadlittle effect for the following reasons:

1. It is believedthat the Japanesefirms in Malaysia are involved in purely profit-seeking
activities

rather than transferring

their

management techniques/expertise and

technology and this could be one of the reasons why, according to Lim (1984)

"Japanese`over presence'in Malaysia has long been criticised by the various local
communities. This has created several economic trade frictions between the two
parties, i. e. the Malaysian and Japanese. For instance, at the end of April 1983, about
two weeks before the JapanesePremier Nakasone (former Premier) visited Malaysia,

the mass media in Malaysia criticised Japanesecommercial practices and business
behaviour in the country" (p. 235). According to the Straits Times (as quoted in Lim,

1984),"since the startof the Look EastPolicy, Japanese
companieshad won over RM3
billion worth of contractsin Malaysiabut Malaysianhad gained`practically nothing' in
terms of invisible trade with Japanesecontractors. All shipping, insurance,and other
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invisibles were exclusively handled by the Japanesecompanies themselves, shutting

"
out the opportunitiesfor local companies.

2. Although the Japaneseare very good at learning from others,some authorsarguethat
they are not as good at introducing their own experiences to others. For example, Lim
(1984) points out that Japan does not have the social equipment or a policy to transfer

knowledgeand technologyto other countries. Hence,someJapanese
academicians(as
quotedin Lim, 1984)have expressedthat "There are some seriousimpedimentsin the
implementation of the Look East Policy. In theory, it is possible for Malaysia to learn

from Japan;in practice,however,it is necessaryfor Malaysia to look into social costs
incurred by Japan in its industrialisation and modernisation process."

According to

Lim (1984),"the Japaneseacademicians
also warnedthat the distortionsemergingfrom
the Japaneseeconomicdevelopmentprocess,for instance,environmentalpollution, the
neglect of human aspects in factories, housing shortages, and capitalistic expansion,

"
experience.
must particularly be avoidedif Malaysia wantsto learnfrom Japanese

Besidesthe ineffectivenesswith which the "weapons" discussedabove have been used,
there are other reasonsto qualify the opinion that the Look East Policy is not very
effective. The first reasonthat can be usedto substantiateour argumentis the fact that the
LEP has beenusednot only to accomplishthe New EconomicPolicy (NEP) goal, but also
as a tactic to stabilise the Mahathir administrationduring the generalelection of March
1982(Lim, 1984). In fact, when the respondentswere askedto give their opinions of the
Look East Policy, the majority of them stated that it is politically-motivated. This is
supportedby the fact that Mahathir launchedthe Look East Policy in 1982,when he was
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fighting for the most powerful post during the general election of that year, which implies
that a policy of this magnitude was of great importance to him and his party.

Moreover, according to some critics (for instance, Jomo, 1994), being a so-called Malay
nationalist, Mahathir has always tried to improve the Bumiputras' discipline and work
ethic in order to narrow the economic gaps between the Malays and other races in
Malaysia. Although in principle this seems quite noble to the Malays, it is also clear that
the Look East Policy has racial objectives.

Becauseof the fact that the policy is closelyrelatedto a pro-Bumiputrapolicy, somecritics
arguethat this makesit unlikely that full co-operationwill be gained from the Malaysian
Chinese(Muzaffar, 1983; Lim, 1984; Jomo, 1994). It is further argued that other nonMuslims in Malaysia are lessenthusiastictowards thepolicy asMahathir has concentrated
most of his efforts in combiningthe Look EastPolicy with Islamic doctrine (Soong,1983).
In addition, becauseof the religious sentiments,it is said that Malaysians of different
religious beliefs are alsoquite scepticaltowardsthe Look EastPolicy sincethe massmedia
further reported that the implementationof the policy is expectedto strengthenIslamic
ideology in Malaysia(seeMuzaffar, 1983).

The secondandlast reasonfor the ineffectivenessof the LEP is perhapsdue to the fact that
some people believe that it is "short-lived", even though there has been no official
statementfrom the Mahathir administrationthat hasofficially endedthe policy. However,
the fact that Mahathir has made the Islamic policy the dominant policy barely five years
after introducing the LEP might suggestthat the original objective of the LEP is perhaps
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not economic but political. This could explain why Mahathir drastically changed the Look
East Policy's direction following the Japanese government's refusal to give Malaysia
Airlines

System Berhad (MAS)-Northwest

Airlines joint

through Tokyo's Narita Airport (Jomo, 1994).

flight-service traffic

rights

Subsequent to this disagreement, in

Mahathir's 1984 speech, "The Second Opening of Japan" which was delivered by his
cabinet colleague, Tunku Razaleigh Hamzah -a different, critical and almost threatening
tone emerged (Jomo, 1994). Bartu (1992: 63) claims that this 1984 speech marked the end

of Mahathir's infatuation with Japan.

From the above discussionit can be inferred that the Look East Policy seemsnot only
ineffective but also, ultimately, unrealisticdue to Malaysia being a heterogeneoussociety
and Japan,a homogenousone. In fact, when the interview's respondentswere askedfor
their opinion with respect to the effectivenessof the Look East Policy, their responses
includedthe following:

"The Look East Policy is not effective and it does not work anymore,now people are
looking back to the West."

"The Look EastPolicy is not very effective, and in fact, it is very difficult to sustainin our
culture."

"How could the Look East Policy be effective when the cultural backgroundsof a lot of
Malaysian workers are not geared towards industrialisation. In fact, most of them are more
suited to an agricultural sector. The Japanesemodel that the Look East Policy tries to
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introduce might be good, but it will take time, and to transfer it completely will really be
not only a disaster but will scare away a lot of local workers who already have problems
coming to work daily. "

In addition, it is also important to remember that, as described, Malaysia and Japan are
totally

different in culture, social values and historical background, and this will

undoubtedly create serious impediments for Malaysia to "Look East". As discussedearlier
in this chapter, the ways in which the "weapons" have been used by Mahathir also seem to
have had their limitations.

This might be due to the fact that: (i) although the policy aims

at upgrading work ethic and improving skills, only the Malays seem to have been
purposely mobilised (in terms of sending Malaysian students and trainees to Japan)"; and

(ii) the governmenthas tried to achievesignificant resultsbut in a shorttime (i. e., lessthen
five years after introducing the Look East Policy, the governmentintroducedthe Islamic
Policy). In fact, it could be maintainedthat in order for the governmentto achievesome
successit would require more time, for example,at least 10 to 20 yearsor perhapslonger,
just to change the attitudes and behaviourof the Malaysians,especiallywhen they have
beenheavily influencedby the British for over 100years.

What is apparent,however, is that Malaysia's efforts to learn from Japanthrough the
introduction of technology, managerial systems,work ethic and economic development
experiences- is, in fact, a painstakingtask which needsyearsto formulate and implement
before some successcan be achieved. Presently,it appearsthat economicco-operationin
trade and investment has received the most attention in Malaysian-Japanese
relations,
"The Malaysiangovernmentstartedsending135 Malay technicaltraineesto Japanin September1982and
238 in April 1983(Malaysia, no. 38[Tokyo: PerbadananPersatuanJepun/Malaysia,April 1983]).
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while cultural exchange seems to have been of less significance or given inadequate
attention.

Generally, although cultural exchangedoes not directly contribute to economic cooperation, it does form a necessary basis for the deeper understanding of the Japanese
systems and also of a nation's overall developmental achievements. Because of that,

perhapsit is essentialfor the governmentof Malaysia to have a thorough appreciationof
the Japanesesocialand cultural values,institutions andpractices,at a time when Malaysia
is attempting to learn from Japanesebusiness and economic performance.

As it hasbeenarguedthat the LEP is not beenvery effective,the importantquestionhereis
to which areashould the governmentpay attention? Basedon what we have learnt from
the literatureon the Look EastPolicy andour findings, it is suggestedthat if the Malaysian
government wanted to do this again, it would have to concentrate on a number of areasthat

seemto have beenoverlooked. For example,the governmenthas to take into accountthe
importanceof why and how the Japanesemanagementsystemlinks itself to the Japanese
social andcultural values,institutions,practicesandmost importantly, history. Although it
might be argued that the understandingof these would not guaranteethe successof the
Look East Policy, they could becomeimportant principles in order to prevent the blind
emulation of Japanesemanagementpractices. For example,by understandingJapanese
history, perhaps,the Malaysiangovernmentwould realise that Japanis one of the very few
Asian countries that has remained free from colonial rule.
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Following this the Malaysian government would be able to make the sensible inference
that because Japan has stayed free from colonial powers, they have been able to achieve
goals that Malaysia could not. For example, they could utilise traditional economic skills

and activities which are expressedthrough a whole network of small and medium-sized
industries that have helpedto launchits industrialisationprogramme. Moreover,because
its cultural base is almost intact, traditional valuesof co-operationand group solidarity
could provide a framework for its modernisation. However, unlike Japan,Malaysia has
been colonisedfor over 100 years,and such a long period of colonisation could possibly
de-stabiliseits cultural base, making people becomemore westernised,self-centredand
individualistic.

Becauseof being influencedby Westernviews and culture, it is reasonableto arguethat it
would not be possible for the Look East Policy to influence the mentality of the people
overnight,but some successcould be achieved,particularly in altering the attitudesof the
Malaysians,if only the Look East Policy were longer-term (say about 20 years or more)
and emphasiseda cultural themeasopposedto beingjust a political rhetoric.

The next thing that we believe the governmentshould focuson is to reducethe racial and
political motivationsunderpinningthe policy. It is believedthat if the policy were racially
inclined it could win greater support from the non-Malays, and particularly from the
Chinese. In that sensethen,the governmentshould try to mobilise other racesin terms of
sending them to Japan for training.

It might also be argued that by doing so, the

government could easily win the support of most Malaysians, and particularly the Chinese,

the majority of whom dominatethe businessor private sector.
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The other important thing that we believe the presentgovernmentshould approachmore
seriously is an understandingof local managementculture and systems. In fact, this was
what the Japanesedid, i.e. they learnedand understoodas much as possibleabout their
own culture and systemsbefore copying ideasfrom the West, althoughthis did lead to a
longer and more painstaking process than Malaysia experienced.

Last but not least,we also believethat the governmentshould consciouslyput more effort
into the development of local human resources. Japanesesuccessin the nineteenth century
can be partly attributed to the fact that they chose consciously to develop through their own
human resources, with appropriate knowledge and technology from outside13but without
foreign investments, aid and consultants (see Muzaffar, 1983). Moreover, at present some

Japanesefactories and even the bureaucracyprovide security of tenure to their workers,
and this reflectsthe dedicationand discipline of their-leaders(managersand politicians).
Besides that, most occupations in Japanesefirms carry with them a variety of material
incentives, including paid holidays for productive workers.

Needless to say, Japanese

workers are relatively well-paid compared to Malaysian workers (Muzaffar, 1983). All

this shows that there are some connectionsbetween Japanesemanagementtechniques,
working conditions and work ethic. Hence, it is argued here that no one - not even a

Japanesewould be preparedto work hard for a long period of time unlesshe or sheis given
materialand non-materialrewardswhich can satisfy him or her to some extent,and which
will makehis or her work more gratifying.

" Mainly Westerntechnology.
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Based on the above discussion, it is argued that if Malaysian leaders had a more balanced
view of Japan, we believe that they would be able to understand the limitations of the
Japanesemanagement system, work ethic and hard work as a "cure-all" theory in Malaysia.
Indeed, if the work ethic/hard work theory is inapplicable in Japan, we also believe that it
is even more inappropriate for Malaysia. This is because in countries like Malaysia, there
are large numbers of people who are poor and disadvantaged through no fault of their own.
It could be argued that no matter how hard they work they will probably remain poor
because they are being exploited by the social and economic systems in the country. In
fact, Muzaffar (1983) points out that "a padi farmer or a trishaw-pedlar in the city will not

be ableto alleviate his or her misery by being disciplined andby working twice as hard or
thrice as long.

His poor income is linked to the technological level of our society,

educationalopportunities,the employmentpattern,the rate of social mobility and labourcapital relationships. The trishaw-pedlaron his own can do very little about any of these
issues. The resolutionof eachof them requiresa thoroughexaminationof the entire social
system."

Basedon the abovediscussion,we might sum up that they are a numberof lessonsthat the
governmentshould learnandthey are:

I.

The Look EastPolicy was neverproperly thoughtthrough in termsof the difficulty
of transferringa systemfrom one culture to a very different one. It is doubtful if
the policy could ever have worked as such.
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II.

A more limited objective, of learning from the Japanese might have been
successful. But this would have demanded (a) a long term-commitment; and (b)
more involvement of Chinese community.

III.

The policy was always partly a political as well as an economic one, thus it can be
argued that its successshould be judged not on a basis of whether it was adopted
but on whether it achieved its political objectives.

9.4

Conclusion

Having discussed and analysed the survey findings we arrived at the following
conclusions. First, there is no doubt that some Japanesemanagementtechniques,
especiallythe low-cost onessuch asQCCs,TQC, suggestionsystems,job rotation, on-thejob training, etc.,havebeentransferredto manufacturingfirms in this study. But eventhen
a numberof problemshave beenencounteredin the transplantingprocessand one of the
reasonsis becausesome of these practices are incompatible not only with Malaysia's
present managementsystem but also with the culture, values, traditions and religious
beliefs found in Malaysia.

Second,it can be inferred that becauseof managerialaswell as socio-culturalconstraints,
our findings suggestthat despitea great deal of effort by the Malaysian governmentin
trying to promote or transferJapanesemanagementtechniques,and despiteits strongpush
to encourage management and employees in Malaysia to adopt the Japanesework ethic, it
has not succeeded much more than it has in other countries where there has been less
government pressure.
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Thirdly, it can be concluded that the extent to which the Malaysian government can
promote Japanese management techniques in Malaysia may be limited by the cultural
differences between Malaysia and Japan; by the strong influence of the West; the
individualistic tendencies of the people and the lack 6f an element of community among
them; the workers' preference for existing management practices; and finally, by a lack of
commitment from top management to support the government campaign.

Lastly, asa whole, it can be said that the Look EastPolicy has not beeneffective because
not only was it believedto be unsuitablefor a heterogeneous
society suchas Malaysia,but
also it was becausethe policy was perceived as racially motivated. Moreover, some
believe that it was launchedmore as a political strategyto achieve Mahathir's political
ambitionsthan to furthereconomicdevelopmentin the country.

The researchimplications and conclusionare presentedin Chapter 10, which also forms
the final chapter.
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CHAPTER TEN
RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

10.1

AND CONCLUSION

Introduction

In this chapter,strandsfrom earlier researchare highlighted. Following this, we presenta
summaryof the researchfindings. Next, the researchimplications and the contributionof
this thesis are presented. Finally, suggestionsfor future researchare made and the
conclusionis presented.

10.2

Strands from Earlier Research

The purposeof our discussionin this section is to recap what has been discussedin the
precedingchapters. The literaturethat was initially reviewedwas basedon three themes:
the internationalisation or globalisation of business; culture and cross-cultural
management;and the role of the state, in this case, whether or not a strong state in
Malaysia can influence a changein people's attitudes.

In the first theme, two aspectswere analysed. They were the globalisationof business
and/or aspart of that, the spreadof managementtechniquesor ideas. When talking about
globalisation,a numberof commentators(for instance,Hirst and Thompson,1996)suggest
that it has becomea fashionable concept in the social sciences,a core dictum in the
prescriptionsof managementgurus,aswell asa catchphrasefor journalists andpoliticians
of every stripe. It is widely assertedthat we live in an era in which the greaterpart of
social life is determined by global processes, in which national cultures, economies and
borders are dissolving (see Frenkel and Peetz, 1998).
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As already mentioned in Chapter 3, the globalisation of business was not a new
phenomenon. In fact, the history of the globalisation of business is a long one and not
something confined just to the period since 1960 (Hirst and Thompson, 1996). The same
authors claim that although trading activities dated from the earliest civilisations, it was the
European Middle Ages that saw the initiation

of systematic, cross-border trading

operations carried out by institutions of a private corporate nature, though often with strong

statebackingand support.

Having saidthis, the importantquestionhereis why do businessesglobalise? A numberof
authors(Kish andVasconcellos,1993;Barlett andGhoshal,1995;Joynt andWarner,1996;
Yip et al., 1997; Schell and Solomon, 1997; Doney et al., 1998) argue that there are a
number of reasonswhy businessescross national boundaries. These reasonscan be
divided into threebroadcategories:

(i)

Becauseof two traditional motives, i.e. a resource-seekingmotive and a marketseekingmotive.

(ii)

As a result of the different stagesof economicdevelopmentin different partsof the
world aswell asbecauseof unevenlydistributedglobal resources.

(iii)

Due to the internationaldivision of labour, and anti-monopoly legislation,the local
market becomes saturatedwhile cost pressures and trade friction increase.
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The globalisation of business thesis states that as businesses cross national borders, they
bring along a number of important aspects, such as the rapidly expanding international
trade and financial flows (Frenkel and Peetz, 1998), as well as the spread of management
ideas or techniques (Xing, 1995; Hendry, 1996; Schell and Solomon, 1997; Wasti, 1998).

Even though the globalisation of business thesis claims that internationalisation permits the
spread of management ideas, a number of authors (for instance, Xing, 1995; Hendry, 1996)

argue that only part of the home country's managementideas are transferred when
businessescrossnational boundaries. Why is this the case? To answerthis question,we
needto look back at what is revealedby the secondtheme,i.e. culture and cross-cultural
management.

Although the globalisation of businessthesis seemsto agreethat managementideas do
spreadto some extent as a result of businessescrossingnational boundaries,the culture
thesis, however,arguesthat it is difficult to successfullytransfer wholesalemanagement
ideas from home to host countries,partly becauseof the cultural variations between one
country and another(Ichimura, 1981;Francesco,1981;Hamzahet al., 1989;Hodgettsand
Luthans, 1990; Hofstede, 1991,1993; DiBella, 1993; Tung, 1996; Clark and Mallory,
1996;Hu andWarner, 1996;Wasti, 1998;Frenkel andPeetz,1998).

The above discussion suggests that while a number of authors have carried out research

into culture and its impact on the transfer of managementideas acrossnational borders,
unlike other studies, those of Hofstede (1980; 1984; 1989; 1991; 1993) were more
extensivebecauseof the fact that he "successfullyties-cultural orientation and observable
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institutional differences between countries in a parsimonious framework" (McGrath et al.,
1992). As such, it is worth reinstating or reviewing some of his works.

In his two important studies Cultures and Organisations: Software of the Mind (1991) and
Cultural Constraints in Management Theories (1993), Hofstede points out that national
culture has an impact not only on employees' work-related attitudes, but also on the spread

of managementideas. In his studies, he comparesemployeesof large multinational
businessorganisationsin forty nations. Basedon his data,he highlights four dimensionsof
culture which he considersas having a major impact on both employees' work-related
attitudesaswell ason the spreadof managementideas. As mentionedearlier in Chapter3,
they were "power distance", "uncertainty avoidance", "individualism/collectivism", and
"femininity/masculinity".

Hofstedearguesthat "power distance"representsthe way a society handlesinequality, a
factor that he considersinevitable in every society. "Uncertainty avoidance",on the other
hand, relatesto the amountof tolerancethat the membersof a society have for ambiguity
and uncertainty. He statesthat "individualism" existsin societiesin which the ties between
individuals are loose,whereasin "collectivist" societies,people are born into andmaintain
with great loyalty strong and cohesive in-groups throughout their lives. Finally, he
contendsthat the masculinity/femininity dimensionrelatesto work goals.

Hofstede (1993) argues that not only are there four dimensions of culture which make one
society different from the other, but also that "there is something in all countries called

`management',but its meaningdiffers to a larger or smaller extentfrom one country to the
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other, and it takes considerable historical and cultural insight into local conditions to
understand its processes,philosophies, and problems. . .if already the word `management'
may mean so many different things, how can we expect one country's theories of
_
management to apply abroad?"

Becauseof that, Hofstede (1993: 89) says, "One should be extremely careful in making this
assumption, and test it before considering it proven. Management is not a phenomenon

that can be isolated from other processestaking place in a society....it interactswith what
happensin the family, at school,in politics, and government.It is obviously alsorelatedto
religion and beliefs about science. Theories of management always had to be
interdisciplinary, but if

we cross national borders they should become more

interdisciplinarythan ever."

As discussedin Chapter3, althoughHofstede's studies(including those conductedin the
1980s)have beenpopular and arousedintenseinterest,they are not free from criticisms.
For example, Hunt (1981) questions the generalisationsthat could be drawn from
Hofstede's sample,which was collected from one multinational company. He arguesthat
the results from Hofstede's study could be contaminatedthrough selectionprocessesthat
soughtindividuals with predeterminedpersonalitiesandvalues. Similarly, Watson(1987)
points out that the result from Hofstede's study could also be distorted as a result of
subsequentacculturation,formal developmentand training that might lead to a typical set
of norms and values in every respect of the corporate culture. Likewise, Hollinshead and
Leat (1995) criticise Hofstede's study by arguing that his model is methodologically

imperfect. The same authors argue that his samplewas not only limited, but the four
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dimensions that he included in his study were too heavily drawn from Western concepts

ratherthan from Easternexperiences.

Despite such criticisms, a number of authors (for instance, Triandis, 1982; Kirkbride et al.,
1990) argue that Hofstede's study will no doubt stand as one of the major landmarks of
cross-cultural research for many years to come. In addition, some authors (for example,
Smith et al., 1995; Wasti, 1998) do seem to agree with Hofstede's findings and, in fact,
there is widespread acceptancethat there are difficulties in simply transferring management
ideas across national boundaries.

However, some commentators(for instance, Sayer, 1983; Kim, 1983; Terrill, 1993;
Whiting, 1996)believe that if transfersare to takeplace then the statehas to play its role
effectively, especially in terms of influencing a change in people's attitudes. This leads us

to our third theme,i.e. the role of the state,and particularly whetheror not a strong state
can havea significant impact in changingpeople'sattitudesand mind-sets. Unlike the two
previous themes, this one is different because it neither talks about the spread of
managementideasper se, nor doesit talks about culture in detail. Instead,it arguesthat
unlike in developedcountrieswherethe role of stateis less important, in developingones
the state is often seenas playing some important roles, especially as a driving force in
changingculture and/orpeople's attitudes.

With regardto the role of statein stimulating economicdevelopment,somecommentators
(Soon, 1994; Okuku, 1997) claim that stateintervention is necessarybecausethere is the
need: (i) to create domestic suppliesof factors of production when the private sectoris
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unable or unwilling to create them; (ii) to preserve a competitive market structure through
the regulation of large private enterprises; (iii) to adjust for the failure of markets to
achieve a desired allocation of resources; and (iv) to achieve a more desirable distribution
of income.

The related literature asserts that unlike the private sectors, which are profit-oriented

enterprises,the statebeing instrumentalin both economic and social changehas different
priorities. For example, as an agent of economic change, its priorities include setting legal

rules; implementing policies, such as political and economic ones; buying goods and
services;producingservices;making payments,etc. On the other hand,asa force in social
or behaviouralchange,its focus is to implementpolicies directedtowards that. Some of
the more powerful policies, as alreadymentionedin Chapter4, were Singapore's"Look
East" campaign,South Korea's SaemaulUndong Movement, and the Cultural Revolution
in China. Thesepolicies or campaignswere intendednot only for economicpurposesbut
also for the purposeof changingpeople'smind-setsandbehaviour.

To sumup, three different views have emergedfrom the abovediscussion. Oneview that
clearly favoursthe notion that managementideasdo spreadwhen businessescrossnational
borders, is the globalisation/intemationalisationthesis. Another view is linked to the
culture thesis,which, althoughit doesnot necessarilyreject the former view, statesthat it is
difficult to successfullytransfer wholesalemanagementideas acrossnational boundaries
becauseof the cultural variations betweenhome and host countries. The final view relates
to the role of the state, especially as a driving force in changing people's attitudes.

Although it is argued that it is difficult to scientifically measurethe degreeof success
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achievedby the state in terms of influencing a shift in attitudes, some commentators
believe that it is not impossiblefor the state,especiallyin developingeconomies,to do so,
partly becausethe statein thesecountriesis both determinedand powerful, and is able to
impose policies and laws which outsiders may conceive as draconian. Another reason is

that power is much more all-embracingand involves control over the media, and by using
that as a channel for its campaigns, the state is able to affect more radical changes.

10.3

A Summary of the Research Findings

A review of the related literature suggeststhat the state in Malaysia has a great deal of
power and it has been instrumental in instigating economic development as well as
behavioural change. Based on this, we would expect the Malaysian government to achieve
a great deal of success with its Look East Policy.

Therefore, given this scenario our

general hypothesis, as spelled out in Chapter 5, would be as follows:

The Look East Policy might have had some success in promoting
Japanese management techniques to manufacturing firms
Malaysia,

despite the difficulties

of transferring

in

management

practices between different countries, because of the strength of the
state in Malaysia and its commitment to such a policy.

Based on our findings, clearly some Japanesemanagementtechniques,such as QCCs,
TQC,job-rotation, on-the-jobtraining (OJT) and suggestionsystemshave beentransferred
to manufacturing firms in our study. But the question here is to what extent has this
happenedbecauseof the Look East Policy? Firstly, of the 32 respondentswho said that
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they have implemented the above practices, only 3 or 9.3% stated that they have done so
because of the LEP and it is therefore apparent that the implementation of the above
techniques has not happened solely becauseof the government's policy drive. This clearly
indicates that it has not been successful in this direction. Secondly, the view that the Look

East Policy is not the major impetus for the transplantingof the above techniquesto
manufacturing firms in this study is further reinforced by the fact that only 2 of the 69
respondentswho participatedin our study indicatedthat the strict enforcementof the Look
East Policy is one of the best ways to ensurethat Japanesemanagementtechniquesare
successfullytransferredto firms in Malaysia. Finally, looking at the practicesmentioned
above,they tend to be the sametechniquesas those adoptedby firms in other countries,
such as the UK, the USA, Singapore,Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan eventhough
there is less pressureto do so from these governments,except in the case of Singapore
where it has a "Look East" campaign, but then it was also nothing comparableto
Malaysia's Look EastPolicy.

The abovediscussionclearly suggeststhat while the adoptionof suchtechniquesby some
of our respondentsis not necessarilythe result of a direct push from the government,it
could be attributed to the influence of multinational'corporations (MNCs) operating in
Malaysia,or becauseof the fact that they havebeeneducatedand trainedabroad,especially
in Japanese
institutions andorganisations.

Basedon the aboveargument,it can be said that, as a whole, the Look EastPolicy hasnot
been successful, as it has not achieved as much successas the government expected. The

questionthen is why is this so? First, it could be becauseof the barrier imposedby culture,
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i. e. Malaysia is a multi-cultural and multi-religious country and therefore obviously it is

different from Japan. As a result, the Japanesemanagementtechniques,and particularly
the onesthat are deeply embeddedin its culture, such as lifetime employment,senioritybasedsystemsand the ringgi systemare not easily transferableto manufacturingfirms in
Malaysia,despitestrong encouragement
from the Malaysian government. Hence,it could
be argued that the religious beliefs and socio-cultural values in Malaysia might play a far

more significant role in managementpracticespolicy choicesthan the political will of the
government.

The secondreasonrelatesto the dominanceof Islamthat hascausedgreatdifficulties in the
transferof Japanese
managementtechniquesto Malaysia,and the fact that Mahathir seems
to have shifted his focus from the Look East Policy-to promote the Islamic policy has

further reinforcedthe problem. As discussedin the previous chapter,in fact, Mahathir has
made the Islamic policy dominant in less than five years after introducing the Look East

Policy. It could be becauseof this that Malaysians of different religious beliefs are
sceptical of Mahathir's main objective in introducing such a policy.

The third reasoncould be becauseMahathir has failed to addressthe Chinesecommunity,
yet, they are the most significant ethnic group in the businesssector. In fact, the Look East
Policy is perceivedby some as anti-Chineseon the one hand, and pro-Bumiputra on the
other. The reasonasdescribedin Chapter5 could be becausewhen the governmentstarted
to send traineesto Japanin the early 1980s, it seemedto favour Bumiputra workers,
especiallythe Malays. In fact, it is arguedthat other races,especiallythe Chinese,are not
given an equal chanceto go for training in Japan(Lim, 1984). Thus, being perceivedas a
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racially motivated policy it can be argued that it does not have a great appeal, particularly
among the Chinese community.

The fourth reasonfor the policy's failure to succeedcould be due to the fact that Mahathir
did not pursueit systematicallyand fully, i.e. some of its aspectsthat were working, for
example, a long-term visit to Japan, especially for training purposes, are not followed

through. Despitethe costsincurred in this area,it was one that seemedto have a positive
impact. It could thereforebe further arguedthat by not following throughthis programme,
there might be a real problem for the governmentif it tries to persuadetraineesto adopt
Japanesemanagementtechniques,if thesetraineesare not ready to do what is expectedof
them due to their limited knowledge of both the Japaneseculture and managerial
techniques. Moreover,it might takea long time for thesetraineesto learn what is required
as most of them have no prior knowledgeof the Japaneselanguageand thereforecannot
counterparts.This suggeststhat learningfrom
communicateeffectively with their Japanese
Japanrequires commitment and it should be a long-term strategywhich demandsboth
systematicand continuousbacking from the government.

Finally, the policy's lack of successcould be due to Mahathir's personality and political
ambition. With regardto the former, it has beensuggestedthat becauseof his non-western
educationalbackground,even before he becamePrime Minister he wantedto disassociate
himself from the West. By the time he becamePrime Minister his relationship with the
West, and particularly with Britain was at its lowest ebb (Jomo, 1990). As discussedin
Chapter5, taking advantageof these strainedrelations which were causedby a seriesof
events,including the British media's andthe London StockExchange'shostile receptionto
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the Malaysian government's take-over of the Guthrie Corporation; the severe financial

lossessufferedby the Malaysiangovernmentwhen the London Metal Exchangeabruptly
amended its rule to limit the premiums payable by short-sellers who were unable to deliver

on tin futures at a time when the Malaysiangovernmentquietly but actively supportedtin
prices;the issueof landing rights whereBritain refusedto give two additional landingslots
at Heathrow airport for Malaysia Airlines System Berhad (MAS) despite the fact that
Malaysia purchasedfour additional units of Boeing 747 asrequestedby Britain; a dramatic
increase in student tuition fees for all foreign students in Britain, where there were more

than 50,000 Malaysians studying in Britain at that time, including Mahathir's son;
Mahathir finally announcedthe "Buy British Last" directive, and by the end of 1981there
was a total boycott of British goods. In terms of his political ambition, some
commentators(for instance,Lim, 1984;Muzaffar, 1983; Jomo, 1990) allege that the LEP
is being usedto accomplishMahathir's political goalsrather than his economicobjectives.
This can be inferred from the fact that he launchedthe LEP in the sameyear as when he
was fighting for the most powerful post during the generalelection in 1982. This suggests
therefore a political rather than just an economic objective of the policy. As mentioned in
Chapter 9, if that should be the case, perhaps one should consider examining how

successfulhasthe LEP beenin termsof achievingits political objective.

Despitethe fact that the Look East Policy did not achievemuch success,we should not
abandonaltogetherthe notion of globalisationand the role of the state,especiallyin terms
of influencing a change in people's attitudes in order to facilitate the transfer of
managementideas. This is becausethe spreadof ideasin Malaysia doeshappenand some
Japanesepracticeshave actually being adopted,as revealedby our findings. As such,we
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cannotconcludethat the Look EastPolicy hascompletelyfailed. Moreover,theremight be
some indirect effects of the Look East Policy. A numberof commentators(for instance,
Hamid, 1993)arguethat if there had not beena Look East Policy, perhapstherewould be
no technologyand managerialskills transferfrom Japan. But the fact that there is sucha
policy has resultedin the establishmentof Malaysia's first car company,Proton, where
technologicaland managerialskills are saidto havebeentransferred. It is also arguedthat
without a Look East Policy, perhaps there would be no Japanesedepartmentin the
University of Malaya (Malaysia's oldest university) headed by a Japaneseprofessor who

could have helped to spreadJapaneseculture and ideas; or perhapsthere would be no
student exchangebetween Malaysia and Japan (Lim, 1984).

With regardto our findings, it can be said that without a Look East Policy, perhapssome
respondents in this study would not have been keen to undertake industrial training in
Japan; or perhaps the majority of the respondents would not be interested to learn more
about Japanesemanagement techniques at all. However, there is some evidence to show
that some respondents have said that they have attended seminars on Japanesemanagement

techniquesas a way to further their understandingon the subject,which might suggestthat
the Look East Policy has had some impact, particularly in this area. Moreover, there is
statistical evidence to suggest that a "visit to Japan", particularly for training purposes,
actually has a direct effect on the respondents to implement some elements of the Japanese

managementtechniques. To some extent, this suggeststhat the Look East Policy has
succeededin this area.
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To sum up, it is apparent that the Look East Policy has not been successful, particularly in

instigating the transfer of Japanesemanagementtechniquesto manufacturing firms in
Malaysia because:(i) it fails to recognisethe barriersimposedby culture; (ii) it was shortlived asit was quickly replacedby the Islamic policy, andin fact this shift of policy simply
reinforcestheproblemsthat alreadyexisted;(iii) it is believedto be racially motivated;(iv)
it was not followed through as a long-term strategy nor systematically; and (v) it is
believed to have been launched because of Mahathir's personality and to fulfil his political
ambition.

Despite it's failure to achieve significant success, one cannot conclude that it

was a total failure, as some evidence suggeststhat it has had an indirect effect.

The above discussions lead us to ask what implications does this have for the general

literature. Some of the researchimplications and the contributions of this thesis will be
discussedin the following section.

10.4

The Research Implications and the Contribution

of this Thesis

The aim of this section is to relate the findings of this study to the general literature with

which we commenced. To facilitate this, we will refer to the globalisationthesis and we
will provide some argument based on the understandingof our findings. The same
procedurewill be applied when examining the culture thesis and the role of the state,
particularly in terms of influencing a changein people's attitudes. Towardsthe endof this
section,the contribution of this thesisis presented.

First, there is a view that globalisationpermits the spreadof managementideas. As far as
our findings are concerned,clearly some managementideas from Japanhave spreadto
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Malaysia. But, as already mentioned, when examined these techniques it was apparentthat
only the easy ones have spread and these seem to be the same techniques that have been

adopted by firms in some other countries, while the techniques that our respondents
believed to be culture-bound are not easily transferable. One of the reasonswhy this
happenedis becauseof the problem of Malaysian culture. Therefore, the fact that the
cultural differences exist between Japan and Malaysia undermines the assumption that

what works in the formercountry will work in the latter.

Second, some authors allege that managementideas cannot easily spreadbecauseof
cultural barriers. Indeed,our findings have drawn attentionto someof these difficulties.
Oneexampleis that despitethe Look EastPolicy, through which the Malaysianscalled for
the adoptionof Japanesemanagementtechniques,such as open office systems,senioritybasedsystems,loyalty to the company,the ringgi system, etc., these practiceshave not
been adoptedby the majority of our respondents,who claimed that it is becausethey are
not compatiblewith Malaysianculture. But given that this is the case,are we then able to
concludethat such techniquesare not adoptedsolely becauseof the cultural variations? In
other words, has this happenedbecauseauthors like Hofstede are right in saying that
managementtheory and practicescannotbe easily transferredacrossnational boundaries
becauseof culture, or is it becausein this casethe governmenthasnot tried hard enoughto
push this idea forward and to persuade management to adopt it as they did in Singapore

and South Korea, becauseclearly in these countriesrthe governmentshave been quite
successfulin this area. Obviously, this is a contentious issue as far as the Malaysian
experienceis concerned.
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In fact, basedon our findings, it can be arguedthat Japanesemanagementtechniquesdid
not spreadasmuch as one might have imaginedthey could becausethe governmentnever
really tried hard enough. This could be due to the fact that the Look EastPolicy is claimed
to be not only politically motivated,i.e. a strategythat a political leaderhasusedto achieve
his political ambition, but also racially motivated, and the fact that it was abandonedso
quickly in favour of the Islamic policy suggests that the government probably was not
committed to the economic objective of the LEP. Given that this might be the case, it
would probably be incorrect to conclude that management ideas did not spread as much
because of the existence of the cultural barrier.

Moreover, based on the Malaysian

experience,wherepolitics seemsto be a dominant factor, and the fact that the Look East
Policy was short-lived, one should be wary of generalisingthat managementideascannot
be easily spread to developing countries becauseof the cultural differences.

It could also be argued that apart from the fact that the government did not try harder, there

are a numberof other possiblefactorsthat haveinhibited the transferof managementideas
from Japanto Malaysia, such as the role of the Chinese, historical events between Malaysia

and Japan, the influence of the West in Malaysia, a lack of commitment from top
management,lack of support infrastructure, etc. As already mentioned in Chapter 2,
besides the fact that its culture is said to be unique, the other reason why Japanese
managementpractices work so well in Japan is because of the support of a strong
infrastructure, for example, the establishmentof networked alliances that encompass
suppliers,buyers, fellow manufacturers,banks and even the government. Hence, taking
the abovefactors into account,clearly we cannot infer that our findings must supportthe
view that the spreadof managementideas are limited by culture. In fact, a numberof
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authors (for instance, Frenkel and Peetz, 1998) argue that there are other influences, such
as limited contact between subsidiaries, product and labour market differences, and heavy

administrative costs associated with diffusion which can also limit the spread of
managementpractices. Nevertheless,thereis direct evidencefrom our findings to suggest
that culture limits the transferof suchideasto Malaysia.

Finally, there is anotherview that indicatesthat the statehas a powerful role in developing
economiesandthat it can achievea lot more in terms of influencing people's attitudesthan
can be donein the industrialisedcountries. However,there seemsto be little evidenceto
supportthis from the caseof the developmentof the Look East Policy in Malaysia. In fact,
our findings have drawn attention to the difficulties any government faces in trying to
introducepolicies which do not match with the local environment. This implies that the
view that a strong statein Malaysia can have a significant impact in changingpeople's
attitudesis not consistentwith the claimsmadeby somecommentators.But there could be
a numberof reasonswhy the statein Malaysia hasnot had a strong impact in this area. As
alreadymentioned,one of the reasonscould be becausethe Malaysian governmentdid not
push the idea quite as dramatically and systematicallyas we might have imagined. But
then this could be due to the fact that the Look East Policy might have more to do with
politics than economicsand it might have beenmore concernedwith rhetoric than reality.
Another reason could be becauseMalaysia has industrialised quickly and maybe to
characteriseit as an industrialising country with a strong statedoes not make up on the
recentdevelopment. Maybe we shouldnot expectthe stateto have a bigger effect because
Malaysia has gone quite a long way down the industrialising road and it is no longer a pre-

industrial country. Perhapsthat is why the role of the statein this caseis lessimportant.
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Based on the above, it could then be argued that it might be quite difficult

for the

government to successfully influence a change in people's attitudes although it can
probably achieve a little more (see, for example, Singapore and South Korea) compared to
countries in the West because,as mentioned in Chapter 4, it is able to introduce and impose
policies and laws which, for example, a more Western attitude might consider as stringent.
Moreover, unlike in the West, it has greater control and influence over the media to the
extent that it can do more compared to the states in the West.

To sum up, obviously there is no straightforward answeras to which theme should be
supported or rejected. This is becausethe area is a complex one and it was never going to
be a simple question of whether globalisation or culture limitations were going to be
important, but of how the two forces or pressures interact. Moreover, one of the key

but it is
characteristicsof Malaysia is that not only is the culture different to the Japanese
also more complex, i. e. with various cultures co-existing within Malaysia itself. Having

saidthis, it is possibleto provide a numberof commentariesbasedon our understandingof
the literature,the findings of this study and the current situation in Malaysia. First, it can
be arguedthat one thing that can be learnedfrom the outcomeof this researchis that the
barriersthat havebeenimposedby factorssuch asculture variations,religious beliefs, legal
systems,product and labour market differences,and a numberof othersincluding the role
of the Chinese,should not be ignored in this area of research,especiallyin the case of
Malaysia.

Second,there is no doubt that managementpracticescan and in fact have spreadacross
national borders (see, for example,the USA, the UK, Singapore,South Korea, Taiwan,
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Hong Kong and Malaysia). But one must be wary of generalising that this has happened

solely becauseof the effect of globalisation,especiallythrough MNCs, when it has been
suggested in a number of studies that management ideas can also spread either directly or
indirectly through political influence, education, industrial or vocational training abroad,

etc (Gopinath, 1998;Fong, 1992).

Third, it seems that similarities in culture and geographical closeness to some extent could
have influenced the spread of management ideas. For example, according to a number of
authors (for instance, Ito, 1985), in countries such as Taiwan the spread of Japanese

managementpractices has been more substantial compared to their dissemination in
Malaysia (see Imaoka, 1985) partly because Taiwan and Japan are said to share a common
culture and history, and the fact that Taiwan is geographically close to Japan. This has
aided the ease of transfer of Japanesemanagement techniques, as many people, especially
the older generation, can read and write in Japaneseand these are the people who seem to
favour such practices.

Finally, to concludethat one techniqueis likely to be more transferablethan anotheris not
a straightforwardargument. In fact, a numberof determiningfactorsasto which technique
is transferable and which is not, such as the technological superiority of the technique
itself, might more likely influence its spread, while a practice that is believed to increase

socialand financial burdensis less likely to be adopted. As an exampleof the former, lean
productionmethods,which give the Japanese
auto industry many advantages(seeWomack
et al., 1990),are easilytransferableto other countries,such asthe USA andthe UK, despite
the difficulties involved in changingtheir work culture in order to meetthe requirementsof
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the technique. With regard to the latter, the practices that practitioners see as creating

additional financial burden, for instance lifetime employment, have not been highly
recommended by firms outside Japan. Moreover, when one looks at the situation in

Malaysia, it would be unrealisticto implement techniquessuch as lifetime employmentor
seniority-based systems becausejob-hopping is a common phenomenon and promotion is
normally basedon performance as opposed to length of service.

The above might suggest that while on the one hand the willingness to adapt oneself to a
new technology because of its technological superiority could ultimately influence a
change in one's attitudes, on the other hand, this change is probably unwelcome if it is
foreseen that a particular practice could incur social and financial costs. In fact, some

commentatorsclaim that this is now happeningin Malaysia,where adjustmentin culture,
especially with regard to work attitudes, has to be made because of technology

advancement. Although it is difficult to influence a change in people's viewpoints
overnight the above reasons indicate that some progress is being made. As a result, it is

now possible for the Islamic, Japaneseand Westernmanagementpracticesto co-exist in
Malaysia.

With regard to the contribution of this thesis, firstly, it presentssignificant information
regarding the impact of an important policy area that-has not been previously looked at.

Secondly,it has identified someof the factors that have inhibited the successof the Look
EastPolicy and such analysismight have somepracticalbenefits. Finally, it feedsinto the
generaldebateaboutglobalisationand about the limitations imposedby culture aswell as
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the role of the state. We recognise that this is a complex debate and therefore we are not

going to forecloseit but what we havedoneis contributefurther to this debate.

10.5

Suggestions for Future Research

The suggestionsfor future researchcan be divided into two categories,and they are: (i)
from the point of view of the Look EastPolicy; and (ii) from the perspectiveof Japanese
managementtechniques.As is often the case,a studygives many new answersandraisesa
number of questions. With regardto the LEP, one of the recurring questionswas "given
the fact that it is difficult to transfermanagementideasfrom one country to another,why,
particularly in this case,is the governmentwilling to use a large amount of resources
(money, manpower, etc.) to promote its policy knowing that it probably has a limited
" Indeed,our findings revealthat the LEP has not beenvery
chanceof economicsuccess?
successfulas far asits economicobjective is concerned,but, as stated,perhapsone should
look into the political objectives of the policy rather than its economic objective when
assessingits success.This is because,asmentionedin Chapter9, amongthe major reasons
why Mahathir introducedthe policy were: (i) to distancehimself from the West; and (ii) as
a tactic to stabilise his administrationduring the general election in 1982. This could
imply that the government launched the Look East Policy with a strong political
motivation.

With respectto the techniquesthemselves,althoughour findings revealthat somefirms in
this study have adoptedsome elementsof the Japanesemanagementpractices,suchas the
suggestion system, QCCs, etc. we do not have the answers to a number of questions. In

termsof the suggestionsystem,for example,we have learnt from the relatedliteraturethat
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firms in Japan strongly encourage their employees to make suggestions and in turn award
between 100 and 300 yen for each one. If the suggestion is considered to have potential, it
is written up in more detail, then evaluated by the section manager and can qualify for an
award of 1,000 to 10,000 yen and up to 20,000 yen if the suggestion is considered of
special merit. Moreover, it is also claimed that an average of 28 suggestionsper employee
are adopted each year in Japan and these have resulted in a substantial amount of savings.
In fact, comparatively, the average savings from suggestions on per-employee basis are

nearly 10 times higher in Japanthan in the USA, i. e. US$3,612versusUS$398(Verespej,
1992). Given the fact that the majority of our respondentssaid they have adoptedthis
technique, it would be interesting to know (i) how many suggestionsthere are per
employee,for example,per month andyear;(ii) the type of rewardthat is given to a worker
who makes a suggestion;(iii) how the suggestionsare evaluatedand by whom; (iv) the
percentageof the suggestionsthat are actually implemented; and (v) how much the
companysavesas a result of implementingsuch suggestions. This is part of the general
question on whether or not the implementationof the suggestionsystem has had some
economic impact in Malaysia. As we are not been able to answer, it might be worth
researchingor investigatingin the future.

10.6

Conclusion

Having reviewedthe relatedliterature and the findings of this study, it is possibleto make
the following conclusions: first, despite the fact that our findings recognise that
management ideas, particularly from Japan, have spread to Malaysia through Japanese

multinational corporations, one should be wary of generalising from the Malaysian
experiencebecauseof the fact that ideas can also spread through political influence,
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training and education, etc. In fact, it has been suggestedthat the place of study or training
seemsto have a positive influence in terms of which management ideas should be adopted.
For example, some commentators allege that the three former Western-educated Prime
Ministers of Malaysia have strongly favoured Western management practices, while the
present Eastern-educatedPrime Minister is said to favour Eastern management techniques.

Second, our findings seem to support the literature which argues that culture inhibits the

transfer of managementideas because some elements of the Japanesemanagement
techniques,such as seniority-basedwage and promotion systemsand the ringgi system,
which our respondentsbelieved to be culture-bound are not easily transferred to
manufacturingfirms in Malaysia. However, it should be noted that the transferability of
managementpractices can be inhibited by other factors such as labour market, trade
unions, administrativecosts associatedwith the transfer, the legal system, organisational
structureandpolicy, etc.

Finally, althoughwe were expectingthe Malaysian stateto be able to influence people's
attitudesand to overcomethe barriersthat culture imposes,there was not a great deal of
evidencefrom this thesis to supportthat view. There could be a number of reasonsas to
why this has happenedand these might include the influence of Westerneducation,the
spreadof Westernmanagementphilosophy amongmanagement,and the current stageof
economic developmentwhich meansthat Malaysia is no longer a pre-industrial country,
etc. It is clear that these have been influential factors, as has the Malaysian government's

failure to push the Look East Policy more as an economic policy as well as its lack of
successin engagingthe Chinesecommunity. This could be the fundamentalflaw of the
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Look EastPolicy. Until the time when such a formidable task is accomplished,the Look
East Policy will remain to a larger extent another political rhetoric.
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Appendix 7.1

1S`April 1998
Dear Mr/Ms
I am conducting a survey for my thesis on the impact/effectiveness of the Look East Policy
on management practices in manufacturing firms in Malaysia with regard to the Japanese
model of management.
Your company has been carefully selected to participate in this survey. Only a small
number of manufacturing firms have been selected to participate, so your experiences and
thoughts on the subject are very important. In addition, you will be representing a number
of managers, therefore your responses are very important as this research can provide
insights into some of the issues regarding the applicability of the Japanese model of
managementto Malaysia.
Enclosed is a copy of the questionnaire that includes questions about:
"
"
"
"

The Look East Policy
The major features, strengths and weaknessesof the Japanesemodel of management
The feasibility of implementing and adopting the Japanesemodel of management and
work ethics and their implications
The prospects, problems and other issues related to the transferability of the Japanese
managementtechniques to manufacturing firms in Malaysia

Please take the time to complete the questionnaire and return it in the enclosed selfaddressed stamped envelope. It would be very helpful to have your completed
questionnaire returned to me by 15`hApril 1998.
Your responses are confidential. No organisation names or individual
will be used or released to a third party.
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation.
Yours sincerely,

...................
Frank Kiong
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ProfessorRob Ball
Headof Department

information

Appendix 7.2

Mail Survey Questionnaire
SECTION A: RESPONDENT'S

PROFILE

1. Name of your company:
2. Your job title:
3. Your race:

1Q Bumiputra
2Q Chinese
3Q Indian
4Q Others, please specify:
4. Your religion:
10 Islam

2Q Christian
3Q Buddhism
413 Hinduism
5Q Others, please specify:
5. Your age group:

10 Below 30 years
2Q 30-35 yearsold
3Q 36-45 yearsold
4Q 46-55 yearsold
5Q Above 55 years old

6. How long you have beenin your presentpost?
113 Lessthan 1 year
20 1 year but lessthan 2 years
3Q2 yearsbut lessthan 3 years
413 3 yearsbut lessthan 4 years
5Q4 yearsbut lessthan 5 years
60 5 yearsand above
7. How would you classify your job category?

-

10 Senior management

2Q Middle management
3Q Supervisory/Lowermanagement
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8. If you have had a previous managerial position, how long were you in your last position?
Less than 1 year

10
2Q1

year but less than 2 years

3Q2

years but less than 3 years

4Q3

years but less than 4 years

5Q4

years but less than 5 years

60

5 years and above

70 Not applicable
9. What is the highest level of education you have achieved?
10 Have completed primary education only
2Q Have completed secondary education
3Q Have completed technical/commercial college education
4Q Have completed university education

10. If you have completedcollege/universityeducation,can you list your diplomasand
degreesand areasof specialisation.
Name of Diploma/Degree

Areasof Specialisation

2
3

11. Where did you study for your diploma/degree?
1Q

Local institution

2Q

United Statesof America

3Q

United Kingdom

4Q

Japan

5Q

South Korea

60

Others,pleasespecify:

12. Have you undergoneany postgraduatetraining/education?
10 Yes
2Q No

(pleasego to Q. 14)
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13. If you have answered "Yes" to Q. 12, please mention the type7of postgraduate training/education.
111 Master in Business Administration (MBA)
Master in Science (MSc)

20

3Q Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
4Q Others, please specify:

14. Please list your professional qualifications, if any.
1

2
3

ATTENTION:

QUESTIONS 15 to 18 ASK YOU ABOUT YOUR KNOWLEDGE
JAPANESE LANGUAGE

OF THE

15. Can you speak the Japaneselanguage?
1Q Not at all

2QA little
3Q Reasonably well
4Q Extremely well

16. Can you read and write in Japanese?
10

Not at all

2QA little
3Q Reasonablywell
40

Extremelywell

ATTENTION:

IF YOU ANSWERED "Not at all" TO BOTH Q. 15 & Q. 16, PLEASE GO TO Q. 20

17. If you have chosen no. "2", "3" or "4" as your answer to either Q. 15 or Q. 16, why did you
learn Japanese?

1Q It wasrequiredbefore I could be sentto Japanfor training/course
2Q It helpsme communicatebetter with my Japanesecounterparts
3Q My interest in Japaneselanguage
4Q Other reason, please specify:
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18. If you have chosen no. "2", "3" or "4" as your answer to either Q. 15 or Q. 16, where did you
learn Japanese?
1Q At school/college/university
2Q At an intensive course programme
3Q At a language correspondence course
40

Through local private tuition

50

At a foreign language class at local institution

60

Others, please specify:

19. If you have chosen no. "1" or "2" as your answer to Q. 18, in which country did you learn Japanese?
I0

In Malaysia

2Q In Japan

3Q In United States
United Kingdom

4QIn

5Q Others, please specify:

20. Have you been to Japan?

10 Yes

(pleaseanswer Q. 21 & Q. 22 )

2Q No

(pleasego to Q. 23 )

21. What was the purpose of the trip?
("i

" ALL THAT APPLY)

1Q

Undergoing training/work attachment

2Q

Attending conference/seminar

3Q

Attending short course

4Q

Obtaining qualification

5Q

Business trip

6Q

Others,pleasespecify:

22. What wasthe longest duration of any visit you have made?
113 Lessthan 1 week
2Q1

to 4 weeks

3Q5

to 8 weeks

413 9 to 16 weeks
5Q 17 to 24 weeks
60

25 weeks and more
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SECTION B: YOUR ORGANISATION/FIRM
23. What is the type of your organisation/firm?
10

Locally-owned

2QA

joint venture with Japanese

3QA

joint venture with Korean

4QA

joint venture with British

5QA

joint venture with American

6Q Others, please specify:
24. What is the size of your organisation/firm?
10

100 employees or less

2Q More than 100 but less than 200 employees
31: 1 More than 200 but less than 300 employees
40

More than 300 but less than 400 employees

513 More than 400 but less than 500 employees
60

More than 500 employees

25, What is your organisation/firm's core business activity?
11:1 Manufacturing

2Q Others,pleasespecify:

SECTIONC: THE LOOK EASTPOLICY

26. Have you heard of the Look EastPolicy?
10 Yes
20 No
27. If you answered "yes" to Q. 26, do you know what the Look East Policy is all about?
10

Yes

20 No

28. What is your opinion of the Look EastPolicy?
10

It is the kind of policy that we need

2Q It is not the kind of policy that we need
3Q It is a policy that only favouredthe Japanese
and Koreanscontractors
4Q It is just a `window-dressing'kind of policy
5Q Other opinion, pleasespecify:
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29. Why do you think the Government introduced the Look East Policy?
(" ý" ALL THAT APPLY)
10 The Government wanted to bring Malaysians into close association
with Japaneseand Korean work ethic and management styles
20

The Government wanted to encourage technology transfer from Japan

3Q The Government wanted to encourage investment from Japan
4Q The Government wanted Malaysians to learn from the economic/
technological success of Japan/South Korea

5Q Other reason,pleasespecify:
30. In your opinion, what effect does theLook EastPolicy have on your firm?
(" 4" ALL THAT APPLY)
1Q It facilitates business deals between the Japaneseand the Korean
2Q It helps to promote our firm and its products in Malaysia and in the international market
3Q It facilitates the implementation of the Japanesemodel of management in my firm

4Q It helpsour firm to acquiretechnologicalknow-how from Japan
5Q The policy has had no effect on my firm in terms of encouraging the transfer of the JMM
31. In your opinion, do you agree that the Look East Policy has resulted in changes in attitudes and
behaviour in terms of loyalty and hard work among employees in your firm?
10

Yes, I agree

2Q No, I do not agree
3Q Neither agreenor disagree
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SECTION D: JAPANESE MODEL OF MANAGEMENT
32. Please indicate your degree of familiarity with the elements of the Japanese model of management

listed below by placing a 11si " to the column providedafter eachanswer.
Elements of the Japanese
model of management
1. Lifetime employment
2. Seniority-wage system
3. Seniority-promotion system
4. Quality control circle
5. Total quality control

Not familiar
at all

A little bit
Familiar

6. Job-rotation
7. On-the-jobtraining (OJT)
8. Just-in-time (JIT)
9. Suggestion system
10. Open office system
11. Group responsibility
12. Loyalty to company

13.Paternalleadershipstyle
14. Ringgi system
15. Hiring of fresh graduates
16. In-house unionism
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Reasonably
familiar

Very
familiar

33. Pleaseindicateby placing a"4"

to the appropriatecolumn in each case,as to how

you acquired the knowledge of the Japanesemodel of management (If you don't have
the knowledge of the Japanesemodel of management, please leave blank).

Elementsof the
Japanesemodelof
Management

Learned
from

Learned
from my

Learned
from my

Learned
While on

Learned
from

Learned
from

O
t

workshop/
seminar/
course

immediate

previous
employer

Attachment/
Secondment
Industrial

books/
journals

LEP

h

supervisor/
mentor/

training in

colleagues

Japanesefirms
in Japan
1. Lifetime
employment
2. Seniority-wage
system

3. Senioritypromotion

4. Quality control
circles
5. Total quality

control
6. Job-rotation
7. On-the-job
training
8. Just-in-time
(JIT)
9. Suggestion
systems
10. Open office
system

11. Group
responsibility
12. Loyalty to
company
13. Paternal

leadership
style
14. Ringgi
system

15. Hiring of
fresh
graduates
16. In-house
unionism
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e
r

s

34. With regardto thoseelementswith which you are familiar with, would you recommendthem
to your firm?
(Please "I"

the column that represents the most appropriate answer for each element below)

(If you don't have the knowledge of the Japanesemodel of management, please leave blank)
Elements of the Japanese
Model of management

I would recommend
to my firm

1. Lifetime employment
2. Seniority-wage system
3. Seniority-promotion system

4. Quality control circle (QCC)
5. Total quality control (TQC)
6. Job-rotation
7. On-the-job training (OJT)
8. Just-in-time (JIT)
9. Suggestion system
10. Open office system
11. Group responsibility
12. Loyalty to company

13. Paternalleadershipstyle
14. Ringgi system

15. Hiring of fresh graduates
16. In-house unionism
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I would not
Recommend to
my firm

No comment

35. Using a range from one (1) to five (5), where "1" stands for "strongly disagree" and "5" stands for
"strongly agree", please indicate by circling the appropriate number in each case, your
agreement or disagreement with each of the following statements:
Strongly
disagree

Statements

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly

agree nor
disagree

agree

1. Employeesdo not like
lifetime employment as

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

3. Seniority systemis the
bestway to determine

1

2

3

4

5

promotion
4. The strong support from
the government has
made it more easier to

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

it restrictscareerchange
2. Seniority-wage system
increases productivity
among employees

implementQCCs
5. Employeesare keen to
participatein QCC
activities
6. A suggestion system is

beneficial in cutting costs
and increasing
productivity
7. Co-operation between
manufacturers and
suppliers is the most

important factor for the
successof JIT
implementation
8. Consensus decision-

making/Ringgi system
can not be appliedin
Malaysiabecauseof the
different cultural
environmentcomparedto
Japan

36. To your knowledge,hasyour firm implementedthe Japanese
managementtechniques?
10 Yes

(pleasego to Q. 37 to Q. 47)

2Q No

(pleasego to Q. 48)

37. Why did your firm implementthem?
10 Becauseof the Look EastPolicy
2Q Because they are less expensive and can be implemented piecemeal
3Q Because of economic considerations

4Q Becauseof management'sresponseto specific problems
5Q Others,pleasespecify:
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38. Which elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques have been implemented in your firm?
( °°ý" ALL THAT APPLY)
10

Lifetime employment

2Q Seniority-wage system
3Q Seniority-promotion
4Q Quality control circle (QCC)
5Q Total quality control (TQC)
60

Job-rotation

7Q On-the-job training (OJT)
8Q Just-in-time (JIT)
9Q Suggestion systems
10 Q Open office system
11 Q Group responsibility
12 Q Loyalty to company

13Q Paternalleadershipstyle
14 Q Ringgi system
15 Q Hiring of fresh graduates

16Q Others,pleasespecify:
39. Please"I" the appropriatecolumn to indicatewhetherthose elementswere implementedin pure
or modified form.
Elementsof the Japanese
Model of management
1. Lifetime employment

Pureform

Modified form

2. Seniority-wage system

3. Seniority-promotion
4. Quality control circles
5. Total quality control
6. Job-rotation

7. On-the-jobtraining (OJT)
8. Just-in-time(JIT)
9. Suggestion systems
10. Open office system
It. Group responsibility
12. Loyalty to company
13. Paternalleadershipstyle
14. Ringgi system
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40. Who was responsible for introducing those elements in your firm?
10

The Chief Executive Officer of the company

2Q The other senior managers of the company
3Q Shop-floor workers of the company
4Q The external consultant that the company engaged
5Q Others, please specify:
41. Did your firm have any problems in trying to implement those elements?
10

Yes

2Q No

(please go to Q. 43)

42. If there were problems, what were they?

11:1 Worker's preferencefor existingmanagementpractices
2Q Strongresistanceor impact of Western-educated
managers
3Q Lack of commitment from top management to implement the Japanesemodel of management
41:1 Some elements of the Japanesemodel of management are not compatible with workers'
cultural and religious beliefs

5Q Others,pleasespecify:
43. As a measureof employmentstabilisation,which of the following measureshave your firm adopted?
(°° 4" ALL THAT APPLY)
1Q Improvement and expansion of welfare facilities

2Q PensionScheme
3Q Seniority-promotionsystem
4Q Internal promotion system
5Q Job-rotation
6Q Commendations/Award for long service

7Q Small group activities
8Q Continuoustraining system
9Q Wageincentive scheme
10Q Reconciling humanrelationsbetweenthe managementand workers
1113 Others,pleasespecify:

44. In an effort to increaseproductivity, which of the following measureshave your firm adopted?
1Q Suggestion system
2Q Quality control circle

3Q Zero-defectmovement
4Q Others,pleasespecify:
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45. What is the prime variable that your firm used in determining the salaries of the employees?
10

Job category

20

Merit/performance

3Q Seniority
40

Employee skill and efficiency

5Q Loyalty to the organisation
60

Others, please specify:

46. To your knowledge, have any Japanesepersonnel been attached to your firm specialising in
transferring Japanesepractices and technological know-how under the Look East Policy?
10

Yes

(Please go to Q. 47)

2Q No

(If you answered "No" or "Do not know",

3Q Do not know

go to Q. 51)

47. How many of them have been seconded to your firm?
10

5 or less

2Q More than 5 but less than 10 persons
3Q More than 10 but less than 20 persons
40

More than 20 but less than 30 persons

5Q More than 30 but less than 40 persons
60

50 persons and more

ATTENTION:

ANSWER Q. 48 TO Q. 50 IF YOUR FIRM HAS NOT ADOPTED/
IMPLEMENTED THE JAPANESE MODEL OF MANAGEMENT

48. In your personalopinion, canthe Japanese
model of managementbe implementedin your firm?
1Q No elementscan be implemented
2Q Yes,but only someelementscanbe implemented
3Q Yes, all elementscan be implemented
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49. If you picked no. "2" as your responseto Q. 48, which elements can be implemented?
(" v" ALL THAT APPLY)
10

Lifetime employment

20

Seniority-wage system

3Q Seniority-promotion
4Q Quality control circles
5Q Total quality control
60

Job-rotation

7Q On-the-job training (OJT)
8Q Just-in-time (JIT)
9Q Suggestion systems
1013 Open office system
110

Group responsibility

12 Q Loyalty to company
13 Q Paternal leadership style
14 Q Ringgi system

15Q Hiring of fresh graduates
16Q Others,pleasespecify:

50. Why would you think they can be implemented in your firm?
1Q They can be easily adapted into the existing system

2Q They arepractical to useand easyto implement
3Q They do not conflict with the cultural, traditional and religious beliefs of the majority of the workers
4Q They arereadily acceptedby both managementand workersbecauseof the enormous
benefitsthey provided
5Q Others,pleasespecify:
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ATTENTION:

Q. 51 TO Q. 61 APPLIES TO EVERYBODY

51. If the Japanesemodel of management is to be successfully transferred to the Malaysian private

firms in generaland to your firm in particular,what are someof the bestways to achievethis objective?
10

Strict enforcement of the Look East Policy

2Q Appointment of Chief Executive Officer and top management group who are adequately
trained in Japanesemodel of management as well as highly committed to implementing it
regular, systematic training for all employees regarding the Japanesemodel of management

3QA

4Q Introduction of only thoseelementsthat arecompatiblewith Malaysiancultural and religiousbeliefs
5Q Secondmentof Japanese
personnelto the private firms for a certainperiodof time to speed
up the transfer process
6Q Others, please specify:

52. Some people argue that only certain elements of the Japanesemanagement techniques can be
transferred to Malaysia. Some of the reasons they give are listed below.
(" 4" ALL THAT APPLY)

10 Malaysia and Japanareat different stagesof technologicaldevelopment
2Q Many firms have beenstructuredaccordingto the Westernstyle of management
3Q The top managementin many firms are Western-trainedand thereforeare not
in favour of all the elements of the Japanesemodel of management

4Q Not all workersare in favour of all theelementsof the Japanese
model of management
5Q Trade unions in many firms do not favour someelementsof the Japanesemodel of management
6Q Someelementsof the Japanesemodel of managementare culture-boundand are
not compatiblewith local cultural, traditional and religiousbeliefs
7Q Someelementsof the Japanesemodel of managementbring more problemsthanbenefits
8Q Only someelementsof the Japanese
model of managementarepractical to useand easyto implement
53. With regard to management style, what is your preference in running your organisation?
10 The Japanese-style management
20

The British-style management

3Q The American-stylemanagement
40 The Islamic-stylemanagement
5QA

mixture of various styles which is pro-West

60 No preference
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53. What is your opinion regarding the transferability

of Japanesemanagement techniques to

Malaysia in general?
10

All elements can be transferred in their pure form

20

Only some or certain elements can be transferred but have to be modified to suit the local
environment

3Q No elementscan be transferredeitherin a pure or a modified form
55. Do you believe that Malaysian workers have willingly accepted the Japanesework ethic?
10 Yes
2QNo
3Q Not sure
56. Do you recognise a trade union in your firm?
10

Yes

2Q No

(please go to Q. 57 & Q. 58)
(please go to Q. 59)

57. What type of union does your firm recognise?
10 Industry-wide union

2Q Craft union
3Q In-house union

58. Why did your firm chooseto recognisethis particularunion?
10

Since most firms in Malaysia recognise this type of union, so we followed

2Q Management and employees favour this type of union

3Q It is the tradeunion policy that we shouldrecognisethis type of union
4Q We recognisethis type of union becausewe follow what the governmenthasinstructedus to do
5Q Other reason,pleasespecify:
59. If you are a memberof tradeunion, hasit beenbeneficial to you in safe-guardingyour interests?
10 Very beneficial
2Q Reasonablybeneficial
3QA bit beneficial
4Q Not beneficial at all
60. In general,do you think that the Japaneseare willing to transfertheir technological expertiseor knowhow to the Malaysians?
1Q No, they are not willing to transfertheir technologicalknow-how and expertiseto the Malaysians
2Q Only somearewilling; othersonly teachwhat Malaysiansalreadyknow or thosethat are not
relevant to Malaysia's needs
313 Yes, they are willing to transfertheir expertiseto the Malaysians
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61. In your opinion, has the Look East Policy been successful in transferring the
Japanesemodel of management to private firms in Malaysia?
10

Yes

2Q No

3Q Not sure
Note: If you have any other suggestions or comments, please write down in the space below.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND CO-OPERATION
WISH YOU ALL THE BEST!

DON'T FORGET
TO RETURN YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TODAY
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Appendix 7.3
Interview Checklist

1. Which elementsof the Japanesemanagementtechniqueshave been implementedin
your firms and which havenot?

2. State the reason(s) why you have implemented them/why you have not implemented
them?

3. What is your opinion of lifetime employment, seniority-based systems, paternalism,

companyloyalty, quality control circles, in-houseunions,the ringgi system(consensus
decisionmaking), andopenoffice systems?

-

4. Would it be possibleto implementthesetechniques/practices
in your firms?

5. What

are some of

the problems you

have faced

in

implementing

these

practices/techniques and why?

6. State the reason(s)why you think it is very difficult to implement/transferJapanese
managementtechniqueswhich areconsidered"hard" and/orculture-bound?

7. How would you solve problems such as lack of loyalty, self-centrednessand
individualistic employees/workers?

8. What are the techniquesyou haveimplementedto solve theseproblems?
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9. In your opinion what are the impacts/effects of the Look East Policy?

10. What are your comments on some of the "weapons" that have been used by the
government in attempting to achieve its Look East Policy's objective(s)?

11. Do you think the Look East Policy has been effective, especially in terms of
encouraging management in Malaysia to adopt the Japanesemanagement techniques?

12. Your general opinion on the Look East Policy?
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Appendix 7.4
First Reminder

16thApril 1998
Dear Mr/Ms

,

About four weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire pertaining to the effectiveness of the Look
East Policy with regard to the Japanesemodel of management. As of today, I have not
received your completed questionnaire.
I appreciate the fact that you may be busy but please take a few minutes of your time to
complete the questionnaire because of the importance each questionnaire has to the study.
I need your completed questionnaire. If, by chance, you did not receive the questionnaire
or it has been misplaced, please let me know soon. Otherwise, it would be very helpful to
have your completed questionnaire returned to me before 30th April 1998.
Once again, rest assuredthat your responseswill be treated with the utmost confidentiality.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 082-461561.

Yours sincerely,

.....................

Frank Kiong

fk/q/reml
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Professor Rob Ball
Head of Department

Appendix 7.5
Simplified Version of the Interview Schedule

Q1: BACKGROUND

OF RESPONDENTS

1.1 Your race:
1.2 Your age:
1.3 Your religion:

1.4Your level of education:

I

Q2: CHARACTERISTICSOF FIRMS

2.1 What is the type/ownership of your firm?

2.2 How many employeesdo your firm employed?
Q3: KNOWLEDGE OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE AND VISIT TO JAPAN

3.1 Canyou speakthe Japaneselanguage?

Yes Q

No O

12 Can you read and write in Jananese?

Yes Q

No Q

3.3 (If `YES') Whereand Why did you learnJapanese?
Yes Q

3.4 Have you been to Japan?

No Q

3.5 (If `YES') what was the purposeof the trip?
3.6 What was the longest duration of any visit you have made?

Q4: THE LOOK EAST POLICY

4.1 Do you know what the Look EastPolicy is all about?

Yes 0

No 13

4.2 What is your opinion of the Look East Policy?
4.3 Why do you think the Government introduced the Look East Policy?
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4.4 In your opinion, what effect does the Look East Policy have on your firm?

Q5: FAMILIARITY

WITH THE JAPANESE MODEL OF MANAGEMENT

5.1 Are you familiar with the Japanesemodel of management?

Yes Q

No Q

5.2 Could you tell me which elements of the Japanesemodel of management are you
familiar with?
Elements of the Japanesemanagement
techniques
a. Lifetime employment
b. Seniority-wage system
c. Seniority-promotion system
d. Quality control circles

e.

Total quality control

f.

Job-rotation

g.

On-the-jobtraining (OJT)

h.
1.

Just-in-time (JIT)
Suggestion systems

j.

Openoffice system

k.
1.
in.
n.

Group responsibility
Loyalty to company
Paternal leadership style
Ringgi system

o.

Hiring of freshgraduates

p.

In-house unionism

Not familiar

Familiar

-

5.3 How did you acquirethe knowledgeof the Japanese
model of managementthat you
familiar
are
with?

Q6: IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE JAPANESE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

6.1 To your knowledge,hasyour firm implementedthe Japanese
managementtechniques?
Yes 13 No Q
6.2 (If `YES') Why did your firm implementthe JMM?
6.3 Which elementsof the JMM havebeenimplementedin your firm?

6.4 Were they implemented in pure or modified form?
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6.5 Who was responsible for introducing those elements in your firm?

Q7: PROBLEM WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE JMM

7.1 Did your firm have any problems in trying to implement those elements?
Yes Q No Q
7.2 (If `YES') what were the problems?
7.3 In your personal opinion, could the Japanesemanagement techniques be successfully
implemented in your firm? Yes Q
No Q

7.4(If `YES') which elementscouldbe successfullyimplementedin your firm?

Q8: THE JAPANESE WILLINGNESS TO TRANSFER THEIR TECHNOLOGY

8.1 Do you believethat the Japanese
arewilling to transfertheir technologicalexpertise
13
Malaysians?
Yes
No 13
to the
Q9: TRADE UNION

9.1 Do you recognisea tradeunion in your firm?

Yes Q

No Q

9.2 What type of union doesyour firm recognise?
9.3 Why did your firm chooseto recognisethis particular union?
9.4 What is your opinion regardingin-houseunions?
9.5 Are you are a memberof a tradeunion? Yes Q

No Q

Q10: HAS THE LOOK EAST POLICY BEEN SUCCESSFUL

10.1 In your opinion has the Look EastPolicy beensuccessfulin termsof encouraging
managementin Malaysiato adoptthe Japanese
model of management?Yes 13 No 13
10.2 (If `YES') what is the basis for your opinion?
10.3 Do you have any other comments regarding the Look East Policy?
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Appendix 7.6

List of Respondents/Firms
Advanced Micro Devices Sdn Bhd
Sri Muar Enterprise
Safeskin Corporation (M) Sdn Bhd
Black and Daker
F&N Dairies (M) Sdn Bhd
Besimega Sdn Bhd
Amisan Products (M) Sdn Bhd
Guocera Marketing Sdn Bhd
BP Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Globalmas Sdn Bhd
Acer Technologies
Isuta Sdn Bhd
Mariwasa Kraftanga Sdn Bhd
Motorola (M) Sdn Bhd
Amalgamated Metal Corp (M) Sdn Bhd
Associated Koalin Industries Bhd
Albright & Wilson (M) Sdn Bhd
Malaysian Tobacco Company
RJ Reynolds Tobacco Co.

APMC
AIC CorporationBerhad
EssoMalaysiaBerhad
BestTiles Works Sdn Bhd
DMIB Berhad

Amrich StyroformMfg. (M) Sdn Bhd
S.E.H. MalaysiaSdn Bhd
ChongLee Hong SengEnt. (M) Sdn Bhd
GamudaBhd
CCM Fertilizers Sdn Bhd
Gula Padang Terap Berhad
Coilcraft (M) Sdn Bhd
Aluminium Industries Sdn Bhd
Cradu Enterprise Sdn Bhd
Ever Advertising Sdn Bhd
Trans Resources Corporation Sdn Bhd
Adaptive Micro Systems (M) Sdn Bhd
BIG Industries Sdn Bhd

Advance Industries Sdn Bhd
Asia Chinon Precision Sdn Bhd
Antara Steel Mills Sdn Bhd
Fico Asia Sdn Bhd
Syn Plastic Industries
MA Sdn Bhd
CMS Cement Sdn Bhd
Flexiwood
Techtronic company
PawadaFood Industries Sdn Bhd
Borneo Plastic Factory

Malinet Research& EngineeringS/B
LasmeEnterpriseSdn Bhd
KKB Engineering Berhad
Kubaru Sdn Bhd

Petronas
Kim Hin Industry Berhad
SarcargoSdn Bhd
CarlsbergBrewery (M) Bhd
Ajinomoto (M) Bhd
Autojack Sdn Bhd
Cold Storage(M) Bhd
Today'sPlastic IndustriesSdn Bhd
CH SteelSdn Bhd

TangTeck Ong Manufacturing
MCSB
Arab-MalaysianDevelopmentBhd
Antah Oiltools Sdn Bhd
Alps Electric (M) Sdn Bhd
Pioneer Concrete (M) Sdn Bhd
Saujana Jaya Sdn Bhd
Perodua Manufacturing S/B
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Appendix 8.1
Breakdownof Respondents
who saidthat the
LEP has had no and some Effect on their Firms

Nationality

No effect

Some effect

Malaysians

38

3

-

5

American

2

-

British

2

Total

42

Japanese

541

8

